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The planar approximation is reconsidered. It is shown that a saddle point method is ineffective, 
due to the large number of degrees of freedom. The problem of eliminating angular variables is 
illustrated on a simple model coupling two N X N matrices. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea that a large-N expansion in the theory of 
SU(N) gauge fields is a means to generate an approximation 
to the true system remains an attractive one. Since the work 
of't Hoofe on two-dimensional QCD, there have been var
ious attempts at developing a systematic treatment. Recent 
claims have been made that this limit enables one to under
stand the connection with the string formulation of the dual 
modeJ2 and that it provides a semiquantitative understand
ing of various selection rules in the framework of quark 
interactions.3 

The zero-dimensional counting problem in the same ap
proximation is related to the theory of random matrices and 
might find applications in models of disordered media.4 The 
question has been considered by mathematicians5 and physi
cists6 using combinatorial methods, or analytical ones. 7

- 9 In 
Sec. 2 we shall present a short review of this subject. In fA] 
the method was applied to quantum mechanics, where it was 
shown to give accurate approximations. 

The existence of a large parameter N, namely the order 
of the in variance group, suggests at first that some form of 
the saddle point method might apply to the path-integral 
representing the transition amplitude. This seems further 
confirmed by the observation that expectation values of pro
ducts of invariant operators A,B, .. · factorize in the large N 
limit: 

(AB ... ) -+ (A ) (B) .... (1.1) 

Could there exist a classical fluctuationless configuration to 
describe the situation? 

Unfortunately, this turns out to be rather illusory, as 
will be illustrated in the following. To be specific, we shall 
study a simple model involving finitely many degrees of free
dom, each one represented by a Hermitian N X N matrix M. 
These finitely many degrees offreedom might be thought of 
as a finite lattice approximation to a genuine d-dimensional 
continuum. The integrals to be considered have the form: 

Z = I ~ dMi exp [ - itl V(M;) 

+ . f Pij trMi ~], 
'.)= 1 

(1.2) 

with V(M) a potential term, typically 

V(M) = A trM 2 + ..[, trM 4 

~ N' (1.3) 

inducing a quartic anharmonic term with strength g/ N. 

Here/1ij is a short-range "kinetic" coupling among sites, for 
instance, /1ij = /1 if i andj are nearest neighbors and zero 
otherwise. Finally dM is a U(N)-invariant volume element. 
By allowing a finite number of space-time points and letting 
N-+oo, we interchange, of course, the infinite volume (ther
modynamic) limit and the restriction to planar diagrams 
(large-N limit). However, as long as this procedure is 
thought of as a means of generating Feynman diagrams in a 
series expansion in g corresponding to processes without in
frared divergences, it seems without danger. 

Rescaling Minto N 112M, we can look upon (1.2) as an 
integral involving an action multiplied by the large number 
N, which calls for the saddle-point method of evaluation. 
This is obviously too naive since it omits two aspects of cru
cial importance. The first is the contribution of the measure 
itself and the second the large degeneracy due precisely to 
the in variance group, here U(N) with N 2 parameters. The 
search for a saddle point can only be undertaken once these 
degenerate degrees of freedom have been eliminated. When 
this is done, one deals with a basis of group invariants. A 
sharp distinction appears here between the above planar 
problem, and the one encountered in a seemingly analogous 
situation involving vector instead of matrix variables, such 
as the classical Heisenberg O(N) ferromagnet. In this case, 
the variables attached to each of the p points of the lattice are 
N-dimensional vectors Sf, a = 1, ... ,N, i = 1, ... ,p. A basis of 
invariants under the real orthogonal group O(N) is given in 
terms ofthep(p + 1)/2 scalar products Si,Sj' i<J. (Since 
p<.N no quantity involving a determinant does occur.) In the 
measure, the O(N) degrees of freedom can be factored out, 
leaving as a result 

II d (Si'S) Idet(S,.S) liN -- p - 1)12. 

i<J 

As a consequence, 

Zvector = I,Dl dNSi exp [ - ~ V(S;) + B/1i jS"Sj] 

= Zo I 1] d(Si'S ) Idet(Si'S ) I(N-p-l)/2 

xexp [ - ~ V(S;) + IPijS"Sj], (1.4) 
l t.J 

with Zo a normalization constant independent of V and the 
last integral extending over the positivity domain of the ma
trix (S,'S j)' This expression is suited to the application of the 
saddle-point method, which will lead in this case to the usual 
1/ N expansion of the classical ferromagnet. This success 
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may be attributed to the fact that we have found a choice of 
p(p +1)/2 invariants much smaller in number than the 
original Np variables, more specifically much smaller than 
the large parameter N. As in thermodynamics, each degree 
of freedom will contribute to a connected quantity a finite 
amount. If the total number of degrees offreedom is vanish
ingly small as compared to the large parameter, the saddle
point method is useful and will be the starting point of a 
systematic expansion. 

The situation is not as good in the matrix case. Except in 
the case ofa single matrix where the space of invariants isN
dimensional and hence much smaller than the original space 
(of dimension N 2), it is sufficient to look at the set of invar
iants for two matrices to see that its size is comparable to the 
size of the original space. Consequently, fluctuations to all 
orders will be essential in the evaluation of the integral and 
no simple saddle-point method will work. Does this really 
mean that the planar problem is totally untractable in gener
al? We have no answer to this question, but the successful 
applications of the planar approximation to quantum me
chanics (see [AD leaves some hope that an appropriate trick 
works for each specific case. 

I t is therefore of interest to confront the type of difficul
ty discussed above on the first nontrivial instance, namely 
when the integral Z involves two matrices only. This is the 
main part of the present investigation, to which we devote 
the last two sections. The result of the integration over angu
lar variables corresponding to the unitary group transforma
tions is presented in Sec. 3, while in Sec. 4 we discuss two 
expansions of the planar limit. 

The outcome of this investigation seems a little disap
pointing. We feel, nevertheless, that it is worth being report
ed since it illustrates the nontrivial character of the planar 
approximation. Moreover, some of the expressions derived 
below might turn out to be useful in another context. Finally, 
our incomplete solution might raise other people's interest in 
finding a more complete answer. 

2. THE COUNTING PROBLEM REVISITED 

We recall the results obtained elsewhere7
-

9 on the 
counting of diagrams with a definite topology. We shall gen
eralize the theory to include an arbitrary polynomial interac
tion V(M), which we assume even for simplicity: 

(2.1) 

Let dM be the unitary invariant measure on Hermitian 
N X N matrices 

N 

dM = II dMii II 2d ReM'j d ImM,j' (2.2) 
i= I i<j 

We define 

Z(g) = J dM e- V(M), (2.3) 

which makes sense in some appropriate (complex) domain 
for the coupling constants. In Eq. (2.1), the coefficients of 
higher-order terms are weighted with inverse powers or N in 
such a way that the perturbative expansion of 
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E(g ~) = __ 1 In(Z(g»), 
, N N 2 Z(O) 

(2.4) 

will produce contributions of the form 

E( g, ~) = ~o N12H E(H)(g), (2.5) 

with E(H) defined in terms of diagrams drawn on a surface 
with H handles (H = genus of the surface). E(o) corresponds 
to the planar (or spherical) topology, E(1) to the torus, and so 
on. In the sequel, we shall concentrate on the vacuum "ener
gy" E and leave aside questions dealing with Green's func
tions. This generalization can be done along the lines of [A]. 
In the measure dM, the angular factors corresponding to the 
unitary transformation U to a diagonal form: 

A.l 0 

M= UAUt, A = (2.6) 

o An 

can be factored out. When integrating over an invariant 
functionf(M), i.e., such thatf(M) !(UMUt ), we have 

J dMf(M) = (21T)N:-l)/2 J IT dA,Ll (A ?f(A), 
III p! I 

(2.7) 

with Ll (A ) the Vandermonde determinant 

Ll (A ) = II (A, - A) = det(A ( -I ). (2.8) 

The numerical factor in (2.7) will follow from our subse
quent arguments. The structure of this relation suggests a 
connection between the calculation of Z and the theory of 
orthogonal polynomials, as discussed by Bessis8 and Parisi.9 

This goes as follows. First definegp = gplNP -I and, for the 
time being, let gp be considered as fixed, real, and such that 
the measure 

df.1.(A ) = dAe - V(..l) , (2.9) 

is integrable. Here V(A) stands for 

V(A)= ~+ I,gpA2P. 
2 p>2 

(2.10) 

We call Zn(g) what was previously called Z(g) in the case 
n =N, i.e., 

Zn(g) = J df.1.(Al) .. ·df.1.(An)[Ll (AI> ... ,An)]2, 

and define the polynomial of degree n 

Pn(A)=(-l)npn(-A) 

= Z n-
l (g) J df.1.(AI ) ... df.1.(An)[Ll (AI> ... ,An)]2 

n 

(2.11) 

X II (A-As)· (2.12) 
5=1 

The term of highest degree has a coefficient equal to 1. The 
polynomials Pn (A) are orthogonal with respect to the mea
sure df.1.(A ). Indeed, 

ZnJ df.1.(An+l )Pn(An+l )A~+l 
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n+l " 
x I (-1) n +1 - k A~..:1 (AI , ... ,Ak, ... ,An+1 ). 
k~1 

The sum inside the integrand is the expansion of the 
determinant 

AS 
2 

with respect to its last column. It vanishes for 
s = O,I, ... ,n -1, which proves the assertion. For s = n, we 
find 

Zn I d,u(A )Pn (..1)..1 n = Zn I d,u(A )P~ (A) 

=Zn+l/(n +1). 

Hence 

(2.13) 

This relation shows that the knowledge ofthe orthogonal 
polynomials yields a handle on Z. A statistical interpretation 
can be given to Z as a partition of a one-dimensional repul
sive Coulomb gas of particles interacting with a potential V. 

The polynomials Pn satisfy a three-term recursion 
relation 

APn =Pn +1 +RnPn_l · 

Since 

hn +1 = J d,u(A )Pn +1 APn 

(2.14) 

= J d,u(A)(Pn+2 +Rn+1 Pn)Pn =Rn+1 hn' 

we have 

hn n Zn + I Zn -I 
R'l== -- =--

hn_ 1 n+l Z~ 
(2.15) 

Consequently, 

Zn =n!hn_1 hn_2 .. ·hlho =n!Rn_1 R~_2 ... R7-lh~ , 
(2.16) 

with 

(2.17) 

Incidentally, this provides a justification for the factor oc
curring in Eq. (2.7). For choose there 
f(M) = exp( - ! trM 2

). The left-hand side is equal to 
(21T)N2/2. On the right-hand side, the integralis Z N(O), corre
sponding to Hermite polynomials with the measure 
d,u(A) = e - J.. '/2dA. In this case, hN = (21T)1I2N! and hence 
Z N = N! h N -I h N -2 .. ·ho = n;v p!(21T)N 12. The factor in the 
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right-hand side of (2.7) is just fitted to match these two 
results. 

The preceding development follows from the standard 
textbook treatment. We now use an argument due to Bessis 
and Parisi to obtain a recursion formula on Rn. From Eqs. 
(2.13) and (2.14), it follows that 

n hn = I dA e- VAP~Pn 

= J dAe-VP~(Pn+1 +RnPn_ l ) 

= Rn J dA e - Vp ~Pn _ I 

= Rn I dA e - VV'PnPn - I' 

where an integration by parts has been used to obtain the last 
equality. Now 

I dAe-VPn(V'Pn_ l ) 

= IdA e- vPn [A + I 2(p + l)gp+ 1..1 2p+ I]Pn_ 1 
p;;.1 

=hn[1 + I 2(p+ l)gP+I I Ru, ... R up ]' (2.19) 
p;;.1 paths 

In this expression the coefficient of 2( p + l)g p + I is a sum 
over the (2p + l)!lp!(p + I)! paths along a "staircase" from 
the stair at height n - 1 to the one at height n, in 2p + 1 steps 
of one unit, p + 1 up, p down. A factor Ru occurs when 
descending from the stair a down to stair a -1. For in
stance, we have 
p= 1 I =Rn_ 1 +Rn +Rn+l , 

paths 

p=2 I =Rn_ 2 R n_ 1 +R;'_I +2Rn _I R n 
paths 

+ Rn _ I Rn + I + R ~ + 2RnRn + I 

+ R ~ + I + Rn + I Rn e 2' (2.20) 

and so on. We can, of course, express this result in terms of 
the (n,n -1) matrix element of the Jacobi matrix A in Eq. 
(2.14) raised to the power (2p + 1). Inserting this expression 
into (2.19) yields: 

n = Rn(l + I 2(p +l)gp+1 I Ra, ... R a,,). (2.21) 
p;;.1 paths 

Since we are only interested here in the leading term of Z (g), 
we shall only use the dominant estimate of Rn for n of order 
N. From Eq. (2.21), Rn is of order N, and we set 

x = nlN, Rn = Na2(x). (2.22) 

This entails for gp + I = gp + liN p , 

x = a2(x) + I gp (2p)! a2p(x). 
p;;,2 p!(p - I)! 

(2.23) 

The quantity of interest, namely the generating func
tion for the number of planar diagrams, is E(o) (g) given by 
Eqs. (2.4), (2.5). Dropping the index (0), we find 

. 1 [N-I (Rn(g») E(g)= hm - - I (N-n)ln--
N-= N 2 

I Rn(O) 
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+ Nln(ho(g»)] 
ho(O) 

i l (a 2
(x») 

- 0 dx(1-x)ln -x- . 

To analyze these relations, we define the functions 

A2 
V(A ) = - + I gpA 2P, 

2 p;.2 

W(A) = A 2 + I (2p)! A 2P. 
p;.2 p!(p - I)! 

They are related through 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 
V(A ) fA. /2 dg w( g ) 
T = Jo (A 2/4 - g2)tl2 g 

E (g) can be written as 

E(g)= f dAW'(A)[l-w(A)] In(W~~») 

La dA 
= -! Ina2 + - (2 - w)w - (g = 0),(2.27) 

o A 
with a=a( 1) defined through 

l=w(a)= dg - V"(g). 
f

2a (4a2 g2)tl2 

-.2a 21T 
(2.28) 

These expressions coincide, of course, with those given in [AJ for the quartic potential. One can note that the condition 
w(a) = 1 follows from a variational principle. If a is left arbitrary in (2.27) without the subtraction term, then the relation 
between a and g expresses the stationnarity of E with respect to a. 

The preceding development avoids completely the use of the saddle-point method as presented in [A]. Nevertheless, it 
contains implicitly the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues of the matrix M. We recall that the original eigenvalues have 

been scaled down by a factor yN' to obtain the reduced variables. The density of eigenvalues, i.e., the distribution of roots of 
the polynomial Pn (A ), is readily related to the Jacobi matrix for A in a basis of orthonormal states 

.9\ (A ) = 1 Pn(A). 
v' hn 

From (2.14) and (2.1S) 

A9'n(A)=(h~:1 }/29'n+t +Rne~:1 }/29'n_t 

= v'R:;: 9' n + t + v' Rn 9' n - t· 

Consider now the quantity 

lim _1_ f d/1(A tf t 9' n(A)A 2P9' n(A) = (A 2p). 
N '00 N p + t 0 

In the reduced variables (A-A /yN), we look for a positive density U(A) such that 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

where the last expression results in this limit N-oo from Eq. (2.30), using notations introduced in (2.22). This relation takes 
the form 

f dA U(A)A 2p 

= t dx a2P(x)ft dy (2y)2P 
Jo _ t 1T (1 _ y2)1/2 

= dAA 2p .1 W /1 f
2a(t) fa(t) d '( ) 

_ 2a(l) IA. 1/2 1T (4/12 - A 2)1/2 

and yields an even measure concentrated on the interval ( -2a,2a), where a=a(l), equal to 

U(A) = - dt -~'-=--'-:--:-1 fa w'(S) 
1T 1A.1/2 (4g2_A2y/2 

= (4a 2 
- A 2y/2 _1_ f2a d", V/("') . (2.33) 

1T 21T _2a(4a2 _",2)1/2",-A 

This gives a distribution of the form (1/ 1T)( 4a2 
- A 2)1/2 times a polynomial in A, equal for A 2 < 4a2 to the real part of an even 

analytic function 

1 f2a d", v/(n) 

2; __ 2a (4a 2 - ",2) 1;2 '" - A ' 
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vanishing faster than 1/ A as IA 1_ 00, and with a discontinuity on the finite interval A 1 > 4al equal to iv' (A )( 4al - A 1>- 1/1. The 
condition w(a) = 1, is equivalent to the statement Sl~Za U(A )dA = 1. This reproduces, of course, the result for the quartic 
interactions given in [A]. The extension of the previous analysis to include functions V(A ) not necessarily even is, of course, 
possible. One can also proceed8 to the systematic study of the corrections in powers of 1/ N, starting from the exact expression 
(2.21). 

3. INTEGRATION OVER THE UNITARY GROUP 

We return to the investigation of integrals of the type 
(1.2) over several N X N Hermitian matrices, in fact, to the 
simplest one involving two matrices 

Z = J dMI dMl exp{ - [V(MI) + V(Ml ) 

- /3 tr(MI Ml)J J. (3.1) 

As explained in the Introduction it is important to integrate 
first over the angular variables. We are therefore led to study 
the expression 

I(MI,Mz;/3) = J dUexp[/3tr(MIUM1Ut)], (3.2) 

where dU is the normalized Haar measure on the unitary 
group U(N). We can, in fact, restrict the integration to 
SU(N) since this is the only part which acts effectively on the 
Hermitian matrices M in the adjoint representation. If A I 
and Al stand for the diagonal matrices of eigenvalues of MI 
and Ml as in (2.6), I depends only on A I and Al and is, in 
fact, a symmetric function of each set. Then Z reduces to the 
form 

(21T)N(N -I) J N 
Z = (nfp!? II dAI,idAZ,i.1 l(AI).1 z(A l ) 

Xexp{ - [V (A I) + V(Al)]JI(AI.Al)' (3.3) 

due to the in variance of the measure dM e - V(M) under uni
tary transformations. 

We will now show that 

I(A I,Ad3)=/3-N(N-I)11
Ntf pI det(i!",·0z.

j

). (3.4) 
I .1 (A 1).1 (A z) 

Let D be the unitary invariant Laplacian operator on Hermi
tian matrices 

az 
1 [ IP D-I--2+-I 2+ 

I aM II 2 i<j (a ReM,) 

Consider the propagator 

f(t; MI,Mz) = < Mlle-tDI2IMz) 

= 1 N' Z exp [ - J... tr(MI - Ml?] , (3.6) 
(2m) I 2t 

a solution for t positive of the heat equation 

(!.... - ~ DI)f(t; M I,M2) = 0, 
at 2 

(3.7) 

which reduces when t-o to a {) function with respect to the 
measure introduced above. Ifg(t, M) is a solution of the 
above equation for t> 0, which coincides for t = 0 with a 
given function geM) invariant under unitary transforma
tions, i.e., a symmetric function of the eigenvalues of M, then 

415 

g(t,A I) = c J dU J dAz.1 Z(Az)f(t; A I,UAzUt)g(A z)· 

(3.8) 
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The constant C corresponds to the value appearing on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (2.7) 

N 
C = (21T)N(N-I)/Z IIp!. (3.9) 

I 

Consequently, 

.1 (A l)g(t,A I) = J dAzK(t;AI,Az)[.1(Az)g(Al)J, 

(3.10) 

K(t; AI,Al) = C.1 (A 1).1 (A 1) f dUf(t; AI,UAzU t ), 

which means that K is the evolution kernel for antisymme
tric functions of the form 

s(A)=.1(A)g(A). (3.11) 

The function 5 satisfies the equation 

as = ~(_I_ f ~.1Z(A)~_S_) 
at 2.1 (A) I ~ I aAI aAI .1 (A ) 

= ~ I (~+ I 1 )(~ - I 1 )5 
2 I aAI k ¥ol AI - Ak aAI k ¥ol AI - Ak 

= ~~ als2 _ ~ IIf:'. 
£.. £.. ~ (3.12) 

2 , aA, k ",I "" A, - Ak A, - AI 

The last sum vanishes owing to the identity 

1 1 ------+ 
(AI - A2)(A I - A3) (A l - A3)(A2 - AI) 

+ 1 =0. 
(A3 - AI)(A3 - Al ) 

Therefore, 5 fulfills 

as = ~ f a
2

2S ' 
at 2,~ I aA, 

and is required to be antisymmetric. The kernel K of the 
corresponding evolution is then 

K(t; A I,A2) 

_ 1 1 ~ ( 1):;1' 
(2m)N12 N! ~ 

xexp [ - ~ ~ (AI I -A2 ;1')J 
2t ~. .' , 

= - det ex - - A . - A . 1 1 { [1 z]} (21Tt)N12 N! P 2t (1., 2,) . 

If we compare this with (3.10) and (3.6), we find 

J dU exp [ - ;t tr(A I - UA 2U t?] 

(3.13) 

= tN(N-I)/2 ITp! det[exp - (1/2t)(Al.i -A2,)2] , 

I .1 (A 1).1 (A z) 
(3.14) 

a formula equivalent to (3.4). The reader will recognize in 
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this derivation the features that made the planar approxima
tion to quantum mechanics very simple in terms offermionic 
wavefunctions (see [AD. 

Let us now derive a series expansion for I (M I ,M2 ; P) in 
terms of the characters of the linear (or unitary) group, using 
a device due to Weyl. We recall that the irreducible represen
tations of the group U(N) are characterized by a sequence of 
nondecreasing integers no,n l ,···nN -I' which for no>O can 
be attached to a Young tableau. 10 We will consider here only 
polynomial representations, i.e., those such that the group 
factor U(N)/SU(N) is represented by (detU) no, no>O. The 
complete set of representations is obtained by relaxing the 
positivity condition on no. Let U-E2't.l(U) be the corre
sponding representation with character X I n I 

Inl det(87+) 
Xlnl (U) = ~ § 00 (U) = det(8/) , (3.15) 

where 8; are the eigenvalues of U. Denotebyd lnl thedimen
sion of this representation: 

(3.16) 

Let first restrict our attention to the SU(N) group. This is, 
anyhow, the only part that enters the integral (3.2). In this 
case no = O. We have the orthogonality and completeness 
relations 

(3.17) 

~ d §In.l(U)§ln.l"(U')=8(UU') L Inl aa aa ,. 
I nl.a.a' 
Let U I and U2 stand for two arbitrary elements in SU(N). We 
have 

f dUexp(ptrUIUU2 Ut) 

= f dVeBtrvf dU8(V,UIUU2Ut) 

= f dVeB trV L §1~.I(UI)Xlnl(U2)§1~.I·(V). 
Inl.a,a' 

The integral over Vbeing invariant under the adjoint action 
V_uvut, we can replace §l~.I*(V) by (8aa,ldlnl )Xfnl (V). 

TABLE I. Characters of the linear group up to Inl = 4. 

Young 
tableau 

416 

trA 

\t(trA)' + trA'] 

1[(trA )'-trA'J 

l [('rA)' +2 trA ' +3trA trA 'J 
\ [(trA)1 _ trA I] 

H(trA ) 1 +2 trA \ -3trA trA ~] 

,', [(trA )' +6 trA' +3(trA ')' +6 trA '(trA)' +8 trA ' trA] 

j[(trA)' -2 'rA' - ('rA ')' +2 trA '(trA )'] 

,', [(trA)' -4 trA 'trA +3(trA ')'] 

l [(trA)' +2 trA' - (irA ')' -2 trA '(trA )'J 

,', tetrA )' -6 'rA ' +3(trA ')' -6 trA '(trA )' +8 trA ' 'rA] 
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IV 

Now 

f dVtrVYxfnl(V) = Dp,ln 1(Tlnl , (3.18) 

where Inl = ~~-I n i and (Tlnl is the number of times the 
Inl 

representation § Inl(u) occurs in the tensor product ® U. 

This can also be interpreted as the number of distinct ways of 
constructing piece by piece the Young tableau for the repre
sentation § I n I while respecting the rules for such tableaux. 
(Therefore (T I n I is nothing but the dimension of the represen
tation of the permutation group on Inl objects pertaining to 
the same tableau. For a proof see Ref. 10.) It follows that 

pln l (Tlnl 
= L-

I 
-I' -d Xlnl (UI)Xlnl (U2)· (3.19) 

Inl n. Inl 

This result has been derived for U I , U2ESU(N), and the sum 
on the right-hand side runs only over representations with 
no = O. It can readily be extended to U I , U2EU(N) provided 
we reintroduce all representations with no>O. X I n I (U) is a 
polynomial in the matrix elements of U and therefore can be 
continued as a function of an arbitrary N X N matrix. By 
analytic continuation, we therefore reach the conclusion 
that 

pln l (Tlnl 
I(MI,M2;P) = >--Xlnl(MI)X\nj(M2)· 

ti InJ!d lnl 
(3.20) 

A similar formula could in fact be directly obtained by ex
panding the numerator of the right-hand side ofEq. (3.4) in 
powers of the eigenvalues. Comparison with (3.20) yields 

N-I jN-I 
(Tlnl = Inl!dlnl IT p! IT (np +p)!, (3.21) 

o 0 

and we recall the Weyl formula 

/

N-I 

d lnl =..:1 (n N_ I +N-I,nN_2 +N-2, ... ,no) IT p!, 
o 

where..:1 is the discriminant used througout our previous 
discussion. Table I gives explicit formulas for the characters 
up to I n I = 4 in terms of traces of powers of the matrix M. 
We check, of course, that 

d lnl = Xlnl (1) and (trMY = L (T\nIX\nl (M). 
I III 

Inl ~p 
(3.22) 

J,,,, 

IN(N+I) 

IN(N-I) 

,N(N+I)(N+2) 

\N(N+I)(N-I) 

IN(N -l)(N -2) 

,~N(N +I)(N +2)(N +3) 

IN(N +I)(N +2)(N -I) 

,', N'(N +I)(N -I) 

!N(N + I)(N -l)(N -2) 

,',N(N -I)(N -2)(N -3) 
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TABLE II. The coefficients X, CA,B). 

k 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

X,(A,B) 

(A> (B) 
h(A }f,(B) 
f,(A )f,(B) 

J.(A )f.,(B) -4 n~A) f22~B) 

!seA )f,(B) -5 I: (A )h(A )fiB )h(B) 

lo(A )f;.(B) -6 0(A }f,(A )[r.(B}f,(B) + f;~B)] 
f,'(A) [/(B\I"(B) +2 f,'(B) +2 li'(B)] 

+ 3! ,,11 2 2! 3! 

+ /,2(A) [2 fi'(B) -12 fi(B)]} 
3! 2! 3! 

1M }fiB) -. 7V[(A }f,(A )[!s(B }f,(B) + J.(B)h(B)] 
f22(B) ] + I. (A )fM) !sCB}f,(B) +2J.CB)h(B) +2h{B) -2!-

+ f,(A /,'~:) [2J.(B)h(B) -12h{B) 122~~)]} 
f.(A }f8CB) 

{ [ 
ff(B) ] 

-8 In(A }f,(A) 16(B }f,(B) + NB )f,(B)+ -2!-

+ ~CA )f,(A )[In(B)fiB) +2!sCB)h(B) +2 ffCB) +2 f3
2
(B) liB) +2J.(B) 12

2
(B)] 

J, . . ~ ~ 2 

+ f}~:) (UB)f,(B) +2!s(B)f,(B) +3 1.2~~) +4 132~~) f2(B)+2J.(B) 122~~) +6 12'~~)] 

+ 1,2~:) I,(A )[2N B)f'(B)+4 ff~~) -20 I,'~~) h(B) -12J.(B) n~~) -48 12'!~)] 
+/(A) I,'(A) [2 ("(B)f(B) +2 I}(B) -12 nCB) I:(B) -14/(B) nCB)] 

4 2! J, 3 2! 2! 2 4 2! 

+ I}CA) [6 f1(B) -48 nCB) I:(B) 360 12
4

CB)]} 
4! 2! 2! 2 + 4! 

We have now two exact expressions for the kernel eo(A) = 1, el=O, 

ep(A)= «A - (A >Y> 
= -tr A - -trA 1 ( 1 )P 

N N ' 

(3.25) 

p~2, 

I (MI,Mz; /3) given in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.20). For our purpose, 
weare also interested in an expansion ofln[I (MI,Mz; /3)] for 
large N assuming the eigenvalues of MI and M z to be of order 
N 1/2. Without loss of generality we take M\ and M 2 diagonal 
and rescale them as MI = VN A and M2 = VN B with A 
and B of order unity. We look for the dominant term 

1 --
X(A,B;/3) = lim -z In [I(\! N A,V N B,/3)] 

N~"" N 

or even better the "connected" ones!n (A ),fn (B). The rela
tion between these two basis, already discussed in [A] for 
Green's functions is most easily expressed through the gen
erating functions 

= lim -4 ln [J dU eNfJtrlAUBUT)] , (3.23) 
N .""N 

with 

0) _ (b l 

-. ,B-

an 0 

The quantity X admits a series expansion in powers of /3 
"" /3 k 

X(A,B;/3) = I -Xk(A,B), 
1 k 

(3.24) 

whereXk(A,B) = Xk(B,A) isa symmetricfunctionofthea i 

and b i. homogeneous of degree k. It is given in terms of the 
quantities (A p)=(lIN) trA P, (B p). By singling out (A ) 
which can readily be factored in I, it will be useful to use 
rather the mean values e(n) (A ), en(B): 
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¢(j;A) = 1 + I)kek(A), 
2 

1/J(z; A ) = 1 + ! Zk!k (A ), 

¢ (j; A ) = ¢(z[j; A ]; A ). 

z[j; A ] = j¢ (j; A ), 

or, more explicitly, 

A(A)= - I (k + I. rq -2)! [- ez(A »" 
(k":"l)! r2! 

1: qr. = k 

X [- e3(A )]" 

r3! 
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We can start grinding the coefficients Xk(A,B) using the 
expansion given in (3.20). The results up to order 8 are dis
played in Table II. To expose some properties of this expan
sion, we shall write for X differential equations similar to 
those discussed at the beginning of this section. Let X(Nl be 
equalto (lfN 2) In[l (v' NA,v' NB; 13)1, i.e., to the same quan
tity as X before going to the limit N- 00. We have 

II 7 -I p! det(eNf3aib,) eN'x (\) 
(f3N)N(N- l l/2 .1 (A).1 (B) 

(3.28) 

The quantity 

[.1 (A )eN1X(')]-I.f (~)P .1 (A )eN'x(\) , 
,=1 aa, 

is obviously equal to N Pf3 P~ b/ and we therefore derive the 
identity 

f3p(BP) = -l-~I(~~+N aX(Nl)P.1 (A). 
.1 (A) N; N aa; aa; 

Since NaX(Nl faa; is of order unity, we may omit in the large
N limit the action of derivatives on it, when expanding this 
pth power. To leading order, 

f3p(BP) = ~ p! 1 
'-?IS!(p-S)! NP~S+I 

(NaX faa;), 
x I 

;i'jl'i""i'jp ,(a; - ajJ .. (a; - ajp )' 
(3.29) 

where the terms = Oisabsentsince.1-I~;al.1 ==.Oforp<N. 
For p = 1 this yields 

{3 (B) = ~ IN ax , 
N; aa; 

which means 

XI = 13 (A ) (B), 
(3.30) 

Thus, for k > 1, X k which is a homogeneous function of A of 
degree k maybe written in terms ofthees(A), s<,k, which all 
satisfy 

~INaes(A) =0. 
N, aa; 

Defining X through 

X = X + {3 (A ) (B), (3.31 ) 

we find 

13 Pe (B) _ ~ pl 1 
P - '-?I s!(p - s)! N P - s +1 

(NaX faa;), 
x I 

ii'JI'i""#}P ,(a; - aj,)-.. (a; - ajp ) 
(3.32) 

This infinite set of equations determines the functions X k 

recursively. The algebra becomes rapidly quite cumbersome, 
and we did not succeed in finding a simple algorithm. We 
shall, however, indicate Some simple features. Let us first 
focus on the first terms (s = 1) of the right-hand side ofEq. 
(3.32). It reads 
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(3.33) 

One may show that 

(3.34) 

where the right-hand side is zero for k <po On the generating 
function ¢J (); A) ofEq. (3.26) 

.1 (pl¢J (j; A) =} ; (jP¢JP). (3.35) 

Let us now show that .1 (pl has a very simple action on the 
connectedfk(A ). Since it is a derivative, we have 

.1 (pl¢J (j; A) 

= .1 (PltP(z [j; A ]; A ) 

= at{! .1 (Plz[j; A) + .1 (P)tP(z; A)I ' 
az Z= z[j;A I 

but from (3.26) 

.1 (Plz[j; A ] =}.1 (Pl¢J (); A ) 

and 

. az (1 . at{!) . az a ( ',1.) ',1. 1 ---: - 1 - = 1 ---: - z - l'f' + l'f' = Z. 
a] az a] az 

Hence 

.1 (pl¢(z; A) = (1 -) ~~).1 (Pl¢J (j; A) 

= (1 -) a1/J)i ~ (j¢J Y 
az a] 

a 
=z-zP=pzP (3.36) 

az 

or equivalently 

.1 (Pljk(A) = POkP' (3.37) 

This now suggests to rewrite Eq' (3.32) as 

{iP I 

= .1 (plX + f (p) 1 
.,=2 S NP-s+1 

(NaX faa;)S 

and so solve for X according to its increasing degree in the 
fk (B). To lowest order (linear terms) one has 

.1 (p)X(ll={3Pfp(B), (3.38) 

and hence 

X(I) = ~f/A}J;,(B) + ... , P = 2,3, .. " 
P 

where the triple dots stand for terms independent of/P(A). 
X ( I ) is necessarily of the form 

X(I) = I ~fp(A }ip(B). 
P= 2 p 

(3.39) 
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{J 2 can be extracted self-consistently from the above 
equations. 

An alternative method of evaluation reveals the con
nection of our problem with matrix elements of the free evo
lution operator between Slater determinants, i.e., wavefunc
tions for large Fermi systems. To this end, we make the 
following change of variables: 

1 g; 
{J = 1 + t /2' gp = 2(! + lit Y , 

(4.9) 

M I •2 = (! + lIt)V2M i.2· 

In this way Z ( g, (J) takes the form 

Z(g,{J) = G + lIt)N'(21Tt)N'12f dM e- V(M)W(g',t), 

(4.10) 

W(g',t) = (21Tt)-N,j2(J dM e- V(M») -J dMI dM2 

Xexp{ - H V(MI' g') + V (Mz, g')] 
- (1I2t) tr(M! - Mz)Z}. (4.11) 

Henceforth we drop the prime on the coupling constants. 
After integration over the unitary group we have 

W(g,t)=K 1 fdAldAz.1(A!).1(Az) 
(2m)N 12 

Xexp[ - !V(A I) - !V(A z)] 

Xdet{exp [ - ;t (Au -Az.Y]) 

=K' 1 fdAldA2det[tPk(AI/)] 
(2m)N 12 • 

Xdet{exp [ - ;t (Au -Az.Y]} 

X det [tPm (Az,n)], (4.12) 

with constants K and K ' independent of t adjusted to insure 
that W(g,O) = 1. We have introduced the orthonormal 
functions of Sec, 2 

(4.13) 

with Vas in (2.10), and the normalized polynomials 9 k 

defined in (2.29). The determinants are N X N with the index 
of the orthogonal functions running from 0 to N - 1. Finally 
we find 

W(g,t) = detf dAI dA z tPk(A\) 

X exp[ - (AI - Az)z/2t] .1. (A ) 
(2m )1/2 '1"1 2 

= det«k Ie-hI I!). 

Here h is the free Hamiltonian 

1 d 2 
h=---

2 dA z ' 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

W (g,t) has been written as the matrix element of the free 
evolution operator in the ground state of N "fermions" occu
pying the levels tPO,tPI, ... ,tPN _\ . In the large-N limit, we 
define 
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'P( g,t ) = - lim ~ In [ W ( g,t )] 
N~oo N 
( 1) n-I =!. - 'Pn( g)t n. 

I n! 
For t-+OCi, 'P behaves as! Int, while for g = 0 

'P(O,t) = ! In(1 + t /4). 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

Again, we are unable to obtain 'P( g,t ) except as a power 
series in t. To see this, we introduce the projectors 

N-l 

P = I tPk ® tPk' Q = I - P, (4.18) 
o 

in the Hilbert space 5f Z(R ), which enable us to express Was 
an infinite determinant 

W = det(Q + Pe _. hlP). (4.19) 

We then decompose h in a block form adapted to the tPk 
basis: 

h = PAP + PBQ + QBtp + QCQ. 

Thus ll 

-lnW= -tr{ln[I-P(I-e-h)P]J 

t Z t 3 

=ttrA- -trBBt+ -trB(CBt-BtA) 
2! 3! 

- .r.tr[B[C(CBt-BtA) 
4! 

(4.20) 

- (CBt -BtA)A] -2BBtBB t J +.... (4.21) 

Except for the first, all terms in this series involve for large N 
the matrix elements of h close to the "Fermi level" N. To 
obtain'P( g,t), we divide the above expression by N Z and look 
for the limiting behavior. With an implicit limit sign, the first 
term reads 

With the notations of (2.33), it follows that 

f
za 

'PI( g) = A _ Za dA u(A )[ v'(A )]2, 

where Nv(A) = V(N VZA). Explicitly for the quartic 
interaction 

'PI(g) = ~f2a dA (4oz _AZ)I/z 
8 - 2a 21T 

(4.23) 

X (1 + 8ga2 + 4gA 2)(.,1, + 4gA 3)2 

1 (1 - aZ)(4 - aZ
) 

= 8 36a2 (4.24) 

The computation can be carried further. For instance, for 
the same interaction to second order in t, we find after te
dious calculations 

1 { 1 - a
Z 

[ 1 2 ( 1 - a
2 )3]} 'Pz{g) = 32 1 + -r 1- 3 a + -3- . 

(4.25) 
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This program may be pursued order by order: The term j (nl 

of degree n inf(B) satisfies a set of equations 

L1 (p)j(n) = y(p.nl(X< 1 ', ••• j(n - J),J(A ),J(B », 
which may be integrated owing to (3.37). In particular a 
compact expression may be given to the terms quadratic in 
bothf(A) andf(B). To summarize 

X(A,B; B) 

=(3 (A ) (B) + n~2(3n{+fn(A)fn(B) 

1'~OI [n f;:~) 
2 prp = n ~ qSq = n 

}:rp=2 l:Sq=2 

f~~) ] } X I1-q
-, - min(p -1,q -1) +"', 

q:<2 Sq. 

(3.40) 

where mine p -1 ,q -1) runs over the indices p or q appear
ing in the term at hand, and the three dots stand for terms at 
least cubic inf(A ) orf(B). Of course, this general expression 
coincides with the first few terms listed in Table II. 

As a last remark, we observe that the Cauchy 
determinant 

det( 1 ) = L1 (x)L1 (Y) , 
1 - Xi Yj TI i•j (1 - Xi Yj) 

can be used to obtain a reproducing kernel for 
I (A,B; 13)~exp[N2X(A,B; ,8)] in the form 

I(A,B;(3) = ~,C IT (dZ.k \,1 (Z)L1 (Z-l) 
N.j 1 21Tlzk r 

(3.41) 

xexp{N2~ + (Z -') (A S) }I(Z,B;(3), 

where Z is a diagonal matrix. The reader will recognize that 
the integral runs over the equivalence classes of the unitary 
group U(N). 

4. THE TWO-MATRIX PROBLEM 

We now focus our attention on the quantity Z of Eqs. 
(3.1) or (3.3) using the closed form obtained in (3.4) for the 
integral over the unitary group 

Z= f dM1 dM2 exp[ - V(M1)- V(M2)+(3trM1M 2] 

= ,8 - N(N - 1)12 dA dA L1 (A )L1 (A
2

) 
( 21T)N(N- I) f 

N n~ p! I 2 I 

Xexp[ - V(Aa - V(A 2)] det[exp((3;1I.i;12.j)]' (4.1) 

with 

V(A) = ~ L;1 ~ + L --s L;1 ~p. (4.2) 
2 i p>2 N p i 

We can deal with this expression in two ways. The first one is 
a small (3 expansion where we substitute in the exponent the 
series in,8 discussed at the end of the previous section. The 
alternative strong coupling expansion will be presented 
afterwards. 

Thus we write 
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Z = (21T)N(N -I) fdA dA L1 2(A )L1 2(A ) 
(TI~ p!f 1 2 I 2 

xexp [ - VeAl) - V(A 2) + N2X(:'~2' :'~2;(3)]. 
(4.3) 

For fixed A 2 , this is an integral over A 1 with an "effective 
potential" of a generalized type involving only symmetric 
functions. We can therefore use the techniques of Sec. 2, 
which are equivalent to the saddle-point method of [A]. 
Symmetry under the interchange A I~A2 implies that the 
coefficients of this generalized potential which depends only 
on A 2 can be determined self-consistently by requiring that 
the symmetric functions of both matrices be equal at the 
saddle point. We use the work "generalized potential" since 
it contains arbitrary powers of the symmetric functions, in 
contrast with the original one (4.2). We may speak in that 
case of "nonlocality" in the index of eigenvalues. To illus
trate this point, we shall compute 

'6'(g, (3) = -(l/N2)ln[Z(g,(3)/Z(g,O)], (4.4) 

to fourth order in (3. Rescaling A into A V N, we find that 
'6' «(3) is the saddle-point value of the functional: 

'll = {f dxv[;1(x)] - f f dXdY ln l;1(X)-;1(Y)I} 

+ [;1 (X)~fl(X)] - (3 (;1) (fl) - ~2 fl(;1 )f':.(J1) 

,83 ,84 
- -fi;1 )f3( II) - -

3' (""' 4 

X [Ji;1 )f(J1) - f i(;1 )tz2(It)] - .... (4.5) 

The rescaled eigenvaues have been rearranged as increasing 
functions of the reduced index X = if N. A continuous limit 
as N---+oo is understood. 

The notations of Sec. 3 have been generalized to mean 
(;1 S) = sb dx;1 Sex), es (;1) = «;1 - (;1 »S), and.t:(;1) is re
lated to e, (;1 ) as in (3.26)-(3.27). If u(;1 ) denotes the density 
of eigenvalues, we obtain the saddle-point equation 

0= - v'(;1) +2 + d~ ~~? + (3 (J1) + (32f2(J1)(;1- (;1 » 

+ (33f/J1)[(;1- (;1 »2 _ «;1 _ (;1 »2)] 
+ (34fi J1)[(;1 - (;1 »3 - «;1 - (;1 »3)] 

- (34 [2 fi J1) + f i( It) ] f2(;1 )[;1 - (;1 )] - .... 

For definiteness, let us consider the cp4 theory with 
v(;1) = ;12/2 + g;1 4. A consistent Ansatz assumes the odd 
mean values to vanish, viz., (;1 2s + I ) = (J12S + 1 ) = O. The 
lowest order in (3 for '6'( g,,8) is (3 2, and we readily find 

'll(g, (3) = - ~2 [1-4g d~~g)r +0((34) 

= _ ~2 [a\4 _ a2)]2 + ''', (4.7) 

with E (g) given by (2.27) 

E(g) = ~ (a 2 
- 1)(9 - a2

) - ~ Ina2
, 

12ga4 + a2 
- 1 = O. 

(4.8) 

This can be checked diagrammatically to the first few orders 
in g. With more algebra, the coefficients of higher powers in 
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Even though this direct method lacks some elegance, it is, 
however, very effective. 12 

The conclusions to be drawn from this large amount of 
algebra were already presented in the Introduction. The 
planar approximation seems a very nontrivial one, and even 
in the simplest case discussed in this paper, no simple algo
rithm was found. But it could well be that, for deeper geo
metric reasons, the same approximation is more tractable in 
the case of gauge fields. 
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This paper deals with the SV2 :> G * unit tensor operators tk~u' In the case where the spinor point 
group G * coincides with UI , then tkf'U reduces (up to a constant) to the 
(Wigner-Racah-Schwinger) tensor operator tkqw an operator which produces an angular 
momentum state [j + a., m + q) when acting upon the state I jm). We first investigate 
those general properties of tkf'U which are independent of their realization. We then turn our 
attention to realizations of tkf'U in terms of two pairs of boson creation and annihilation operators. 
This leads us to look at the Schwinger calculus (found to be connected to the de Sitter algebra 
SO\2) relative to one angular momentum or two coupled angular momenta. As a by-product, we 
give a procedure for producing recursion relationships between SV2 :> UI Wigner coefficients. 
Expressions for t,qu' which cover the cases k integer and half-an-odd-integer, are derived in terms 
of boson operators. When k is integer, the latter expressions can be rewritten in the enveloping 
algebra of so) or SO\2 according to as a. = ° or 0.*0. Finally, we study in two appendices some of 
the properties of (i) the Wigner and Racah operators for an arbitrary compact group and (ii) the 
SV 2:> G * coupling coefficients. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of a unit tensor is not specific to the (angu
lar momentum) group SV2 .1-4 As a matter of fact, a unit 
tensor can be defined for any (compact) topological group J 
as a set of irreducible unit tensor operators acting on the 
(pre-Hilbert) representation space 'l? of J (cf. Appendix A). 
The latter operators are frequently referred to as Wigner 
operators because their matrix elements between vectors of 
'l? transforming irreducibly under J are nothing but Wigner 
(or Clebsch-Gordan) coefficients of J (see also Ref. 1 and the 
introductory notes in Ref. 2). Therefore, they constitute ba
sic ingredients for the Wigner-Racah algebra of J (see Refs. 
1 and 3 for J = V"). In the case where J is a compact Lie 
group, the unit tensor operators comprise the unit adjoint 
tensor operators which playa key role in the solution of the 
inner multiplicity problem for the Wigner coefficients of J 
(see Ref. 3 for J = Vn and Ref. 4 for J = On). 

We shall be mainly concerned in this paper with unit 
tensor operators for J = SV 2 in a SV 2 ::J V I basis and more 
generally in a SV2 ::J G * basis, where G * stands for (accord
ing to molecular physics notation) the spinor group of a mo
lecular or crystallographic point symmetry group G. 

WedefinetheSV2 ::J VI unittensoroperatortkqa by its 
j'm' - jm matrix elements through 

(j'm'lt kqa Vm) 
= D(j'J + a)( -1) 2k(2j' +1) -1/2 (jkmqlj'm'). (1) 

·)Work supported in part by the France-Canada exchange programme, the 
Quantum Theory Group of the University of Waterloo, and the Institut 
National de Physique Nucleaire et de Physique des Particules (IN2P3). 
This work constitutes a part of Chapter I of the State Doctorate Thesis in 
preparation by G. Grenet. 

h)Permanent address: Institut de Physique Nucleaire, 43 Bd du II No
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It clearly appears that the action of t kqa on the state vector 
I jm) leads to a state vector characterized by j' = j + a and 
m'=m+q. 

Operators proportional (as far as matrix elements are 
concerned) to t kqa enter various fields of physics and chemis
try. The operator tkqa resembles the operator t(kqa) intro
duced by Schwinger~ in his famous treatment of angular mo
mentum. In fact, we have 

t(k a)=(_I)k+a( (2j+a+k+l)! )1/2t . (2) 
q (2:; + a - k )! kqa 

The case a = ° deserves special consideration because it cor
responds to the Racah6 unit tensor operator u;. Indeed, our 
normalization for t kqa is chosen in a way that 

u~ = tkifJ ' (3) 

as far as (shell model I'm' -1m) matrix elements are con
cerned. This choice justifies itself by the importance of the 
Racah unit tensor Uk for nuclear, atomic, molecular, and 
solid state spectroscopy. For instance, let us mention the 
growing interest of Uk for crystal- and ligand-field theory 7 

and for the coupling between conduction electrons and mo
ments of3d and 4fions in metals.s Another useful normal
ization is carried out by the Judd9 tensor vk 

: 

v~ = (2k + 1) 1/2tkifJ . (4) 

Furthermore, we have the following correspondences: 
O~ ~tkOO , 

O't:(c)~ _1_ [tk ifJ + (-1) qtkifJ ], qi=0, 
\1'2 -

O't:(s)- ;2 [tk_ ifJ -(-I)qtkifJ ], qi=O, (5) 

- 1 (2j + k +1)! )1/2 
°kq(=Rkq ) = 2k (2j-k)! tkifJ , 
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T = k!( (2j + k +1)! )1I2t , 
kq 2k (2k )!(2j _ k )! kqO 

where 0,0(= R), and Tdenotes the operators defined by 
Stevens, 10 Buckmaster (Lindgard), II and Buckmaster et 
al.,12 respectively. These latter operators are of central im
portance in the theory of magnetic resonance (electron para
magnetic resonance as well as electronic and nuclear double 
resonance) and related phenomena. 10-13 Note that when k is 
integer, all those of the preceding operators that are propor
tional to t kqa transform under rotation like the spherical har
monic Ykq while 0 'He) and 0 'Hs) transform like the so
called tesseral harmonics Z1,q and Ztq, respectively. 

There exist numerous realizations for the operators of 
type tkqa , which tum out to be useful in physical applica
tions. We shall consider in tum the particular cases a = 0 
and a = integer, and the general case a = integer or half
integer. 

The case a = 0 

First, t kqO can be realized in terms of ( two) Bose opera
tors. This yields (generally infinite) expansions that are of 
interest in the theory of magnetism (especially for spin wave 
calculations) and in nuclear physics (especially for a descrip
tion of collective motions in nuclei). The best known ways to 
obtain such Bose operator expansions are probably through 
the use of the Holstein-Primakoff transformation and the 
Dyson and Maleev transformation. 14 Along this line, let us 
also mention the recent MME method 15 from which a Bose 
expansion of any SU 2 :J U I tensor operator can be obtained 
by matching pertinent matrix elements. 

Second, t kqO can be realized in the enveloping algebra of 
su2 • This yields realizations which are known as polarized 
harmonics in nuclear physics l6 and as (diagonal) operator 
equivalents in solid state physics. 10-13 (The word diagonal 
refers to a = 0.) The polarized form of t kqO can be obtained 
in principle from 

2k (41T (2j - k)! )112 k 

t kqO = k! 2k+l (2j+k+l)! (J·grad) ~(r), (6) 

i.e., by polarization of the solid harmonic ~ kq(r). However, 
the obtention of the operator equivalents form oftkqO is easi
er in many respects. The operator equivalents have proved to 
be extremely fruitful for the understanding of the magnetic 
and optical properties of d Nand! N partly-filled shell ions 
plunged into crystalline materials. Therefore, it is perhaps 
worthwhile to briefly discuss the state-of-the-art in the oper
ator equivalents and the operator equivalents method origin
ally introduced by Stevens 10 and used in molecular and solid 
state physics since more than 25 years. 10-13 

In many fields we need calculate matrix elements of 
interactions involving (or transforming like) harmonic poly
nomials ,-k Ykq (B,<p ) and r - k -I Ykq (B,<p ), or more generally 
quantities of type!(r)Ykq (B,<p ). The Steven prescription to 
get the matrix elements of/(r) Ykq (B,<p ) within a space E(J) 
of given angular momentumj proceeds as follows: (i) Ex
press!(r)Ykq(B,<p) in terms ofx,y, z (or x ± iy,z) and sym
metrize the obtained expression. (ii) Make the substitution 
u-Ju with u = x, y, z and transform the obtained expres-
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sion by using the angular momentum commutation rules. 
This leads to a diagonal operator equivalent for 
!(r)Ykq(B,<p) the (easily obtainable) matrix elements of 
which are (by virtue of the Wigner-Eckart theorem for the 
chain SU2 :J U I) proportional within E(J) to those of 
!(r)Ykq(B,<p). (iii) Evaluate the proportionality constant by 
working out twice one single matrix element. 

The case a = integer 

A prescription similar to the Stevens one exists when a 
is an integer different from zero and permits one to get the 
matrix elements of!(r) Ykq «(),<p ) connecting states of angu
lar momentaj andj + a. 17 This yields!(r)Ykq«(),<p) to be 
mimicked by an off-diagonal operator equivalent, a quantity 
defined in the enveloping algebra of a lO-dimensional Lie 
algebra, namely, the Schwinger algebra s (to be explicited 
below). 

Although the two afore-mentioned prescriptions to de
rive realizations of t kqa with k, and therefore a, integer in the 
enveloping algebra of either su2 (a = 0) or s (a #0) both lie 
on the SU 2 :J U 1 Wigner-Eckart theorem, it is to be noted 
that they lead to calculations of the matrix elements of 
!(r)Ykq«(),<p) which are far more tedious than the ones in
volved with a direct application of this theorem. It is the 
opinion of the authors that the development and the use of 
the operator equivalents method partly prevented and ob
scured the penetration of the Wigner-Racah (angular mo
mentum) calculus in EPR and ENDOR spectroscopies and, 
to a less extent, in crystal-field theory. However, as a nice 
counterpart, it is probably true that the operator equivalents 
method largely contributed to the development of the (static 
and dynamic) spin Hamiltonian formalism originally intro
duced by Abragam and Pryce (cf. Ref. 13) and which is so 
useful for phenomenological descriptions of microwave res
onance data. 

There are many other ways to obtain realizations oftkqO 
and tkqa , with a being integer, in the enveloping algebras of 
su2 and s, respectively. 12.16.18-22 Let us mention, among oth
ers, the algorithms based on: (i) Step-up procedures with 
shift (lowering or raising) operators. 12,16 (ii) Polynomial 
methods as, e.g., in the approaches starting from the Molien 
generating function 18 or from the construction of orthogonal 
polynomials of a discrete real variable. 19 (iii) Analyses of 
formulas for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 2o,22 (iv) Finite
difference and commutator calculus. 19,21 

The case a = integer and half-integer 

In the general case, a boson realization of tkqa can be 
obtained in principle from the Schwinger generating func
tion for t (kqa).5 An alternative realization can be excerpted 
from the boson representation of the SU2 :JUI Wigner
Eckart theorem recently proposed by Yamamura et al,23 in 
their investigation of the Schwinger representation of the 
quantized rotator and its application to nuclear structure 
theory. Finally, the present authors have recently reported a 
preliminary account of another boson realization of t kqa .22 

It is one of the aims of this work to discuss realizations 
of tkqa which cover both the case k (and therefore q and a) 
integer and half-an-odd-integer. We start in Sec. 2 with those 
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properties of the operators t kqa (and more generally of the 
G * symmetry adapted operators tkarya) which do not de
pend on their realizations. We then tum our attention to the 
problem of constructing realizations of t kqa in terms of boson 
operators. For that purpose, we devote Sec. 3 to (some as
pects of) the boson representation of angular momentum 
introduced by Jordan and fully developed by Schwinger.5 
This representation is by now used in physical fields as dis
tant as: the theory of magnetism, 24 the collective model and 
the shell model of the nucleus,25 and the elementary particle 
physics.26 A Lie-like approach to s, relevant for Schwinger's 
angular momentum calculus, is developed in Sec. 3. It is 
proved that the 0 3,2 de Sitter algebra constitutes the most 
general frame for an investigation of Schwinger's calculus. 
The pseudo-orthogonal groups 0p,q have received consider
able attention in the last 15 years. In particular, the de Sitter 
group 0 12 has been recently discussed in various contexts: 
rigid rot~tor,27,28 hydrogen atom,29 symmetric top,30 and 
mathematical physics. 3 •. 32 It turns out to be one of the maxi
mal subgroups of the conformal group S04,2 (locally isomor
phic to SU 2,2 and SP4;R)' In addition, contraction of the de 
Sitter group 0 3,2 (or 0 4,1) yields the Poincare group. All the 
closed connected subgroups of 0 3,2 have been recently ex
hibited by Patera et al. 31 and the reader is referred to their 
work for the material concerning 0 3,2 relevant to the present 
paper. We show in Sec. 4 how, when applied to a composite 
system (the Schwinger algebra of which is described by the 
chain SO,.2 ® SO,,2 ::J SO,,2)' Schwinger's calculus allows 
one to systematically derive families of recursion relation
ships for the SU2 ::J U I Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. In 
particular, recurrence relations between 3-jm symbols re
cently (re) derived33 from considerations on hypergeometric 
functions or recoupling formulas are obtained through sim
ple manipulations ofladder operators. Section 5 goes back to 
our first preoccupation: It gives some realizations of the unit 
tensor operator tkqa . Several general formulas for tkqa valid 
in the cases k integer and half-an-odd-integer are obtained in 
the boson representation of angular momentum. For the spe
cial (nevertheless physically important) case where k is inte
ger, the formulas can be rewritten in the enveloping algebra 
ofso,.2' Many examples are given throughout the paper and 
useful formulas related to: (1) the Lie algebra it is possible to 
associate with the Wigner-Racah algebra of any compact 
group and (2) some properties of the coupling coefficients for 
the chain SU 2 ::J G * , are relegated in Appendices A and B, 
respectively. 

2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE SU2 UNIT TENSOR 

Notation: We start from the Hilbert space g" = EB j€(J), 
where 

€(j) = { I jm) : m ranging} (7) 

is an irreducible subspace of g" associated with the IRC (irre
ducible representations class)j ofSU2 and spanned by the 
eigenvectors I jm) of the square J 2 and the 3-component J, 
(or Jz) of a generalized angular momentum operator. By 
introducing the subduction SU2 tG *, the space €(j) decom
poses as €(j) = EB ar€(jar), where r stands for an IRC of 
G *, ro being the identity IRC, and a denotes a branching 
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multiplicity label to be used when r occurs several times inj. 
Indeed, we have 

€(jar) = {I jarr) : r ranging}, (8) 

where the SU2 ::J G * symmetry adapted vector 

I jarr) = I Ijm) (jm Ijarr) (9) 

is obtained from the SU2 ::J U I vectors Ijm) with the help 
of a unitary transformation, the matrix elements of which 
are (jm I jarr). By applying the same transformation to the 
SU 2 ::J U I operators t kqa' we obtain SU 2 ::J G * symmetry 
adapted unit tensor operators 

(10) 
q 

As a word of comment, it should be noted that the transfor
mation from the! m ) scheme to the! arr) scheme is chosen 
in such a way that, for fixed r, all sets! I jarr) : r ranging) 
and [tkarya : r ranging) span the same (rather than equiv
alent) irreducible matrix representation. This standardiza
tion turns out to be a necessary requirement for the applica
tion of Racah's factorization lemma34 to the chain SU2 
::J G * (cf. Appendices A and B). When applied simulta

neously to vectors and operators, the transformation under 
consideration allows us to transform Eq. (1) in the following 
SU2 ::J G * symmetry adapted form 

(jlalrlrl /tkarya /j2 a2r 2r2) 

= I (_I)h ... m ,( jl k j2) 
m,qm, - m. q m2 

x(jlm./jlalr.rl)* (kqlkarr) 

X (j2m2 V2a2r2rJ . (12) 

To end up with our notational preliminaries, we define 

trE(;)A = I (jm IA I jm) , 
m 

(13) 

trE(jaT)A = I (jarrl A I jarr) . 
l' 

Further, it will prove convenient to use the abbreviated form 
11 for arr· Note that to pass from G * arbitrary to G * = U I , it 
will be sufficient to apply the following correspondence rules 

f(jl j2 ~) 
111 112 r-

k 

q 

Then, [) (112 111 ) will be understood as 

(14) 

[) (a 2 a l )[)(r2 r l )[)(r2 rl) or as [) (m2 m l ). Finally, all other 
symbols will have their usual significance. 
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Phase choices: It is straightforward to verify that 

tkJ1ut=(-I)k+U2:( k,)tkJ1 ,_u (IS) 
J1' J.LJ.L 

and 

(16) 

so that 

tkJ1u t = ( -1) k+ UKtkJ1 _ aK -I, (17) 

where K is the Wigner time-reversal operator and the Her
ring-Wigner metric tensor3

? is defined through (cf. Appen
dix B)36 

( j,)= I(-l) Hm(jmljJ.L)*(j-mJjJ.L')*. (18) 
J.LJ.L m 

Note that when G * = U I , Eqs. (15) and (16) reduce to 

t t_( 1) -q+at (19) kqu - - k- q-Cl 

and 

KtkquK -I = (-1) k+qtk_qu , (20) 

respectively, in agreement with usual phase choices (cf. Ref. 
38). 

Orthogonality and completeness relations: The relations 

" and 

(22) 
Cl 

are valid when acting on €(j). They follow from the ortho
gonality property oftheJcoefficients (cf. Appendix B). It is 
to be observed that Eqs. (21) and (22) parallel the orthogona
lity relation (2.14) and the completeness relation (2.15), re
spectively, given in Ref. 3 for the unit tensor operators ofU n' 

€(j)-orthogonality property: The tkJ1Cl 's are €(j)-mutual
ly orthogonal in the sense that 

trc(;) tk,J1,Cl, ttk1J12U2 = 8(j + a I ,j,kl)8(k2 k l ) 

XO(p,2J.L1 )o(a2a l )(2kl +1) -I, (23) 

The proof ofEq. (23) directly follows from the orthogonality 
property oftheJcoefficients. In the particular case a l = a 2 

= 0, Eq. (23) shows that the (2j + 1) 2 operators u~, with J.L 
ranging and k = 0(I)2j, acting on €(j) span a pre-Hilbert 
space T with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product 

(A.B) = trc{j)A tB. Thevectorsu~: andu~: are thus mutually 
orthogonal on T (see also Ref. 19). Equation (23) generalizes 
the trace relation known for the SU 2 ::J U I diagonal unit 
tensor operators (Cf. for example Ref. 39). This latter rela
tion is very popular in the density matrix theory and its ap
plication to various fields as, e.g., the optical pumping the
ory. It also specializes to the so-called barycenter rule which 
depicts the spectroscopic stability principle. 

Fourier analysis: The coefficients c(kJ.La) of the 
development 

H = I c(kJ.La)tkJ1Cl 
kf-LU 
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(24) 

of an arbitrary operator H acting on €(j) are given by 

c(kJ.La)o(j + a,j,k) = (2k + 1) trc(;) tkJ1Cl tH. (25) 

Equation (25) is an immediate consequence ofEq. (23). As a 
concrete example, the SU 2 ::J G * Wigner projection-transfer 
operator (known when G * = U I as the Hill-Wheeler inte
gral in nuclear physics40

) 

Pi"'" = ~~~21Ilu2 dR D i(R )"", *PR (26) 

can be developed as 

j 

J.L' 

As another example, the development 

Y"J1 = (-1) 1(21 +1) 112«2k +1 )/41T)1I2 

(27) 

X 2:(-I)Cl[2(l+a)+I]1/2(/+a 
u 0 ~ )tkJ1U 

k 

o 
(28) 

holds as far as I /J.L' - IJ.L matrix elements are concerned. 
€(jar )-orthogonality property: The t karyCl 's are €(jar)

mutually orthogonal in the sense that 

= O(r2rl )8(Y2 YI )o(a2a l )c(jakl al k 2 a2rrl al), 
(29) 

where the coefficient c does not depend on Y2 and YI' The 
proof of Eq. (29) follows by applying Racah's lemma to the 
chain SU2 ::J G * and by using the so-called orthogonality
completeness property for the Wigner coefficients of G * (cf. 
Appendices A and B). 

Commutator relations: The commutator 
([ , ]=[ , ] _ ) and anticommutator ([ , ] + ) of two SU2 

::J G * unit tensor operators are given by 

= L o(a3,al +a2)(_1)2i +kJ+Cl, 
k"lJa , 

k3 } 
j + a 3 j + a z 

j :~I } ]tkYlJClJ . (30) 

The proof of Eq. (30) proceeds along the same lines as the 
one described by Judd,9 on the basis of angular momentum 
recoupling techniques, in the case of G * = Uland a I = a 2 

= O. (See also Appendix A where the proof is outlined in the 
case of an arbitrary compact group.) 

As a trivial by-product, Eq. (30) provides an expression 
of the product of the two operators t k.H Cl and tk Cl in terms 

Ir'J I 2Il2 2 

of operators t kYlJClJ' Products of this type prove useful in var-
ious physical problems. In the case a I = a 2 = 0, they can be 
used in the calculation of time derivatives oftensor operators 
and in the evaluation of thermodynamic averages for sys
tems described by a spin Hamiltonian (cf. Refs. 10-13 and 
more specifically the work by 'Lindgard in Ref. 11). 
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By way of illustration, let us consider the case r , = r 2 

= ra. Equation (30) then yields 

= L 8(a3 ,a
l 
+a

2
)( _l)2

j
+kJ +aJ 

k,o.,u, 

which provides a development of the product of two G-in
variant operators of type tkaToyoa as a sum of G-invariant 
operators of the same type. 

By specializing Eq. (30) to the case a I = a z = 0, it ap
pears that, when acting on the space E(l), the set I u~ : fi and 
k ranging I can be used to generate some subalgebra of 
gl2j + I; R with respect to the Lie product [ , ]. This result, of 
considerable importance for physical applications, was dis
cussed by Racah34 and Judd9 in the case G * = U I' [The pas
sage from G * = U 1 to G * arbitrary is achieved owing to the 
correspondence rules (14) and corresponds to a simple 
change of the structure constants in the Lie algebra of the 
group GL2j+1; R .36] As an illustration, su2 and su3 aregener

ated by the sets I u~ : fi ranging 1 and I u~ ,u!. : fi andfi' rang
ing I acting on E(D and E( 1), respectively. More precisely, sU3 
can be described in an 0 3 ::> G basis by 

(U~,U:L·J= ~f(;" fi ~)U~"' 
[u~ ,u!. ] = v'S Lf( 2" 2, I~ )U~J" , (32) 

11" fi fi r-

[ 2 2] -3" ( 1 utL ,UJ-l1 === ----=- ~f " V 5 11" fi 

2 

Similar expressions could be obtained for sus in an 0 3 ::> 0 
basis, where 0 is the octahedral group, a basis of interest in 
those molecular problems where the chain SU 5 ::> 0 5 ::> OJ 
::> 0 is relevant as, e.g., in the Jahn-Teller problem.41 

3. THE SCHWINGER ALGEBRA 

Let a ± and a ~ be the operators defined on ~ by 

a± lim) =(j±m)I12 U-!,m+p (33) 

and 

a! \jm)=(j±m+IY12 U+!,m±!), (34) 

respectively. We easily deduce from Eqs. (33) and (34) the 
commutation relations 

[a + ,a! ] = [a _ ,a": J = 1, 
(35) 

[a + ,a _ ] = [a + ,a": ] = [a! ,a _ ] = [a! ,a": ] = O. 

The sets! a + ,a! ) and! a _ ,a:': ) are closed under Hermi
tian conjugation: 
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(36) 

They can be considered as two sets of boson operators corre
sponding to a two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator 
(cf. Ref. 5). These sets are interchanged under time-reversal 
operation: 

K K -I - v + K -I - + a ± = + a =+=, fia ± = + a =+= (37) 

By induction we get the useful formulas 

(j'm' I(a ± YVm) 

( 
(j + m)' )1/2 = 8U,i - p/2)8(m',m +p/2) . -' , 

(j ±m -p)! 
(38) 

( 
(J' + m +p)' )1/2 

= 8U,i + p/2)8(m',m ±p/2) cJ ± m)!' . 

From the four boson creation and annihilation opera
tors a ± and a ~ , we can form ten linearly independent bilin
ear expressions. Let us put 

k a - I( + +) k a - + a-2a+a~ -a_a._, ± -a+a±, 

k o~ = a ! a :,:, k ~ = + a ~ a ~ , 

k o- =a+a_, k ± = ±a+a+, 

J=a!a+ +a:':a +1. 

(39) 

The notation k ~ follows the one by Atkins and Seymourl7 
except for the operator J which is connected to their Jby 
J = 2J + 1. (J is the simplest operator to be introduced in 
order to close the set! k ~ : p and (J' ranging I under commu
tation.) Note that - k ! , k :': , k +. ,and - k = can be 

/'.. ;.A.; A /'.. 

identified with the operators M + ,N + ' N _ , and M ,re-
spectively, defined by Witsche1.42 

The operators J 3 =k g and J ± =k a± satisfy the com
mutation relations 

(40) 

of the spherical angular momentum while K3 =!J and K 1. 

=k a± satisfy the commutation relations 

[K,.K±] = ±K±, [K+ ,K_] = -2K3 (41) 

of the hyperbolic angular momentum introduced by 
Schwinger. 5 The spherical and hyperbolic angular momen
tum operators can thus be regarded as the generators of the 
group SU2 and SU 1,1 (two-to-one homomorphic to the 
group S03 and S02.1)' respectively. 

The properties of the k 's and J can be readily deduced 
from those of the a's. By repeated application of Eqs. (33) 
and (34), we get (cf. Ref. 17) 

kO± lim) = [(i+m)(j ± m +1) ]112 U,m ± I), 

kg lim) = m lim) , 

k 0+ lim) = [(j - m +I)(j + m +1) ]1/21 i +1,m ) , 

k
f
) lim) = [(j-m)(j+m)] I12 U-I,m) , (42) 

J lim) = (2j +1) lim) , 

k ~ lim) = + [(j ± m +I)(j ± m +2) 111211 +1,m ± 1) , 

k + lim) = ± [(j+m -1)(j+m) ]1/2 U-l,m ± 1>. 
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TABLE I. Lie brackets of the Schwinger algebra s. For instance [k" ,k 0+ 1 = J . 

kO 
° 

kO 
+ 

kO k' 0 

kO 
° 

0 kO 
+ 

_kG 0 
k O 

+ 
_kG, 0 2kg -k! 

k O
_ kO_ -2 kg 0 k ~ 

k+ 
° 

0 k + 
+ -k-+: 0 

k+ , -k! 0 2k 0+ 0 
k +. k + - 2k o+ 0 0 
k 0 0 k + -k::. J 
k-

+ -k+ 0 2k 0- 2ko+ 
k::. k~ -2k 0- 0 -2k 0. 
J 0 0 0 2k o+ 

TABLE II. Lie brackets of the de Sitter algebra S03.2 . For instance [A ',B '] = -C'. 

A' B' C' D' 
A' 0 -C' B' 0 
B' C' 0 -A' 0 
C' -B' A' 0 0 
D' 0 0 0 0 
E' G' J' 0 F' 
F' H' K' 0 -E' 
G' -E' 0 J' H' 
H' -F' 0 K' -G' 
J' 0 -E' -G' K' 
K' 0 -F' -H' -J' 

k + k +. k - k + k ~ J 
+ ° k+ -k+ 0 k - -k::. 0 , + 

0 2k o+ - k-; 0 2k 0- 0 

-2k 0+ 0 k ::. -2k ° 0 0 

0 0 -J -2k 0+ 2ko_ -2k 0+ 

0 0 2ko+ 0 -2(J + 2kg) -2k! 

0 0 -2k 0_ -2(J - 2kg) 0 -2k + 

-2k 0+ 2ko_ 0 0 0 2k o-

0 2(J - 2kg) 0 0 0 2k -;. 

2(J +2kg) 0 0 0 0 2k ::. 

2k! 2k ~ -2k 0- -2k -;. -2k - 0 

E' F' G' H' i' K' 
-G' -H' E' F' 0 0 
-J' -K' 0 0 E' F' 
0 0 -J' -K' G' H' 
-F' E' -H' G' -K' J' 

0 D' A' 0 B' 0 
-D' 0 0 A' 0 B' 
-A' 0 0 D' C' 0 
0 -A' -D' 0 0 C' 
-B' 0 -C' 0 0 D' 
0 -B' 0 -C' -D' 0 



                                                                                                                                    

(Observe there is a misprint in the expression for k 0+ I jm) 
given in Ref. 17.) The set (J, k ~ : p and (7 ranging I is closed 
with respect to taking Hermitian conjugate since 

k =~ = (k~)t, J = Jt. (43) 

In addition, time-reversal operation leads to 

Kk~K -I = - k P_ u , KJK -I =J. (44) 

Finally, by finite induction we obtain the useful formulas 

(j'm' I(k o± )P lim) 

=8(j'J)8(m',m±p) j+m.j+m+p. , 
(

.- )'(' )')1/2 

(j ± m )!(j + m - p)! 

(j'm'l(ko+)plim) 

=8(j'J+p)8(m',m) j-m+p.j+m+p. , 
( 

( . )'( . )' ) 1/2 

(j - m)!(j + m)! 

(j'm' \(k o-)P lim) 

=8(j'J-p)8(m',m) . j-m. ~+m. , 
( 

( . )'( • )' ) 112 

(j - m - p )!(j + m - p)! 
(45) 

(j'm' \ (k ~ )P lim) 

= 8(j' J + p)8(m',m ± p)( + l)p( (j ±. m +2p)! )1/2, 
(j ± m)! 

(j'm'l(k;;: )plim ) 

=8(j'J-p)8(m',m ±p) .~+m. . ( 
( .- )' )112 

(j+m -2p)! 

The set (J, k ~ : p and (7 ranging I is closed under com
mutation and thus describes a Lie algebra we shall notes and 
refer to as the Schwinger algebra. The relevant Lie brackets 
are listed in Table I. It is clear from Table I that (k 0+ , k ~ , 
k :+: ) and (k 0- , k :;: , k = ) behave as vectors under the gen

erators J3 and J + of SU2 , a fact which is at the root of the 
prescriptions used in Ref. 17 for obtaining diagonal and off
diagonal operator equivalents as polynomials in J and k ~. 
Note that the second order invariant of s, 

12 =iJ2-iK2-14(k ~ k = +k ~ k! 

+ k :': k + + k :;: k :+: ), (46) 

assumes a simple form in terms of the Casimir operators J 2 
and K 20 f su2 and SUI,I' respectively. 

It is not difficult to convert s to a semisimple noncom
pact Lie algebra. Let us introduce the anti-Hermitian (on the 
space ~) operators 

428 

A' = (i/2)(ko+ + kO_), 

B ' = l(k () _ k ° ) 2 + -, 

C' = ikg , 

D' = (i/2)J, 

E' = (i/2)(k 0+ + k 0 ) , 

F' = ~(k 0+ - k 0- ), 

G' = 1( - k ! + k + - k =r- + k - ), 

H' = (i/4)(k! - k :+: - k:;: + k = ), 
l' = (i/4)(k ! + k -+: + k:;: + k = ), 
K' = !(k ! + k:+ - k :;: - k :: ). 
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(47) 

It is then a straightforward but tedious piece of work to ob
tain the commutation relations reported in Table II. Com
parison between Table II and the catalog set up by Patera et 
al. 31 for the de Sitter algebras oflow dimensions shows that 
the algebra spanned by the set! A ',B ',.,.,K' I is isomorphic to 
S03,2' The Schwinger algebra s thus turns out to be connected 
with the Lie algebra of the (noncompact and semisimple) de 
Sitter group S03,2 . 

A two-complex variables realization of sand 
(A',B',.,.,K'I in the Bargmann43 space.72 can be obtained 
with the help of 

k! = -S2, 

kO .. =s:",' 
k O_ a 

= '" as ' (48) 

Note that 12 can be written in the preceding realization as 

1 [( a a )2 
12 = - 12 s a[ + '" a", 

a a 7] +2s -+2", -+ -. as a", 2 
(49) 

By combining Eqs. (47) and (48), the algebra (A ',B ', ... ,K ' I 
can be realized in 57"2 by 

(50) 

I ( a
2

) 
F' = 2" s'" - as a", ' 

, 1(f;-2 2 a2 a2
) 

G = 4" ~ + '" - as 2 - a",2 ' 

H' = ~ (- 52 - ",2 - :2 - ~2). 

J' =..!..- - s 2 + ",2 - --+ - , . ( a2 a2 
) 

4 ~2 a~ 

1( a2 a2

) K' = 4" - S 2 + ",2 + as 2 - a",2 . 

Some other (physical) realizations of both [A ',B ',.,.,K' I and 
s could be obtained in terms of space and time coordinates by 
noticing the relevance of S03,2 as a spectrum generating 
group of the rigid rotator27

.
2R and the symmetric top.30 
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4. BOSON·LIKE APPROACH TO RECURSION RELATIONS 

We now go to the coupling of two angular momenta, the boson representations of which are described by the sets I a ± ' 

a ~ l and I b ± ,b ~ l. The coupled.boson operators /'3' /' ± ' % 3 , and % ± introduced by Schwinger
5 

can be rewritten as 

/'3 = !(a ~ a + + a:+: a _ - b ~ b + - b :+: b _ ), 

/ + =a!b+ +a:+:b __ , 

/'_ =b!a+ +b:+:a_, 

% + =a~b:: -a::b!, 

% _ =a+b_ -a_b+ . 

(51) 

The operators /3 and / ± satisfy the S03 commutation relations (40) while % 3 and % ± satisfy the S02, I commuta· 
tion relations (41) and, further, the set 1/3'/ ± l commutes with I JY3,JY ± l.5 Therefore'/3'/' ± ' JY3, andJY ± can be 
regarded as the generators of a S03, I Lie group. As a consequence of the S03 and S02, I commutation relations, we can derive 
the following ladder relationships 

/3IiJ?im) = (jl - i2) lili?im), 
/ + li,iJm) = [(j-il +i2)(j+il -i2 +1) r12 li, +!,i2 -!,i,m), 
/ _ I iJJm) = [(j + il - i2)(j - il + i2 +1) r12

1 il - !,i2 + !,i,m), 

%3IiJ?im)=(jl +i2 +1) liJ?im), 
% + litiJm) = [(jl +i2 -i +1)( i, +i2 +i+2) r12 lil + !,i2 + !,i,m), 
% -liliJm)= [(jl +i2 +i+I)(J1 +i2 _J)f/2Iil -!,i2 -!,i,m), 

(52) 

By applying the Schwinger operators / ± on IiI + !,i2 ± !,i,m), we directly obtain by means of simple ladder tech
niques the three-term recursion relations 

[(j - il + i2 +1)(j + il - i2)]II2(;li2 ml m21 im) 
= [(jl +ml)(j2 +m2 +1) ]112(;1 -!,i2 +!,m l -!,m2 +!Iim) 

+ [(jl -ml)(J2 -m2 +1) fl2 VI -!,i2 +!,ml +!,mz -!Iim), 
(53) 

[(J+il -i2 +I)(J-il +i2)r12 vJ2 mlm2Iim) 
= [(JI +ml +1)(J2 +m2)]1I2VI +!,i2 -!,ml +!,m2 -!Iim) 

+ [(il - m l +1)(J2 - m2)f12 (;1 + !,i2 -!, m l -!, mz + !lim). 
[What we have just done parallels a well-known procedure to get (trivial) recursion relations by taking convenient matrix 
elements of the composite shift operator J ± (a,b) = J ± (a) + J ± (b )=k o± + IO± ' where the k's and l's are given by Eqs, 
(39) in terms of the a's and b 's, respectively.] In a similar way, the action of % + on IiI + !,i2 + !,i,m) produces 

[(jl +iz -J)(jl +i2 +i+l) r12 (jli2 mlm2Iim) 
_ [( • )( , )] 1/2 /; !' 1 1 1 I' ) - JI + m l h - m2 V, - 2,h - 2' ml - 2' m2 + 2 Jm 

- [(il -ml)(j2 +m2)]1I2(;1 -!,i2 -!,m 1 +!,m2 -!Iim), 
(54) 

[(jl + i2 + i +2)(JI + i2 - i +1) f 12 Vli2 ml m21 im) 
= [(jl + m l +1)( iz - mz +1) ]1/2(;, + !,i2 +!, m, +!, mz - ~ I jm) 

- [(i, -ml +l)(Jz +mz +1) r12 (;1 +!,i2 +!,m, -!,m2 +!Ijm). 

Equations (53) and (54) have been derived in term of the 3 -im symbol by Schulten and Gordon on the basis of recoupling 
relations and by Bamt and Wilson with the aid of RainviIle's contiguous relations for generalized hypergeometric functions. 33 

At this point, we foresee a general procedure to obtain recursion relations for SU2 :> U I Wigner coefficients (and 
possibly SU2 Racah coefficients). The procedure may be described as follows: (i) construct polynomials in the /, %, k, and 
I 's, (ii) express them in the a and b's (and/or if possible k and I 's), and (iii) take convenient matrix elements of the so-obtained 
expressions, 

429 

To iIlustrate the procedure, let us consider the % %, % /', and /' /' bilinear products 

% _ % _ = - k :;: I = -2 k 0-/0- - k = I:;: , 
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,/ _ ,/ _ = k :;: I:+: +2 k 0-/0+ + k = I! , 

~ % = - k - 10 -2 k -1 0 - k - 10 
t/- - +- 00 -+, 

,/ + ,/ + = k ! I = +2 k 0+ 10- + k :+: I:;: , 

% + % + = - k ! I:+: -2 k 0+ 10+ - k :+: I! , 

,/ + % + = - k ! I ~_ -2 k 0+ I g - k :+: 10+ , 

,/ + % _ = k 0+ I = + 2k g 10- + k 0_ I:;: , 

,/ _ % + = k 0+ I:+: + 2k g I 0+ + k 0_ I! , 

1(% + JY _ + JY _ JY + -,/ +,/ _ -,/ _,/ + -2) = - k O+ 10_ -2 kg/g - kO_/o+ . 

(55) 

[The nine preceding operators are clearly defined in the enveloping algebra of s(k) ® s(/) and are indeed proportional to scalar 
products of the six SU2 vectors VP = (V{;,VP+ ,VP_ ) with V = k, I andp = 0, + , -; see also Eq. (83) below.] It can be 
verified that the action of,/ + % + on Iii + 1, i2' i,m) yields the four-term recursion relation 

[(JI + i2 - J)(JI + i2 + i +I)(J - il + i2 +I)(J + il - i2)]I12(ili2 ml m21 im) 

= [(JI + ml)(J1 + ml -1)( i2 - m 2)(J2 + m 2 +1) r 12 (j1 -1, i2,m l -1, m 2 +1 lim) 

-2m2[(J1 -ml)(J1 +m l)r!2(il- I,i2,m p m2 Um) 

- [(JI - ml )(JI - m l -1)( i2 + m2)(J2 - m 2 +1) ]1I2(il -1, i2,m l +1, m2 -1 lim). 

Similarly, the eight remaining operators lead to 

[(JI +i2 +i+3)(j1 +i2 -i+2)(j1 +i2 +i+2)(j1 +i2 -i+3) ]112(ili2mlm2Iim) 

= [(JI - m l +1)( il - ml +2)( i2 + m 2 +1)( i2 + m2 +2) r 12 (j1 +1, i2 +1, m l -1, m 2 +1 lim) 

-2 [(JI - m l +I)(jl + ml +I)(j2 - m 2 +I)(j2 + m 2 +1) r 12 (j1 +1, i2 +1, m l ,m21 i m ) 

+ [(JI + ml +I)(jl + m l +2)(j2 - m 2 + I)(J2 - m 2 +2) ]1!2(j1 +1, i2 +1, ml +1, m 2 -1 lim), 

[(J+il -i2 +2)(J-il +i2 -I)(J+il -i2 +I)(J-il +i2)r /2 (ili2 m lm2Um) 

= [(JI - m l +1)( il - m l +2)( i2 - m 2)(J2 - m 2 -1) r/2 (il +1, i2 -1, ml -1, m 2 +1 lim) 

+2 [(JI - m l +I)(jl + ml +I)(j2 - m 2)(J2 + m 2)r /2 (il +1, i2 -1, ml>m21 im) 

+ [(JI + m l +1)( il + ml +2)( i2 + m 2)(J2 + m 2 -1) r 12 (j1 +1, i2 -1, m l +1, m2 -1 lim), 

[(JI +i2 +j+2)(j1 +j2 -i+I)(J+jl -i2 +1)(J-il +i2)]1I2(iJ2 m lm 2Um) 

= - [(JI - m l +1)( il - ml +2)( i2 - m 2)(J2 + m 2 +1) r /2 (il +1, i2,m l -1, m 2 +1 lim) 

-2 m2 [(JI - m\ +1)( jl + m l +1) r 12 (j1 +1, i2,m l ,m21 i m ) 

+ [(JI + ml +1)( il + m l +2)( i2 + m 2)(J2 - m2 +1) ]i12(j1 +1, i2,m l +1, m 2 -1 lim), 

[(J - il + i2 +2)(J + il - i2 -I)(J - il + i2 +I)(J + il - i2)r12 (ili2 m l m 2 Um) 

= [(JI +ml)(J1 +m l -1)(J2 +m2 +I)(j2 +m2 +2) r12 (j1 -I,i2 +1,m l -I,m2 +1 lim) 

+2 [(JI -ml)(J1 +m l)(J2 -m2 +I)(j2 +m2 +1) r12 (j1 -1, i2 +1,m l ,m2 Iim ) 

+ [(JI - ml)(J1 - ml -1)( j2 - m 2 +1)( i2 + m 2 +1) r 12 (j1 -1, i2 +1, ml +1, m 2 -1 Um), 

[(JI +i2 -j-l)(J1 +i2 +j)(J1 +j2 -j)(J1 +i2 +i+I) ]1I2(jli2mlm2Iim) 

= [(JI + ml)(J1 + ml -1)( i2 - m 2)(i2 - m 2 -1) r12 (j1 -1, i2 -1, m l -1, m 2 +1 I jm) 

-2 [(JI -ml)(J1 +m l)(J2 -m2)(J2 +m2)r/2 (il -I,i2 -I,ml ,m2Iim) 

+ [(JI - ml)(J1 - ml -1)( i2 + m 2)(J2 + m 2 -1) r 12 (il -1, i2 -1, ml +1, m 2 -1 lim), 

[(JI +i2 +i+2)(j1 +i2 -i+ I)(J-il +i2 +I)(J+ il -i2)]1I2(jJ2 m l m2 Um) 

= - [(JI + m\)(J1 - ml +I)(j2 + m 2 +I)(j2 + m2 +2) r12 (ipi2 +1, m l -1, m 2 +1 Um) 

+2 m l [(J2 - m 2 +1)(j2 + m2 +1) f12(ipi2 +1, mpm2 Um) 

+ [(JI -ml)(J1 +m l +I)(j2 -m2 +I)(j2 -m2 +2) r /2 (ipil +1,m\ +I,m 1 -1 lim), 

[(JI +i2 -})(JI +i2 +i+I)(J+ il -i2 +1)(J- il +i2)r!2(ili2 m lm 2 Um) 

= [(JI + m l )(JI - ml +I)(j2 - m 2)(J2 - m 2 -1) ]1/2(j1 ,i2 -1, m l -1, m 2 +1 lim) 
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+2 ml [(j2 - m 2)(j2 + m 2)]1I2(j1 ,j2 -I, ml ,m2 1 jm) 

- [(jl - ml )(jl + ml +1)( j2 + m 2)(j2 + m2 -I) ]1I2(jl ,j2 -I, ml +1, m2 -I I jm) , 

UI(j1 +1)+j2(j2 +1)-j(j+I) ](jlj2 m l m2Ijm) 

= - [(jl +ml)(jl -ml +1)(J2 -m2)(j2 +m2 +1)f/2 (jI,j2,m l -1,m2 +lljm)-2mlm 2(jlj2 m lm2/jm) 

- [(jl - ml )(jl + ml +1)( j2 + m 2)(j2 - m2 +1) fl2(j1 ,j2,ml +1, m2 -I I jm). 

Needless to say that, all or part of the relations (56) and (57) are probably scattered in the literature. We note for instance that 
Eq. (56) appears in Ref. 38 [cf. Eq. (3.7.13)] as a function of the 3 - jm symbol. 

As a more sophisticated illustration, we find that the operator 

jlko-/+.A'+ +(jl +I)ko+/_.A'_ 

=jl(jl +1)(2jl +1) [kg +/g -~kg(.A' +.A' _ +% _.A' + -/ +/ _ -/ _/ +)] (58) 

produces, after some rearrangement, the relation 

( ) (jl -j2)(j1 +j2 +1) )(. . I . ) 
m2 -ml -m j(j+l) Jlh m l m2 Jm 

[(j + m +1)(j - m +1)(j + jl + j2 +2)(J1 + j2 - J)(j + j2 - jl +1)(j + jl - j2 +1) ]112 

(j +1) [(4j +1)(4j +3) pl2 

[(j+m)(j-m)(j+jl +j2 +1)(J1 +j2 -j+1)(j+j2 -jl)(j+jl -j2)]112 
X (jlj2ml m21 j +I,m ) + """"-------------------------=-

j[ (2j -1)(2j + I) ] 1/2 

(59) 

given by Racah6 in the Condon and Shortley notation and recently rederived by Barut and Wilson and also by Akyeampong 
and Rashid. 33 

5. BOSON REALIZATIONS OF THE SU2 UNIT TENSOR 

We are now in a position to develop tkqa as a polynomial in the four boson operators a ± and a ~ . 

A. Basic realization 

The Majumdar realization: A boson development of tkqa , valid as far as tkqa acts on €(J), is provided by 

t =( (k+a)!(k-q)! )11\_I)k- q(a+)q+a(a )q-a 
kqa (k - a)!(2j + a - k )!(2j + a + k +1)!(k + q)! +-

X( -1) q+a (2j + a - q)!(k + q)! + [1 _ o(kq)] kta (-IV (2j +2a - z)!(k - a +z)! 
(q + a)!(k - q)! z=q+a+1 z!(k + a - z)!(z - q - a)! 

X z~l(a (j+a+Jz +q-z+t)). q>a>O, (60) 

t _( (k+a)!(k-q)! )112( 1)2k+ q+a( +)q+a( )q-a 
k-qa - (k-a)!(2j+a-k)!(2j+a+k+l)!(k+q)! - a_ a+ 

X( -1) q+a (2j + a - q)!(k + q)! + [1 _ o(kq)] kta (-1) z (2j +2a -z)!(k - a +z)! 
(q + a)!(k - q)! z=q+a+1 z!(k + a -z)!(z - q - a)! 

X zJ(O (j+a-Jz +q-z+t)). q>a>O, (61) 

t =( (k+a)!(k-q)! )1/\_1)2k(a )9+a(a+)q-a 
kq-a (k-a)!(2j-a-k)!(2j-a+k+l)!(k+q)! - + 

X(-I)Q+a (2j-a-q)!(k+q)! + [1-o(kq)] kta (_I)Z (2j-z)!(k-a+z)! 
(q + a)!(k - q)! z=q+a+1 z!(k + a -z)!(z - q - a)! 

X z~D~a (j - Jz - z + t)). q>a>O, (62) 

t - ( (k + a)!(k - q)! )1I2( 1) k-o( )q+a( + )q-a 
k-q-a - (k-a)!(2j-a-k)!(2j-a+k+l)!(k+q)! - a+ a_ 

X(-I)q+o (2j-a-q)!(k+q)! + [I-o(kq)] kt', (_I)Z (2j-z)!(k-a+z)! 
(q + a)!(k - q)! z = q + a +1 z!(k + a - z)!(z - q - a)! 

X zJ(O (j + Jz -z + t)). q>a>O, (63) 
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( 
(k + q)I(k - a)I )112 t = .. ( 1) k - q( +)a + q( +)U - q 

kqa (k-q)!(2j+a-k)!(2j+a+k+l)!(k+a)! - a+ a_ 

X(-I)q+a (2J)!(k+a)! + [1-o(ka)] ki
q 

(_I)z(2j +a+ q -z)!(k-q+z)! 
(q + a)!(k - a)! z~q+a+1 z!(k + q -z)!(z - q - a)! 

xz~{(a(j+a+Jz+q_z+t)). a';Pq';PO, (64) 

t =( (k+q)!(k-a)! )112( 1)2k+ q+a + a+q + a-q 
k-qa (k-q)!(2j+a-k)!(2j+a+k+l)!(k+a)! - (a_) (a+) 

X(_I)9+ U (2J)!(k + a)! + [1-o(ka)] ki
q 

(_I)z(2j+a+ q -z)!(k-q+z)! 
(q+a)!(k-a)! z~q+a+1 z!(k+q-z)!(z-q-a)! 

X z:(I~ a (j + a - Jz + q - z + t) ). a';Pq';PO, (65) 

( 
(k + q)!(k - a)! )112 

tkq - a = (k-q)!(2j-a-k)!(2j-a+k+l)!(k+a)! (-1)2k(a_)u+
q
(a+t-q 

X(_1)9+ a (2j -2a)!(k+a)! + [1-o(ka)] ki
q 

(_I)z(2j -a+ q -z)!(k-q+z)! 
(q + a)!(k - a)! z~q+a+1 z!(k + q - z)!(z - q - a)! 

X z~(I~a (j-Jz -z+l)). a ';Pq ';PO, (66) 

tk - q_
a
=( (k+q)!(k-a)! )1/2(_I)k-"(a ),,+q(a )a- q 

(k-q)!(2j-a-k)!(2j-a+k+l)!(k+a)! +-

X(_I)q+a(2j-2a)!(k+a)! + [1-o(ka)] ki
q 

(_I)z(2j -a+ q -z)!(k-q+z)! 
(q + a)!(k - a)! z~q+a +1 z!(k + q - z)!(z - q - a)! 

X z~(I~ a (j + Jz - z + t)). a';P q';P 0. (67) 

Outline o/proof Thej'm' - jm matrix element of tkqa as given by Eq. (60) is easily set up by using Eq. (38). The so
obtained relation can be transformed to yield 

Um/ Itkqu Ijm) = o(j'J + a)o(m/,m + q)( -1) k·- q( (j - m)! (j + a + m + q)! )112 
(j + m)! (j + a - m - q)! 

X ( (k + a)!(k - q)! )1/2 
(k - a)!(2j + a - k)!(2j + a + k +I)!(k + q)! 

X I (_I)Z (2j +2a -z)!(k - a +z)!(j + m)! . 
z z!(k + a - z)!(z - q - a)!(j + a + m + q - z)! 

(68) 

Comparison between Eq. (68) and the Majumdar hypergeometric formula44 specialized to (jkmql j'm') leads us to recognize 
Eq. (I) in Eq. (68) so thatthe proof ofEq. (60) is completed. Equations (61)-(67) are then deducible from Eq. (60) owing to 
appropriate combinations of the following symmetry relations: 

( . . I') ( I) i, + i, - i( . . I . ) Jlhmlm2 Jm = - Jlh -ml -m2 J-m 

_ ( 1) Jl+m 1( 2j +1 )1/2(.. I . ) - - . Jh - mm 2 it - m l 
2JI +1 

(69) 

and 

(jlj2 m l m 2Ij,m l +m2)=(_I)i-i,-m1
( •• 2j +l 1 )1/2(!(j1 +j-m2),j2,-!(j-jl -m2)+ml ,j-jl 

J + JI + m 2 + 
X I!(jl + j + m 2 ),!(j - jl + m 2 ) + m l ) , (70) 

which describe ordinary l6.38 and Regge45 symmetry properties of the SU2 :J U I Wigner coefficients, respectively. 
Numerical examples: As a first (simple) example, we have 

t =( 4!l! )1/2(_1)5(a+)3a (_1)3 (2j-I)!5! + (_1)4 (2j-2)!6! (j+Jz») 
321 2!(2j -2)!(2j +5)!5! + - 3!l! 4!0!l! 

= k + J (1O(2j -2)! )1I\3J _ . +2), (71) 
+ + (2j +5)! z J 

in accordance with Ref. 17. As a second (more complicated) example, we get 

t =( 7!3! )1/\_1)9(a+t(a )2(_1)4 (2j-2)!9! + (_1)5 (2j-3)!1O! (j+Jz) 
631 5!(2j -5)!(2j +8)!9! + -- 4!3! 5!2!l! 
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+(_1)6 (2j-4)1ll! (j+J -I)(j+ JZ)+(-1)7 (2j-5)1l2! (j+Jz -2)(j+ Jz -I)(j+ JZ»)' (72) 
6!l!2! z 7!0!3! 

which can be rearranged as 

t631 = - ( 9!(2j -5)! )lI2(a + tea _ )2 [(2j -4)(2j -3)(2j -2)X21O - (2j - 4)(2j -3)(j + JZ>x 1260 
5!(2j +S)!7131 + 

+ (2j-4)(j+Jz -I)(j+ Jz)x231O-(j+Jz -2)(j+ Jz -I)(j+ Jz)X1320] 

= _6(1O(2j -5)! )1I2k+J 2 (22J3-11J·J2-4J·2J +J'3+S8J2-41J'J -3/+142J
z

-40j+S4), (73) 
(2j +S)! + + z z z z z 

in diagreement with Ref. 17. The formulas (60)-(67) for t kqa also allow us to handle the case when k is half-an-odd-integer in 
contradistinction to the known prescriptions 10. 17 for constructing operator equivalents. For instance, we obtain 

tl71? lin 7/2 = -10 ( IS2(2j -5)! )1/\a! )9(a_)2(34J; +12j2 Jz -42j J; +186J; +33/-177j Jz +374Jz -19Sj +264). 
- - S(2j + 13)! 

The operator construction: As a particular case, Eq. (64) shows that 

tjmj = (-1) 2j(2j +lt1/2 [(j + m)!(j - m)!]-1/2(a!)H m(a::: )j- m, m;;;'O, 

is valid when acting on the boson vacuum space €(O). On the other hand, Eq. (I) yields 

Um) = (-I) -2j (2j +1)1/2 tjmj 100) . 

Combination of Eqs. (75) and (76) gives 

I jm) = [(j + m )!(j - m)] -1/2(a ! )j + mea ::: )j - m 100) , 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

in agreemen t wi th Eq. (1.13) of Ref. S describing the boson -like operator construction of the angular momen tum eigen vectors. 

The case k = !: Equations (60)-(67) show that the four basic boson operators a ± anda; are connected to the unit tensor 
operators tll2 qa acting on €(j) through 

tl/2 ± 112 1/2 = - [2(j +1)(2j +1) t I/2a ;, tll2 ± 1/2 -112 = - [2j(2i +1) ]-1/2a =r . 

Let Wk(j,a) be the SU2 tensor defined by its components 

W~(j,a) = ( -I) -2k [2(j + a) +1 ] 1/2tkqa 

(7S) 

(79) 

acting on €(j). By making use ofEqs. (79) and (7S), it can be verified that the Schwinger operators defined by Eq. (51) can be 
nicely rewritten in terms of zeroth-order tensor products: 

J.l = - ~2 [(2jl +1) {W I/2(jI,DW I/2(j1' - D}g - (2j2 +1) {W1;2(j2,DW I/2(j2' - D}g], 

J l = + [2(2il +1)(2i2 +1) ] 1/2{W I/2(j1' ± DW I/2(j2, + Dn, 
(SO) 

1 
.r.] = - V2 [(2il +1) [W I/2(j1,!)W I/2(j, - Dlg + (2i2 +1) [W I/2(j2,DW I/2(j2' - !}lg] +1, 

% L = - [2(2il +1)(2j2 +1) ] 1/2{W I/2(j1' ± DW I/2(j2' ± D}g. 
The case k integer: As a particular case, when kisinteger, Eqs. (60)-(67) can be rewritten in terms of the k 's by remarking 

that 

(a! )q+ "(a _ )q - " = ( -I) "(k ! laCk 0+ )q - a, 

(a::: )q+a(a + )q-a = (k ::: )a(k O_ )q-", 

(a _ )q+ "(a! )q -" = (k ~ laCk 0+ )q - a, 

(a +- Y +- "(a +- y - a = ( -1) "(k = t(k 0_ )q - a, 

(a! )" +- q(a ::: )a - q = ( -I) q(k ! )q(k 0+ )a - q, 

(a ~ )" H(a! )"- q = (k ::: )q(k 0+ )a - q, 

(a __ )" +q(a +- )" - q = (k :;: )q(k 0- )a - q, 

(a + )" H(a _ )" - q = ( -I) q(k = )q(k o-)a - q 

hold once k, and therefore q and a, are integers. 

(SI) 

The case k = 1: Equations (60)-(67) show that the nine basic operators kr:,. are connected to the unit tensor operators f lqa 
acting on €(J) through 
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t lOO = [j(j +1)(2j +1) ]-1!lkg, tl ± 10 = + [2j(j +1)(2j +1) rl/zk o±, 

tlOl = [(j +1)(2j +1)(2j +3) ]-I/ZkO+' tl ± II = + [(2j +1)(2j +2)(2j +3) ]-I/Zk ~, 

t lO _ 1 = - [j(2j-I)(2j+I) ]-I/Zk o-, tl±I_1 = ± [2j(2j-I)(2j+l) rl/lk ±. 
By using Eqs. (79) and (82), the operators defined by Eq. (55) can be rewritten as 

% _ % _ = 2[3jl(2jl +1}iz(2jz +1) ] 1/1{W1(j1' -1)W 1(jl' -1) }g, 

)' _)' _ = 2[3jl(2jl +1) (jz +1) (2jz +1) ] I/Z{W1(j1' -1)W 1(jz,I)}g, 

)' _ % _ = - 2[3jl(2jl +IY1(jl +1) ]111{W1(j1' -1)W 1(jl, O)}g, 

)' +)' + = 2[3(j1 +1) (2jl +lyz(2jl +1) rll{W 1(j1,I)W 1(jz, -I) }g, 

% + % + = 2[3(j1 +1)(2jl +1)(jl +1)(2jz +1) PI1{W 1(j1,I)W i(j2,1)}g, 

)' + % + = 2[3(j1 +1)(2jl +IYl(j2 +1) ] I/Z{W 1(j1,I)W i(j2'0)}g, 

)' + % _ = 2[3jl(j1 +lyi2j2 +1) ]i/Z{W 1(jI,Q)W 1(j2, -1)}g, 

)' _ % + = - 2[3jl(j1 +1)(j2 +1)(2j2 +1) ] 1/1{W\(j1,0)W\(jz,I)}g, 

1(%.%- + %-%. - )'.)'- - )'-)'+ -2) = 2 [3Mji +1)jlU2 +1) ] \/2{W i(ji,Q)W 1(j2,0)}g. 

The diagonal unit tensor: As a limiting case, when a = 0, Eqs. (60}-(67) reduce to 

Uk =( (k-q)! )1I2(_I)(k±k+2q)/2J q(-I)q (2j-q)!(k+q)! 
±q (k + q)!(2j - k )!(2j + k +1)! ± q!(k - q)! 

+ [1-8(kq)] ± (_I)Z (2j-z)!(k+z)! Zft(j±Jz+q-z+t»), q;'O. 
z=q+1 z!(k-z)!(z-q)! 1=1 

Specialization of Eq. (84) leads to the well-known result 

Uk =(_I)(k±k)I2~(2k)!(2j-k)!)1i2J k. 

± k k! (2j + k +1)! ± 

We note that Eqs. (84) and (85) are in agreement with the lemmal9 according to which 

(J ± 'J:: s = 0(1)(2j - r); r = 0(1)2j} 

constitutes a basis of 7. 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

(85) 

As a by-product, it is to be noted that Eq. (84) supplies a trick for obtaining a closed form expression of any harmonic 
polynomial ~ Y kq in Cartesian coordinates. It is sufficient in Eq. (84): (i) to ignore all terms of order lower than k which are of 
quantum-mechanical origin, (ii) to make the replacementsJ ± -x ± iy,J,_z, andJz_r = Xl + yZ + Zl, and (iii) to multiply 
the so-obtained expression by the factor 

~ (2k +1 )1I2( (2j + k +1)! )112. 
2k 41T (2j - k)! 

Such a trick (cf. also Ref. 16) constitutes the reciprocal part ofthe Stevens prescription described in Sec. 1. As an illustration, 
Eq. (84) yields 

u7 =4V 462(2j -7)! )1I2J+4(13P +78J z +179J -3J Jl_61 2 +150) 
4 (2j +8)! Z Z Z Z 

(86) 

and application of the trick leads to 

r7 Y74 = i4 (770/tr)I/Z(x + iyt(l3z3 -3zr). (87) 

A trick corresponding to the reciprocal part of the Atkins and Seymour17 prescription could also be stated. Nevertheless, its 
interest would be quasinull except for checking purposes. 

The algebra su3: Equations (60}-(67) show that the set I u~ : q ranging and k = 0(1)21 acting on E(l) can be realized by 

0 1 11 1 _I J UO = y'3' Uo = y'6 Jz, u ± I = + 2y'3 ± 

(88) 

u~ = V1
30 (3J; -2), u

2
± 1 = J 20 J ± (-1 + 2 J,), u

2
± 2 = VI

20 J2± . 

It can be verified that Eq. (88) satisfies the commutation relations (32) specialized to the case G * = U I · 

B. Other realizations 

We now turn to list some alternative boson realizations of t kqa . 
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The van der Waerden realization: 

t = (-1) k+a( (k + q)!(k - q)!(k + a)!(k - a)!(2j + a - k)! )112 
kqa (2j + a + k + I)! 

(a + )k - q - Z(a_t - a - Z(a + )q + a + Z(a.y 
X I(-I)' - + 

(k - q - z)!(k - a - z)!(q + a + z)!z! 
(89) 

The Zukauskas-Mauza realization: 

t = (-1) q + a( (k + q)!(k - q)!(k + a)!(k - a)!(2} + a - k )! )1/2 
kqa (2} + a + k +I)! 

(a t - q - Z(a + )k + a - Z(a_)q - a + Z(a ~ y 
X I(-I)Z • + 

(k - q - z)!(k + a - z)!(q - a + z)!z! 
(90) 

The Wigner realization: 

t = (-1) k- q( (k + a)!(k - a)!(2j + a - k)! )1/2 
kqa (k + q)!(k - q)!(2j + a + k +I)! 

X (-1)' (a~ Y(a.)k-q(a~ t+a-Z(a~ t+a-z(a_t+q(a~ y 
~ (k + a - z)!z! 

(91) 

The Racah realization: 

t =(_I)2k( (k+q)!(k-q)!(2j+a-k)! )112 
kqa (k + a)!(k - a)!(2j + a + k + I)! 

X (_I)Z (a~ )k+q-z(a.)k-a(a~ Y(a_)kH-Z(a:+: )k+a(a_Y 

I ~+q_~~ (92) 

Outlineo/proof It is sufficient to verify that thej'm' - jm matrix element oftkqa as given by Eqs. (89)-(92) verifies Eq. (1) 
with the SV2:J V I Clebsch-Gordan coefficient responding to the formulas of van der Waerden,46 Zukauskas and Mauza,47 
Wigner,48 and Racah.6 

In all honesty, it is to be mentioned that the van der Waerden realization (89) turns out to be a rewriting in our 
terminology of the boson representation of the SV2:JV1 Wigner-Eckart theorem recently derived by Yamamura et al. 23 

C. General comments 

At this point, a brief comparison between the four latter realizations and the Majumdar realization is in order. First, in 
the case when k is integer, inspection of Eqs. (60)-(67) and (89)-(92) shows that only the Majumdar realization oftkqa can be 
easily rewritten in terms of the operators k ~ defined by Eq. (39). Second, this realization allows one to get, with merely simple 
algebraic manipulations, diagonal and off-diagonal operator equivalents in a form very close to the one underlying the already 
published tables. 10-13,17.19 Such a form could be also obtainable in principle from the other realizations. However, this would 
require long winded manipulations of commutation relations. Third, Eqs. (60)-(67) are particularly appropriate to hand and 
machine calculations. For instance, the determination of the Jz polynomial part of the Majumdar realization of t kqa amounts 
in last analysis to solving a Cramer system. In this connection, Eqs. (60)-(67) have been coded on a computer to produce tables 
of diagonal (a = 0) and off-diagonal (a #0) operator equivalents tkarl'a adapted to the cubical, tetragonal, and trigonal groups 
for use in molecular and solid state physics.49 

To close Sec. 5, it is perhaps worth stressing that the operator W ~(j,a) defined by Eq. (79) is actually a SV 2:J V I Wigner 
operator in the sense that (cf. Appendix A) 

V'm' I W~(j,a) lim) = 8(j' J + a) (jkmq !j'm') . (93) 

In the same vein, a SV2 Racah operator R (jlalj2a2jk) may be defined via (cf. Appendix A) 

v;};}'m'!R (jlaJ2ajk)!jJjm) = 8(j; JI + al)8(j~J2 + a 2)8(j})8(m'm)W(jtJ2Jt + a lJ2 + a2;Jk). (94) 

It is immediate to prove that (cf. Appendix A) 

R (jta J2ajk) = ( -l)j, + at + j, - j - k [2(j1 + a I) +1 ]-1/2[2(j2 + az) + 1 ]-1/2(2k + 1)1/2 {W k(jl,a l )Wk (jZ,a2)}g (95) 

indeed verifies Eq. (94). Boson realizations of R Uta J2ajk ) can be obtained by combining Eqs. (79) and (95) with the various 
boson realizations of t kga given in this section. In this respect, the Schwinger operators / ± and % ± are of type 
R (jlaJ2a j!) while the operators /p/a' /p% a' and %p% a are of type R (jlaJ2ajl). 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We started from the general properties of the unit ten

sor operators tkl'a adapted to a chain SV2 :J G'" which can 
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be obtained without specifying the realization and ended 
with boson realizations of the operators tkqa adapted to the 
chain SVz :J VI' 
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Among the tk/-w 's, we have paid special attention to the 
set [t Iqa : q and a ranging J. Such a nine-dimensional set is 
easily completed with a tenth operator to produce the ten
dimensional Schwinger algebra. We have converted this al
gebra to the Lie algebra of the de Sitter group S03.2 . It is to 
be noted that the Lie group S03.2 has already been exhibited 
in connection with Schwinger's calculus. Indeed, Gyorghyi 
and Kovesi-Domokos27 have proved that 03.2 enters the 
spherical rotor problem as a dynamical group: The °3,2 
group can be realized in terms of Dirac brackets ofthe Carte
sian coordinates and the canonically conjugate momenta for 
the spherical rotor. It is also to be noted that S03.2 has been 
exhibited in an apparently distant field, namely, the Cou
lomb problem. In fact, Englefield29 has obtained an °3,2 Lie 
algebra in terms ofladder operators acting on the hydrogen
like eigenfunctions and therefore similar to the operators k ~ 
although they are constructed without any relation to the 
Jordan-Schwinger representation of orbital angular mo
mentum. The de Sitter group S03,2 thus appears as the most 
general structure of relevance for the Schwinger two-dimen
sional oscillator approach to the angular momentum theory. 

The coupled-boson representation describing the cou
pling of two angular momenta then appears to be depicted by 
S032 ® SO, 2' We have shown how the simple manipulation 
of l~dder operators of type: (i) coupled-boson operators / 
and ,;Y (related to S03,I ) and (ii) bilinear expressions in / 
and ,;Y (related to the enveloping algebra of S03,2 ® S03,2) 
allow to obtain, without any intermediate step, basic families 
of recursion relations for SU2 :J U I Wigner coefficients. We 
conjecture that any recursion relation for the SU 2 :::J U I 
Wigner coefficients (and possibly the SU2 Racah coeffi
cients) could be reached on the same pattern through a de
tailed study of the chain S03,2 ® S03,2 :::::> S03,2 :::::> S03, I ' We 
are inclined to think our procedure to get recursion relations 
resembles (although we have been unable to correctly con
nect the two procedures) Shaw's procedure33 based on the 
use of a Lorentz group !.t' t( C2), The real reason for this is to 
be found in the fact that both procedures are very close, in a 
certain way, to the Bargmann43 treatment of the three-di
mensional rotation group, 

The various boson realizations of the SU2 :::::> U I unit 
tensor operators t kqa settle an important result of this study. 
We limited ourself to five realizations which mimick five 
basic formulas for the SU2 :::::> U I Wigner coefficient. Al
though we conjecture it is possible to get a boson realization 
of t kqa from any factorial expression of the SU 2 :::::> U I 
Wigner coefficient, actually, the Majumdar realization 
seems to be the most efficient for producing polarized har
monics or operator equivalents in a form suitable for subse
quent application. Of course, it should be possible to pass 
from one realization to another by using either the commu
tation relations of the four basic boson operators or symme
tries of the SU 2 :::::> U I Wigner coefficient. For example, the 
Zukauskas-Mauza and the Wigner realizations are linked 
by an ordinary symmetry while the two Majumdar realiza
tions (60) and (65) are connected by a Regge symmetry. This 
suggests that the 72 ordinary and Regge symmetries of the 
3 - jm symbol could be handled by looking at the symme
tries of the t kqa ' S. 
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The properties of the tkllcz'S can be classified in two 
parts. Some of them clearly show that the t klla 's serve as a 
basis for expanding physical interactions. Some others em
phasize the interest of the t kllU 's for Lie group theoretical 
analyses of the spectrum of physical interactions. We close 
by mentioning some avenues of future outlook. 

Chain of groups: In the case k integer, Eqs. (60)-(67) 
can be considered as a solution to the problem of construct
ing S03 :J S02 operators in the enveloping algebra of S03.2 . A 
related problem, of interest for producing recursion rela
tions, would be the state labelling problem associated with 
the chain S03.2 ® S03,2 :::::>S03.2 :::::>S03.1' The two mentioned 
problems require for the part S03,2 :J S03 ® S02:::J S03 
:::::> S02 the consideration of a set of four commuting opera
tors taken from the enveloping algebra of S03,2 since, in addi
tion to the two (second and fourth order) invariants ofS03.2, 
two extra labelling operators are needed to completely label 
the S03,2 :J S03:::::> S02 states. The method of the generating 
function recently developed by the Montreal group50 could 
be a good starting point for tackling these problems. 

Half-integer rank tensor: It is generally more or less 
stated in physics textbooks that only integer rank irreducible 
tensors are suitable for physical applications. We ascertain, 
however, that calculation of intensities in x-ray and ultravio
let photoelectron spectroscopy51 as well as in the recently 
developed bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy52 for 
transition metal and rare earth ions in crystalline matrices 
requires the introduction of half-an-odd-integer irreducible 
tensors. We hope that part of the material reported here shall 
be useful in those fields where half-integer rank tensors are of 
interest. 

Theory of complex spectra: Specialization to the case 
G * = U I and inversion of Eq. (27) yields 

. k . 
8(j,kJ)u~ = I ( -1) i· m( J ) ,)Pimm,. (96) 

mm' -m q m 
Equation (96) curiously bears the same form that the intra
shell operators introduced by Harter and Patterson53 in their 
alternative (Gel'fand) basis for the theory of complex spec
tra, This can be easily understood by realizing that the set 
[ P ~'l" : /1 and /1' ranging J furnishes a basis of the Lie algebra 
of the unitary group U2i +1 ' We felt it would be worthwhile 
to explore these matters in more detail. 

Projection operator: The projection operator40 Pim 
= P~nm [cf. Eq. (26)] can be realized in terms of boson oper

ators by introducing the boson realizations of u~ obtainable 
from Sec. 5 into Eq. (27). This leads to expressions for Pin> 
that can be proven to be equivalent to the von Neumann 
(product) form and the Lowdin (sum and product) forms of 
Pin>' We are presently examining the respective merits, with 
special reference to computer coding, of the various possible 
realizations of Pjm . 

Lie superalgebra: In recent years, several works have 
been devoted to mathematical studies of low dimensional 
Z2-graded Lie algebras [cf. Ref. 54]. The concept of the Z2-
graded Lie algebra is particularly appropriate for describing 
fermion-bose supersymmetry in various contexts as, e.g., in 
the one of space-time symmetries for particle physics. We 
note the (infinite) set [tkIlO : a, /1, and k ranging 1 is closed 
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under anticommutation and commutation so that the tkl'a 's 
could be used for generating Lie superalgebras. 

Factorization method: It has been already noticed by 
Witschel42 that there exists a connection between the Schro
dinger-Infeld-Hull factorization method55 and the 
Schwinger boson calculus. A Lie-like aspect of this connec
tion arises in this paper. In fact, the Schwinger algebra ad
mits several subalgebras of type f§ (a,b ), where f§ (a,b ) de
notes the complex four-dimensional Lie algebra discussed by 
Miller55 in relation with the factorization method. In the 
same vein, let us mention that the realizations of tkqa given 
here enable to obtain useful expressions for the 0 3 shift oper
ators recently investigated by Hughes and Yadegar56 and 
which tum out to be relevant to the factorization method 
and to the classification and analysis of representations of 
various Lie groups. 

Symplecton calculus: The Jordan-Schwinger boson re
presentation of angular momentum has been generalized by 
Biedenham and Louck to give the so-called symplecton re
presentation. 57 Such a generalization leads us to replace the 
boson calculus by a symplecton calculus. It would be (at 
least curious and perhaps) interesting, especially in view of 
the rotational SU3 nuclear model which motivated the intro
duction of the symplecton representation, to translate some 
of the results of this paper in the language of symplecton 
operators. 
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APPENDIX A: ON THE WIGNER-RACAH ALGEBRA OF A 
COMPACT GROUP 

Notation: Let Jbe a compact topological (finite or con
tinuous) group. We use) or k to denote an IRC of J. Then,)o 
stands for the identity IRC of J, Let E{J) = [lim):m rang
ingj be an irreducible subspace, associated with), of the re
presentation space 15' of J. We note by [J1 the dimension of 
E(J). A definite choice of basis is assumed for each space E{l), 
thus defining the {m j scheme, and the various J irreducible 
tensoriaI sets of vectors and operators of 15' are required to 
transform according to this scheme. Further, 
<i.i2m •m 2Ib)m) is a Wigner coefficient of J compatible 
with the [ m j scheme, b being a Kronecker multiplicity label 
to be used when) occurs several times in )1 ® )2' Finally, 
.::1 (Jil. ® i2) = Oor 1 according to whether the frequency ofi 
in i. ® i2 is equal to 0 or different from O. The notation for a 
subgroup G of J can be deduced from the preceding ones 
thanks to the correspondences:i-r, m_y, and b-tJ. The 
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subduction J L G amounts in many respects to replacing m by 
f.l=ary, where a is a branching multiplicity label, thus de
fining the [ary j scheme. The Wigner coefficients of J in the 
[ ary j scheme are referred to as J:J G Wigner coefficients. 

The orthogonality-completeness property: The J:J G 
Wigner coefficients satisfy a well-known unitary property. 
In view of this property and the completeness property for 
the representation matrices of J in the [ ary J scheme, we can 
derive the following orthogonality-completeness relation36 

L [j2] (jli2f.l. Pzlbip) (ili2P; P2Ibip/)* 
j,JJ,b 

= 8 (p; p.)8(f.l'p)[j] 

and its dual relation 

L <J.i2PI Pzlbip)*(j.i; f.l. f.l; Ib 'Jp) 
1',1' 

=.::1 (J1i. ® i2)8 {j~ iz)8(f.l~ f.l2)8(b 'b )(iZ]-1 [j]. 

Similar relations hold when replacing ~jll',b and ~I"I' by 
~j.l'.b and ~I"I" respectively. A 

The Wigner operator: A unit tensor operator tj, ,.,bj may 
be defined through 

(/f.l10, I',bj Ii. P. ) 

= 8 (jJ) exp[iq>(b i i.i2)] IiJ- 1/2 <Jli2 P. Pzlb ip) *, 

where q> is a J-dependent phase factor. We call the operator 

W~:(bJ) = exp[ - iq> (bii.i2») [j] 1/2tj,I',bj 

a Wigner operator since itsip-il PI matrix element is noth-
'" . 

ing but than <iIizPI Pzlbip)*· Application to W~~r,y,(bJ) 
of the Wigner-Eckart theorem for G in the [aryj scheme 
directly leads to Racah's lemma: 

(i.izalr.YlazrzY2Ibiary) 

= L (i1a1r. + iZa2r2Ibia/3r){r.r2YIYzl /3ry), 
(3 

where (jla .r. + izazrzlb ia/3r) is, in modem parlance, a 
J:J G isoscalar factor. This connection between the Racah 
lemma and the Wigner-Eckart theorem takes its origin in 
the fact that they are both more or less direct corollaries of 
Schur's lemma. 

The Racah operator: As a consequence ofthe great orth-
0gonality theorem (again a corollary of Schur's lemma!) for 
the representation matrices of J in the [ ary I scheme, the 
recoupling coefficients 

<J.(izi)b23 i23b 'i'p/I(jli2)b 1zil2b3b ip) 

= L <J.izPI Pzlb. ziI2P.Z) <Jl2i3f.lIZf.l3Ibif.l) 
/J·.11zI'-3 

f. l IZ1J.Z3 

x < i2i3 f.l2 P3Ibz3 i23P23)*(j.i23 P. f.l23lb 'J'f.l') * 
enjoy the property 

<JIU2i3)b23 i23b 'J/f.l/ I (JI i2)b 12 ilzi3b if.l) 

= {) (J})8(f.l'P)(j.(J2i3)bz3 iz3b 'J1(J,i2)b. 2il2i3bi), 

where 
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= [}j-II (il(J2i3)b23 i23b 'jfll(Jli2)b 12 il2i3bjfl) 
i' 

is a J Racah coefficient. 
A Racah operator R (Jli; i2i; ikbb'b; b D may be de

fined through 

«(J;' f{)b 'j'fl'IR (Jli; i2i; ikbb'b ; b DI(Jtiz)b jfl) 

= 8(J;' i; )8(j; i; )8(jj)8( fl'fl) 

X [}j-I/2[k ]-lt2(j1(J2jDb 'kb; j; 1(Jli2)bjj;b; i;). 

The Racah operator R (Jli;j2j;jkbb'b; b ;}Js con
nected to the Wigner operators Wk(b; j;) and W k (b; i2) 
acting on two distinct spaces '{j'1 and '{j' 2 by the tensor prod
uct relation 

R (Jli; i2i; ikbb'b; b D~ I Wk(b; i;)Wk(b; iDJ jo 

in the case where k is orthogonal or symplectic. 
Commutation relations: The commutator acting on E(;) 

of two Wigner operators is given by36 

[W~:(blil)' W~:(bzfl2)]± 
I W~:(b3i3) 

hk3/L3h3j3 

X [8 (J3il) (j(kzk l)bk3b3i3 I (Jkz)bzi2k lb1il ) 

X (k2k I fl2 flll bk3 fl3) 

± 8 (J3iz)(i(klkz)bk3b3hl(Jkl)btilk2b2i2) 

X (klk2fll fl2Ibk3 fl3)]*' 

The proof is based on recoupling techniques. From the defi
nition of the Racah coefficient as a function of the Wigner 
coefficient, we may derive, by making use of the unitarity 
and orthogonality-completeness properties of the Wigner 
coefficients, a relation that corresponds to the matrix ele
ments of the desired commutation relation, thus completing 
the proof. 

The latter relation generalizes the ones obtained in the 
diagonal case (JI = i2 = i3 = j) for: (i) the chain S03 -:JS02 in 
connection with atomic and nuclear spectroscopy9.34 and (ii) 
a finite group in connection with the Jahn-Teller effect.41 

Lie algebra and Wigner-Racah algebra: In the diagonal 
case (J I = i2 = i3 = j), it can be seen that the general commu-

"k "'k 
tation relation of W fL: (b I J) and WI': (b2J) defines the struc-
ture of the Lie group GL[jJ; Rand of its subgroups. This 
result gives a precise meaning to the word algebra in what is 
generally referred to as Wigner-Racah algebra. The Lie al
gebra Ell j gIl jl; R can thus be associated with the Wigner
Racah algebra of the compact group J. It should be observed 
that the basic ingredients, viz, (i) the Wigner operators of J, 
(ii) the (basis- or G-dependent) Wigner coefficients of J, and 
(iii) the (basis- or G-independent) Racah coefficients of J, all 
appear in the defining Lie law of the Wigner-Racah algebra 
off. 

We establish now a parallel between this Appendix and 
the main body of the present paper. In the caseJ = SU2, 

there is no multiplicity label b. Assuming the phase choice 
CP(Jli2k) = 2k1r, the operator tk.q.j + a identifies to tkqa as 
defined by Eq. (1). On the other hand, the operators 
W;U + a) and R UI,il + a l,i2,j2 + a2,i,k) identify with 
W~(J,a) and R (Jla li2a2ik) as defined by Eqs. (79) and 
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(95), respectively. Lastly, specialization of the general com
mutation relation to the chain SU2 -:J G * leads to Eq. (30). 

APPENDIX B: THE {SYMBOL 

TheJsymbol (ffor fractional) defined via Eq. (12) can 
be equivalently rewritten as 

Jz k) 
fl2 fl 

= (-I) 2k(2il +lyl/2(i2kfl2fll il fll)*' 

where 

(i2k fl2fllilfll) = I (i2m2Ii2fl2)*(kqlkfl)* 

is a sU2 -:J G * symmetry adapted Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cient. 36 It constitutes an extension of the J coefficients rela
tive to the cubical, tetragonal, and trigonal double groups 
used by Racah, Low, and some of their students35 in crystal
field analysis for iron group ions in solids. The main interest 
of the Jsymbol lies in the concise form 

(Util flll r; IU2j2 fl2) 

= (uli.!1 Tk Ilu2i 2V( il 
fll 

the Wigner-Eckart theorem assumes when transcribed in a 
SU 2 -:J G * basis. 

The 1 - ifl symbol defined through Eq. (18) derives 
from the J symbol since 

r(;o ~ ~,) = 8(Jj)(2i +1)-
1/2 l i fl'Y' 

We may think of thefsymbol as a third-rank tensor 
(second-rank covariant and first-rank contravariant). A 
third-rank covariant, and therefore more symmetrical, ten
sor arises with the introduction of the 3-}fl symbol 

( il i2 i3)=I( i3,)*J(i3, i2 il) 
fll fl2 fl3 liJ \.p3 fl3 fl3 fl2 fll 

which identifies to the Wigner 3-}m symbol when G * = U I' 
By using the unitarity property of both the SU 2 -:J U I 

Wigner coefficients and the transformation from the 1m J 

scheme to the I fl=ary J scheme, theJ( or 3-}fl) symbol may 
be seen to satisfy orthogonality relations36 similar to the ones 
of the 3-}m symbol. In addition, it may be also fractioned36 

according to the Racah lemma sketched in Appendix A. Fi
nally, the SU2 recoupling coefficients can be redefined with 
the help oftheJ(or 3-}fl) symbol. In this regard, we have 

If(i\ )3 k~)J( i3 )2 k:) 
I'j fll fl3 flz fl3 fl2 fll 

= I (_I)jl+},+kl-k2(2k3+1){~1 k2 ~3} 
kylJ it )2 13 

XJ(k~ k: k~)J(il i2 k~), 
\u3 fll flz fll fl2 fl3 

a relation that is central in the derivation of Eq. (30). 
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The relation between two methods of finding the unitary projective representations of a connected 
Lie g.roup G is studied. It is shown that the one of the projective covering group Gis singled out as 
the simplest one, but one could also get a connected and simply connected Lie splitting group of 
minimal dimension by using a similar procedure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The character of rays rather than vectors of the states in 
quantum physics was pointed out the first time by H. Weyl 
(at least to the best of our knowledge) in his pioneer book on 
group theory and quantum mechanics. I When symmetries 
of a quantum system are considered, one is faced with the 
problem of how to determine the projective representations 
of the symmetry group. This problem was solved by Schurz 
(for finite groups) long time before the birth of the quantum 
mechanics. 

As Wigner has shown3 only semiunitary (unitary lan
tiunitary) projective representations (hereafter SUPR's) are 
pertinent in quantum theory. The classification of "relativis
tic" quantum elementary systems after the irreducible 
UPR's of the Poincare group was given by Wigner. 4 Barg
mannS has shown how to reduce the problem of finding the 
unitary projective representations of a connected Lie group 
G to the one of determining the unitary representations of a 
family of groups Ga (extensions of G by T). 

The study of the SUPR's of a finite group has been car
ried out by Janssen,6 and also by the authors in a very recent 
paper. 7 Essentially we have to determine an associated group 
G' and a epimorphism p':G '-+G such that any SUPR of G 
can be lifted to a SUR of G'. Such a pair (G ',p') is called a 
splitting group for G; they always exist, and moreover there 
is (at least) one of minimal order which is called a representa
tion group for G. A more detailed study can be found in Ref. 
7. We will follow the notations and conventions of that 
paper. 

Bargmann's method has been also studied by Mackey8 

(locally compact groups) and Cattane09 (Polish groups). 
The method of finding a representation group has been given 
by Cattaneo 10 (Polish groups) and also by one of us I I (Lie 
groups) by using similar methods to those employed in Ref. 
7, for finite groups. 

For the case of connected Lie groups (where only 
UPR's have to be considered) another method is advisable 
such as we have pointed out in an earlier paperl2: to every 
connected Lie group G there correspond a well determined 
(and very easy to find) connected and simply connected 
(c.s.c.) Lie group G and a (continuous) epimorphismp:G-+G 

"'This work has been supported by Instituto de Estudios Nucleares. 
h)Partly from the Ph.D. Thesis quoted in Ref. II. 

such that each UPR of G can be lifted to an UR of G. This 
group G has been called the "projective covering group of 
G ", although the manifold G being not a topological cover
ing of G in the general case, this name is somewhat mislead
ing and thus the use of quotation marks. A study of the use
fulness of this associated group in classical mechanics can be 
found in Ref. 13. 

It is worthy of remark that splitting and representation 
groups for G have to be looked for in a more general class 
than that of G. For instance, in a paper by Moore l4 one can 
find an example of a second countable locally compact 
(s.c.I.c.) group which does not have any s.c.I.c. splitting 
~oup. But the existence of the "projective covering group" 
G for any connected Lie group shows that any connected Lie 
group has (at least) one C.S.c. splitting Lie group. This class 
of groups is in a one-to-one correspondence with the class of 
the Lie algebras and the handling of the latter is in the back
ground of almost all theoretical physicists. Therefore it may 
be worthwhile to spend a little time in the comparison of the 
two methods of finding the UPR's of a connected Lie group 
G: that of projective covering group G (which always exists) 
and the one of a "minimal" splitting group, the representa
tion group (if it exists). This is the aim of this paper. 

2. THE STRUCTURE OF THE REPRESENTATION 
GROUPS 

This section is devoted to clarify the following question: 
If G is a s.c.l.c., does a s.c.l.c. representation group G exist? 
The answer is given by Cattaneo in a recent paper, 10 in terms 
of the existence of a suitable topology over the group 
HZ(G,T). 

We give here a slightly different but equivalent formula
tion: There is such a group Giffthere exist an homomorphic 
section s:H 2(G,T)-+Z2(G,T) (Borel cohomology with re
spect to the trivial action of G on T) and a locally compact 
topology 'T on H 2(G,T) in such a way that the maps 
W,(g,h ):H 2(G,T)-+T, defined by W,(g,h)iiJ = s(W)(g,h ) are 
continuous for every pair (g,h )EG X G. Moreover, if these 
conditions hold, the corresponding representation group 
can be described as the "right-hand part" of the extension of 
G by [H 2(G,T)( characterized by the factor system Ws: 
G X G-+[H 2(G,T)( given by the former expression. The 
dual group [H 2(G,T)( is the one relative to the topology 'T 

defined inH 2( G, T) and it is endowed with the compact-open 
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topology of'T. The topology in the middle group is the only 
one making topological such extension. For any given sec
tion s, if there exists a topology making continuous all the 
maps Ws (g,h ), such topology is unique; similarly, if s 1 and S2 

are two different sections such that there exist topologies 'T I 
and 'T2 making continuous the maps Ws(g,h) and Ws, (g,h) 
respectively, then 'TI and 'T2 coincide. This property may be 
easily deduced from Prop. 8, ii) in Ref. 10. 

Therefore, if G is a s.c.I.c. representation group for G 
(with respect to the epimorphismp:G-+G), it is topologically 
isomorphic to a topological extensi0!l of G by a well-deter
mined topological group [H 2(G,T)] . 

Let us suppose now that G is not only a s.c.I.c. group but 
also a real finite dimensional (d.d.) Lie group. When is the 
representation group G a r.f.d. Lie group? The answer is 
given by the following theorem: 

Theorem 1 :Let G be a r .f.d. Lie group. There exists a Lie 
representation group for G iff the group H 2( G, T), endowed 
with the unique (if it exists) locally compact topology such 
that all the maps W, (g,h ) are continuous (for some section s 
that is itself a Lie group). A. 

Proof If A is an Abelian Lie group, the dual group A 
(with the usual compact-open topology) is also a Lie group. 
If (G,ft) is a Lie representation group, then 
[H 2(G,T)] A = kerpis canonically imbedded in Gas a closed 
subgroup. Therefore, [H 2(G,T)] is a Lie group. This proves 
the necessity. The sufficiency follows because in all (Borel) 
topological extensions of a Lie group the middle group is a 
Lie group. 15 

I t is worthy of remark that a Lie group (even if connect
ed) does not necessarily have an associated Lie representa
tion group. Fortunately this does not occur for the Lie 
groups usually arising in quantum physics. On the other 
hand a connected Lie group has always associated one split
ting group, the "projective covering group", whose structure 
we study next. 

3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE "PROJECTIVE COVERING 
GROUP" 

From now on we shall restrict ourselves to r.f.d. con
nected Lie groups. For such a group G, there exists a con
nected and simply connected (c.s.c.) Lie splitting group G, 
called "projective covering group of G." This was shown in 
an earlier paperl2 by the authors, and it can be constructed, 
via its Lie algebra, in a well-defined way. Let LG be the Lie 
algebra of G and let us denote by G • the universal covering of 
G. The second cohomology group H 2( G', T) is canonically 
identified with H 2(LG;lR) in the usual way. Let n be the di
mension of the linear space H 2(LG;lR). With these notations 
the recipe is as follows: We take a basis [E'i] (i = 1,·.·,n) in 
H 2(LG;lR) and we pick out a cocycle E'; EZ 2(LG;lR) in each 
class [E';]. Now, in the linear space lR" $ LG we define a Lie 
algebra structure by means of 

[(a l ,a2,··.,a" ;a), (b l,b2,···,b" fl)] 

= ! E'1(a,[J), E2(a,[J ), ... , En (a,[J); [a,[J] J. 
The Lie algebra which has been obtained with the for

mer recipe is independent (up to isomorphisms) of the 
choices of the basis in H 2(LG;lR) and the representatives in 
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Z 2(LG;lR) of these basis elements. The group Gis the 
(unique) connected and simply connected Lie group corre
sponding to this Lie algebra LG. The epimorphism 
1T:LG-+LG defined by 1T(a l,a2, ... ,an ;a) = a induces a con
tinuous epimorphism p:G-+G' which is independent of all 
arbitrary choices which have been made before. IfP'.:..G '-+G 
is the canonical projection and p = p 'op, then (p,G) is a 
c.s.c. Lie splitting group, the "projective covering group" of 
G. A more detailed study may be found in Ref. 12. _ 

In order to compare the "projective covering group" G 
with a representation group G, a description of Gin terms of 
G would be advisable without any reference to the Lie alge
bra LG. This is the aim of the next paragraphs. 

The kernel of p is the subgroup of G whose Lie algebra is 
the ideal! a pa2, ... ,an ;0), aiElR J in LG. Therefore ker p is to
pologically isomorphic with lRn because Gis a C.S.c Lie 
group. Then G is the middle group of an extension 
I-+lR"-+GP-+G '-+1. 

On the other hand G' is the middle group of an exten-
I p' 

sion 1-+1T I (G )-+G • -+G-+ 1, and the morphism 

t:1T,CG )-+G' leads to an exact commutative diagram. 
p' 

l-+lR"-+E-+1T,(G )-+1 

I ¢ I,. 
_P 

I-+lRn-+G -+ G '-1 

where the upper row is the restriction to 1T I (G) of the lower 
one, that is to say, ¢ and t are the canonical injections of E 
into G and of 1TICG) into G', respectively. Then gEE iff 
p[¢ (g)] = i·fp'(g)].Now,itiseasytoshowthatkerp = ¢ (E). 
In fact ¢ (E) ~ kerp because of the relation 
po¢ = p'opo¢ = p·otp'. Furthermore, if g E kerp then 
p(g) E kerp • and therefore there exists g' E E such that 
p(g) = np'(g')] = pO¢ (g'), whence¢ (g')andgmayonlydif
fer in some element r E lR n, g = r¢ (g') = ¢ Crg'), that is, 
kerp ~ ¢ (E). 

In the extension l-lR n_kerp_1T,(G)_1 (with the 
identification ¢:E+-+kerpJ the group 1T I C G) acts on lRn via G ., 
that is, its action is trivial; furthermore this extension is ines
sential because of the divisibility of the Abelian group Rn, 
and hence Ec:::::kerp is isomorphic with the direct product 
Rn ®1T,CG). 

This result we have found is the following one: The pro
jective covering group (G,PJ of G is "the right-hand part of' 
an extension of G by Rn ® 1T1(G). 

One would like to make clear what this extension is, 
that is to say, what the action of G on R n ® 1T1(G) and the 
factor system are. If so, one could construct G directly from 
G, However, this is not a useful procedure for building up the 
group G, because of the simpler method of determining G 
through its Lie algebra, and we will not go deeper into this 
point. 

4. REPRESENTATION GROUPS VERSUS PROJECTIVE 
COVERING GROUP 

Now we are able to discuss the relation between the 
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projective covering group and the representation groups. 
The "projective group" if is at least a splitting group for G, 
but, is it a representation group? A very simple counterex
ample shows that it is not. If G is a compact and connected 
Lie group, H2(G,T)~[t (1T1(G »(, where t (A) denotes the 
torsion subgroup of the Abelian group A. 14 Moreover, the 
second cohomology group H 2(G,T) is a finite group and the 
only topology endowing it with a s.c.I.c. group structure is 
the discrete topology. Therefore a representation group for 
such a group G is the middle group of an extension of G by 
t (1T1(G».OntheotherhandifG'issuchthatH\G',T) = 0 
the projective covering group of G is just G '. Hence, any 
compact and connected Lie group G satisfying H 2(G, T) = 0 
and 1T1(G )#t (1TI(G» furnishes a negative answer to our 
question. The simplest example is the one used by Cat
taneo, lOG = T, becausethenH2(G',T) = O,1TI(G) = Zand 
t [1TI(G)] = 0, and therefore G = Tbut if = R. 

This example suggests a possible (but wrong) relation: 
If Gis a Lie representation group for G, then its universal 
covering group (G)' is (topologically) isomorphic to if. But 
this statement is also false as one can show by using 
G = T® T. Then 1T 1(T® T) = Z ® Z and 
H2(G,T) = t(Z ®Z) = o that is G = G, while G' = R®R, 
and H 2(R ® R, T) = R shows that if is a three-dimensional 
Lie group which can not be topologically isomorphic to G' 
=R®R. 

Another interesting example is the Galilei group G2 in 
two space dimensions. 16 Then H 2( G ;, T) = R) and 
H2(G2,T) = R2. The canonical topologyinH 2(G2,T)can be 
seen to be convenient for our purposes and while G2 is some 
extension of G2 by R2 (hence an eight-parameter group), the 
projective covering group if2 is an extension of G; by R3 
(hence a nine-parameter group) and the relation (G)' = G 
does not hold. 

However in most cases the conjecture (G)' = Gis true 
and one can ask what are the necessary and sufficient condi
tions for the conjecture to be true. The statement of such 
conditions is the main part of this paper. Before going into 
this question we recall that if 7:G '~G is a Lie group homo
morphism there is an induced homomorphism 17 

A r :H2(G,T)~H2(G ',T), called inflation map. In particuar 
we will consider the canonical epimorphism p ':G' ~G. 
Moreover there is a bijection between H 2( G', T) and 
H \LG,R) because of G ' being a simply connected group. 

Theorem 2: Let G be a connected real Lie group such 
that it has an almost connected Lie representation group if. 
The projective covering group G of G is topologically iso
morphic with (G) . iff the linear space spanned by 
A . (H\G,T» is all the linear space H 2(LG;R). 

p -
Proof The representation group G is connected even if 

H 2(G,T) is not. 14 This result has been shown by Moore for 
compact connected groups (II, Chapter III, Prop. 3,3), but 
the proof given by Moore remains valid if Gis an almost 
connected group (i.e., the factor group of G by the connected 
component of the identity is compact). Therefore we only 
have to showthatLG = Lif. The Abelian group [H\G,T)( 
will be isomorphic to R ' ® T' ® D with rand s nonnegative 
integers and D an Abelian discrete group. Let m be 
m = r + sand n = dimH 2( G ',T). In order to prove the iso-
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morphism LG,,-,LG, a simple analysis of the method of con
struction of G shows that it is sufficient to demonstrate: (i) 
the equality m = nand, (ii) the set of the cohomology classes 
of the components of a cocycle E defining the extension 
1 ~R m ~LG-+LG~ 1 is a basis of H 2(LG,R). Although the 
point (ii) can be seen as an immediate consequence of G being 
a representation group, we give an explicit proof because it 
will be relevant in some sense for the construction of a "mini
mal" simply connected splitting group such as indicated in 
the next section. 

(i) The inequality m<.n arises in a natural way. One 
considers the exact restriction-inflation sequence 

A " inf 
G'-?[1TI(G)] ~H2(G,T)-?H2 (G',T) which is associated 

with the exact sequence l4 1 -?1TI(G)~G '~G -1. Here inf 
denotes A p" If the natural topologies are considered in each 
set of the sequence all the maps are continuous. 

The Abelian group R" has not proper compact Lie sub
groups and the continuity of the inflation map R" 
® Z S ® D infR" implies that DC ker(int). The image of 
[1TI(G)]h must be in the maximal tori of H2(G,T) and hence 
ker(int) = D. But, if R" contains a subgroup isomorphic to 
R' ®Z', then l8 r + s = m<.n. 

On the other hand by hypothesis the Ap' (H2(G,T» 
(isomorphic to R' ® Z, spans H 2(LG,R) and therefore 
r + s = m = n. It is worthy of remark that this last hypoth
esis is necessary; as an example if G = T ® T, m = 0 and 
n = 1, so, (G)' # if. 

(ii) Let us suppose that m = n but only r < n among the 
(cohomology classes ot) components of the cocycle E are 
linearly independent. If q = n - r, the Lie algebra LGis the 
direct sum of the Abelian ideal Rq and another ideal which is 
a nontrivial extension of LG by Rr. As a consequence, the 
group Gis a direct product of a subgroup (isomorphic to) 
R" ® T" ® F (where u,v)O, u + v = q, andFCD), and a sub
group G which is a nontrivial extension of G by a subgroup B 
[the come!ementary ofR" ® T" ®F in [H 2(G,T)]). But in 
this case G will also be a splitt~g group for G and therefore 
must be an homomorphism ¢:B~H 2( G, T); let A be the ker
nel of such homomorphism: The group Gis a splitting group 
andthereexistsanepimorphismB-z.HZCG,T)/A~H2(G,T). 

But the group H2(G,T) being isomorphic to 
.A. .A. 

R' ® Z S ® D, the subgroup A must lie in D in such a way that 
.A. .A. 

D / A -z.D (which is possible even if A is not trivial) and this is 
only possible when r = n. 

Conversely, it is quite clear that if LG and LG are iso
morphic, then A

p
.(H 2(G,T» is a subgroup R' ®Z' in R" 

such that r + s = n. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The results we have obtained can be summed up as fol
lows: If one intends to find the UPR's of a connected Lie 
group Gby means of the unitary representations ofa new Lie 
group G 1 demanding also "absolute minimality" (in the 
sense of Ref. 10) in the choice of such a group G, it can occur 
that such a group G does not exist. By relaxing this condition 
of minimality, such a group G 1 always exists, even if we re-
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strict G ' to be a simply connected group. The "projective 
covering group" Gis such a group which is singled out be
cause of the simplicity of its construction through the corre
sponding Lie algebra structure. But, is G the "minimal" sim
ply connected splitting group for G? Evidently G is not. 

For the construction of such a minimal group G ' via its 
algebra following the pattern of the construction of G al
ready indicated a whole basis of H 2( G " T) is not needed but 
only a basis of the subspace Ap' (H 2(G,T). The new group 
which we would obtain will be a c.s.c. Lie group whose di
mension is minimal among all such splitting groups; it will be 
essentially unique and it will coincide with the universal cov
ering group of any representation group of G (cf. proof of 
Theorem 2). However, in order to determine such a group G ' 
one has to calculate the second cohomology group H 2( G, T) 
as well as A . (H 2( G, T» and this may be a hard task. This is 

p -
the reason why the use of G is recommended: The determina-
tion of G is straightforward. 
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On an infinitesimal approach to semisimple Lie groups and raising and 
lowering operators of O(n) and U(n) 
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A purely algebraic approach to the evaluation of the fundamental Wigner coefficients and 
reduced matrix elements of O(n) and U(n) is given. The method employs the explicit use of 
projection operators which may be constructed using the polynomial identities satisfied by the 
infinitesimal generators of the group. As an application of this technique, a certain set of raising 
and lowering operators for O(n) and U(n) are constructed. They are simpler in appearance than 
those previously constructed since they may be written in a compact product form. They are, 
moreover, Hermitian conjugates of one another, and therefore are easily normalized. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I t has been shown 1-5 that the infinitesimal generators of 
semisimple Lie groups may be assembled into a matrix 
which satisfies a certain polynomial identity (herein called 
the characteristic identity) over the center of the universal 
enveloping algebra. On a representation admitting an infini
tesimal character such an identity reduces to a polynomial 
identity over the underlying field (usually the real or com
plex field). In such a case the polynomial identity may be 
written in a convenient factored form.2.3 In particular when 
acting on a finite dimensional irreducible representation of 
the group the polynomial identity reduces to the identities 
encountered recently by several authors for the various clas
sical groups. 5-7 

The idea of assembling the infinitesimal generators of 
the classical groups into a matrix is not new and has proved 
in the past to be a useful technique.8

-
1O By taking traces of 

powers of such a matrix one obtains a full set of invariants 
which serve to label the representations of the group com
pletely, a fact which was recognized early.4,10 The eigenva
lues of such invariants (and invariants of a related nature) 
have been studied and computed by several authors. I 1-13 Re
cently, however, a simple and systematic procedure for eval
uating such invariants has been developed which employs 
the characteristic identities (see Ref. 11 and also compare 
with Ref. 13, Appendix B). In fact one may simply construct 
a full set of invariants for an arbitrary semisimple Lie group 
by the use of such methods. A general formula for the eigen
values of these invariants, which applies to infinite as well as 
finite dimensional representations, has been developed in 
Ref. 3. This fact alone illustrates the potential importance of 
the characteristic identities in applications to group theory. 

This paper is the first in a series which deals with the 
applications of the characteristic identities to the theory of 
groups. One of our principle aims is to show how one may 
evaluate the mUltiplicity free Wigner coefficients of a semi
simple Lie group. It was noted early by Fanol4 that the char
acteristic identities (for the unitary groups of low order) 
were valuable for the explicit construction of projection op
erators. This idea was incorporated into subsequent work of 
Baird and Biedenharn4 who noted that this algebraic tech
nique would combine nicely with their evaluation of the fun-

l amental Wigner coefficients for the general unitary groups. 
However, the idea was not considered further and it is our 
aim to pursue this matter in detail. The principle motivation 
for this paper, however, is that since the characteristic iden
tities for arbitrary semisimple Lie groups are known the 
technique is generalizable to more general groups other than 
the relatively well known unitary groups. 

The present paper deals solely with the orthogonal and 
unitary groups although possible extensions to more general 
groups are discussed in the concluding section. It is our prin
ciple aim to show how certain fundamental Wigner coeffi
cients for O(n) and U(n) may be evaluated in a straightfor
ward and simple manner by applying the use of projection 
operators which are constructed by means of the character
istic identities. At the same time we shall make an effort to 
relate our results to those obtained by Biedenharn, Louck, 
and Baird '5 ,16 who have given the evaluation of all multiplic
ity free Wigner coefficients for the unitary groups. Although 
our approach is intimately related to the approach employed 
by Baird and Biedenharn'6 there is one essential difference. 
The Wigner coefficients of the group are obtainable using 
only the properties of the projectors for which we have an 
explicit expression in terms of polynomials in the group gen
erators. Calculations may then be carried out using only the 
Lie algebra commutation relations. Since the identities and 
associated projectors have been constructed explicitly for ar
bitrary semisimple Lie groups'7 this method is generalizable, 
in principle, to the general case. 

As an application of this technique we shall construct a 
certain set of raising and lowering operators for U(n). These 
operators are different to those constructed by Nagel and 
Moshinsky" and may be written in a convenient product 
form. They are moreover Hermitian conjugates of one an
other which makes their normalization simple. 

We shall also consider an extension of these results to 
the orthogonal subgroup ofU(n). In particular the raising 
and lowering operators of the orthogonal groups are ob
tained which are different from those obtained by Wong19 

and Pang and Hecht.20 Our approach to the orthogonal 
group in particular is considerably simpler than previous 
treatments and is no more difficult than the U(n) case. The 
raising and lowering operators for O(n) may also be written 
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in a compact product form and are moreover Hermitian con
jugates of one another. 

2. WIGNER COEFFICIENTS OF Urn) 

The generators aj of the Lie group U(n) satisfy the com
mutation relations 

i k k i i k [apal] = Djal - Dlaj 

and the hermiticity property 

(aj)t = a{. 

These generators may be assembled into a square matrix a 
whose (i,i) entry is the generator aj. Polynomials in a may 
then be defined recursively by the formula 

(am)) = (am - I);P; = a~(am - It 
By a simple induction argument one may show that if p(x) is 
any polynomial then the entries of the matrix p(a) satisfy the 
Hermiticity property 

[p(a)j]t = p(a){. (1) 

It has been shown2.3 that the matrix a satisfies a polyno
mial identity over the center of the enveloping algebra which 
may be written in its factorized form as 

n II (a - ar) = 0, (2) 
r=1 

where the a r are invariants of the group whose eigenvalues 
on a representation ofU(n) with representation label 
(A1, ... ,An) are given by 

ar=Ar + n - r. 

Associated with the matrix a is its adjoint ii defined by 
a; = - aj. As for the matrix a one may define polynomials in 
the matrix ii recursively by the formula 

(am)j = (am - I);iit = ii.;k(am - lk 
The adjoint matrix ii satisfies the polynomial identity 

n II (ii - iir) = 0, (3) 
,= 1 

where the roots ii, are related to the a, by 

ii,=n -I-a,. 

By virtue of the identities (2) and (3) projection opera
tors P [r] and per] may be constructed by setting 

P [r] = II ( a - a l ), per] = II ( ii - iii ). 
'*' a, - a l 1*, a, - al 

Such projection operators are useful since they may be used 
to define rather general functions of the matrix a by setting 

n n_ 
p(a) = 2: p(ar)P[r], p(ii)= 2: p(iir)P[r]. (4) 

r= I ,= I 
Suppose now that 1T* denotes the fundamental contra

gredient vector representation ofU(n) and let V* be the re
presentation space of 1T*. Then on V* the generators aj are 
represented by elementary matrices 1T*(aj ) = - E /, where 
E /, has 1 in the (j,i) position and zeros elsewhere. It follows 
then that the matrix a may be written 

n n 

a = 2: Ej aj = - L 1T*(ti;)aJ. 
iJ= 1 iJ= 1 
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In passing it is interesting to note that in the case of 
SU(2) where 1T* is the spin representation one obtians the 
matrix originally considered by Dirac in connection with 
wave equations for particles of higher spin. This same matrix 
also occurs in the quantum mechanics of a spinning electron 
in three dimensions (Landes interval rule) and appears again 
as one of the ladder operators considered by Louck21 and 
others. 

Now let V(A) denote a finite dimensional irreducible 
module over U(n), with highest weight A, and let 1T;., be the 
representation afforded by V(A). On V(A) the entries of the 
matrix a are represented by endormorphisms aj=1T;., (a}). In 
such a case a may be written in the form 

a = - i 1T*(ti;)1T;.,(aj) 
iJ= 1 

and hence a may be regarded as an operator on the product 
space V* 181 V(A). 

Following Hannabuss6 the matrix a may be written in 
invariant form, when acting on V(A), as 

a = - ![1T* ®1T;.,(12) -1T*(12)® 1-1 18117';.,(12)], 

where 12 is the universal Casimir element 
n 

12 = L aja{. 
iJ= I 

To see this we note that a is an operator on the tensor prod
uct space V * 181 V (A ). On V * the generators are represented 
by elementary matrices - E 1 and on V (A ) by 17';., (aj). On 
V * 181 V (A ) the generators therefore are 

1T* 181 17';., (aj) = - E {® 1 + 1 181 1T ;., (aj), 

so one may write 

1T* 181 1T;.,(12) = i [- E1® 1 + I® 17';.,(aj)] 
iJ= I 

X [ - Ej® 1 + I®1T;\(a0]. 

Rearranging this expression we obtain 

n . . L E 117';., (a 'J = - H 1T* 181 17';\ (12) - 17'*(12) 181 1 
iJ= 1 

- 1 181 1T;\ (12)] , 

where the left-hand side is the matrix a ofU(n) as required. 
Decomposing the tensor product representation 

V * 181 V (A ) we obtain the Clebsch-Gordon reduction 
n 

V * 181 V (A ) = L V (A - A,), 
,= I 

where A, is the weight with 1 in position r and zeros else
where. On each space V(A - Ar) the operator a takes the 
constant value 

- H17';\ - ~P2) - 1T*(12) - 17';\ (12 )] = Ar + n - r, 

which are the roots a r of the characteristic identity. More 
generally if p(x) is any polynomial then on the space 
V (A - A,), pea) takes the constant pear)' In particular the 
U(n) projector P [r] takes the constant value 1 on the space 
V (A - A ,) and zero on the remaining V (A - A k) (k=t=r). 
ThusP[r] projects V*® V(A)onto V(A -A,). We may ex
press this in terms of Gel'fand patterns as 
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1
1L-..::1) 11L-..::1) 

P [r] (fL) S = Drs (fL) S , 
(5) 

where 

I
lL - ..::1s) 

(fL) 

denotes a Gel'fand basis state for the space V (IL -..::1 s) and 
(fL) denotes a Gel'fand pattern for the subgroup U(n - 1). 

Now let 

I~), I(~/) 
be two Gel'fand basis states in the space V (IL ). Then the ma
trix elements of the (iJ) entry ofthe projector P [r] between 
these states are given by 

( ILl illL) (IL 
1°1 11o 

IL) (v') P [r]j (v) = (v'); i P [r] j ;(v) , 

where 

forms the usual basis for the contragredient vector represen
tation and where 

1

1o IL ) 
j '(v) 

denotes the product state 

I ~O) ® I(~J 
Introducing a complete set of states for the product re

presentation V* ® V(IL ) these matrix elements may in tumbe 
written 

( ILl 'IIL) (IL 1011L -..::1 s
) 

(v') P [r]j (v) = (,u~,u') (v'); i (fL') 
s,1 

(
IL -..::1 I IlL -..::1 ) 

X (P') S P[r] (P) I 

(
IL -..::11110 IL) 

X (P) j ;(v) , 

where the sum on (P) and (P') is over all patterns in the 
spaces V(IL -..::11) and V(IL - ..::1 s), respectively. Using prop
erty (5) of the projector P [r] the right hand side equals 

( 
IL 1011L - ..::1 r) (IL - ..::1 r 11o IL ) (6) 

~ (v'); i (fL) (fL) j ;(v) 

The numbers 

(
IL -L1rI16 IL) 

(Il) j '(v) 

are of fundamental importance since they are Wigner 
coefficients. 

Note that Eq. (6) implies, in view ofEq. (4), that the 
matrix elements of the group generators are given by 

( ILl 'IIL) n (IL 1011L - ..::1 5
) 

(v') aj (v) = r~l (ILr + n -=-r) ~ (VI); i (fL) . 

(
IL - ..::1 r llO IL ) 

X (P) j ;(v) . 
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This equation is quite easily generalized to more general 
groups and indicates that in determining the matrix ele
ments of the group generators only the associated Wigner 
coe1ficients are required. 

In certain special cases the sum (6) reduces to a single 
term enabling an evaluation of certain Wigner coefficients 
by an independent evaluation of the left hand side. The case 
of primary interest to us is the matrix element of the (r,r) 
entry of the projector P [r] between the maximal state IlL ) of 
V (IL ). In this case one obtains 

I( 1011L-..::1)12 <IL IP [r]~IIL) = I IL;; r. 
(P) r (fL) 

has weight IL - ..::1 r which is the highest weight occurring in 
V (IL - ..::1~. Hence, the term 

(IL; 1011L - ..::1 r ) 

r (Il) 

vanishes unless 

1

1L-..::1 r ) 

( fL) 
coincides with the unique maximal state IlL - ..::1 r) of 
V(IL - ..::1 r ). One therefore obtains 

(IL IP[r];IIL) = 1(1L;1~11L _L1r)12, (7) 

Another case of interest, which we shall not treat here, 
is the case where i = j = n in Eq. (6). In this case one obtains 
the important result 

(~') I P [r 1;: I (~) = o(V')(v) I (~/); ~ IlL ~:r) \2, 
The matrix elements of P [r] ~ are quite easily evaluated as 
demonstrated in Ref. 22. This then enables a complete deter
mination of all fundamental Wigner coefficients and ulti
mately the matrix elements of the group generators. We shall 
illustrate this procedure in a forthcoming publication. It is 
also interesting to note that the technique is capable of gener
alization to infinite dimensions enabling a treatment of the 
noncom pact groups. 

The matrix element (7) is quite easily determined as 
demonstrated in Ref. 22, according to which we may write 

I( .1°1 )2 _ (ILr-.1L1+I-r-l) IL 1L-L1 -IT . 
, r r i>r ILr -ILl +I-r 

(8) 

Now if IlL ) is the maximal state in V (IL ) then one obtains 

P[rljllL)=O, for j>r and i= 1, ... ,n, (9) 

To see this suppose 

I(~) 
is an arbitrary state in V(IL). Application ofEq. (6) immedi
ately gives 

IAI '1) (A l6IA- L1r )(A-L1r\16 ) 
\(v') P [r]j A = ~ (v'); i (P) (P) j;lt, 

(10) 
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However, ifj> r then the state 

I ~O;A ) 
has weight A - Ll j' which is greater than the highest weight 
occurring in V (A - Ll J It follows immediately that the sum 
(10) vanishes. Sinc.e 

I(~) 
was chosen arbitrarily one obtains Eq. (9). 

By applying similar considerations to the matrix a one 
obtains the equation 

forms the usual basis for the fundamental vector representa
tion. One may then deduce the results 

<A iP[r]~IA) = I (A; 1r
O

lA + Llr) 1

2

, (11) 

per ];1.,1, ) = 0, for k r, j = 1, ... ,n. 

According to Ref. 22 the Wigner coefficient (11) may be 
evaluated using the formula 

I( 1°1 )1 2 
II(A r -At+l-r+1) A; A +Ll r = . (12) 

r i<r Ar-At+l-r 

3. REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENTS OF Urn) 

Recall that a U(n) vector operator if! is defined as a 
collection of components if! i(i = I, ... n) which satisfy 

[aj,if!k] = Djkif!i. (13) 

By taking the Hermitian conjugate of this relation one ob
tains the transformation law of contragredient vector 
operators 

i tit [ai'if!k] = - Dkif!j' (14) 

It is known5
. '6 that a vector operator if! may be resolved 

into a sum of shift vectors if![r]: 
n 

if! = 2: if![r], 
r= 1 

where if![r] increases the eigenvalue of the representation la
bel Ar by one unit leaving the other Ak unchanged; 

Akif![r] = if![r](A k + Dkr )· 

Similarly, a contragredient vector operator if! t may be re
solved into shift components if!t[r] = (if![r])t which de
crease the representation labels by one unit: 

Akif!t[r] = if!t[r](Ak - Dkr). 

Such shift vectors may be constructed by application of the 
projectors P [r] and P[r] as follows: 
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if![r] = P[rJif! = if!P[r], if!t[r] = if!tp [r] = P[r]if!t. 
(15) 
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One may show (see Ref. 22 for details) that the follow
ing relations hold: 

if![r]if!t[r] = mr P [r], if!t[r]if![r] = mr per]. (16) 

The invariants mr and mr are of particular interest since 
their eigenvalues on finite-dimensional irreducible represen
tations are the squares of the reduced matrix elements of if! 
and if! t, respectively. Equation (16) may then be regarded as 
an operator generalization of the Wigner-Eckart theorem. 

The operator t,b[r] = (m r)-II2if![r] is therefore a funda
mental Wigner operator which have been treated in detail by 
Biedenham, Giovannini, Louck, and Baird.4

,'5.23 Equation 
(16) may then be rewritten in the form 

t,b[r]t,b t[r] = P [r], 

an observation previously made by Louck and Biedenham. 13 

The important thing from our point of view is that we have 
an explicit expression for P [r] as a polynomial in the matrix 
a. Equation (16) was arrived at using only purely algebraic 
techniques. 

Note that by taking the trace ofEq. (16) one obtains the 
relations 

if![i]iif!t[rl; 
m = ----, m r = 

r tiP[r]) 

if!t[rLif![r]i 

t,(P [r]) , 
(17) 

which enables a systematic method for determining the re
duced matrix elements. (The traces ofthe projectors P [r] and 
P[r] have been evaluated in Refs. II and 22.) 

We now note that if 1.,1, ) is a maximal weight state of 
weight A then one obtains, in view of Eqs. (9) and (11), 

if!t[rLiA)=if!t[r]l'[rHIA)=O, for i>r, 

if![r]iIA ) = if!jP[r]jIA) = 0, for kr. 

From this it follows that if![r] riA> and if!t[rlrIA) are maxi
mal weight states ofU(n) of weight (A. + Ll r) and (A - Ll r), 
respectively. One may secure the normalization of these 
states from the equations 

if![r],if!t[rJ. = m,P [r]~ if!t[r]rif![r]' = mY[r]~ (18) 

which may be evaluated using Eqs. (8) and (12). 
Suppose now we look at the subgroup embedding 

U(n)CU(n + I). The generators ofU(n + I) may also be 
assembled into a matrix Ii as we did for U(n). This matrix 
satisfies an (n + I) degree polynomial identity analogous to 
Eq. (2). We denote the U(n + I) characteristic identity by 

n+1 II (Ii - fJr) = 0, 
r= 1 

where thefJr are invariants of the group which take constant 
valuesPr = Ar + n + 1 - r on a representation ofU(n + I) 
with highest weight (Al, .. ·,A.n + I)' 

In our previous notation let if! denote the U(n) vector 
operator with components if!i = a~ + 1 and let if!; = a7 + 1 

(i = I, ... n) denote its contragredient. In this case the reduced 
matrix elements of if! and if! t may be evaluated as a function 
ofthePk and a r by applying formula (17) (see Ref. 22 for 
details). One obtains the formulas 

n + 1 n _ 1 

mr=(-IYII (pp-ar-I)II (ar-at+l) , 
p= 1 t= 1 

(19) 
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_ n+1 n _I 

mr=(_l)n II (pp-ar)II (ar-al-I) . 
p= I 1= I 

*r 
The raising and lowering operators tIt[r] rand tltt[rlr will 
shift between maximal weight states ofU(n) in a given irre
ducible representation ofU(n + 1). The normalization of 
these operators may be obtained directly from Eq. (18) since 
the quantities m,.,m,.,P [r ];, and P[r]; may all be evaluated 
using Eqs. (8), (12), and (19). 

4. RAISING AND LOWERING OPERATORS OF Urn) 

The U(n) generators aJ, where i andj are restricted to 
values 1, ... ,m (for some positive integer m less than n), form 
the generators of the unitary subgroup U(m) ofU(n). We see 
therefore that U (n) admits the canonical chain of subgroups 

U(n):JU(n - 1):J··.:JU(I). (20) 
The irreducible representations of the groups U(m), 

1 <m <n, may be characterized by partitions 
(A lm,A2m, ... ,Amm) where the Aim are integers satisfying 

Alm/A2m/···/Amm/O. 

The partitions of two groups U(m + 1) and U(m) in the 
chain (20) are related by the inequalities 

Aim + I/Alm/A2m + I/A2m/"'/Amm/Am + 1 m + I' 

The set of partitions for the chain (20) is most conveniently 
arranged into a Gel'fand pattern which has been described 
by Gel'fand and Zetlin24 and appears in the paper by Nagel 
and Moshinsky. 18 

IfU(m + 1) is a subgroup in the chain (20) we shall 
denote, for convenience, a maximal weight vector ofU(m) 
[i.e., a semi maximal state ofU(m + 1)] simply by the pattern 

I 
A,m + 1). 
A,m 

This pattern denotes a maximal weight state ofU(m) of 
weight (Aim) contained in an irreducible representation of 
U(m + 1) with highest weight (Aim + I)' 

When acting on the above state the shift components 
t/!m [r] of the U(m) vector operator 

are given by [see Eq. (15)] 

. . m [a + Aim -I + 1 ]i 
t/!m[r]' = aim + I II I ' 

I = I Aim - A,rm + r - j 

c1cr 

where ais the U(m) adjoint matrix. Similarly, the shift com
ponents of the U(m) contragredient vector operator t/!;" are 
given by 

m [a - AI - m + I ]j t/!;,,[rL=a7+ I II m . 

I = I Arm - A 1m + I - r i 

*r 
For convenience we denote the rth component of t/!m [r] by 
t/!~n' viz., t/!'m = tit m [r)'. In view of our previous remarks we 
have 
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We therfore have our required raising and lowering opera
tors and it just remains to obtain the normalization. Using 
the hermiticity relation 

the normalization constants N 'meA im + I,A im) of the lowering 
operators t/!;:; are given by 

which, using Eq. (I 8), may in turn be written 

/..1. I 1..1. )112 N'm=\A,'m+1 m~[r]; A"m+1 • 

1m 1m 

where P [r] is the U(m) projector 

m (a - Aim - m + I) 
P[r] = II . 

I ~ I A,rm - A, 1m + /- r 
'I-r 

Substituting formulas (8) and (19) into the above expression, 
noting that the operators Pk take constant values AI-In 11 

+ m + 1 - k, while the a r take constant values A,rm 

+ n - r, one obtains the formula 

N'm = [( - l)m]11 (Apm+ I -A,rm + r-p + 1) 

X II (Arm - Aim + 1- r - I)-Ill (Arm 
l<r I> r 

- A 1m + / - rtl] 1/2 

Our normalized lowering operators therefore are 

(N'mt 1t/!;:;. 

(21) 

Proceeding in a similar fashion the normalization con
stants N'm of the raising operators t/!'m are given by 

/..1. I \..1. )1/2 N'm = \A,m + I mY[r]; Ann + I , 

1m 1m 

which may be evaluated using Eqs. (12) and (19). One there
by obtains 

N'm = [( - l)m:~11 (Apm + 1 - Arm + r - p) 

X II (Arm - Aim + /- r + I)-III (Arm 
I> r 1< r 

-Aim + /- rtl] 112 • 

We may now write down an arbitrary Gel'fand basis 
state in terms of lowering operators acting on the maximal 
weight state Imax) ofU(n). We have 

A ln A2" .... · ...... ··A nn 

A ln - 1 A2n - 1· .... An_ 1 n - 1 

n - \ m A 
= N [A ]_. 1 II II (t/!;:; )",~ . ,- ""Imax). (22) 

m= 1 r= 1 
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The normalization constant N [A J appearing in this ex
pression is easily computed by repeated application of Eq. 
(21). We readily obtain 

(

n - 1 m (A 1 - Al + 1- r - 1)1 
N[A] = IT IT IT rm + m 

m ~ I r = I i< T (A rm - A 1m + I - r - I)! 

(A rm - A 1m + I + I - r)! 

X IIr (Arm + I - Aim + 1 + 1- r)! 

X m If (A pm + I - Arm + r - p + 1 )! ) 1/2 

p=1 (Apm+,-Arm+l+r-p+l)! 

It should be noted that the products oflowering opera
tors appearing in Eq. (22) are ordered in such a way that the 
lowering operators for the group U(m) appear on the right of 
the lowering operators for the group U(m - 1). The lower
ing operators 1/;;;' and 1/;~k for U(m) are ordered so that 1/;;;' 
appears on the right of 1/;~k when r < k. However, changing 
the order of two lowering operators for U (m) will only result 
in a change of normalization constant N [A ). 

5. EXTENSION TO O(nJ 

Without loss of generality we may take the generators 
of the orthogonal subgroup ofU(n) to be 

(23) 

where the aj are the generators ofU(n). This corresponds to 
the choice of D(n) metric g ij = Dij' The generators (23) satisfy 
the commutation relations 

(a i a k ] - s:k a i >:i a k >:ka j + s: i,ryk 
j' 1 - Uj 1- UI j - Vi I U I""i 

and the hermiticity requirement 
. t . 

(aj) =a~. 

(24) 

The representations ofD(n) may be labeled by the maximum 
eigenvalues of the operators 

- ia~~-' 1, r = 1, ... ,h, 

where 

h - f!!..] - {!n n even, 
- 2 - !(n - 1)' n odd. 

As for U(n) one may consider the D(n) matrix a, whose 
(i,}) entry is the generator aJ, and its adjoint a with entries 
aj = - aj. The matrices a and a satisfy polynomial identi
ties of the form 

n 

II (a - ar) = 0, IT (a -ar) =0, 
r= 1 r~ I 

where the aT are invariants of the group whose eigenvalues 
on an irreducible representation with highest weight 
(AI ,·.·,A,h) are given by 

a r = Ar + n - 1 - r, an + I _ r = r - 1 - A,., 
r= 1, ... ,h, 

with 
a h + I = h, for n = 2h + 1. 

Following the notation ofGreen5 we may define labelsA r for 
r> h by setting 

An + , _ r =l-A,., r=l, ... h, (25) 
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with 
Ah + I = 1, for n = 2h + 1. 

The roots aT appearing in the adjoint identity are related to 
the roots a r by ar = an + I _ r' 

Unlike the U(n) case theD(n) generators defined by Eq. 
(23) are not in Cartan form. However, it is easily checked, ,. 
that the matrix a defined by 

aJ = (M - 1)~a~J ' (26) 

where M is the numerical unitary matrix with entries 

M2j-1 = _1_ =M 2j-' . 
J \1'2" n+I-J' 

M 2J ___ i ___ M2j h 
j - \1'2" - n+l-j' j=l, ... " 

all other entries being zero except when n = 2h + 1, where 
we have an additional nonzero entry M~ +1 = 1, which has 
entries consisting of the O(n) generators in their root space 
forms. 

These generators satisfy the commutation relations 
. k (aj,ad 

= okai _ oink _ Ok an + I - j + On + 1 -- Jak . 
J I l""J n + I -, I I n + 1 - " 

The diagonal entries of the matrix a are given by 

a~= -a~!:=~= -ia~~--', r= l, ... h, 
with 

aZ! : = 0, for n = 2h + 1. 

(27) 

In view ofthe commutation relations (27) the entries a: are in 
Cartan form with the positive roots above the diagonal and 
negative roots below the diagonal of the matrix a in analogy 
with U(n) . 

More generally, if p(x) is any polynomial, then the ma
tricesp(a) andp(a) are related by 

pea) = M - 1p(a)M. (28) 

Similarly, we have 
p(ii) = (M) - Ip(Ci)M, 

where 
MP = MP (M) -Ip = (M-l)JJ 

if q' q /q' 

From this we see that the matrices a and a satisfy the same 
characteristic identity. 

As for U(n) one may construct a set of projectors 

p[r1=II(a-a
,

), p[r]=II(ii-~), 
l*r a r - al IcFr a r - a{ 

from which one may define arbitrary functions of a and a as 
in Eq. (4). 

Now let 1T';,. denote a finite dimensional irreducible re
presenation of D(n) with highest weight A, and let V (A) be 
the representation space of 1T';,.' As before the matrix ele
ments of entries of the projectors P [r] and P[r] are bilinear 
combinations ofWigner coefficients 

(:,)k [r)jJ:) _ 
(

A 161,1, -Ar)(A -Ar116 A) 
= ~ (v'); i (f./,) (p,) j ;(v) 

r= I, ... ,n (29) 
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P [rJ'. = . ' '. ,II, ( A 1- .\..1) (A 10jA-41)(A-41 110' ') 
(v') ] (v) ~ (v')' j (p,) (p,) i '(v) , 

where 

constitutes a basis state of the fundamental vector represen
tation of weight 41; where we define labels 41; for i>h by 
.J j = -.I n + 1 _ j' From Eq. (29) one may deduce the 
relations 

<A IP [r J;IA > = I (A; 1~ 1..1 - .J,) r, 
<A iP[rJ~IA > = I (A; lrD1A + .J,) 12 , 

which may be evaluated using the formulas (see Ref. 22) 

/ (A; 1:/..1 _ 41,) /2 

= IT (A, - AI + /- r + 1 - 'M/,h + 1 + Ol,n + 1 - r), 
i<r A,-AI+I-r 

n = 2h + 1, 

_ IT (,1,,-..1 / + 1 +1-r-thn + 1 _ r ) 
- , n =2h, 

i<, A,-AI+ I - r 
(31) 

where we define labels A, for r> h in accordance with Eq. 
(25). 

Using Eq. (29) one may also deduce the relations 

P[r]JIA)=O, forj>r, i=I, ... ,n, 
(32) 

P [r ljlA > = 0, for i< r, j = 1, ... ,n. 

6. REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENTS OF Orn) 

With respect to the generators (23) we define an O(n) 
vector operator as an operator with n components iii which 
satisfy 

[aj,ti/] = 8N/ - 8~¢j. (33) 

By taking the Hermitian conjuate of this relation one obtains 
the transformation law of contragredient vector operators 

. °t . °t .Ot 
[aj'¢k] = - 8"¢i + 8k¢; . (34) 

By applying the change of basis matrix M the vector opera
tor ¢ gets transformed to 

¢' = (M 'l)j¢j . 

The vector operator ¢ therefore has components 

¢i = ~J - 1 + i~i, 
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.I,n + 1 - j = .j).j - 1 _ (i).j J' = 1 h 'f/ tp'tp., , ••• , , 
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with 

tf/' + 1 = ¢n, for n = 2h + 1, 

which transform according to 

[a j .I,k] = 8k.I,j _ 8k .• I,n + 1 - j 
1'If' ] If' n+1-,If' . (35) 

Similarly, the contragredient vector operator ¢ t gets trans
formed into a contragredient vector operator t/J t with 
components 

.I,t = .i,tM! 
'f't 'l"J l' 

which transforms according to 

[a j .I,t] = _ 8; .I.t + 8n + 1 -j.l.t . 
1'If'k kif'] k If'n + 1 -, • (36) 

From now on we refer to a vector (contragredient vec
tor) operator as an operator with n components transform
ing according to Eq. (35) [Eq. (36)]. 

The O(n) vector operator ¢ may be resolved into a sum 
of shift vectors 

• n 
¢= L ¢[r] 

,= 1 

which alter the representation labels according to 

Ak¢[r] = ¢[r](Ak + 8k,), 

Akt/J[n + 1 - r] = t/I(n + 1 - r](Ak - Ok,), 
r= 1, ... ,h, 

with 
Akt/J[h + 1] = t/I[h + I]Ak, for n = 2h + 1. 

The shift components t/I t[r] of t/J t therefore alter the repre
sentation labels according to 

Ak¢t[r] = t/Jt[r](A.k - 15k,), 

Akt/lt[n + 1 - r] = t/lt[n + 1 - r](Ak + 15k,), 
r= 1, ... ,h, 

with 

Akt/lt[h + 1] = t{!t[h + I]Ak• for n = 2h + 1. 

These shifts components may be constructed by application 
of the projectors per] and per] as in Eq. (15). 

One also obtains the relations [cf. Eq. (16)1 

t/I[r]t/Jt[r] = m,P [r], t/lt[r]t/J[r] = m,P[r] , 

where m, = mn + 1 _, are the squares of the reduced matrix 
elements ofthe vector operator t/J. These reduced matrix ele
ments may be evaluated using Eq. (17). 

The generators a} of O(n + 1) may also be assembled 
into a matrix ~ as for O(n). The matrix ~ satisfies a polyno
mial identity 

"'-IT (a -fJr) = 0, 
r= 1 

where thefJr take constant values on a finite dimensional 
irreducible representation of O(n + 1) with highest weight A 
given by 

fJr = Ar + n - r, r = I, ... ,n +1, 

where we define labels Ar for r> (n +1)/2] as in Eq. (25). 
In the special case where t/J is the vector operator 

t/Ji = (M·1)jain +1 (where we sum onj from 1 to n), with 
adjoint t/J; ~ a; +1 M~, the reduced matrix elements mr and 
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iiir may be evaluated as a function ofthePk and a r using Eq. 
(17). We readily obtain (see Ref. 22) 

,,+1 
iiir=m,,+I_r =(-I)"IT (pp-ar) 

p~1 

x IT (a r - a l - 1 - °1." + 1 _ rtl, n = 2h, 
I"""r 

,,+1 
iiir = m" + 1 _ r = ( - 1)" IT (pp - a r) 

p~1 

x IT (ar - a l - 1 + Ol,h + 1 - °1,11 + 1 _ rtl, 
I"""r 

n = 2h + 1. (37) 

7. RAISING AND LOWERING OPERATORS OF O(n) 

The orthogonal group admits the canonical chain of 
subgroups 

O(n)::JO(n - 1)::J ... ::JO(2). (38) 

The irreducible representations of the groups Oem) 
(m = 2, ... ,n) are characteristized by partitions 
(Alm,A,2m, ... ,A,hm) (h = [mI2]) which satisfy the inequalities 

AI,m>A2m>"'>Ah_I,m>IAh,ml, m = 2h, 

AI.m>A2.m> .. ·>Ah _ l.m>Ah.m>O., m = 2h + 1, 

where the labels are simultaneously all integers or all half 
odd integers. 

The partitions of two groups O(m + 1) and Oem) in the 
canonical chain (38) are related by inequalities 

A 1.2p + 1 >.,1, 1.2p>A2,2p + 1 >A2,2P>'" >.,1, p.2p + 1 >.,1, p.2p 

> -Ap,2P+ I' 

A1,2p>A1.2P _ I>A2.2p>A2,2p_ 1>"'>Ap_ 1,2p- 1 

> I Ap2p I . 
The set of partitions for the chain (38) may be rearranged 
into a Gel'fand pattern which has been described by Gel
'fand and Zetlin24 and appears in the paper by Pang and 
Hecht. 20 

Following our U(n) notation we shall denote a maximal 
weight state of O(m) with representation label (A;m) con
tained in a representation ofO(m + 1) with representation 
label (A;m + I) by 

I 
Aim + I) . 
Aim 

Let us also denote the components t/J m [r J r of the O(m) vector 
t/J~ = (M-I)pJm + 1 simply by t/J'm. 

In order to incorporate an possible shifts we need only 
consider the operators t/J'm and their adjoints t/Jt:. for values of 
r in the range r = 1,oo.,h. Of course, in the case when 
m = 2h + 1 is odd one may also consider the zero shift oper
ator t/J~ and its adjoint t/J;;: defined by t/J~ = t/J m [h + 1 J h + I. 
However, we do not require the zero shift operator for our 
purposes. 

We then have 
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The normalization constants N'm of the lowering operators 

t/J;;, and the normalization constantsN 'm of the raising opera
tors t/J'm are given by 

JA.. / /A.. )112 N'm=u. 'm +
1 iiirP[rJ~ Aim + 1 

1m 1m 

(39) 

(40) 

Due to differences in the normalization associated with 
O(m) for m odd and even we shan now consider each case 
separately. 

O{m=2h+ 1) 

In this case we have, in accordance with Eqs. (30) and 
(37), 

I
Aim+ I) m+ 1 

iiir A.. = (- I)m IT (Apm + 1 - Arm + r - p + 1) 
1m p= 1 

X IT (Arm - Aim + 1 - r - 1 
I"""r 

-IIA;m + I) 
+ Ol,h + 1 - Ol,n + 1 - r) A.. ' 

1m 

= IT (Arm - Aim - 1 + Ol,h + 1 - Ol,n + 1 - r + 1- r) 

I>r Arm-Alm+l-r 

I
A;m+ I) 

X A.. ' 
1m 

which gives 

[ 
m+ 1 

N'm= (-l)m)I (Apm+I-Arm+r-p+l) 

X IT (Arm -Aim + 1- rtln (Arm -Aim 
I>r I<r 

]
112 

+ /- r-Itl . 

where we have made use of the identities 

Pp-'ilr=ar-pp+ 1, 

ar - 'ill = a l - a r + Ol,h + I. for r=t=h + 1. 
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Substituting these expressions into Eq. (40) one obtains 

_ [ m+1 
N';,,= (-I)m)JI (Apm+I-Arm+r-p) 

X II (Arm - AIm + /- rtlll (Arm 
I<r I>r 

- AIm + /- r + 1 - 20I,h + 1 

+ OI,n + I _ rtl] 112. 

O(m=2h) 

As for the case m odd we may substitute the formulas 
(30), (31), and (37) into Eqs. (39) and (40) to give 

N';" = [( - l)m::g II (A pm + I - Arm + r - p + 1 - 0 p,h + I) 

X II (Arm - AIm + /- rYlll (Arm 
I> r I<r 

-Aim + /- r - Itl] 112, 

_ [ m+ I 

N';,,= (-I)mJJl (Apm+I-Arm+r-P-Op,h+l) 

IT (Arm - AIm + / - r)-I IT (Arm 
1<, I>, 
- Aim + /- r + 1 + Ol,n + I _ ,tl] 112, 

where we have made use of the identities 

iJp - a, = a, - fJ p + 1 + 0 p,h + I 

and 
a,-al=al-a,. 

Our normalized lowering and raising operators are 
therefore given by (N ';"tl1/J~ and (it ';"t I 1/J';", respectively, for 
values of r in the range r = 1, ... ,h. 

8. GENERALIZATIONS (see Refs. 3 and 17) 

Let L be a semisimple Lie algebra with Cartan subalge
bra H and let (/> be the set of roots of L relative to H. Let L1 
denote a base of L and let (/> + denote the corresponding set of 
positive roots. Finally letA denote the set of integral weights 
and A + C A the set of dominant integral weights. 

Fix a basis Ixj>""x{ 1 (l = dimL) of L and let Ixl, ... ,x/l 
be the corresponding dual basis with respect to the Killing 
form on L. Let V (A ), AEA ., be a finite dimensional irreduci
ble module over L with highest weight A and let 1T,( be the 
representation afforded by V (A ). One may then consider the 
operator 

A = _1- ± [17',1. (x') ®x, + 1TA (x,) ®x'], 
2'~1 

whichmayberegardedasad Xdmatrix[d = dimV(A )]with 
entries from L: 

Aij= -~ ± [1TA(X r )ijX,+1TA(X,)ijx'], 
2'~1 

where 17',1. (x) is the matrix [with respect to some suitably 
chosen basis in V(A )] representing the generator under the 
representation 17',1.-

The matrix A is clearly a generalization of the matrices 
considered for U(n) and O(n). Upon setting 17',1. to be the 
contragredient vector representation of U (n) and choosing 
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the basis aj{i,j = 1, ... ,n) one obtains the matrix with entries 
(aJ). 

If V (;.t), flEA ., is a finite dimensional representation of 
L, with highest weight fl, then acting on V (fl) the matrix A 
may be written 

1 I 

A = - 2r~1 [17',1. (x') ® 17'/xr) + 1TA (x r) ® 1T/X')]. 

A may clearly be regarded as an operator on the product 
space V(A) ® V(fl). IfA 1, ... ,Ak are the distinct weights occur
ring in V (A ) then the matrix A , when acting on V( fl), satisfies 
the polynomial identity' 

k n [A - !(A,A +20) - ! (A;,2(;.t + 0) + Ai)] = 0, 
i= 1 

(41) 

where ( , ) is the inner product induced on the weights by the 
Killing form and 0 is the half sum of the positive roots (see 
Humphreys25). 

One may write the Clebsch-Gordon reduction of the 
product space V(A) ® V(fl) in the symbolic form,,2' 

k 

V(A)®V(fl)= E:B n(z)V(fl+A;), 
i~ ! 

where V (fl + Ai) is a finite dimensional irreducible repre
sentation, which admits the infinitesimal character XJ.l + Ai 

(in the notation of Humphreys2'), which is unique ifit exists. 
The multiplicities n(z) may be obtained using Klimyk's for
mula26 (see also Refs. 3). 

Using the identity (41) one may construct the projec
tion operators 

k { A - !(A,A +20) -! (Aj ,2(fl + 0) + A) } 
P[l] = II 

j~ 1 H(A;.2(fl + 0) + Ai) - ~(Aj,2(fl + 0) + Aj)] 
#ci 

i = l, ... ,k, 

which project the space V (A) ® V (fl) onto the subspace 
V(fl + Ai)' The matrix elements of the entries of the projec
tor between basis states in the space V (fl) are therefore bilin
ear combinations of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the 
form 

(
fl + AilA fl ) 
(v) (p)'(r)' 

(42) 

where 

I:p);~)' 
denotes the product state 

I(~») ® I~») 
and where 

I:p ») 
refers to a state in the representation V (A) where (p) denotes 
a set of labels used to distinguish the basis states. This then 
opens up the possibility of determining the Wigner coeffi
cients (42) by exploiting the properties of the projectors P [r]. 
The nicest case occurs when the weights in V(A ) all occur 
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with multiplicity one. Then the tensor product is multiplic
ity free, which is precisely the case considered in our treat
ment ofO(n) and U(n). 

In particular, one may consider more general Wigner 
coefficients for the unitary group by choosing our reference 
representation IT;.. to be one of the tensor representations. 

Returning to the general case, on unitary representa
tions of the group, the generators behave under Hermitian 
conjugation like (x"}f = Xi' In particular, if Xa is an element 
of the root space La' corresponding to the root aE<P, then 
one may deduce (xa)td _ a' 

A tensor operator with highest weight AEA + is defined 
to be a collection of operators T i , i = I, ... ,d, which trans
form under commutation with elements of L like the repre
sentation IT)..: 

[x,Til = IT).. (x)~1j. 

One may project out the shift components T[/] of the tensor 
Tby applying the projector P [/]15: 

T[/] = TP [i]. 

One may deduce the relation 
T[/]Tt[i] = M (i)P [I], (43) 

where Tt[/] = (T[i]) t are the shift components of the con
tragredient tensor Tt. The quantity M(l) appearing in Eq. 
(43) is the reduced matrix element which may be evaluated 
using 

M' "1.1= IT [iljTt[iF 
(I) = t,(P [iD ' 

where tr (P [i]) (the trace of the projector P [I]) may be evalu
ated from the formula 3 

tr(P [i)) = e(l) n (J.1 + 8 + Ai,a) , 
aE<P' (J.1 + b,a) 

where e(l) is the multiplicity of the weight Ai in V (A ). 
Equation (43) is clearly a generalization ofEq. (16) and 

may be used in a similar way (at least for unit mUltiplicities). 
One may choose a basis for V(A) to be a weight basis (i.e., a 
basis of simultaneous eigenvectors of the Cartan subalge
bra). Suppose that the basis is arranged so that the ith basis 
vector has weight Ai' Then as before one may show that the 
operator T [/1 takes a maximal weight vector of L ofweightJ.1 
into a maximal weight vector of weight J.1 + Ai' By this 
means we may construct generalization raising and lowering 
operators for more general groups which may be normalized 
using the equation 

In particular, such considerations are important in the 
labeling problems where a Lie algebra is embedded in a larg
er Lie algebra K which is separated from K by an irreducible 
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tensor operator 

K=L$lT 

where 
[L,T]~T, [T,T]~L. 
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It is shown that the Wahlquist-Estabrook prolongation of the KdV equation determines a Lie 
algebra it' and that it' is infinite-dimensional. Finite-dimensional prolongation algebras are shown 
to be homomorphic images of it'. Two such algebras-SL (2,R) and a five-dimensional nilpotent 
algebra cW" are obtained as quotients of it' by ideals which are respectively maximal and maximal for 
a given property it' determines a connection on a trivial vector bundle and the connection is flat iff 
the KdV equation is satisfied. The symmetries of the KdV equation are used to construct 
automorphisms of it' and it is shown that cW" is distinguished by these automorphisms. It is 
demonstrated that cW" is closely related to the three classical KdV conservation laws and that the 
sequential prolongation process for KdV yields only representations of cW". 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In their paper "Prolongation structures of nonlinear 
evolution equations," I Wahlquist and Estabrook introduced 
a technique (referred to here as WE prolongation) for "pro
longing" a partial differential equation and applied it to the 
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. They found that the 
prolongation determined a structure which "comes close to 
defining a Lie algebra" and that, by considering a special 
case, they could associate to the KdV equation an eight
dimensional Lie algebra denoted here by .21. This algebra [or 
rather a subalgebra isomorphic to SL(2,R)] was then used to 
obtain the inverse scattering problem and Backlund trans
formation appropriate to the KdV equation. 

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the 
algebraic structure of the WE prolongation of KdV. The 
necessary material from Ref. 1 is summarized in Sec. 2 using 
the notation of Wahlquist and Estabrook. 

It is demonstrated that the WE prolongation deter
mines an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra it' whose con
struction is given in Sec. 3. Finite-dimensional algebras asso
ciated with the KdV equation by prolonging are shown to be 
homomorphic images of it'. They may thus be identified 
with factor algebras it' / K where the ideals K are the kernels 
of the respective homomorphisms. It is demonstrated that 
particular algebras of interest [such as SL(2,R)] may be iden
tified in terms of ideals of it' which are maximal or maximal 
for some given property. 

The symmetries of the KdV equation are used to con
struct two automorphisms of it'. These are used to show 
that ,5{' is infinite-dimensional and to show how the "eigen
value parameter" A arises in the algebra .21. 

Section 4 contains a description of the WE prolongation 
in terms of a connection determined by it', whose curvature 
vanishes if and only if the KdV equation is satisfied. The 
relation between this connection and those determined by 
finite-dimensional prolongation algebras is discussed. The 

"'Supported by the National Research Council of Canada, 

problem of using such algebras to find an auto-Backlund 
transformation for KdV is briefly considered. 

In Sec. 5 it is shown that a second subalgebra cW" Cd is 
closely related to the symmetries of the KdV equation and 
also to its "classical" conservation laws. cW" is shown to be 
the algebra determined by the sequential prolongation pro
cess of Ref. 1. 

2. THE WE PROLONGATION 

The first step in applying the Wahlquist-Estabrook 
prolongation procedure is to replace the differential equa
tion by an exterior differential system. For the KdV equation 

U t + uxxx + 12uux = 0 (2.1) 

Wahlquist and Estabrook proceed as follows: 
LetNCR 2 be coordinatized by x and t, and letMCR 5 

be a fibre space over N with projection 1T, 

and coordinates x, t, u, z, p, where, as is usual, x and t have 
been written for 1T*X and 1T*t respectively. 

Define I (aA
) to be the differential ideal of2-forms on M 

generated by 

and 

a 1
: = du Adt - z dx Adt, 

a 2
: = dz Adt - p dx Adt, 

a 3
: = - du Adx + dp Adt + 12uz dx Adt. 

1T 

If s : N---'>M is a cross section2 of M ---'> N [so that 

s(x,t) = (x,t,u(x,t ),z(x,t), p(x,t »] with the property 

s*I(aA
) = 0, 

then it is easy to verify that 

z(x,t) = au(x,t)/ ax, 

p(x,t) = az(x,t )lax, 

and 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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au(x,t )fat + ap(x,t )fax + 12u(x,t )z(x,t) = 0 

so that u(x,t ) is a solution of (2.1). Conversely, given any 
solution of (2.1), the map s : N--M by 

(x,t ) I---+(x,t,u(x,t ),aul ax,a2ul ax2) 
-IT 

is a cross section of M __ N which satisfies (2.2). Thus the 

differential equation (2.1) may be replaced by the differential 
ideal I (aA

) on M with solutions of (2.1) corresponding to 
1T 

cross sections of M -- N which satisfy (2.2). The submani-

fold S : = s(N) determined by such a cross section will be 
referred to as a solution submani/old of M. 

Wahlquist and Estabrook next introduce an underter
mined number n of I-form 0/ on the product space M X Y, 
where YCR N hascoordinatesy\ k = 1, ... ,n. TheidealJ(aA

) 

is lifted from MtoM X Ybyprl*' wherepr l : M X Y-+Mis 
projection on the first factor and as above a A is written for 
pr ( * a A. The I-forms w k have the form 

w k = dy k + F k dx + G k dt, 

where F k and G k are functions on M X Y which are taken to 
be independent of x and t. J The prolongation procedure con
sists in requiring that the forms 1 w k,a A I comprise a differ
ential ideal I (a A ,w k). In order that this be true, there must 

exist functionsf~ and I-forms 17; such that 

dw k =f~ a A + 17; I\wj. 

(The summation convention for repeated upper and lower 
indices is used here and below.) This yields a system of par
tial differential equations (which will be referred to as the 
WE prolongation equations) to be solved for F k and G k. 

The solution found by Wahlquist and Estabrook l is 

F k = 2X 7 + 2uX ~ + 3u 2 X ~, (2.4b) 

G A = _ 2( P + 6u 2)X ~ + 3(z 2 _ 8u 3 - 2up)X ~ 

+ 8X~ + 8uX~ + 4u 2X~ + 4zX~, (2.4b) 

where the X; are functions of the y's alone and the vector 
fields Xa : = X ;ak (ak denotes differentiation with respect 
to y k) satisfy 

X7 = [X2 ,x1]' X5 = [XI ,x7]' X6 = [X2 ,x7], 
(2.5a) 

[XI ,x3] = [X2 ,x,d = [Xl ,x4] = [X2 ,x6] = 0, 

[XI ,X5] + [X2 ,x4] = 0, (2.5b) 

[XI ,x6] + X7 - [X4 ,x3] = 0 

'h x,x k xia yk xia k Wit [Q b 1 : = Q r b - b ';X u' 

The solution to the prolongation equations given by 
(2.4) and (2.5) is unique in its dependence on u, z, andp and, 
in a way which will be made explicit below, unique in its 
dependence on the y's up to maps of the vector fields Xa, 
which preserve Eqs. (2.5). 

It is important to note that (2.5a) may be regarded as 
defining X5, X 6,and X 7 as vector fields generated by 
IXI , .. ·,x4)' i.e., as iterated commutators of members of the 
set I XI>' .. ,x4) , From this point of view (2.5b) is a set of reI a
tions on the vector fields generated by I X 1, ... ,x4)' In order to 
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simplify the notation in what follows X8 and X9 may be de
fined, following Ref. 1, by 

X8 : = [X4 ,x3] 

and 

X9: = [XI ,x5]' 

Wahlquist and Estabrook note that theXa do not seem 
to close off to a finite-dimensional Lie algebra but that if the 
further condition 

(2.6) 

is imposed, the vector fieldsX1, ... ,xg comprise a basis for an 
eight-dimensional Lie algebra denoted here by .2/ (see Ap
pendix A for the multiplication table for sf' in this basis), 

The problem of integrating (2.5) may thus be replaced 
by the problem of finding a finite-dimensional representa
tion of .2/. Denote by Xa, a = 1, ... ,8, a basis of.2/ as an 
abstract Lie algebra with multiplication table, Table A.l, in 
Appendix A. By construction the Xu obey (2.5) viewed as a 
set of commutation relations so a representation of sf' by 
vector fields Xa I---+X ~(y) a k necessarily provides functions 
X ~, which satisfy (2.5) viewed as a set of differential equa
tions. The number n = dimY, left free until this point, is 
taken to be the dimension of the representation space, 

Having found a representation of .2/, one obtains a solu
tion of the prolongation equations by substituting theX ~ for 
the X ~ in (2.4) above. The solution will be denoted by 
(F k,G k). This technique for solving the prolongation equa
tions is formalized in Sec. 3 below. 

A solution of the prolonged system I (a A,(;)k) (where 
(;)k = dyk + F k dx + G k dt) is a cross section of 

M X Y -+ N with the property 

s*/(aA,(;)k) = O. 

Thus s is of the form s : (x,t) -+(x,t,u(x,t ),z(x,t ), 
p(x,t)y k(X,t» and in addition to Eqs. (2.3), s* I (a A ,(;)k) = 0 
yields the set of first order equations 

k F- k k G- k k y ,x = - ,y ,I = - , = 1, ... ,n. 

In Ref. 1 it is equations of this type which lead to the inverse 
scattering problem and Backlund transformation. 

The algebra sf' may be decomposed as the direct sum of 
ideals SL(2,R) Ell JY', where JY' is a five-dimensional nilpo
tent Lie algebra whose multiplication table is given in Ap
pendix A.4 By using this decomposition any vector XaEsf', 
a = 1, ... ,7, may be expressed uniquely as Xa = Sa + Ha, 
where SaESL(2,R) and HaEJY'. Since SL(2,R) and JY' are 
ideals in .2/, [SL(2,R),JItj = 0 so that the vectors I Sa) and 
IHaJ. a = 1, ... ,7 separately satisfy (2.5). It follows that the 
functions F kand G k may be chosen to have the form 

-k -k -k 
F =Fs+FJr, 

- k -k -k 
G =Gs+GJr, 

. -k -k -k-k 
where the paIrS (F s,G s) and (F Yr,G r ) separately provide 
solutions of the prolongation equations. 

These will be referred to as the SL(2,R) and JY' prolon
gations respectively since SL(2,R) and JY' are the algebras 
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generated by ISa 1 and I Ha J, a = 1, ... ,7 respectively. As has 
been well documented, it is the SL(2,1R) prolongation which 
provides the inverse scattering equations and Backlund 
transformation. 1.4.7.15 The role of the J7'" prolongation will 
be examined in Sec. 5 below. 

3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE LIE ALGEBRA 2" 
ALGEBRA !.I' 

It is possible to construct a Lie algebra !t' which is 
determined by (2.5) without any additional relations such as 
(2.6) being added "by hand." Thus,just as.r;1' may be associ
ated with the particular solution of (2.5) given by (2.6), !t' 
may be associated with the general solution of(2.5). A faith
ful representation of !t', if it could be found, would yield the 
general solution to the prolongation equations. 

In this section the construction of!t' is given. It is dem
onstrated that an algebra is associated to a particular solu
tion of (2.5) if and only if it is homomorphic to !t'. The 
technique of solving the prolongation equations which was 
discussed in Sec. 2 is formalized in terms of !t' and its homo
morphic images. By making use of the symmetries of the 
KdV equation two automorphisms of Y which may be used 
to probe its structure are found. In particular they are used 
to show that Y is infinite-dimensional. 

The construction of !t' is as follows: 
Let or:!' f denote the free Lie algebra over the span of 

I X I,···,x41· 5 Define the set IXab I: 

and 

X L1 : = [XI,XJ ], 

X 14 : = [XI,x4]' 

XIS: = [XI,xs] + [X2,x4]' 

X 16 : = [XI,x6] + X7 - X s, 

Xl) : = [X2,X]], 

X 26 : = [X2,x6] [cf. Eq. (2.5b)] 

Let R denote the ideal in !t' f generated by I Xab I. Then 
,:./": = ,:/' / R is the Lie algebra with generators Xa + R, 
a = 1, ... ,4, and relations Xab = 0. 5 [Less formally, Y is the 
algebra generated by X I ,. •. ,x4 with the relations (2.5) and all 
of the relations obtained by taking brackets with (2.5).] In 
the following, Xa + R will be written as Xa for notational 
convenience. 

It is easy to see that a Lie algebra m is associated with a 
particular solution of (2.5) iff there is a surjective homomor
phism h: Y --+~L 

Suppose first that h is such a homomorphism and let 
K = kerh be the span of some set I Yo E !t' IDE.1 1 where.1 
is an indexing set. The particular solution of(2.5) is given by 
the equations Yo = 0, D E.1. Conversely, if a particular solu
tion of (2. 5) is given by a set of relations Z/j = 0, D E .1, let K 
be the ideal generated by I Z8 IDE.1 1 and let m be !t'l K. 
The required homomorphism is X --+X + K. 

Thus the ideals of Y yield particular solutions of (2. 5), 
and, if representations of the factor algebras can be found, 
these yield solutions of the prolongation equations. 

The ideals of Y have a distinguished subset, viz., the 
maximal ideals. (Recall that an ideal KeY is maximal if 
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the only ideal of !t' which properly contains K is !t' itself.) 
Let Ko be the ideal in !t' generated by I XI + Xs' 

X 2 - X6,x3 ,x41. Then !t'l Ko is isomorphic to SL(2,lR),6 

and it is easy to verify that Ko is a maximal ideal of Y. 
[Recall that if J is an ideal of Y and K C J then 
!t' IJ::::;(Y IK)/(J IK). SinceSL(2,IR)has~oproperideals, 
there is no ideal other than !t' which properly contains Ko.] 
One may also consider a wider class of ideals by looking at 
those which are maximal for some given property. For ex
ample, let % = [K an ideal in !t' I !t' I K is non-Abelian I. 
(Non-Abelian factor algebras are of most interest since the 
Abelian prolongations yield only conservation laws; cf. Sec. 
5 and Ref. 7). An ideal K will be called maximal relative to 
% ifno member of % properly contains it. If KI denotes 
the kernel of the homomorphism h:!t' --+J7'" given in Exam
ple 3.1 below, then !t'l K I ::::; J7"'. It is easy to verify that K I is 
not a maximal ideal of!t' since it is properly contained in the 
ideal J generated by [X7 I. J does not belong to JY, however, 
and KI is maximal relative to %. 

Suppose now that h:Y --+m is a homomorphism and 
that mhasbasis IAll I. For any XaEY,hXa maybe written as 

hXa =h~ AI" 

If rA I' --+A I~ (y) Jk is a representation of ~(, the functions 

X ~: = h ~A ~ (y) satisfy (2.5), 

and one obtains a solution (F \G k) of the prolongation 
equations by substituting these expressions for X ~, 
a = 1, ... ,7, in (2.4). As in Sec. 2 above, a solution of the pro
longed system J(aA,{j)k) yields the set of first order 
equations 

k __ F k k - G k (3.1) Y.x- ,Y. t - - • 

The map r 0 h is a representation of Y, and ifm is finite
dimensional, r may be assumed to give a faithful finite-di
mensional representation of m.' In this case however, the 
representation r a h cannot be faithful: as will be demon
strated below,.Y is infinite-dimensional so kerh*l 01 when 
2( is finite-dimensional. 

To illustrate the above, a solution of the prolongation 
equations associated with the Lie algebra ,W is constructed 
in Example 3.1. 

Example 3.1: I Hill is the basis of J7'" given in Appendix 
A. Define h:Y' --+,W" by 

hXa = D ~ HI" a = 1,2,3,4. 

It follows from Table A.2 and the homomorphism property 
h [X,Y] = [hX,hY] that hX7 = hXs = Hs and that kerh is 
generated by X 7 - Xs. Since Hs commutes with the rest of 
elY, it follows that 

hXs = hX6 = 0. 

Thus F k and G k are given by 

F k = 2H7 + 2uH; + 3U2H~, 
G k = _ 2( P + 6u 2)H; + 3(z 2 - 8u ] - 2up)H ~ 

+ 8H~ + 4zH~, 
where HI' --+H ~ Jk, f1 = 1, ... ,5, is any representation of 
dY -for example, 
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HI~!al' 

HI~!al' 
H2 ~!/a3' 
H3 ~iy2a3' 
H4 ~ -ia2' 

H5 ~-*a3' o 
The symmetries of the KdV equation may be "lifted" in 

a natural way to provide automorphisms of 2" as follows: 
A diffeomorphism ¢> of M with the property 

¢> "'J(a A
) = J(a A

) (3.2) 

will be referred to as a symmetry of the KdV equation. In 
addition to the obvious symmetries of space and time trans
lation, there are two one-parameter groups of symmetries of 
the KdV equation.9 These are the Galilean and scale change 
transformations given by ifJG and ¢>s with 

¢>G : (x, t,u,z,p)_(x + 120t, t,u + a,z,p) 

and 

ifJs : (x, t,u,z, p)_(e -> aX,e --3a t,e2au,e3az,e4a p), 

where (x,t,u,z,p)EM. 
Any symmetry ¢> may be lifted to M X Yas i> = ifJ X id y 

so that the diagram 

MXr~MXY 

I P'. j P'. 
'" M "M 

commutes. 
Let (x,t,u,z,p,y k) = ¢ (x',t ',u',z',p',y k) and denote by 

OJ ' k and a ' A the pullbacks under i> '" of the forms OJ k and a A 

on M X Y. Thus OJ ,k = i> "'OJ k = dy k + F ,kdx' + G ,k dt' 
where 

F ,k: = F kaxlax' + G kat lax' (a) 

and (3.3) 

G ,k: =F kaxla t' + G kat la t' (b) 

It follows from dOJ ,k = ¢> '" dOJ k and J (a A) = I (a ,A) 

that the forms [OJ ,k,a ,A l constitute a differential ideal and 
that F' k and G ' k satisfy the same equations with respect to 
the primed variables as do F k and G k with respect to the 
unprimed variables. IfF' k and G ' k are independent of x and 
t (as they are when ¢> is a KdV symmetry), it follows from 
(2.4) that 

(3.4) 
G' k = -2( p' +6 U,2)X ~k +3 (Z'2 -8 U,3 -2u 'p')X ~k 

+8 X ~k +8u' X ~k +4 U,2X ~k +4z' X ~k, 

where the X ~ obey the relations (2.5). 
Thus x' generated as above by [X; .. ·X ~ ) is isomor

phic to X by ¢:Xa-X ~ and identifying x' with X one 
sees that ¢ is an automorphism. Moreover, the automor
phism may be found explicitly by comparing (3.3) and (3.4). 
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The results for ¢G and ¢s are given in (3.5) and (3.6) 
below. 

The x and t translation symmetries both give rise to the 
identity automorphism of 2": 

¢G: XI -XI - aX2 + ¥Z2X3, 

X2-X2 - 3aX3' 

X 3-X3 ' 

X4 -X4 -3a XI + ¥Z2X2 - ¥Z3X3 - aX5 + !a2X6 , 

XS-X5 - aX6 , (3.5) 

X6-X6 , 

X 7-X7 , 

X 8-X8 , 

X9-X9 +2a(X7 -X8 ); 

¢s: X I - eaXI , 

X 2 - e- aX 2 , 

X 3 - e-3a X 3 , 

X 4 _e3aX4 , 

X 5 -eaX 5 , 

X 6 - e- aX 6 , 

X7 -X7 , 

X8-X8 , 

X9 _e2aX 9 • 

(3.6) 

(¢s and ¢G are of course determined by their effect on the 
generators XI , ... ,x4' The effect on X5 , ... ,x9 is given here for 
later convenience). 

It is possible to obtain some informaton about the struc
ture of 2" by using ¢G and ¢s' For example, one may show 
that the ideal in X generated by [XI,x2 J is infinite-dimen
sional (and hence that 2" is infinite-dimensional). The proof 
is given in Appendix B. 

It is easily verified from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) that the 
kernel KI of the map h:!t' -JY' given in Example 3.1 is in
variant under ¢G and ¢s. Thus JY'is closely related to the 
symmetries of the KdV equation. It will be shown in Sec. 5 
that it is likewise related to the "classical" KdV conservation 
laws. 

The automorphisms ¢ pass to the quotient !t'l K, where 
K is any ideal in X and thus induce isomorphisms of homo
morphic images of x: 

Let h:x _2r be a surjective homomorphism so that 
2r::::::2" Ikerh. Then if K = kerh, 

~r:::::: X IK::::::¢ (2")/¢ (K), 

where the second isomorphism is given by 

X +K -¢X +¢(K). 

It is shown in Example 3.2 that the parameter A which ap
pears in (2.6) and in the multiplication table for .s# may be 
introduced via the Galilean automorphism ¢G' 10 

Example 3.2: [X I' l is the basis of.s# given in Appendix 
A. Define h:x -.s# by 

hXa = [) ~X I' a = 1,4. 

It is easy to verify that kerh is generated by 
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X9 - A. (X7 - X8)' Thus it follows from (3.5) that t$a<kerh ) 
is generated by 

tiG [X9 - A. (X7 - X8)] = X9 - (A -2a)(X7 - X8), 

where a is the Galilean parameter. 
,!,hus .sd i,:; one member of a family of isomorphic alge

bras tPGCSC)ltPG(K) parametrized by the Galilean param-
etera. 0 

4. THE CONNECTION DETERMINED BY .!.t' 

It has been pointed out by Estabrook, Wahlquist, and 
Hermann7 that the WE prolongation may be interpreted in 
terms of a Cartan-Ehresmann connection!! on the trivial 
vector bundle S X Y, where S = seN) and s is a cross section 

11" 

of M ~ N. (See also Refs. 12, 13, and 4). This connection is 

flat when S is a solution submanifold of M. Given a finite
dimensional Lie algebra ~ associated with a particular solu
tion of the WE prolongation equations, the curvature forms 
of the connection may be computed from the liJ k and the 

structure constants r ~v of a basis for ~. 
It is shown in this section that the same procedure may 

be followed (at least formally) for the Lie algebra !L'. The 
curvature forms n C of the connection determined by !L' 
span I (a A) and thus vanish if and only if the KdV equation 
is satisfied. The curvature forms of connections given by al
gebras homomorphic to !L' are linear combinations of the 
nco 

It follows from (2.4) that the I-forms liJ k may be rewrit
ten in the form 

liJ k = dy k + /3 a X ~, (4.1) 

where /3 a are the I-forms on M defined by 

/3 1 = 2dx, 

(32 = 2[u dx - (p + 6u2
) dt], 

(33= 3 [u 2 dx + (Z2 - 8u3 - 2up)dt ], 

(34=8dt, 

/35 = 8u dt, 

(36 = 4u2 dt, 

(37 = 4z dt. 

(a)(4.2) 

The sum in 4.1 is over a = 1,2, ... ,7, but it may clearly be 
extended to all a = 1,2,.·· by taking 

(3a=o, a>7. (b)(4.2) 
1T 

Let s be a cross-section of M ~ N and let S = seN). 

Then the I-form given by (4.1) may be interpreted as a con
nection on S X Y. (If there is a Lie group f§ whose Lie alge
bra is .!.t', this is a f§ -connection, but since .!.t' is infinite
dimensional such a group may not exist). 

The curvature forms 11 n C of the connection are defined 
by 

n C: = d (3c + ~C~b (3 a 1\/3 b, C = 1,2, .. ·, 

where C~b are the structure constants of .!.t'. At this point 
one of the differences from the finite-dimensional case ap
pears. The vectors (XI , ... ,x4 ) may be taken as linearly inde-
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pendent and hence as part of a basis for .!.t', but not all multi
~le commutator~ of these generators will b~ linearl)' 
mdependent. It 1S easy to check (by using tPG and tPs as in 
Appendix B) that the set (XI , ... ,x9] is linearly independent 
and hence may be taken as part of a basis. Thus the brackets 
[Xa,xb] with a,bE! 1,2, ... ,9] give some of the structure con
stants of !L'. It follows from (4.2) that (3 a 1\(3 b vanishes 
unless aE! 1,2,3] and bE! 2,3, ... ,7] so that, to compute the 
n c, only those structure constants C ~b with a and b in these 
ranges are needed. 

Also, since! [Xa,xb] I a = 1,2,3, b = 2,3, ... ,7] = (X5' 
X6 ,x7,x8,x91 C~b = ° when aE( 1,2,3], bE(2, ... ,7j, and 
c> 9. Thus n C = ° if c > 9, and the remaining curvature 
forms are easily calculated. They are 

nl=o, 
n 2 = -2( a 3 + 12u a I), 

n 3 = -6u( a 3 + 12u a I) +6z a 2 -6p a I, 

n 4 =o, 
(4.3) 

n 5 =8a l
, 

n 6 = 8ua I, 

n 7 = 4a 2
, 

n 8 =o. 
The n C generate I (a A), and, if S = seN) is a solution sub
manifold of M, then s· n C = 0 so the connection isflat. 

Suppose now that h is a homomorphism, h:.!.t' ~~, 
where ~ has basis (A," ] and structure constants r ~v in this 
basis. The I-forms hliJ k: = dy k + (3 a(hXa)k may be written 
in terms of the basis (A '" 1 as 

hliJ k = dy k + -r'" A ~ 

where 

hXa = h~ Xa and 1'": = h~ /3 a. 

(4.4) 

The curvature forms for the connection given by (4.4) are 

A '" = d -r'" +! r~p -rv 1\ -r P 

so that from the definition of -r'" above and the homomor
phism property h : h ~ r ~P = h ~ C ~b it follows that 

A'" = h ~na 

(where the sums ona, b, c range over 1, ... ,9). Thus the curva
ture forms ofthe connection determined by ~ are linear com
binations of the f)C and so lie in I (a A). It follows that the 
connection is flat on S X Y when S is a solution submanifold. 
It will not always be the case, however, that the 2-forms A '" 
generate I (a A). When they do, the connection is flat if and 
only if S is a solution submanifold of M and in this case the 
KdV equation is equivalent to the Maurer-Cartan equations 
for ~. It is well known that this is the case for 
~ = SL(2,R), 14, IS It is also true for ~ = JY', 16 as is demon
strated in Example 4.1 below. 

Example 4.1: the notation is as in Example 3.1. The 
homomorphism h:.!.t' ~JY' is given by 

h ~ = {j~, a = 1, ... ,4, f..L = 1, ... ,5, 
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{h
I' -hJl-hl'-O 5- 6- 9-

, f.l = 1, ... ,5. 
h~=h~=8~ 

Thus the curvature forms for the jy connection are 

A I =0, 

A 2 = -2( a 3 +12u a I), 

A 3 = -6u(a 3 +12u a I) +6za 2 -6pa I, 

A 4=0, 

A 5 = 4a 2
, 

and these generate I (a A ) unless p=O. 0 
If a flat connection is constructed as above and 21 is the 

Lie algebra of some Lie group ~ , then one may consider the 
vector bundle S X Yas associated with a principal ~ bundle 
over S with a "pure gauge" connection given by g -I dg, 
gE~.15 

Two such connections corresponding to solutions u I 
and U2 of the KdV equation are then related by a "gauge 
transformation," and, in the case where the gauge terms can 
be eliminated, one may obtain a Backlund transformation 
connecting U I and u2 .13.1 5 .

4 It is by no means clear, however, 
under what conditions this will occur. In the case of the jy 

prolongation, for example, it does not seem to be possible to 
obtain a nontrivial KdV Backlund transformation in this 
way. 

If the representation 

HI i-+!/a3 , 

H2 I-+! au 
H31-+! a2 , 

H4 f- - iy2a3 , 

H5 I-+! a3 

is used, Eqs.(3.1) for the jy prolongation become 

Y I = -u, ,x 

2 2 8 2 2 Y,t = - Ux + u + uU xx' 

Y:x = -/, 
3 6 2 Y,I = ~ - uX ' 

One might look for a (gauge) transformation 

u' = f(u,/ ,y2,y3) 

(4.5) 

such that if u satisfies the KdV equation and the y's satisfy 
(4.5), u' is a second solution of KdVY In terms of differen
tial forms, the requirement is that the 2-forms 

a' I; = du' I\dt - z' dx I\dt, 

a' 2; = dz' 1\ dt - p' dx 1\ dt, 

a' 3; = - du' I\dx + dp' I\dt + 12u'z' dx I\dt 

lie in I (a A ,w I,W 2,W 3). Unfortunately, the only solutions are 

u' = u and u' = 0, 
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although the effect of the choice of representation of jy on 
this result has not yet been determined. 

5. THE ROLE OF THE 2 PROLONGATION 

In Ref. 1 Wahlquist and Estabrook briefly consider a 
sequential prolongation procedure in which the new varia
bles Y k are added one at a time. It will be shown in this 
section that the jy prolongation is the result of this 
procedure. 

The first step in the sequential process is to prolong the 
ideal by adding a conservation law,7 i.e., a I-form w 1 of the 
form 

WI = d/ + F I (u,z,p)dx + G I(u,z,p)dt, 

with dw IE I (a A). Next, a conservation law is sought for the 
prolonged ideal I (a A ,w I), i.e" one looks for a I-form 

w 2 = dy2 + F 2(u,z,p,/)dx + G 2(U,z,p,yl)dt, 

with dw 2El(a A ,w I). [Of course, if F2 and G 2 are indepen
dent of/, w 2 is a conservation law for the smaller system 
I (a A). This case corresponds to an Abelian prolongation as 
one may write the F k and G k in terms of commuting vector 
fields.] 

At the jth stage the new variable yJ plays the role of a 
potential for the system (a A,W I, ... ,W J -I) but, since F j and 
G j may depend on/ ... yJ-I, it is a "pseudopotential"I for 
I (a A). 

The resulting set of I-forms w i, i = 1, ... ,N, for some 
fixed N clearly yieldS a particular solution of the WE prolon
gation equations, i.e., since dw iE I (a A,W I , ... ,w i-I), it fol
lows that dw iE I (a A,W I, ... ,W N). Thus the functions Fi and 
G i are given by (2.4) and (2.5) with the additional condition 
that a J F i = a j G i = ° ifj>i. The vector fields Xa have the 
form 

Xa =X!al +X~(/)a2 + ... +X;;(/ ... yN-I)aN> 

where X ! is constant. It follows that the commutator of Xa 
and Xb is given by 

[Xa,xb] 

= (X !al X~ - X ~aIX~)a2 + [(X!al +X~2)X~ 
- (X ~al + X ~a2)X ~]a3 + .. , 
+ [(X !al + ... +X;;- laN_I)X~ - (X ~al + ... 
+x~-laN_I)X;;]aN' (5,1) 

This equation together with (2.4) may be used to deduce that 
X ~ = X~, i = 1,2, ... ,N! sinceX7 = [X2 ,x1 ] andX8 
= [X4,x;], it follows from (5.1) that X ~ = X ~ = 0 Re

peated application of(5.1) together with the relations 
[X6,x7 - Xs] = X6 and [X6,x1 ] = X 7 - X8 then yield in 
turn X ~ - X~ = O, ... ,x~ - X~ = OJ. The vector fields 
X; ak obey (2.4) with the additional relation X 7 = X8 and 
hence span an algebra which is homomorphic to jy by 
Hi -Xi' i = 1,2, ... ,5, Thus the sequential process produces 
a representation of the jy-prolongation. The lowest dimen
sion N in which jy has a faithful representation is 3. A con
venient choice is the representation given in Example 3.1, in 
which case Eq. (3.1) become 
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Y\ = - 1, 
(S.2a) 

Y.!, = 0, 

Y2 =0, 
.x 

(S.2b) 

/,=6, 
Y~x = -l·u - y2'U

2
, 

(S.2c) 

y~, = l(uxx + 6u 2
) + i(u; - 8u 3 

- 2uuxx) + uX ' 

Here land y2 are potentials for I (a A) while y3 is a 
potential for I (a A,W I,W 2). It follows from (5.2) that y! 

= - (x + c I) and i = 6(t + c2), where c \ and C2 are con
stants. Thus y3 could have been obtained as a potential rather 
than a pseudopotential for I (a A) if explicit x - t depen
dence were allowed in F k and G k. The integrability condi
tions for (S.2c) yield the conservation law 

[(x + c\)u - 6(t + C2)u1 L + [(x + ct>(uxx + 6u
2

) 

+ 6(t + c2)(u; - 8u3 
- 2uux X> - uxL = O. 

Since c \ and C2 are arbitrary constants this contains the three 
"classical" KdV conservation laws 

(u), + (6u 2 + uxX>x = 0, 

(u 2
), + ( - u~ + 8u3 + 2uuxx)x = 0, 

and 

(xu - 6tu 2
), + (x(u xx + 6u 2

) + 6t (u; - 8u 3 
- 2uuxx) 

- uX>x = 0. 

The third of these is the conservation law which Noether's 
theorem associated with the Galilean invariance of the KdV 
Lagrangian. 10 

Note that this representation of cW' contains all of the 
conservation laws T, + Xx = ° for KdV in which T and X 
are functions of the coordinates of M, i.e., of x, t, u, Ux ' and 
u xx' 17 and that only the first two could be obtained from an 
Abelian prolongation with no explicit x - t dependence. 
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APPENDIX A: MULTIPLICATION TABLES FOR.9I AND 
,)f' 

TABLE A.I. The Lie algebra .rY. A is a constant. The entry in row Xa , column X;, is [Xa,X;,]. 

X, X, X, X. X, X. X, X. 

X, 0 -X, 0 0 A (X, -X.) X,-X, X, 0 
X, 0 0 A (X. - 1',) X.-X, 0 X6 0 
X, 0 -x, 0 0 0 0 
X; 0 A 2(X. -X,) A (x, - x,) -AX; 0 
X, 0 1',-x. -X; -AX. 0 
X, 0 X. 0 
X, 0 0 
X; 0 

TABLE A.2. The Lie algebra ,)y. The entry in row Ha, column H" is [Ha,H" J. 

H, Hz 

H, 0 -H, 
H, 0 
H, 
H, 
H, 

APPENDIX B: A PROOF THAT !f IS INFINITE
DIMENSIONAL 

The proof proceeds by assuming that the ideal generat
ed by Yo: = [X7 - X~] is fin~te-dimensional. Then, by using 
the automorphisms ¢>s and ¢>G' an additional relation, not 
implied by (2.5), is derived, thus contradicting the 
assumption. 

Suppose the ideal generated by Yo is finite-dimensional. 
Then, by constructing a finite number of vectors Yk , 

k = 1, ... ,n with Yk + I: = [X1,Yk ], a linearly dependent set 
must be obtained. Thus, for some n. 
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H, 

0 
0 
0 

H, 

0 
0 

-H, 
0 

n-l 

Yn = I c' Yi 
,~ 1 

H, 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Yk , k = l, ... ,n - 1, linearly independent. It is clear from 
(3.6) that each of these scales by a different factor from Yn 

under ¢s. Thus c i = 0, i = l, ... ,n - 1, and Yn = O. 
Let a be the Galilean parameter and define the operator 

D::£~:£ by 

D: =-- o¢>G' -d I h 

da a=O 

It follows from (3.5) that DX1 = X2, DX2 = 0, and DYo = ° 
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so, from the definition of Yn , 

A + a2 
2 ( - at n 

¢GYn= Yn-aDYn--D Yn+···+ ---D Yn" 
2! n! 

(Bl) 

It may be assumed that n is even, say n = 2m, as Yn = 0 
implies Yn +1 = O. It may be shown by a lengthy but 
straightforward induction 18 that (2.5) implies that 

D mY2m = (- 2)mm!Yo, m = 0,1, .. ·. (B2) 

It follows from (Bl) and (B2) that ¢GYn = 0 identically in 
the parameter a only if Yo = 0, that is, only if X7 - X8 = O. 
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Autonomous, conservative, nonlinear oscillatory systems of many degrees of freedom with an 
"internal resonance," i.e., with the linearized ("normal") frequencies tied in a near-resonant 
relation };g;Cu; = €, can be completely integrated in a transparent approximation which is a 
variant of the "method of slowly variable amplitude and phase." It consists in developing the 
nonlinear coupling into a trigonometric polynomial and dropping all terms except the most 
slowly varying ones on the grounds that their perturbative effects are oscillatory but essentially 
not cumulative. In this "slow-fluctuation" technique, the amplitudes separate off the phases; 
they exhibit joint extrema governed by simple conservation laws and all follow from one single 
quadrature. The phases also require no more than quadratures. There are various possibilities of 
motion with all amplitudes constant and harmonic time variation at (generally) incommensurate 
frequencies. The approximation does not apply if a degree of freedom which occurs to the first 
power in the nonlinear coupling happens to dip down towards zero amplitude; abrupt phase 
changes can then take place and call for a separate, accurate integration covering the critical time 
interval. With this sole restriction the method is entirely general. It is exact in the small
amplitude limit; at finite amplitudes it differs from the exact solution for practical purposes by no 
more than minor high-frequency ripples; and it yields more physical insight than any other 
known method for less effort. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Weare concerned with conservative, autonomous, os
cillatory systems of n>2 degrees offreedom (d.f.). For sim
plicity, we shall speak of coupled anharmonic oscillators, 
but we mean no narrow restriction. The exact scope of the 
term "oscillatory system" is defined below, after Eq. (2.4). 

It will be most convenient to choose coordinates q; such 
that in the linearized system they represent normal modes, 
i.e., at infinitesimal amplitUdes we shall have 

q; = A; cos(w;t + [3;), (1.1) 

with constant Ai> [3; (always A; >0). Thus, the Hamiltonian 
will be 

H (p,q) =! i (p;lm; + m;w;q;) + HI (ql , .. ·,qn)' 
I 

(1.2) 

with the nonlinear coupling member HI vanishing to an or
der higher than the second. We assume that HI is analytic I 
so that it can be developed into powers; no first- or second
order terms will be present, and we shall tacitly assume that 
a small number of higher ones suffice to characterize the 
system, but we leave it open how many there are, and wheth
er or not one amongst them is "dominant" in any sense. 
Considerations of magnitude are, in fact, oflimited import in 
what follows. We might also allow H) to depend on mo
menta as well as on coordinates, but this makes no profound 
difference to our results and we omit it for economy, except
ing a couple of asides. 

When one naively attempts to find q;(t) in the form of 
(truncated) Fourier series2 the nonlinear HI gives rise in a 

")This paper is based on a dissertation which will be submitted to Ohio 
University by M.F.A. in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Ph.D. degree. 

familiar way to combination frequencies3 

> 

ilk = kIWI + .,. + knwn' k; - 0 and integer. (1.3) 
< 

If the normal frequencies Wi of the linearized system happen 
to have such values that one of these il k vanishes, the calcu
lation of the corresponding Fourier amplitudes leads to a 
vanishing denominator ("resonant denominator," or "small 
divisor,,).4 

The physical background of this well-known math
ematical nuisance is easy to understand. The frequencies of 
nonlinear oscillators depend in general on their amplitudes. 5 

If several of them are coupled together in a regime which 
permits notable exchange of energy and therefore may right
ly be called resonant, their frequencies will change because 
the amplitudes change. Fourier series, with their rigid fre
quencies and harmonics, are ill adapted to this process. One 
had better use a "method of variable amplitude and phase", 
i.e., seek solutions of the form (1.1) with A;, [3; time depen
dent, or some close equivalent. 

This was first attempted in a systematic way by Beth,6 
but his developments are cumbersome and seem to have re
mained virtually unknown. Later and independently, 
Mettler7 obtained similar results by a trenchant canonical 
transformation technique; in a certain approximation, a 
family of first integrals can be found explicitly and leads to 
solutions q;(t) by quadratures a/one, an inestimable 
advantage. 

Both authors strictly treat only an exact resonance ilk 
= 0 and try from there to arrive at an understanding of a 

moderately detuned system with, say, 

> 

g; - 0 integer and I € 1.( IWi I for all i. (1.4) 
< 
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Of course, this situation is much more likely to occur in 
practice. Unfortunately, the attempts of Beth and Mettler8 

to deal with a near resonance are not tenable. At best, they 
involve a step of grafting the € in Eq. (1.4) arbitrarily onto 
one of the Wj and therefore lead to formulas dependent on the 
investigator's whim. 

A transparent approximation especially suited to near 
resonances has been introduced in a problem of two d.f. by 
Mueller.9 1t can readily be generalized to several d.f. as fol
lows: When one ilk vanishes exactly, the corresponding 
cosflkt is constant. When it does not vanish [ilk = € as by 
Eq. (1.4)], then the time variation COSEt is still only a slow 
one, or rather all the other combination frequencies in HI 
contributefastervariations. In the equations of motion these 
would contribute fluctuating perturbations the up and the 
down effects of which are likely to cancel if only the half
periods are short enough. Thus, drop them altogether and 
retain only the "slow-fluctuation" term with the frequency € 

because it is the only one that can have a prominent cumula
tive effect on the motions. The idea is fairly obvious 10 and 
may well have been used by others; however, it has never 
been systematically developed. 

Roughly speaking, Mueller's slow-fluctuation approxi
mation is akin to the frequency-averaging techniques of en
gineering mechanics. They are well known to be broadly 
successful with one-dimensional oscillators and can some
times be generalized to more dimensions, when only exact 
resonances occur so that an unambiguous averaging interval 
can be defined. Another paper by Mettler ll contains exam
ples; one of these deals with the same system as Mueller9 and 
leads (at exact resonance!) to the same equations of motion 12 
as the slow-fluctuation approach. More important for our 
present purposes is that at exact resonance Mueller's ap
proximation also coincides with that used by Beth6 and 
Mettler. 7 This observation has prompted our work. 

In the present paper, we use Mettler's canonical trans
formations to deal in slow-fluctuation approximation with 
systems having near-resonances of the type (1.4). We claim 
no originality except for the generalization of the procedures 
of Mettler and Mueller. Nonetheless, we have good reasons 
for putting our work forward. First, the slow-fluctuation 
technique has been thoroughly tested in one case of two 
d.f.9.13 and was found to be capable of uncanny accuracy. 
Thus, it may be confidently proposed for use elsewhere. Sec
ond, our methods are altogether general and apply to all 
such near-resonant systems regardless of the deep differ
ences among their various SUbtypes. For instance, it is 
known 14 that in two d.f. the resonant energy exchange is 
prominent only for frequency ratios near I: I, I :2, and 1:3 but 
not for others, with consequent differences in phase space 
topology. Such differences are no obstacles to our approach, 
which therefore may even serve to explore them in turn. 
Indeed we shall develop details mainly in order to exhibit the 
potential of further applications. 

The scope being so wide, we found it impossible to sin
gle out one partiCUlar, realistic system as a paradigm. We 
have therefore deliberately constructed an artificial example 
to highlight the main features of the slow-fluctuation tech-
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nique. This is summarized in Sec. VII, which may be read in 
parallel with the rest of the exposition. 

Further developments directed at the (orbital and Lia
punov) stability of near-resonant motions will be described 
in a separate paper. 

II. THE SLOW-FLUCTUATION APPROXIMATION 

We begin with the well-known canonical 
transformations 

qj = (2pJm jwJ1!2 cosii , 

pj = - (2m jwjpJl/2 sinqj , 
(2.1) 

for every i = I, ... ,n. From the expression for qj it is seen that 
in terms of the previous notation (1.1) the new variables are 

qj = wJ + flu pj = !mjwjA ;. (2.2) 

In the uncoupled, purely harmonic case HI ==:0, the A i and 
flj are constant; Eq. (2.2) shows they are then even equiv
alent to canonical integration constants. The method ofvari
able amplitude and phase is therefore tantamount to a "vari
ation of canonical constants" in the p, q system. If desired it 
could be formulated as a canonical perturbation theory with 
no more than changes in phrasing, but we feel no need for 
this further step of abstraction. 

The transformation (2.1) turns a single harmonic oscil
latorterm!(p;lm j + mjw;q;)intowjpj' The terms inHI ,of 
the general form 

n 

hi , ... ,hn integer >0 and I h j >3, (2.3) 

turn into products of cosines which we convert at once into 
sums of cosines by means of the familiar trigonometric iden
tities. One ofthe latter, namely, 2 cos2x = I + cos2x, also 
contains a I besides cosines. A term (2.3) with all the expo
nents h j even will therefore convert into a sum with exactly 
one member free of cosines (in fact, a product of even powers 
of the iW2). Thus, the transformed Hamiltonian takes the 
general form 

jj (p,q) = i WjPi + ii (p) 
I 

+ IFk(p)cos(klql + .. ·+knqn)' 
k 

> 
k j - 0 and integer, (2.4) 

< 

with ii a polynomial, the Fk polynomials in integral and half
odd (but not negative) powers, and the summation depend
ing on the detailed structure of HI (q) (and with sines present 
in the sum beside the cosines, in case HI should depend on 
momenta as well as on coordinates). 

In practice, oscillatory Hamiltonians often arise from 
reductions and manipulations. The "oscillators" may be for
mal variables, not real system components. Likewise, the 
apparent mass mj may be negative; the harmonic-oscillator 
part of His then not positive definite. This happens in widely 
divergent areas: celestial mechanics, 15 plasma waves, 16 and 
even quantum electrodynamics. 17 The transformation (2.1) 
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can still be applied in such cases, provided we compensate 
for the negative m i under the square roots by ascribing a 
negative sign to Wi too, and then we automatically obtain the 
term W iP, in jj with the required negative sign. Accordingly, 
we now define an oscillatory system for our purposes as one 
having a Hamiltonian of type (2.4), but with mi and Wi al
lowed to be jointly negative. Any such system can be trans
lated back into simple oscillator language by means of Eq. 
(2.1) without ambiguity; note especially from Eq. (2.2) that 
Pi always remains nonnegative. 

The exact equations of motion for the variable ampli
tudes are 

ajj 

aiii 
(2.5) 

The differentiation converts the cosines ofEq. (2.4) to sines, 
but does not affect the trigonometric arguments 

kl iiI + ... + kniin = ilkt + kJJI + ... + k nf3n, (2.6) 

where Eqs. (1.3) and (2.2) have been used. Assume now that 
one of the ilk' with the particular coefficients ki = gi' is 
small in the sense ofEq. (1.4). Provided glf31 + ... + gnf3n 
also varies slowly in time, the particular term with cos(g I iiI 
+ '" + gniin) is the only one in Eq. (2.5) that in the spirit of 

Mueller's slow-fluctuation approach needs to be retained for 
its cumulative effect. 

On the other hand, the exact phase variabilities follow 
from qi = ajj lapi' or upon omission of an Wi right and left: 

. ali aFk 
f3i = -=-+ I-_-cos(ilkt+klf31 +··.+knf3,,)· (2.7) 

ap, k ap, 

At infinitesimal amplitudes Pi' the f3i are constant. More
over, our problem is "well posed" in the sense of Hadamard: 
Ifwe change initial conditions continuously so as to increase 
the amplitudes to finite values, the f3i will develop continu
ously into time-varying functions as the Pi develop continu
ously from zero, provided only the ali I api and aF,.1 api are 
continuous. Hence, at amplitudes Pi not too large all the f3i 
will indeed fluctuate slowly as well as little, and now we can 
safely argue that of all the cosines in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) it is 
indeed only the one slowly fluctuating COS(g1 ql + ... 
+ gn q,,) which deserves to be kept, all the others fluctuating 

so much faster that their net effects may be deemed 
ignorable. _ 

There is one singular case, though. The aB lapi are al
ways bounded, libeing a polynomial, but not necessarily the 
aFk lap,. If an F,. contains one momentum, say p" to the 
power ~, then aF,.1 ap, contains p,-1/2 ; if furthermore the 
initial conditions happen to be such that at some time tIthe 
amplitude p, tends to zero, no Lipschitz condition is assured 
around t = t I and hence the integration of the exact system 
(2.5) and (2.7) near t = tl must be discussed separately re
gardless of any approximations employed at other times. 
The complication is accentuated when we study special 
states of motion with one or more amplitudes constant in 
time, for then we have to admit the possibility that p, =0 
identically at all times, not merely at t I • In this event, go back 
to the exact equations of motion in the original variables p, q 
and ask is q,=O a possible solution? It would be necessary 
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thatp, = -aHlaq, = -aHllaq,=O;thus,wearriveata 
new problem in n - 1 d.f., with all terms inp,and q, omitted 
from the Hamiltonian (1.2), and with an added constraint 
aHllaq,-O. If this problem makes sense, it can be treated in 
its own right and we need concern ourselves no more with it 
here. However, it may be impossible to satisfy the constraint 
in a nontrivial manner; then q, =0 is not a solution, p, could 
vanish at most at isolated times t I , and we find ourselves 
back at the previous, lesser difficulty. We shall deal with it in 
Sec. VI; until then we assume the absence of any exceptional 
low-amplitude conditions. 

With thi8 sole proviso we replace the exact and cumber
some Hamiltonian (2.4) by its slow-fluctuation 
approximation 

S(p,ij) = f WiPi + li(p> + F(P> COS(g1 ql + ... + g"q,,) 
I 

(2.8) 

for the near-resonant case (1.4). While this step is plausible, 
it may not at a first glance seem fully convincing. However, 
we defer further justification until Sec. VIII at the end so as 
to have a wider perspective available. 

The Fin Eq. (2.8) is the F,. of the near-resonant cosine. 
It may have arisen from a single term in HI; then from Eq. 
(2.3) simply 

F(p) = rp~,,/2···p>/2, 

" hI,"" h" integer>O and I hi >3, (2.9) 
I 

but there may be several terms in HI contributing. For ex
ample, if HI (q) contains both qi q2 and q Iqi, both will yield 
the combination frequency WI - W2 , and if this almost van
ishes (a situation somewhat like a subharmonic resonance), 
then F (p) will consist of two terms of the form (2.9). From 
the trigonometric identities it is easily seen quite in general 
h 'f h, II d" 'h b" f . tat,l ql ... q,," an ql ... q,;' ave a com matlon requency m 

common, the exponents hi and Ii differ by some multiple of2 
for any i. As a consequence we have a fact which will be 
helpful in conjunction with Eq. (3.9). Take the common fac
tor of all terms contributing to F(p) outside parentheses: It 
may contain half-odd powers, but inside the parentheses we 
shall have only integral powers of the Pi left; hence, the 
square [F (p)]2 is always a polynomial in integral powers of 
the Pi' and its degree is seen to be at least 3. 

In Eg. (2.8) we assumed the presence of only a single 
near resonance. Unless stated otherwise we restrict ourselves 
to this case; as we shall briefly show in the next section the 
behavior of a system with two simultaneous resonances is 
different. Note that in any case the coefficients gi in a reso
nance need not all be different from zero. The dJ. with gi oF 0 
and those with gi = 0 form two distinct groups whose reso
nant behavior will be found to be quite different. 

III. INTEGRATION OF THE AMPLITUDES 

The Hamiltonian (2.8) immediately invites the point 
transformation 

Q1=g1q1+·.,+g"ii", Qi=qi, fori=2, ... ,n. (3.1) 

In order to make this canonical, we construct new momenta 
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by the standard technique. IS Following Mettler,7 a suitable 
generating function is 

(3.2) 

From the appropriate formula Pi = aG / aii we have then 

PI = gIPI' Pi = giPI + Pi' for i = 2, ... ,n. (3.3) 

The numbering of our variables is arbitrary, of course, ex
cept that Eq. (3.3) requires us to associate PI withg l #0 to 
make the transformation 1-1. If this should not already be 
the case, renumber the original coordinates qi' We also find 
it convenient later on to have gl > 0; if this should not al
ready be the case, multiply Eq. (1.4) through with a minus 
sign. Without loss of generality we therefore complete the 
canonical transformation (3.1) and (3.3) by the convention 
gl >0. 

In the new variables the Hamiltonian (2.8) will be cyclic 
in q2 , ... ,q". Hence, the conjugate momenta are conserved: 

P, = const = ai' for i = 2, ... ,n, (3.4) 

or alternatively, 19 using Eqs. (3.3) and (2.2), 

miUliA; - (g;lgl )m l Ul l A f = 2a p i = 2, ... ,n. (3.5) 

Note that a d.f. with gi = 0 always moves at constant 
amplitude. It would nevertheless not be correct to say that it 
does not resonate in any sense, for its phase may still be time 
dependent, as we discuss explicitly in the next section, and 
therein lies the possibility of some energy exchange with the 
rest of the system. This is a specifically nonlinear process 
without analog in linear systems. 

The d.f. with gi # 0 fall into two families: According to 
whether gi is positive or negative, Ai will vary in the same 
sense as A I or opposite to it. For example, with a resonance 
(UI - Ul2 = 0 we may have A I and A z seesawing much like 
the amplitudes of two coupled harmonic oscillators, but with 
(UI + Ul2 - 2U1, = 0, say, A I and A2 must grow and shrink 
together, while both are still moving in opposition to A 3' In 
any of these cases, all the amplitudes reach their extrema 
jointly, an outstanding feature. 

Under special initial conditions it may happen that one 
of the d.f. with gi # 0 also moves at constant amplitude. Then 
it follows from Eq. (3.5) that all amplitudes remain constant. 
These special motions will be discussed separately in Sec. V. 

U sing the canonical constants and the relation (1.4), we 
find the following for the Hamiltonian (2.8) after the trans
formation (3.1) and (3.3): 

S(PI ,a,ql) = i Ulia , + EPI + li(PI ,a) 
2 

+ P(PI ,a)cosql . 

This is conserved: 

S = const = E. 

The equation of motion of the remaining amplitude PI 
= Pi/gi is 

-'- as F=( - ).-PI = - ---:;- = PI ,a smql , aq, 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

from which ql can be eliminated by means ofEqs. (3.6) and 
(3.7) with the result 
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Pi =p2
_ (E- tUliai -EPI -BT =/(PI)' (3.9) 

P(p )2, which descends from P(p)2 through the linear sub
stitution (3.3), is still a polynomial of at least th~hird degree 
(see the end of the previous section). Likewise, B is a polyno
mial; henceJ(p,) is a polynomial. The degree of/will gen
erally be at least three, but in exceptional cases it can be 
reduced by accidental cancellation of the highest powers in 
p2 and jJ2; for example, with20 HI = (qi + q~ )2, unexpect
edly /becomes quadratic if Ul l = Ul z and also m I = m2 • 

Equation (3.9) has the form of an energy law for a con
servative d.f. with coordinate PI; its solution is the usual 

(3.10) 

followed by inversion. If/(p,) is of the third or fourth de
gree,PI will be an elliptic function of time (including degen
erate cases). At higher degrees, analytic reductions are often 
possible. 21 Sometimes a trick substitution can be found. 22 

Whether numerical inversion and/or integration must 
be undertaken or not, the single quadrature (3.10) always 
suffices to furnish all amplitudes of the system, by Eq. (3.5). 

Even without integrating, much can be learned from 
the roots off(p,), Foremost,23 ifthere are two first-order 
rootsO.;;;R I <Rz,andif/(PI»OforR I <PI <Rz,then 
PI (t) is periodic with successive turning points R I' R z , R I' 
etc.; the full period Tis 

T = 2 i~2 dP,1 y' /(PI) (3.11) 

(and is the period of all other amplitudes as well). In the limit 
as R I and R z coalesce, PI will become constant (for more, 
see Sec. V). Another limiting case is that one of the two 
turning points is a higher-order root; then the integral (3.11) 
diverges and the motion is somewhat reminiscent of a limit
ing cycle, or of the approach to a cycle. We may also have 
feR I ) = 0 andf( PI) > 0 for all PI > R I ; then monotonic 
growth results, an event conceivable with the Hamiltonian 
not positive definite, and so forth. 

In passing, we note that rather the same results come 
forth if HI also depends on momenta HI = HI (p,q). The 
slow-fluctuation Hamiltonian (2.8), and with it the final Eq. 
(3.6), would contain a sine beside the cosine; the equation of 
motion (3.8) then has a cosine and a sine in the same places, 
but with one sign change, and so the square-and-add process 
succeeds again in eliminating ql to yield an equation just like 
Eq. (3.9). Elimination is possible in still another case, this 
one exotic yet not inconceivable, namely, if HI contains 
terms with such a wide range of powers that in Eq. (2.4) 
harmonics of the resonant frequency occur. They cannot be 
dropped, of course, because they do not fluctuate fast 
enough; thus, we might end up with, say, both cosql and 
cos2q, in the Hamiltonian (3.6). Clearly we may convert the 
latter together with the equation of motion into a system of 
equations for the two unknowns COsql and sinq, , then solve, 
square, and add. The result may not be as simple as Eq. (3.9), 
but again we are left with a single quadrature. 

The picture changes greatly when we admit two simul
taneous resonances 
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lEI, IE'I « Iw, I for all i, 

and accordingly introduce new coordinates 

ql = ig;iii' ~ = ig;iii' 
I I 

qi = ifi> for i = 3, ... ,n. 

Proceed as above: A suitable generating function is 

G = (igjifj)pI + (i g;if,)P2 + i ifjpj 
I I 3 

and yields the new momenta 

PI =glPI +g;P2 , 

P2 = g2PI + g;P2 , 

pj = gjPI + g;P2 + Pj, for i = 3, ... ,n. 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

The slow-fluctuation Hamiltonian Sthen contains COsiil and 
COsii2 but is still cyclic in the other coordinates; hence, there 
is one integral less: 

pj = aj' i = 3, ... ,n. (3.15) 

After some algebra, Eq. (3.15) can be expressed in terms of 
the amplitudes as 

mwA z _ gig; - gjg; z 
, " , , m zw2 A z 

glg2 -gzgl 

+ 
gzg; - gjg; A 2 2 . 3 (3 16) -----miwi 1= ai> 1= , ... ,n. . 
gig; - g2g; 

Here the coefficients contain 2 X 2 determinants formed 
from the 2 X n matrix ofthe coefficients gj, g;. At least one of 
these determinants must be different from zero, otherwise 
the two vectors g and g' are linearly dependent and we would 
be dealing with only one resonance. Without loss of general
ity, and possibly after renumbering the original variables, we 
may assume that gig; - g2g; ¥O; this will also ensure that 
Eq. (3.13) and (3.14) are 1-1. However, linear independence 
still encompasses degenerate cases which cannot arise in a 
physical system. Thus, if we solve Eqs. (3.12) for WI and W 2 , 

neither of the solutions should vanish identically in all W j , for 
with a zero frequency there is no motion. By the same token, 
if there is one frequency, say WI' which takes part in both 
resonances beside WI and/or W 2 , then its (nonvanishing) co
efficients gl and g; must form nonvanishing 2 X 2 determi
nants with g I, g; , and g2' g;. In this case we see from Eq. 
(3.16) that for i = I the conservation law definitely involves 
three amplitudes, instead of only two as in Eq. (3.5). The 
simplest example is WI - W3 = 0 and W 2 - W3 = 0 in three 
d.f. However, there may be no such frequency occurring in 
both resonances; then we may have vanishing determinants. 
A very simple case is WI - W3 = 0 and W 2 - w4 = 0 in four 
dJ.; here we obtain from Eq. (3.16) for i = 3 and i = 4 two 
conservation laws linking the amplitudes in pairs, namely, 
A3 withAl andA4 withA 2 • 

The salient feature in either case is that there exists no 
general reason why all amplitudes should necessarily reach 
their extrema jointly. With the second resonance present, the 
interplay of the variables has become far more complex. The 
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equations for PI and pz in analogy to Eq. (3.8) contain sinql 
and sinqz, respectively, in addition to both PI and Pz, but 
there is only one conservation law S(PI' pz ,alii ,(2) = E 
available for elimination; in general, the variables can there
fore not be separated and no straightforward quadratures 
result. 24 

IV. INTEGRATION OF THE PHASES 

Using Eq. (3.1), we have the following for the variabil
ity of the phases with numbers 2, ... ,n: 

.:.. ,,;, as 
qj =qi =-a 

a j 

aiJ(PI,a) ap(Pl,a) 
= W; + + Cosiil 

aaj aa; 
(4.1) 

Elimination of ql by means ofEq. (3.6) and omission of Wi in 
accordance with Eq. (2.2) leaves 

. aiJ(PI,a) E - !.~wiaj - EPI - B(pi ,a) 
fJi = + ------...-...-------

aa, F(PI,a) 
aF(PI,a) 
----, i = 2, ... ,n. 

aai 

(4.2) 

It is instructive to consider at once a d.f. with gj = 0, 
which moves at constant amplitude. Suppose HI = ql q~ and 
WI - 3W3 = 0; trivially then iJ -0, F does not contain Pz, 
and therefore F does not contain a z . Hence, /32 =0, and q2 
moves harmonically at its linearized frequency W2 . On the 
other hand, let HI = q I q~ q~ with the same resonance WI 

- 3W3 = 0 (which is now quasisubharmonic); now F does 
depend on a z , the equation for /32 contains PI (t ), and so q2 
will exchange energy with the other dJ. via the phase fJz (t ) 
alone. It is clear, however, that this process depends delicate
lyon given circumstances. 

The equation for the remaining phasefJl follows after 
precisely similar steps as 

n . aiJ(PI,a) E-!.~wiai-EPI-Jj(pl,a) 
IgifJi = + -----:-....... -----

I api F(PI,a) 

aF(Pl,a) 

api 
(4.3) 

Thus, all phases can be obtained by quadratures alone, once 
PI (t) is known explicitly. General conclusions about the 
functions fJi (t ) can fortunately be drawn, because of the 
complexity of the equations (4.2) and (4.3). 

If PI is constant, all /3, are constant. At constant ampli
tudes the system motion is therefore purely harmonic. The 
frequencies will be Wi + /3;, and of course there is no general 
reason why they should be commensurate; for an exception
al case, see Sec. V. 

If the amplitudes vary, they all have strictly the same 
period T given by Eq. (3.11). The phase variation /3i then 
contains a constant part and a part of period T; the former 
leads to a secular change in fJi but there is no reason why 
during Tthis change should amount to an exact multiple of 
21T. Thus, the system as a whole is not strictly periodic, ex
cept under special circumstances. 

The n quadratures (4.2) and (4.3) complete the previous 
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n integration constants a 2 , ... ,an and E with n which are not 
more simple additive phase constants. However, the new 
ones are not necessarily fully independent of one another 
because when the amplitudes are not constant a super
numerary integration constant arises on the way, namely, 
the to in Eq. (3.10). From Eq. (3.8) it is seen that whenever ql 
equals a multiple of 1T, the varying amplitudes go through 
one of their joint extrema; thus, 

ql (t = te) = €te + i gJ3;(t = te) = r1T, 
I 

(4.4) 
r integer, te amplitude extremum time, 

is the most general way to formulate the corresponding rela
tion between the phase constants. Note that Eq. (4.4) in
volves only the resonant d.f. with gi #0; the phase constants 
of the nonresonant ones always remain arbitrary. 

The arbitrariness of the additive phase constants, ex
cept for Eq. (4.4), brings an enormous simplification to the 
classification of the system motions. At given a 2 , ••• ,an and 
E, knowledge ofa single set of phase functions Pi (t ) suffices: 
All system motions for the given a 2 , ••• ,an , E can be derived 
from this one set merely by phase shifting the cosine waves 
under the amplitude modulation curvesAi(t), subject to Eq. 
(4.4) only. 

These statements again continue to hold for a momen
tum-dependent HI : A phase equation and the energy law 
are two linear equations for COs1j1 and sinql ; hence, solve, 
square, and add to eliminate towards quadratures as before. 
With a double resonance, however, the behavior of the 
phases seems difficult to treat and opaque to understand. 

V. SYSTEM MOTION AT CONSTANT AMPLITUDES 

All amplitudes will be jointly constant if PI 0, and 
only then. According to Eq. (3.8), this can happen in two 
ways: 

(I) F(PI,a)=O, (II) sinql O. 

We may also turn to Eq. (3.9) and conclude that the constant 
value PI = R is a second- or higher-order root of/(ll)' for 
at a first -order root PI cannot remain constant. 23 Thus, a 
study of the roots of/will readily expose all constant-ampli
tude motions; however, it confounds the two above cases 
which are of quite distinct nature. 

In Case (I) it is sufficient to consider constant ampli
tudes only; admissible values are those which satisfy the con
ditionF O. The simplest instance is thatP(p) contains but 
one term of the form (2.9); then it is enough to make anyone 
factor Pi =0, or in terms of the canonical constants, by Eqs. 
(3.3) and (3.4), to select as the initial condition 

Pi =giPI + a i = O. (5.1) 

The Hamiltonian (3.6) reduces in Case (I) to 

S = i (j)iai + €R + E(R,a). (5.2) 
2 

The integr~ion constants a 2 , ••• ,an are now restricted by the 
condition 1:J PI ,a) = 0; the remaining nth constant is either 
PI = R or S = E as related by Eq. (5.2). All phases remain 
arbitrary; for the frequencies we have directly from Eq. (5.2) 
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as aE(R,a) 
iii = - = (j)i + for i = 2, ... ,n, (5.3) 

aai aai 
asin Eq. (4.1), and similar for ql as in Eq. (4.3). IfE =0, then 
all frequen~es arejust the linearized ones, an obvious result, 
for if both F and B vanish the entire nonlinear coupling has 
been neutralized. 

Case (II) is different. For sinql ==0 we need ql = r1T, r 
integer. The initial phases can not be arbitrary in this case 
but must fulfill, say, 

ql (t = 0) = i giPi(t = 0) = r1T, r integer. (5.4) 
I 

Since now COs1j1 = ± 1, we have from the Hamiltonian (3.6) 

=" as aE(PI,a) 
ql = apI =€+ apI 

aF(PI,a) + = 0, r:,~~n. (5.5) 
- apI 

This is the necessary relation between the integration con
stants a 2 , ... ,an and PI = R. It may be quite an involved 
equation in these constants, in contrast to the condition for 
Case (I) which can often enough be satisfied by just the van
ishing of one amplitude. 

The Hamiltonian (3.6) can in Case (II) be written as 

S = i (j)iai + €R + E(R,a) ± F(R,a), r:,~~n. (5.6) 
2 

It serves to calculate the energy S = E, or alternatively R, 
exactly as Eq. (5.2). The frequencies follow from Eq. (5.6) as 

~ . as 
qi =(j)i +Pi = -a 

a i 

aE(R,a) aF(R,a) =(j)i + ± _...c.....:.:...~ 

aai aai 

for r:,~~n and i = 2, ... ,n. (5.7) 

The remaining frequency is linked to the others by Eq. (5.5): 

ql = i giqi = O. (5.8) 
I 

In two d.f., Eq. (5.8) simply means gl ql = - g2 q2' i.e., the 
two frequencies ql = (j)1 + PI and q2 = (j)2 + P2 are com
mensurable. This is the only instance of strictly periodic sys
tem motion we have perceived. In three or more d.f. there is 
no reason to expect commensurability, except as an accident. 
In any event, note how in Eq. (5.7) the frequency shifts Pi are 
always functions of the amplitudes. In Case (II) the nonlin
ear coupling has not been nullified; it is only given a kind of 
special tuning so as not to affect the amplitudes, whereas the 
frequencies remain distinctly amplitude dependent. 

VI. THE EXCEPTIONAL LOW-AMPLITUDE CONDITIONS 

We now return to the singular case shunted aside in Sec. 
II. The equations of motion in the original variables 

. aH 2 aHI 
Pi = - - = -mi (j)iqi - --, 

aqi aqi 

. aH 
qi = -a =pJmi 

'Pi 
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are in no way singular; safe Lipschitz conditions hold for 
every physical motion. A singularity in the new variables p, ii 
is therefore an artifact intrinsic to the transformation (2.1). 

How it can come about is easy to see. If iii (P,if) contains 
pi12, as is necessary for the singularity, then the original cou
pling HI (q) contains ql to the first power: 

HI (q) = H; (q) + qlH ;'(q) + q;H ;"(q) + "', 
where H;, H ;', ... are all independent of ql' and specifically 
H ;'$0. Consequently, the equations of motion 

PI = - mlw;ql - H ;'(q) - 0 (ql)' ql = Pllm l (6.2) 

contain a driving term H ;'(q) which does not depend on ql' 
plus other couplings of order 0 (ql) which will have only a 
vanishing effect in case the amplitude of ql vanishes. The 
singularity of Sec. II arises just when the initial conditions 
are such that PI' or A I' tends to zero at some time t = t I . We 
now see that in this situation ql behaves around tl like an 
oscillator driven by an external force - H;' which first 
brings the oscillation to a stop, then starts it up again; thus, 
the oscillator's proper motion must first be out of phase with 
the driving force, then in phase, and hence must undergo an 
abrupt phase reversal at t = t I . This phase jump is the es
sence of the singularity. 

For a quantitative argument, let us choose tl = 0; then 
assume thatAI(O) = 0 but H ;'(q)#O at t = 0, and set in hy
brid notation 

ql = Al COsijl' PI = - mlwlA I siniil' iii = Wit + PI . 
(6.3) 

These formulas are correct in the uncoupled case HI =0, 
w hen A I and PI are constants, and now serve to introduce the 
convenient new variables AI' PI in Eq. (6.2) by variation of 
constants. 

The variable phase PI is calculated from 

PI miwi siniil 
(6.4) 

According to Eqs. (6.3), both ql and PI must tend to zero 
together withAl' regardless of the behavior of PI; when t = 0 
is approached in Eq. (6.4) either from the right or from the 
left we must therefore apply I'Hopital's rule and find from 
Eq. (6.2) 

1· ql l' ql 0 lm- = lm- = 
PI PI 

(6.5) 

because H;' #0. It follows from Eqs. (6.5) and (6.4) that 

lim cosiil = 0 as t--+O ± . (6.6) 

With the substitutions (6.3) the equations (6.2) become 

Al siniil + Adjl cosiil = D, (6.7) 

Al COsijl - Adjl siniil = 0, (6.8) 

where we have abbreviated the driving terms as 

D= [H;'(q) + o (ql)]lmlwl 

and know that 

lim D = H ;'(t = O)lmlwl #0. 
I .0 

(6.9) 

We make no such substitutions in the other equations (6.1) 
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and do not even consider them; it suffices to know that they 
furnish nonsingular functions for us to insert in the right
hand side ofEq. (6.7). 

The system (6.7) and (6.8) can be solved for the un
knowns Al and Ad]1 : 

Al = D siniil , 

A IPI = D COsijl . 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

If in Eq. (6.10) we approach t = 0 from the right or from the 
left, D goes to the finite limit (6.9) and siniil must tend to + 1 
or - 1 in accordance with Eq. (6.6). Thus, the amplitude Al 
goes to zero with a finite slope. Of course, Al must be nega
tive to the left of t = 0 and positive to the right; hence, 

limAl = ± IH ;'(t = 0) I/mlwl as t-o ± . (6.12) 

Concurrently, we have from Eqs. (6.10) and (6.12) 

lim siniil = lim sinf31 = ± sgnH ;'(t = 0) as t-o ± . 
(6.13) 

This is the surmised phase jump through 180°. Note that 
because of it the cosine in Eq. (6.6) does not vanish with a 
continuous tangent but with slope + sgnH ;'(t = 0) as 
t-o±. 

Despite these discontinuities the motion ql(t) itself ex
hibits no jittery features. From Eqs. (6.3) it is easy to verify 
that ql has a double zero at t = 0, while ql goes through zero 
with a smooth tangent of slope ijl(O) = - H ;'(t = O)/ml . 
Incidentally, the initial condition ql(O) = ql(O) = 0 is the 
easiest means to visualize the emergence of this state of 
motion. 

An illuminating detail can still be learned from Eq. 
(6.11). With another application ofl'Hopital's rule25 we find 

.' . D COsijl 
hmf31 = hm --~ 

Al 

l 'mD l' iii siniil 
- 1 1m . 

Al 
-lim ql 

whether we let t-o from the right or from the left, because of 
Eq. (6.10). Since ql = WI + PI' it follows that 

(6.14) 

From the standpoint of the slow-fluctuation method, Eq. 
(6.14) must be called afast phase variation. In addition to the 
phase jump at t = 0 we have here a sharp transient which 
accompanies the starting up and slowing down of the oscilla
tion, and which will need a few periods to die out. 

The special cases that HI also contains momenta, or 
that H ;' has a first- or higher-order zero at t = 0, can now be 
treated with obvious adaptations of the argument. We may 
omit these for brevity. 

While the singularity is only a feature of the description 
in terms of amplitudes and phases, it clearly vitiates the 
slow-fluctuation approach. Whenever it arises, one must in
tegrate the system (6.1) numerically or otherwise in terms of 
the nonsingular variables P and q, and convert the result to 
amplitudes and phases. After a few periods of the trouble
some ql' when the transient (6.14) has died away, the solu
tion may be spliced to a slow-fluctuation solution which can 
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be legitimately developed from then onwards. Eventually 
this will again approach a minimum of A" and should again 
be spliced to a direct solution ofEq. (6.1), and so forth. There 
is no reason why at successive amplitude minima the very 
stringent relation q, = li, = 0 should repeat itself exactly, of 
course; each case would need separate study. Where A, no 
longer vanishes exactly but goes to a very low minimum, the 
phase will no longer be discontinuous and the transient 
(6.14) will be milder, but the splicing process would still be 
necessary. 

VII. AN EXAMPLE 

In view of the wide variety of phenomena possible in 
near-resonant systems, we shall attempt to exemplify main 
features only. We choose for this purpose a system of three 
d.f. with coupling 

(7.1) 

All manipulative details will be left out as they are entirely 
elementary. 

Substitution ofEq. (2.1) followed by trigonometric con
version transforms Eq. (7.1) into 

ii, (p,ij) = 4y, p, pz coszij, coszijz 

+4 Y2(pi P3)I!Z cos3ij, COsij3 

= W, p, pz [2 + cos(2ij, -2 ijz) +2 cos2ij, 

+2 cos2ijz + cos(2ij, +2 ijz)] + !Yz 

X(pi P3)'/Z[cos(3ij, - ij3) +3 cos(ij, - ij3) 

+3 cos(ij, + ij3) + cos(3ijl + ij3)]' (7.2) 

where 

y, =Yllmlwlmzwz, Yz =Yz(miwim3w3)-'/z. 

Compare this with Eq. (2.4). 
Since q3 occurs in Eq. (7.1) to the first power,P3 occurs 

in Eq. (7.2) to the power~. A state of motion withp3 (or A 3 ) 

dipping down toward zero at some time t, will therefore be 
singular, regardless of any resonance, and must be treated 
separately as in Sec. VI. We need not deal with this compli
cation further. 

Resonant behavior in our system will result from near 
vanishing of one or two of the combination frequencies 

2w, ± 2w2, W, ± W3, 3w I ± W3 . 

For the sake of discussion, we take WI and W3 to be both 
positive and adopt the single resonance 

3w, - W3 = E with i E i.(w" W3; (7.3) 

thus, g, = 3, gz = 0 and g3 = - 1. The third frequency W z 
may be negative jointly with m z . 

The slow-fluctuation Hamiltonian (2.8) then becomes, 
upon keeping only the leading terms in the brackets of Eq. 
(7.2), 

3 

S (p,ij) = I WiPi + y, p, pz , 
+ ~y zp~/Zp~12 cos(3ij, - ij3)' (7.4) 

with the first term in Eq. (7.1) still represented by Y,PIPZ 
= jj (p ) although that term does not resonate according to 

Eq. (7.3). From Eq. (3.5) we have the two amplitude 
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integrals 

mzwzA ~ = 2az , (7.5) 

m3W3A~ +tmlwlAi =2a3 • (7.6) 

By means of the second canonical transformation (3.1) and 
(3.3), and using the constants a z and a 3 , the slow-fluctu
ation Hamiltonan (7.4) becomes 

S = EP, + wzaz + w3 a 3 + 3y, alPI 

+! Y2(3PI )3/Z( - p, + a 3 )112 COsql . (7.7) 

The equation of motion (3.8) for p, = PI /3 is 

,;. as I - (3= )3/Z( = )'12 . = p, = - --;;;- = '2 Yz 'P, a 3 - PI SlOql 
aql 

and elimination of q, as in Eq. (3.9) leads to 

pi =/(PI) 

= ¥ rzpi(a3 - PI) 

(7.8) 

- [(E-wzaz -w3a 3 )-(E+3y,aZ)Plf (7.9) 

The polynomial/(PI) is of the fourth degree; hence,PI will 
be an elliptic function of time. 

For the reduction of the integral (3.10) to standard 
form, the roots of/(PI) must be found by some algebraic or 
numerical technique. Clearly,fis of the structure type 
h (x) = - X4 + ax3 - (a + bx)Z, where a > 0 [because a<O 
means a 3 <0, which according to Eq. (7.6) is either impossi
ble or trivial]. Let us for the sake of discussion choose first 
a = 2, a = 0, and b = 1; then simply h (x) = - XZ(x - I)Z 
and we have two double roots at x = 0 and x = 1 corre
sponding to constant-amplitude motions. Next go from 
a = 0 to some small negative value, say a = - 0.01; then 
h (x) = - XZ(x - 1)2 + 0.02x - 0.0001 and by quick graph
ing it will be seen that there are now four distinct, positive 
roots, two near the origin and two straddling x = 1, with 
h (x) positive inside each pair and negative between the pairs. 
Hence, in this instance, for certain values of the system pa
rameters, motion in two distinct amplitude ranges is possible 
for the same set of values for a z, a 3 , and E. 

After p, (t ), or A I (t), has been determined explicitly, 
A3 (t) follows from Eq. (7.6). A2 (t) equals its initial value 
which is equivalent to az by Eq. (7.5). 

The phase changes are found from Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3). 
We quote only the one for i = 2: 

pz = 3y, p" (7.10) 

which is obviously not constant unless PI is. Since qz does 
not take part in our assumed condition (7.3), this is one of the 
cases where a quasiresonant energy exchange can proceed by 
phase variation only; this still holds if m z , W z are negative. 
Note also that if we are in a regime of two possible amplitude 
ranges for the same values of a 2 , a 3 , and E, then two differ
ent functions PI (t ) must be used to calculate the phase 
changes; the latter can therefore differ appreciably in the two 
ranges. 

Motion at constant amplitudes can be read offEq. (7.8). 
As in Sec. V, we distinguish Cases (I) and (II): 

(la) Make PI (t )=0. It suffices to stipulate the initial 
condition p, (0) = 0; the other amplitudes and the energy are 
connected by Eq. (5.2), which reduces to 
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E=w2 a 2 +w3a 3 =~m2w~A~ +~m3w~AL (7.11) 

as expected if ql -0 in Eq. (7.1); likewise, from Eq. (5.3) the 
motion is seen to be harmonic at the normal frequencies W 2 
and W]' The phase constants are arbitrary. 

(Ib) An almost trivial subcase of (Ia) isA 1 ==,0 andA 3 

=0: harmonic motion of q2 only. 
(Ic) Try PI (t )=a3· By Eq. (5.1), this means P3 O. 

However, q3 occurs in the coupling Hamiltonian (7.1) to the 
first power, so we must go back to the exact equation of 
motion 

(7.12) 

and now see that P3 _0 is impossible unless q I :==0. Thus, we 
are led back to (Ib). 

(II) For singl =0 we must choose initial phases such 
that Eq. (5.4) is fulfilled. The amplitudes must satisfy Eq. 
(5.5), which becomes after some simplifications 

3 2 9 
mlwlt+ zylA 2 ± gY2 A IA 3 

_ 1 m1wlAi 
+-Y2 =0, (7.13) 

8 m]w3A3 

where A3 #0 [see the argument following Eq. (7.12)]. The 
energy (5.6) becomes 

3 

E - I '" 2A 2 + I A 2A 2 - I A 3A - "2 ~ miwi i 4 YI I 2 + 8 Y2 I 3' (7.14) 
I 

The constant frequencies (5.7) and (5.8) are given in terms of 
the amplitudes by 

ql = q3/3, (7.15) 

q2 =W2 +!YIA~/m2w2' (7.16) 

q3 =W3 ±!Y2A ilm3w3A3' (7.17) 

Thus, the frequencies of the first and third d.f. are commen
surate, but not all three. Note also thatA 2 does not cause any 
frequency shifts. 

The example incidentally demonstrates an annoying 
need to go hence and forth between several sets of variables. 
There is no neat alternative. One wants the amplitudes A i (t ), 
of course, but the all-important equation of motion (3.8) for 
PI = PI Ig l holds for an amplitude squared [cf. Eq. (2.2)] and 
it is best obtained in coordinates which promote the critical 
elimination of P2' etc. Our notation follows Mettler 7; it has 
the merit that single and double bars clearly mark the levels 
of canonical operation. 

VIII. QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE METHOD 

It remains to be discussed in what measure the exact 
solutions of our approximate equations are approximate so
lutions of the exact equations. A quantitative answer would 
presuppose, of course, that we make quantitative assump
tions about the coupling Hamiltonian HI , and thus that we 
limit ourselves to a particular class of systems. We do not 
wish to do that. Fortunately, a qualitative discussion is none
theless possible owing to the transparent nature of the 
method. 

The slow-fluctuation equations of motion result from 
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the exact ones (2.5) and (2.7) by the omission of all terms 
which fluctuate "fast". Let us now restore these terms and 
regard them as an additive perturbation on the slow-fluctu
ation derivatives Pi' Pi' We may calculate the perturbation 
explicitly, in a proper first approximation, by inserting for all 
Pi' iii those functions of t obtained in the slow-fluctuation 
approximation. Now each of the fast terms consists of two 
factors: an ~(p) or a~/api' and a trigonometric factor, a 
sine or cosine of the argument (2.6). Let us develop each 
factor into a Fourier series. There is no difficulty at all with 
the first factor: Since all Pi have the same period T, given by 
Eq. (3.11), ~ (p) and a~ I api have a straightforward Four
ier development with period T; note that there will be a time
free (or zero-order) term in it unless accidentally the first 
factor has a zero time average. The second, trigonometric 
factor will not often be truly periodic, for as we have shown 
in Secs. IV and V it is a rare occurrence for all phases to be 
exactly commensurate (mod 21T). Still, we may select some 
stretch of duration 7 and develop that; if we choose 7 longer 
than Twe shall obtain a series which safely allows us to study 
the perturbations over an entire period of the amplitudes. 
This series will contain no terms with low periods such as 
1/7, but many with periods around the relevant combination 
frequency ilk; there may also be a zero-order term, but it can 
hardly be large, for although the phase variability creates 
some anharmonicity, it is generally too slow (cf. Sec. II) to 
produce a large time average of the trigonometric factor (in 
close analogy to FM radio signals). 

The effect of the perturbing terms can now be found by 
a simple time integration. It is clear that we obtain mostly 
harmonic high-frequency terms with periods around the 
various combination frequencies ilk; in other words, a com
plicated fast ripple superimposed on every slow-fluctuation 
amplitude and phase. 

Prominent nonperiodic, or secular, effects can only 
arise exceptionally, in two ways. If a system is (in slow-fluc
tuation approximation) strictly periodic, i.e., if the phases 
remain mod 21T in step with the amplitudes, then the periods 
of the two Fourier series which are combined in a fast term 
are commensurate, and the time integral of the product can 
contain a large term linear in t. Such motions are certainly 
rare, as we emphasized in Sec. IV, but they need to be consid
ered. Secondly, it is conceivable that two Fourier series to be 
multiplied together both have a significantly large zero-or
der term; then there is again a significant contribution linear 
in t in the time integral of their product. This case can evi
dently not arise unless there is a coincidence of phase variabi
lities with much anharmonicity of trigonometric factors 
resulting. 

The last-mentioned process will, of course, give rise to 
secular terms in any event, but they must be small, indeed 
very small, as long as the phases vary slowly enough, or the 
amplitudes are not too large. 

To sum up, the slow-fluctuation method is suspect in 
the vicinity of strict system periodicity, it may require sig
nificant secular corrections whenever there is an accidental
ly fast combined variability of the phases, and it is not valid 
in the neighborhood of exceptional low-amplitude condi
tions (Sec. VI). In all other circumstances, it deviates from 
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the exact solutions essentially by no more than high-frequen
cy ripples missing from both amplitudes and phases. Fur
thermore, the underlying integration problem being well 
posed, the ripples all must tend to zero continuously in the 
limit of vanishing amplitudes. 

Since the troublesome cases are few and moreover easy 
to spot, the slow-fluctuation technique recommends itself as 
a most convenient approach to all near-resonant systems. 
No other method known to us yields so many results so accu
rately (except for ripples) at the price of no more than a few 
quadratures. 

'Nonanalytic systems occasionally appear in the literature. e.g., B. Tsche
chankow and W. Popow, Z. Angew. Math. Mech. 53, 134 (1973). 

'''Integration by Trigonometric Polynomials"; the classic paper is by 1. 
Horn, Z. Math. Phys. (Leipzig) 48,400 (1903). 

'First encountered in the physiology of hearing; see H. v. Helmholtz, On the 
Sensations of Tone, (translated from the 1877 German edition) (Dover, 
New York, 1954), Chap. 7 and Appendix 12. 

4The mathematical consequences were first noticed in the context of celes
tial mechanics; see H. Poincare, C. R. Acad. Sci. 95, 766 (1882); on the 
current status, see B. Garfinkel, Astron. 1. 71, 657 (1966). 
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Path integral in the representation of SU(2) coherent state and classical 
dynamics in a generalized phase space 
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Path integral in the representation of coherent state for the simplest semisimple Lie group SU(2) 
and its classical consequences are investigated, Using the completeness relation of the coherent 
state, we derive a path integral expression for the transition amplitude which connects a pair of 
SU(2) coherent states. In the classical limit we arrive at a canonical equation of motion in a 
"curved phase space" (two-dimensional sphere) which reproduces the ordinary Euler's equation 
of a rigid body when applied to a rotator. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the main motives for the use of Feynman's path 
integral in quantum mechanics lies in its intuitive way of 
describing the correspondence between classical and quan
tum concepts. Especially the integration over paths in phase 
space l gives Hamilton's equation of motion in the classical 
limit. According to this the system is firstly supposed to 
propagate through infinite sequence of coordinate eigen
state, and then via the transformation to momentum repre
sentation at each time interval the transition amplitude is 
brought into the form of an integration over the paths in 
phase space. There is, however, another way of deriving the 
phase-space path integral through the introduction of the 
coherent state. 2 

The coherent state (hereafter abbreviated as CS), which 
is usually defined as an eigenstate of boson annihilation oper
ators, is represented by the wave packet with minimal uncer
tainty the center of which corresponds to the point of phase 
space, and hence in the CS representation the quantum equa
tion of motion just reduces to a canonical equation of mo
tion. In this sense the path integral formulation through CS 
may provide us with the natural way of describing the quan
tal system in its intimate connection with the corresponding 
classical system, since the latter propagates through a defi
nite path in the phase space. Thus the phase space path inte
gral in the coherent state representation seems to be worth
while for further investigation since the concept of CS has 
recently proved applicable to a wide class of physical systems 
through its extension to generalized coherent state. 

As the ordinary CS is closely related with the unitary 
representation of the Heisenberg-Weyl group, so the gener
alized coherent state has been introduced by Perelomov3 in 
relation to the unitary representation of an arbitrary Lie 
group. The simplest example is the CS based on a unitary 
irreducible representation ofSU(2) group [hereafter called 
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SU(2) CS], which coincides with the so-called Bloch state 
and serves as a powerful device for the superradiance phe
nomena, statistical mechanics of spin systems and so on.4 

The main purpose of this paper is to derive the path 
integral representation of the transition amplitude for the 
case of SU(2), with the aid of general properties of coherent 
state. 5 It will also be shown that in the classical limit one 
arrives at an equation of motion in a "generalized phase 
space" which describes a classical motion of spin (angular 
momentum vector). Extension to the more general case is 
straightforward and will be treated in a separate paper with 
an application to many fermion systems.6 

Section 2 is devoted to the brief review of the properties 
ofSU(2) CS. In Sec. 3 we derive the path integral expression 
for the transition amplitude in the space ofSU(2) CS. In Sec. 
4 we investigate the classical equation of motion obtained in 
the limit of fI_ 0 and its relation to the geometrical struc
ture of the phase space. An application to rigid rotator is 
given in Sec. 5 where the "quantization" procedure of the 
classical system is also discussed. 

2. PROPERTIES OF THE SU(2) COHERENT STATES 

In this section we recapitulate the basic properties ofthe 
SU(2) CS with slight modifications. 

A. Construction of the SU(2) CS 

According to Ref. 3 the generalized CS is given by the 
set( U (g)10), gEG L where U (g) is the unitary representation 
of the Lie group G acting on a Hilbert space and 10) is a fixed 
vector in this space. In ~he case of G = SV(2), U (g) ~an be 
parametrized as exp( liJ + - fl * J _ + AJz )' where J ± 

ix ± iJy , iz are the infinitesimal generators ofSU(2) and 
the complex parameter fl takes the value in Ifll < 1T /2. We 
can put the real parameter A to be equal to zero since the 
above form of SU(2) CS is only defined on the coset space 
SU (2)/U (1). This is easily seen from the fact that the element 
of the type exp(y iz ), X being real, form the invariant SUb: 
group U(I) ofSU(2) if 10) is chosen as the eigenvector of Jz· 

Now taking the application ofSU(2) CS to a rigid rota
tor into consideration, we shall modify the su(2) algebra as 
follows: We introduce the signature if which takes the value 
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± 1 and redefine the operators j ± ' Jz as satisfying 

[J+,J_]=2aJz, [Jz,J±]=±aJ±. (2.1) 

In the case of rigid rotator, the angular momentum opera
tors Ix = [(J + + J _ )/2]1i, etc., will be defined with re
spect to the "body-fixed" frame, so that the sign of their 
commutator shoud be changed, i.e., a = -1. Correspond
ing to the above definition, we choose the fixed vector 10) as 

10) = IJ, - aJ), (2.2) 

where IJ,M) is the simultaneous eigenvector of j2 and Jz 
with eigenvaluesJ (J +1) andM, respectively. Note that the 
relation 

(2.3) 

holds irrespective of the value of a. Hence, the SU(2) CS can 
be written as 

10 == U(tt)IO) = (1 + Is 12) - J exp( sJ + )10), 

(2.4) 

The new parameter S takes an arbitrary value in the complex 
plane and is related to tt through S = (ttl Itt I)tanltt I· An
other useful parametrization is given by stereographic pro
jection of the complex S plane which reflects that the coset 
space SU(2)/u(I) is isomorphic to the two-dimensional 
sphere S 2. Thus we have 

tt = We - i(7l/', S = tan( !O) e - imp, (2.5) 

where the values of parameters are restricted as O<,O<'1T, 
0<, If < 21T, and a is the signature in Eq. (2.1). In this case 
U{J.t) produces a rotation through an angle 0 about an axis 
(a sin If, - cos If, 0). 

B. Completeness relation 

The most important property of the CS Is) is the com
pleteness relation 

Ils) dtt(S)(S 1= 1, (2.6) 

where the invariant measure dtt( S) on the coset space 
SU(2)/U(l)~S2 is given by 

d (;) = 2J + I d ReS dIms . (2.7) 
tt 1T (1 + Is 12)2 

The right-hand side of the relation (2.6) denotes the unity in 
the representation space! IJ,M) ; M = - J, - J + 1, ... ,J J 
with fixed J. Although the relation (2.7) is usually derived 
directly from the definition (2.4) and the completeness rela
tion 1:~= -J IJ,M) < J,M I = 1, it can be shown that Eq. 
(2.6) proved also through the general group theoretical argu
ment, especially with the aid of the invariance of the measure 
dtt( s)· The latter derivation of the completeness is also ap
plicable to the generalized CS based on an arbitrary Lie 
group. 

From the completeness relation we obtain the "repro
ducing relation" 

f( S) = f K (S,S ')1(; ') dp( S '), (2.8) 

withf( S) == <; If), If) being an arbitraryket vector. The 
reproducing kernel K is defined by 
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K(S,S') = <S Is') 

= (l + S* S')2J 1{(1 + Is /2)(1 + Is'12)}1, (2.9) 

and plays a role of the 8 function in Eq. (2.8). This function 
has the following property: 

(2.10) 

where the equality holds only for S = S '. From Eq. (2.1) 
together with (2.4) and (2.9) we can easily derive formulas 
for the matrix elements of the product of J ± ' jz between a 
couple ofSU(2) CS. This will be given in the Appendix. 

3. PATH INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR THE 
TRANSITION AMPLITUDE 

Let us consider a Hamiltonian iI acting in our Hilbert 
space. We shall assume that iI can be expanded as the finite 
polynomial of the infinitesimal operators j + and Jz of 
SU(2). SinceiI conserves the quantum number J, we hereaf
ter consider only the state vectors with fixed J. The transi
tion amplitude (propagator) from the state I;) at time t to 
the state Is ') at time t I is given by 

T( S't;S t) = <;/Iexp[ - (illl)iI(t ' - t)] 10. (3.1) 

In order to derive the path integral form for the amplitude T, 
we divide (t' - t) into n equal time intervals E = (t '_ t )In 
and take the limit n -+ 00: 

T= lim <S'I(I-(illi)iIE)"IO. (3.2) 
If --+ ':0 

(E -.• 0) 

Inserting the completeness relation (2.6) in the space with 
fixed J into each time intervals of (3.2), we can rewrite T as 

T= }i~x j .. JX( dtt(Sk) 

. )JI (Sk /(1- -iiIE)ISk-1 ) 

}i~oo J-.J Xl dtt( ;k)' k~1 (Sk ISk -I ) 

. IT {1- iE (skliIlsk_1 )}, (3.3) 
k = 1 Ii <;k ISk _I ) 

whereso = sands" = S/. As is performed in thepathinte
gral for the usual coherent state,2 the integral (3.3) can be 
formally written in the following way: First the term in the 
curly bracket in (3.3) can be replaced by exp[ - (idli) 
X (Sk IiI I Sk _I > I in the limit E ~ O. Next, by using the 
identity (Sk I;k -I ) = exp [IOg(;k ISk _I )] and the explicit 
form of the kernel function (i.e., Eq. (2.9)] the factor 
rrz = 1 (Sk I;k _I ) is expressed as 

" II I II (;k I;k --I ) = exp L E' -log(;k ISk __ I ) 
k=l k=1 E 

n [ J (.1; ~ . .1;k) 
= exp L E 2 Sk -- - S k--

k = 1 1 + I;k lEe 
+ ~ 0 «.1;k)2)] 

_expj" J 1 {S(t);*(t)-S*(t);(t)}dt,(3.4) 
t I + Is(t )1-

where the dot denotes the time derivative. The integral over 
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the time in (3.4) is the formal expression in the limit n ----+ 00. 

Now we obtain the final expression for the transition ampli
tude T: 

T( ~ 't ',~ t) = }~:n" r·J X( df1( ~k) 
i n [ iJfI (. A~k X exp - I € ~ k --

fI b I 1 + I~k 12 € 

A~:) A] -~k-€- -<~kIHI~k>' 
(3.5) 

We may rewrite the expression (3.5) as the "formal" func
tional integral 

T= fdf1[~(t)] exp[(i/fI)S], 

S= f'Y(~(t),t(t),~*(t),t*(t»)dt, 
where the "Lagrangian" Y is given by 

if = i[JIi/(l + I~ 12]g *t - t *;) - 3Y', 

(3.6) 

3Y'= (~III 10, (3.7) 

which can be rewritten as 

y = (; (t) I (ifl :t - II) I ~ (t)) (3.8) 

with the aid of 

(3.9) 

The path integral expression for the transition amplitude 
between arbitrary initial and final states is obtained from 
(3.5) by multiplying the wave functions of these states in the 
SU(2) CS representation and by integrating over the end
point variables; and; '. 

4. CLASSICAL EQUATION OF MOTION 

In the case where fI is extremely small compared with 
the action S in Eq. (3.5), the main contribution to the transi
tion amplitude T comes from the path which makes the ac
tion stationary with fixed endpoint conditions; = ; (t ), 
~'= ;(t '): 

O=8S= f"(ay 0;+ J~ ot+C.c.)dt 
,a~ a; 

= f{[a: - :Ja:))o~+C.C.}dt. 
(4.1) 

As the variations 0; and 0; * are independent and arbitrary, 
we obtain 

~ (a:.t') _ aY = 0 !!.. (a~) _ a:.t' = O. 
dt at a~ 'dt at * a t * 

(4.2) 

Using the expression (3.7) for y, we cast Eq. (4.2) into the 
"canonical" form as 
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t = - i (1 + It 12f a3Y' 
2JfI a ~ *' 

t * = i (1 + I ~ 12)2 J3Y' . 
2JfI J t 

(4.3) 

Now we define the Poisson bracket by 

{AB}=i(l+1~12)2(aA aB_ aA JB)(4.4) 
, 2JfI a ~ * a~ a~ a ~ * 

for arbitrary function A and B of ~ and; *. As is easily veri
fied, this bracket satisfies the antisymmetricity and Jacobi 
identity. Then Eq. (4.3) is brought into the form 

t = {~,3Y'}, t * = {~*,3Y'} . (4.3') 

Alternatively, using the angle variables (e,tf) through stereo
graphic projection, we can rewrite Eq. (4.3) as 

e = {e,3Y'}, ;p = {tf,3Y'} , (4.5) 

where the Poisson bracket (4.4) in the (e,tf) representation is 
given by 

A B} _ a (aA aB aA aB) 
{, - HI sine atf ae - ae atf ' (4.6) 

which coincides with the one given by Berezin 7 in his discus
sion on the quantization of classical dynamics. The set of 
Eqs. (4.5) is just suitable for the description of the classical 
spin (angular momentum) of magnitude J (see Sec. 5). 

The equations of motion (4.3) may be regarded as a 
natural extension of the ordinary canonical equation of mo
tion written in terms of complex variable 

. i a3Y'· i J3Y' 
~ = - {; a ~ *' ~ * = {; a~ , (4.7) 

which can also be obtained from the contraction ofSU(2) 
into the Heisenberg-Weyl group. The only difference lies in 
the factor 2J (1 + I ~ 12)2 in (4.3) which is related to the geo
metrical structure of phase space. In order to observe this, let 
us consider the time derivative term in the Lagranian (3.7), 
the corresponding differential form to which is given by 

i(JfI/2)(l + I; 12) -1 (; * d; - ~d~ *) . (4.8) 

By taking the exterior derivative we obtain 

(4.9) 

where f\ denotes outer product. The expression (4.9) is well 
known as a fundamental two-form associated with the 
Kiihler metric8 ds2 = (1 + I; 12) -2 d~·d~ * of two-dim en
sional sphere (=one-dimensional complex projective 
space). Thus Eqs. (4.3) may be regarded as a set of canonical 
equations of motion in a "curved phase space" (two-dimen
sional sphere), whereas the ordinary canonical equations 
(4.7) are viewed as the one in the flat-phase space since the 
corresponding two-form become fl = i d~ f\ d; * and hence 
the associated Kiihler metric is constant. 

The above generalization of the concept of phase space 
is supported by the existence of the Liouville theorem: The 
volume element of this generalized phase space is given by 

15 V = pt5~ f\ t5~ *, p = const·( 1 + I ~ 12) -2. (4.10) 

The time derivative ofthe variation t5~ (15; *) of ~ ( ~ *) is cal
culated from (4.3): 
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. _ -1 [ _ _ 1_' (az)JjP 0; + az)JjP 0;.) 
0; - P 2Jfl a;a; • a; .2 

-t(~;+ ft o;.)] a; a;· 
(4.11) 

together with the one for 0 ; •. As the system develops ac
cording to the equations of motion (4.3), the time derivative 
of 0 V becomes 

o V = po; 1\;. + pot 1\ 0; • + po; 1\ ot • 
= (~~to; + pot) 1\0;· + C.c. (4.12) 

which vanishes by virtue of Eq. (4.11), i.e., 0 V is conserved 
under the equation of motion. In other words, the phase 
space volume element is an integral invariant of the infinites
imal canonical transformation given by (4.3). More general
ly we can expect that the phase space volume element is 
invariant under an arbitrary finite canonical transformation 
which assures the invariance of the Poisson bracket (4.4). 

Finally we make a remark that the generalization of 
phase space may not be restricted to the present simple case. 
If we encounter the manifold possessing with the Kahler 
metric we may get the corresponding "generalized canonical 
equation," the dynamical consequences of which will be in
vestigated in a separate paper.6 

5. EXAMPLE: RIGID ROTATOR 

In this section we apply the results obtained in the pre
ceding section to rigid rotator and discuss the correspon
dence between classical and quantum mechanical descrip
tion. The Hamiltonian is given by 

/

A

Z 
A k A A 

H= L --, /k = Jkfl, 
k=x.y.z 2/k 

(5.1) 

where / k and ik denote the moment of inertia and the pro
jection of angular momentum with respect to the body-fixed 
frame, respectively [i.e., (J' = -1 in Eq. (2.1)]. The expecta
tion value of iI in SU(2) CS splits into classical and quan
tum-fluctuation parts as 

)JjP = <; I iI I;) =)JjPc1 + ,1)JjP, 

(5.2) 

The fluctuation part ,1/k is of order J -1 compared with 
(ik > ' see the Appendix. Let us consider the "classical" situ
ation which holds the approximation developed in Sec. 4. 
Since the magnitude of angular momentum Jfl should be 
large compared with fl in this case, the fluctuation Hamilton
ian ,1)JjP, being the quantity of 0 (1/ J) = 0 (fl/ Jfl), can be 
neglected. The expectation value of i k in the (O,I/!) represen
tation is given by 

(ix) = Jfl sinO cosl/!, 

(i y) = (J'Jfl sinO sinl/!, 

(iJ = - (J'Jfl cosO «(J' = -1), 

with the aid of which we rewrite)JjPc1 as 
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(5.3) 

)JjP 1 = J Zf!2( -l-sinZOcosZ¢ + _1_ sinzOsinzl/! 
c 2/x 2/ y 

+ _1_ COSZo) . (5.4) 
2/z 

Substituting this into the classical equation of motion (4.5) 
we obtain 

I/! = - Jfl -- cos21/! + --sin I/! - -- cosO, . (1 12 1) 
/x /y /z 

(5.5) 

iJ = - Jfl( _1_ _ _1_) sinO sin I/! cosl/! . 
/x /y 

This equation is cast into the more familiar form by intro
ducing the angular velocity uh as follows: 

W k = (ik )/ / k (k = x, y, z) . (5.6) 

Thus the time derivative of Wk is given by 

/xwx = (/ y - /z)w yWz , 

/ yw y = (/z - /x)wzwx , 

/zwz = (/x - / y)wxWy , 

(5.7) 

which coincide with the Euler equations for a rigid body. 
Equations (5.7) as well as Eqs. (5.5) can be regarded as the 
set of canonical equations in the generalized phase space. 

Next let us investigate the correspondence between the 
classical equation of motion obtained above and the quan
tum mechanical one. The quantum analogue of Eqs. (5.7) is 
directly derived by defining the quantum mechanical "angu
lar velocity" as 

Wk =ik//k (5.8) 

and then using the Heisenberg equations of motion: 

/x&x = (1!ifl)[/J~x' iI ] 
= (/ y - /z)-t(w yWZ + wzw y)' (5.9) 

and cyclic permutations. On the other hand, if we wish to 
obtain these equations via the "quantization" of the classical 
relations, we should determine the commutation relations 
between angular velocities (momenta). This is carried out 
through the Poisson bracket defined in Sec. 4. In fact we can 
derive from Eqs. (4.6) and (5.3) with (J' = -1 

{(i,),(iy )}= - (iJ, (5.10) 

and so on. In order that Eq. (5.10) be quantized into the 
commutation relation of the angular momentum with 
(J' = -1, it requires the following correspondence for the 
classical quantities A, B and the quantized ones A, B: 

{A,B }~--+(1!ifl)[A,B] . (5.11) 

Note that the Poisson bracket on the left-hand side does not 
depend on the representation (choice of variables). 

Finally we discuss the quantum analogue of the angle 
(O,I/!) as dynamical variables. Let us introduce the operators 
8 and if, with the aid of i ± and iz as follows: 

cos8 = iJJ, 
~ 

expi(J'if, = (J + (J'iz ) -112 i + (J - (J'i
z

) ··1/2 , 

(5.12a) 

(5.12b) 

where (J' = -I in our case and eigenvalues of 8 and if, are 
restricted in the same region as 0 and I/!, respectively. Except 
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for the cases where the square root in (S.12b) vanishes the 
operator expi¢ is unitary and satisfies 

[iz, expi¢] = expi¢ , (5.13) 

so that the operator ¢ can be regarded as the conjugate angle 
to iz . Since the magnitude of angular momentum is commu
table with i ± and iz , we can replace J in Eqs. (5.12) with 
the operator iwhich is defined through i (i +1) = .fl. Thus 
we obtain the following "polar" coordinate expression for 
the shift operators: 

iz =icose, 

i + = 2i cos(e 12).exp iu¢. cos(e 12), (5.14) 

i _ = 2i cos(e 12)-exp( - iu¢) sin(e /2). 

It is easy to check the commutation relation (2.1) starting 
with the relations 

[cose,¢] = - iii, [i,¢] = [i,e] = o. (5.15) 

I t can also be shown that the expectation values of e and ¢ in 
SU(2) CS coincide with the parameters (j and t/J, respectively, 
except for the additional terms which vanish in the classical 
limit. 
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APPENDIX 

Here we derive the formula for the matrix elements of 
the infinitesimal operators i ± ' iz between SU(2) CS. 

First differentiating the expression (2.4) for SU(2) CS 
we obtain 

d~2 {(I + ISlll)J (SI IS1)} 

={Sl\ d~l e
S21 ,\o) 

= (1 + Is 1 Il)J (S I I i + Is 1 ) , 

then substituting the formula (2.9) we have 

(slli+ IS2)/(Slls2)=2g;/(I+S;Sl)' (AI) 

and also 

(sIIJ_lsl)/(Slls2)=21S z/(1+S;Sz)' (A2) 

In order to derive the matrix element of iz we utilize the 
formula 
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- t;1 I JA t;1 I JA rJA 
e ze = z + u~, + 

from which follows 

(SI liz IS2)(1 + IS212) - J (sl let;,} , (iz + usJ + ) 10) 
= - uJ (Sl IS2) + US2 (Sl Ii + IS2)' 

This gives 

(Sl liz IS2)1 (SI IS2) = - uJ (1 - S; s2)/(1 + S; Sl)' (A3) 

where we used the expression (AI). 
In a similar manner we can evaluate the matrix ele

ments of operators which is higher power of i + , iz . Here 
we only list up the ones for the quadratic case which is used 
in Sec. 5: 

<S"l I il+ IsJ/(Sllsl) = 21(21 -1) [s;/(l + S;Sl)]l, 
<S"l I i2_ IS1)/(Sllsl) = 21(21 -1) [S2/(l + S;S2)P, 
(slli+i_lsl)/(Sllsz) 

= [4J zs;Sz +21 g;slf]/(1 +S;SZ)2, 
(slli_i+ l~z)/(Sllsl) 

= [4J zs ;Sz +21 ]/(1+S;SZ)2, 
<S"lli;lsl)/(Sllsz) 

= [J2(1-s;Szf+21s;s2]/(1 +S;Sz)2. 
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We discuss the asymptotic expansion of the Green's function of the quantum mechanical 
anharmonic oscillator by applying the method of steepest descents in the evaluation of the 
corresponding Euclidean path integrals. The contributions arising from the pseudoparticle 
solutions are then shown to be zero. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It was three years ago that an exact classical solution to 
the SU(2) Yang-Mills field equations in four-dimensional 
Euclidean space with finite action, called the pseudoparticle 
solution, was found by Belavin, Polyakov, Schwartz, and 
Tyupkin. I Since then much attention has been paid in find
ing the proper role played by this classical Euclidean solu
tion in quantum theory. Polyakov suggested that this solu
tion be used to dominate the path integrals in the discussion 
fo quark confinement in Yang-Mills theory.2 Then, 't Hooft 
found that it has something to do with the chiral symmetry 
breakdown observed in nature;3 and later J ackiw and Rebbi,4 

and independently Callan, Dashen, and Gross/ have pro
posed that the pseudoparticle solution gives rise to tunneling 
between gauge inequivalent classical vacua of the theory. 

In this paper we would like to investigate the influence 
of the classical Euclidean solution on the asymptotic expan
sion of the Green's functions which appear in quantum me
chanics as the ground state expectation value of the time 
ordered products of the coordinate operators. We use the 
anharmonic oscillator as an example for demonstration be
cause it possesses classical Euclidean solutions of finite 
actions. 

We shall organize our paper in four sections. In Sec. II 
we use a simple example to illustrate the method of steepest 
descents6 in obtaining the asymptotic expansion of an ordi
nary definite integrals. Section III discusses the case of the 
anharmonic oscillator in quantum mechanics: We first show 
the reasons why we need real Euclidean path integrals in the 
discussions of the Green's functions, and then we incorpo
rate the classical Euclidean solutions into our asymptotic 
expansion by analytically continuing the real Euclidean path 
integrals into the complex functional space. The combina
tion of the contributions from an infinite number of "loosely 
packed" classical solutions together with the contribution 
from the trivial solution will be calculated. Section IV gives 
some conclusions of what we have done. There is also an 
Appendix at the end of the paper. 

II. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 

We start our discussion by looking at the evaluation of 
the ordinary definite integral 

J
+OO 

2 4 

J - -x-gXd - e x. 
- 00 

Unfortunately, this integral cannot be expressed in terms of 
known elementary functions. In the absence of an exact solu
tion, we would like to make an expansion in a power series of 
g and hope that such an expansion is at least asymptotic. 7 

One of the most powerful methods in obtaining the as
ymptotic expansion of a definite integral is the method of 
steepest descents.8 In applying the method of steepest de
scents, we analytically continue the integrating variable x 
into the complex plane z, and because the integrand has sin
gularities only at some points in the infinity away from the 
real axis, we have 

i '4 

J - d -z'-gz - ze , 
c 

(2.1) 

where C is an arbitrary contour beginning and ending at the 
end points of the real axis. 

The saddle points off(z) = - Z2 - gz4 occur at 

zo=O, z+ = +i/Y2g, z- = -iN2g. 

Notice that two ofthe saddle points are located on the imagi
nary axis, and they cannot be counted if we are looking for 
real solutions only. Near the saddle point zo, 

f(z):::;:: -r; 
near the saddle point z + , 

f(z):::;:: 1/4g + 2(z - z + i; 
and near the saddle point z - , 

f(z):::;:: 1/4g + 2(z - z - )2. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

The idea of the method of steepest descents is to deform 
the contour C to pass through the saddle points in such di
rections thatf(z) is positive definite near the saddle points. 
The whole integral is approximated by the integrations near 
the saddle points because the contributions elsewhere will be 
cancelled away due to the rapid oscillations of the exponen
tial. Because of the positivity of the coefficients of the qua
dratic terms in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), the obvious choices of 
contours around z + and z - are 

(z - z + ) = ± i p, (z - z - ) = ± i (7, 

respectively, where p and (7 are real. 

(2.5) 
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1m 

FIG. 1. 

The choice of the signs in Eqs. (2.5) depend on the shape 
of the "mountain range" we are passing through. However, 
(z - z + ) and (z - z - ) must choose opposite signs. The rea
son is the following: If there is a "ridge" near A (see Fig. 1), 
there will also be a ridge near B becauseJ(z) is unchanged in 
z~ - z; then the right contour should be C\. On the con
trary, if there are "valleys" near A and B, the right contour 
should be C2 (see Fig. 2). In both cases, (z - z +) and 
(z - z - ) should choose opposite signs. 

Then we have9 

1= { dx e" x2 
- gx' ± i { dp ell4g - 2p2 

Jx~o Jp~o 

~ i i~o da e ll4g 
- 2u

2

• (2.6) 

III. THE ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

1m 

FIG. 2. 

The last two terms cancel each other, and hence 

I = { dx e - x
2 

- gx' 

Jx~o 
{ dx I (-~Xy e- x2 

Jx;:::o n n. 

f + 00 ( - gx4t - x 2 

= dx Ie. 
- 00 n n! 

The integral I is, in fact, equal to 

!(l/g)\12 exp(l/8g)K\/4(l/8g) 

(2.7) 

with KlIil/8g) expressible as an asymptotic series. If we 
expand K lIil/8g), we will see that it is indeed equal to Eq. 
(2.7) integrated term by term. 

In the following, we will turn to quantum mechanics 
and see that the calculations in Eq. (2.6) will no longer hold. 

Let us now consider the quantum mechanical problem of the anharmonic oscillator whose Lagrangian is given by 

.:£ = ~2 _ !X2 _ (g/4).i4. (3.1) 

The coupling constant g is chosen to be positive. 
The physical quantities that are always interesting to us are the Green's functions Gn(t\, ... ,tn) which are the ground state 

expectation values of the time-ordered products T [x(t \) ... x(t 11)]' Unfortunately, these ground state expectation values cannot 
be represented as Feynman path integrals. What can be represented as Feynman path integrals are the expectation values of 
T [x(t l)"'X(t l1)] between two localized states.1O For example, we have 

(X'T'I T [x(t\)X(t2)] IXT) = .tT) = X. x(T') =X', § [x]x(t\)x(t2) exp(i f:' Y dt)' (3.2) 

provided that T<t 1, (2< T'. The integration is supposed to be done over all real and continuous functions x(t) satisfying 
x(T) = X, x(T') = X'. The above path integral is, in fact, a compact notation for the multiple integral 

lim n J xixkexp 1'2:€:f / /-, / /- , f +OO dx. [( x.+x. \ x·-x· \)] 
'Hoo .. 00 j (21Ti€) 112 2 € 

where we have divided the interval between Tand T' into(n + 1) subintervals oflength € = (T' - T)/(n + 1) witht\ andt2 as 
two of the end points (points i and k ) of the subintervals; x i is the value of x(t ) at the point i. 

To calculate the ground state expectation value of T [x(t\)X(t2)] ' say, we insert complete sets of energy eigenstates { In> J 
into the lhs of Eq. (3.2)1l: 

11m 

f +- 00 dx· [( x· + x· \ lim n J XjXk exp iI€:f / /-
11-00 .- 00 (21Ti€) 112 2 

Xi-Xi _\ ) ], (3.3) 
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cJ> n here means the wave function of the nth excited state. 
Ifwe rotate the time variable into the imaginary axisbymakingt l = - i71' t2 = - i72, T = - iY, and T' = - iY', we 

will have 

nm 

= lim f+'" II dXj XiXkexP[.IE'!£( Xi+Xi _ 1 ,Xi-~i_1 )), (3.4) 
n~", _ '" (21TE')1!2 2 - IE' 

with E' = (Y' - Y)/(n + 1). The last multiple integral is just the Euclidean path integral 

L/-,) ~ X'. x(.:il ~ x § [x ]X(71)X(72) exp( + L~-' d7!£E). 

integrating over all real functions x( 7) satisfying x(Y') = X', x(Y) = X. The weighting factor !£ E is _ [( ~; r + ~2 + ! X4). 
By letting Y -. - 00, Y'-. + 00, we pick up the ground state contribution only, and hence 

,l!m cJ>o(X')cJ>ci(X)e- Eo
(.'i'-7

1 (0IT[x(71)X(72)]10) = fx(",)~X' §[X]X(71)X(72)exp( + f-+",'" !£Ed7). (3.5) 
./ ~'" x(- ",)~x 

./-- - 00 

Using similar arguments we can show that 

)!~oc cJ>o(X')cJ>*(X)e-Eo(T'-'iI = f §[x] exp( + f-+",'" !£Ed7). (3.6) 

./" -+ - 00 

Combining the above two equations, we obtain the Euclidean path integral representation of (0 I T [x( 7 1)X( 7 2)] 10) as 

l(_"')~X'X(+"')~X,§[X]X(71)X(72)exp( + f_+",OO d7!£E)/L_oo)~x. X(+OO)~X'§[x]exp( + f_+oooo d7!£E). 

(3.7) 

Notice that all the functions integrated must be real and satisfy the arbitrary butjixed boundary conditions. 
In the above definition of the Euclidean path integral as a multiple integral, the integrating variables Xi are regarded as 

real and they range from - 00 to + 00. However, we can analytically continue each Xi into the complex plane without 
changing the value of the multiple integral provided that the new integrating variable Zi follows a contour which begins and 
ends at the negative and positive end points of the real axis, respectively. 

There is an equivalent way of defining the path integral, namely, by choosing a complete set of normalized functions 
[qJn(7) J satisfying the required boundary conditions, and by expanding the path X(7) as 

X(7) = L 5n qJ n( 7). (3.8) 
n 

The measure § [X] of the Euclidean path integral can then be cast into the form N [1T n d 5 n] 12 with a normalization constant 
N. In the calculation of the Green's functions, the constant N will be cancelled between the Euclidean path integrals in the 
numerator and denominator of Eq. (3.7), and hence we will drop the normalization constant in our subsequent discussion. 
The merit of the analytic continuation of x( 7) into the complex plane is that we will have more freedom in choosing the 5 's 
when x( 7) is complex than when it is real. That kind of freedom is crucial for the application of the method of steepest 
descents. The different choices of the 5 's will correspond to the different contours taken by the z's while giving the same 
integral. 

Armed with all these, we can start calculating (0 IT [X(7 I)X(7 2)] 10) by evaluating the path integrals using the method of 
steepest descents. The first step is to solve the classical equation of motion 

(3.9) 

with boundary conditions xc( - 00) = X, xc( + 00) = X'. We choose these boundary conditions for Xc because we want the 
small oscillation (x - xo) to vanish at the infinities. 

As we have said before, the result for (0 I T [x( 7 I)X( 7 2)] 10) is independent of our choice of X and X' as far as they are 
fixed at the same values for both the denominator and the numerator ofEq. (3.7). However, we must choose X and X' so that 
the classical equation of motion has solutions; and furthermore, these solutions must have finite Euclidean action 
f:+: :;!£ E [xc] d7. A convenient choice is X = X' = 0; and we will stick with this choice in the subsequent discussion. With 
these boundary conditions, there are two kinds of solutions for the classical equation of motion with finite Euclidean action; 
they are x~ = ° and xc± (7 - a) = ± i(2/g)1!2[(I)/cosh(7 - a)], with a as an arbitrary constant. 

If we expand f :+: :;!£ E d7 about xi 7), the result will look like the following: 
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J
+OO IJ+OC (d 2

} J+oo x~: X E dr = + 0 - - Yo( r) --2 + 1 o( r) dr - ~ yci( r) dr; 
-oc 2 -00 dr 4 -00 

xi. 
c J

+OO E 4 1 1 J+oc (d 2 6} X dr = - - - - Y + (r) - --2 + 1 - 2 + ( r) dr 
- 00 3 g 2- 00 - d r cosh ( - a) -

- g ± i - y3± ( r) dr - ~ y4± ( r) dr, J + 00 (2 ) '12 1 J + 00 

- 00 g cosh( r - a) 4 - 00 

where we have used the notation that y o( r) = x( r) - x~( r), y ± ( r) = x( r) - x c± ( r). 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

As a rule, we always represent the small oscillation y( r) as the linear combinations of some complete set of functions 
satisfying the required conditions. For y o( r), we choose the set I () n( r) 1 satisfying 

{- :r22 + 1 }()n( r) = (U~()n( r), ()n( - 00) = ()n( + 00) = 0, 

and for y ± ( r), we choose the set I q:;,,( r) 1 satisfying 

{ 
d2 6} - - + 1 - q:;n( r - a) = n ~q:;n( r - a), 

d7 2 cosh2( r - a) 

The reasons for these choices will become obvious later. The solutions for the first eigenvalue problem are trivial: 

()k(r)=e-I(k-i<)T and (U~= 1 +k2-iE, 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

with E infinitesimal. The solutions for the second eigenvalue problem are also known13: There is one bound state solution 

q:; ,= 1 F(0,5
1
3

1 
1 ), 

- (e(T-a)+e-(T-a)2 e2(T-a)_1 

with n 2 ,= - 3; there are two zero frequency solutions q:; o± = (d / da)x ± ( r - a) with n 6 = 0; and there is a continuum of 
solutions 

q:;k = e-i(k-i<)( T- a)F( - 2,31 1 - ik 1 [(1)/1 - e- 2(T-a)j, with n ~ = 1 + k 2 - iE. 

The functions F are the hypergeometric functions multiplied by a constant so as to make the eigensolutions properly 
normalized. Notice that (U~ is the same as n~. In terms of these eigenfunctions, yO( 7), Y + ( 7), and y - ( r) can be written as 

(3.14) 

Plugging Eq. (3.14) into Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) and then into Eq. (3.7), we can write the measurefor (01 T [x(r ,)X(7 2)] 10) in 
terms of S, 1], andp, if we forget about the translational invariance of the theory. 

It is by now well known that the integration of paths around x c± ( 7 - a) will spoil the translational invariance of the 
theory, and this can be repaired by integrating over the collective coordinate a. Following the usual tricks,14 we insert 

Llt [x] J-+: da D[ i:o::a drq:; ± (7 - a)x( r)] = 1 
into the respective functional integral which integrate about x c± . After making a time translation, the numerator of Eq. (3.7) 
can be written as (leaving out the cubic and quartic terms temporarily) 

f ( If dS)[ ~ S n()n( 7,)] [~S m()m( r 2)] exp( - ~ ~ (U~ Sk S - k) 

+ f ( II d1] i)[Ll + f + 00 dax/ (7, - a)xc+ (7 2 - a)] exp( ~ - ~ n 2_,1]2_, - ~ L n ~ 1]k 1] - k) 
17"0 - 00 3g 2 2 k 

+ J ( II d P i) [.1 - J + 00 daxc- (7, - a)xc- (r 2 - a)] exp( ~ - ~ n 2_ , p2_ , - ~ L n ~ Pk P k)' (3.15) 
(#CO - oc 3g 2 2 k 

where we have suppressed the infinitestimal E so as to retain the orthonormality of the eigenfunctions. The denominator reads 
as 

(3.16) 

The Jacobian Ll ± can be calculated to be 
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.1 + = I f_+",oo (x/ + 1J -I¢ -I + ~ 1JlfPk)XC+ drl, 

.1 - = I f-+,,"" (xc- + P-I¢-I + ~PlfPk)XC- drl· 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

In employing the method of steepest descents to evaluate the Euclidean path integral appearing in Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16), 
we should choose a contour in the complex functional space such that the quadratic parts of the exponentials are negative 
definite. For the integration around Xc = 0, we have UJ~ > 0, and hence we may choose the contour on which the functions 
satisfy S __ k = S k (* here means taking the complex conjugate); in other words, we are integrating over the real functions 
around Xc = O. For the integration around x/ , we havefl2_ 1< Oand fl ~ > 0 so we may choose 1J _ 1 as iO'with O'real and 1J - k 

= 1Jk. For the integration around xc-- , we follow the suggestions given in Sec. II, i.e., we choose P _ 1 as - iO' with 0' real and 

p-k=(pd*· 
With the above chosen contour, the numerator becomes 

f (~dSk dSZ)[ ~sk8k(rl)][ USk.8k.(r2)] exp( -~~UJi ISk 12)+i f dO'(rr d1J d1J*)1 L+oc"" (x/ +iO'¢_1 

+ I¢k1Jk)Xc+lf+oo dax/(r l -a)xC+(r 2 -a)exp(-±-+ ~fl2_1~_ ~Ifl~l1JkI2) 
k - oc 3g 2 2 

- i f dO'( rr d1J d1J*) I f-+ 0000 (Xc- - iO'¢ -I + ~ ¢k Pk )Xc-I L+ 0000 daxc- (rl - a)xc- (r 2 - a) 

xexp(-±-+ ~fl2_1 ~- ~ Ifl~ Ipk 12), 
3g 2 2 

and the denominator becomes 

f (IJ ds k ds t) exp( -! ~ UJ~ IL 12) + i f dO'( rr d1J d1J*) I f-+ ""oc (Xc+ + iO'¢ -I + ~ ¢k 1Jk )x/ I 

X J + oc da exp( -±- + ~ fl 2_1 ~ - ~ I fl ~ 11J k 12) 
_ oc 3g 2 2 

(3.19) 

-if dO'(rr d1J d1J*)lf_+oc
oc 

(xc- -iO'¢_1 + ~¢k1Jk)Xc-lf_+oooo daexP(3: + +fl2_1~_ +Ifl~lpkI2). 
(3.20) 

We write all these things in detail because we want to show that we have a situation completely different from that given in Sec. 
II: The contributions from x c+ and x c- do not cancel each other as the contributions around ± i[ l/(2g)1!2] did in the simple 
example of Sec. II because.1 + *.1 - after being rotated into the paths of steepest descents; this is a manifestation of the 
infinite degrees offreedom in quantum mechanics because we are doing integration in a functional space-as compared with the 
single degree of freedom of our simple example. If we include the cubic and quartic terms in the exponential, it is even more 
transparent that the contributions from x/ and xc- do not cancel each other. 

There is one more difficulty we have to overcome before we can do any computation: We have to dispose of the infinity 
coming from the integration of the collective coordinate. This difficulty is, however, fictitious because it is unrealistic to 
consider only the contributions coming from x/ and xc- ; there is an infinite number of solutions of the classical equation of 
motion satisfying the required boundary conditions. They are the so called "multipseudoparticle" solutions. The contribu
tions coming from the integration of the collective coordinates of the multipseudoparticle will exponentiate as we shall see 
from the following. 

Let us now consider the solution x~+ M(r;al, ... ,aN + M) which is a patching of Nxc+ solutions and Mx c- solutions; aI' 
... ,aN + M are where these solutions are localized. There are (N + M)!/ N!M! of such solutions arising from the permutations of 
the configurations of x/ and xc- . A general path can be expanded around x~ + M( r;a p ... ,a N + M) as 

( ) 
N+ M X r =xc (r;a" ... ,aN +M) + (3.21) 

where ~n f3~ qJn(r - a) is the deviation of x(r) from thejth solution in the region somewhere around a. Then 
E } 

exp( + S::::.2" dr) will look like (ignoring the higher nonlinear terms) 

rr
N ( 4 1 (fl )2( j)2 1 ~ n 2 j j ) rrM ( 4 1 2 I 2 1 ~ 2 I I ) . exp -3 - -2 -, 1J - I - -2 ~ J.& k 1J k 1J - k exp -3 - - (fl_ ,) (p - I) - -2 ~ fl k Pk P - k , 

J~' g k 1~1 g 2 k 

(3.22) 
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where we replacePj by 17 j when thejth solution is x/ and PI by pI when the I th solution is xc- • To eliminate the zero frequency 
eigenfunction, we insert into the functional integral 

.1 N + M [x] f-+ 0000 da lt5[ L==:a , drlPo(r - a1)x(r)] L+ 00 dazt5[ i;::a
2 

drlPo(r - az)x(r)] ... = 1; (3.23) 

because the solutions are highly localized, we have 
N M 

..1 N+ M[X] = II.1/ II .1 /-, 
j= 1 1= J 

The measure can then be written as 
N M 

II II..1 j+ d17 j .1,- dp 1 daJ···daN + M' a 1 < ... <aN + M' 
j= J 1= 1 

Furthermore, because x/ xc+ = xc- xc- , we have 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

x~ + M(r ];a1, .. ·,aN + M)X~ + M(rz;aJ, ... ,aN + M)~X/ (r] - a1)x/ (r z - a1) + ." + xc+ (r J - aN + M)Xc+ (1' Z - aN + M)' 
(3.26) 

which is symmetric in a1,· .. ,aN + M' 
Hence, if we approximatex(r 1 )x(r 2) by x~ + M(r 1 ;a1 , ... ,aN + M )x~ + M(r 2 ;a 1 , ••• ,aN + M)' we can write the x~ + M contri

bution to S g; [x ]x(r 1 )x(r 2 )exp( + f:+: : !C'E dr) as 

1 )]N - "2 ~ fl ~ 17k 17 - k .1 + 

1 ) ] M ( f )N + M -I - "2 ~ fl ~ Pk P - k ..1 - da , (3.27) 

while the x~ + M contribution to S g; [x ]exp(S :+: : !C' E dr) is 

_I [f.1 +da(IId17 k)exp(-±'- ~fl2_] 17 2
_1 - J-.Lfl~17k17_k)]N 

N! k 3g 2 2 k 

X_I [f.1- da(IIdPk)exp(-±'- ~fl2_1 p2_1 - ~LflipkP_'k)]M. 
M! k 3g 2 2 k 

(3.28) 

In applying the method of steepest descents, we rotate each 17 -1 to ju and each P -1 to - iu, and at the same time 
identifying 17 _ k with 17t and P _ k with pt; we can write Eq. (3.27) as 

f +OO (N+M)( f )N( f )M(f )N+M.-l 
-00 dbx/(rl-b)xc+(r2-b) N!M! i· .. -i... da , (3.29) 

and Eq. (3.25) as 

(3.30) 

Summing over the contributions from all multipseudoparticles (i.e., summing Nand M from 0 to 00 except when both N 
and M are zero), 

[f g; [x lx(r l)x(r 2) exp( f _+ 0000 !C'E dr) Lom all pseudoparticles 

and 

482 

= f:ooOO 

x/(r]-b)xc+(rz-b)dbi f dU(IId17)<.1 + -.1 -)exp(~ + ~ fl2_ 1U2
- ~ Ifl~ l77 k I2

) 

Xexp{i f da[f duII d17.1 + exp(~ + ~ flZ_Ju
Z

- ~ Lfl~ l17k!2) 

- f duIIdp.1 - exp(~ + ~ n2_ 1U2
- ~ I,fli !Pk!2)]} 
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[f !iJ [x] exp( f !fE d1') Lorn all pseudopartic1es 

=exp{i f da[f daIId7J~ + exp(~ + ~ n2_\a
2

- ~ Ini l7J k I
2
) 

- fdaIIdP~-exp(~+ ~n2_\a2_ ~LniIPkI2)]}_1. (3.32) 

Now, S daIT d7J~ + exp(4/3g + 1/2n ~ \0'2 - 1/2~n i l7Jk 12) is a high order zero because it is an infinite product of 
factors of the form 1/(1 + k 2), and hence it is still zero even multiplied by S"': :; da. The same is true for 
S daIT d P~ - exp(4/3g + 1/W 2_ \0'2 - l/2~n i 1 Pk 12). Thus, the whole thing of 

exp{i f da[f daIId7J~ + exp(~ + +n
2
_\a

2
_ +Ini l7JkIZ) 

-J daIIdp~ - exp(~ + +n
2
_\a

2
_ +Ini l7Jk I

2
)]} 

is nothing but equal to 1. 
With this important simplification, we can write our results as 

[f
!iJ [x] x(1' \)x(1' 2)exp( f !fE d1')J 

from all pseudoparticles 

= f + 00 X/ (1' \ - b )X/ (1' Z - b) db fda II d7Ji(~ + - ~ -) exp( -±- + ~ n 2_ \ 0'2 - + I nil 7J k 12) 
_ 00 3g 2 

and 

[J !iJ [x]exp( J 5t'E d1')] = O. 
from all pseudoparticles 

If we add in the contribution from the trivial solution x~, we will have 

J !iJ[x] x(1'I)X(1'2)exp(J 5t'
E

d1') 

= J IIdsds*ILOn(1'I)ISmOm(1'2)exp( - ~ IliJiISkI2+14)+ f_+",oo dbx/(1' 1 -b)xc+(1' 2 -b) 

(3.33) 

X J daIId7Jd7J*i(~ + -~ -)exP(3: + ~ n 2_1 0'2_ ~ Ini l 7Jk I
2
) (3.34) 

and 

(3.35) 

The term 14 is the quartic term appearing in Eq. (3.10). 

The ratio of Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) corresponds to the Green's function (0 IT [x(1' 1 )x1' 2)] 10). Before we calculate the 
ratio, however, we must make it clear that the result expressed in Eq. (3.34) is not the complete result for the path integral 

S !iJ[X]X(T 1 )X(T z)ef 
• : yf dr. In Eq. (3.34) we have neglected the cubic and quartic terms as given by Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). We 

have also neglected the small oscillational terms ofEq. (3.21). We deliberately neglected these terms in the above discussions 
because we don't want to make our equations look too clumsy. However, now we have to fill them in. Ifwe include all these 
terms, and with exactly the same argument as given in the above, it can be easily shown that the complete expression for 
S!iJ [x ]x( 1'1 )x1' 2 )exp(S ~ :: !f E d1') will then become 

fIIdsds*IsnOn(TI)ISmOm(1'2)exp( - ~ IliJ~ISkI2+14)+{if_+",'" dbxc+(1'1 -b)X/(T2 -b) 
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X f dO' II d7J d7J*8 + - i f-+ ",'" dbxc- (1' 1 - b )xc- (1' 2 - b) J dO' II d7Jd7J*8 - } exp(Q) + {i 1+",'" db dO' II d7J d7J* 

XX/(T 1 -b)[ +iarp_1 (1'2 -b)+ L7Jkrpk(1' 2 -b)]8+ -i L+",'" dbdO'IId7Jd7J*x/(1'1 -b) 

X [ - iO'rp _I (1' 2 - b ) + I 7J k rp k (1' 2 - b)] 8 - + (1' 1 ~T 2 )} exp(Q) + {i J _+ ",'" db dO' II d7J d7J * 

X [iO'rp_1 (1'1 -b)+ I7Jkrpk(1' 1 -b)][iarp_l (1'2 -b)+ I7Jkrpk(T 2 -b)8+] -i f_+",OO db dO' II d7J d7J* 
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x [ - iaqJ _ 1 (7 1 - b ) + L 1] iIP k (7 1 - b )][ - iaqJ _ 1 (7 2 - b ) + L 1] iIP k (7 2 - b ) }5 - } exp(Q), 

where 

0+=..1+exp-iV2g -- iaqJ-I+L1]ilPk d7-..[. iaqJ-I+L1]ilPk d7, .... j- f + 00 1 ( )3 f + 00 ( )4 
- 00 cosh7 4 -- 00 

0- =..1 - explV 2g -- - iaqJ _I + L 1]ilPk d7 - ..[. - iaqJ _ 1 + L 1],lPk d7 .... j- f + 00 1 ( )3 f + 00 ( )4 
- 00 cosh7 4 - DO 

=..1- exp-IV 2g -- iaqJ_l- L1]ilPk d7-..[. iaqJ_l- L1]ilPk d7 .... j- f + 00 1 ( )3 f + ao ( )4 
- 00 cosh7 4 - 00 

Q 4 1 2 2 1", 2 2 
=-+-fl_,a --L,fl k l1]kl· 

3g 2 2 k 

Regrouping, and taking into account of the fact that xc+ = - xc-- , we can write S l.Z![X]X(7 1)X(7 2)es ' ;:/' dT as 

fIIdsds*LLOn(71)LsmOm(72)exp( - +L W rlskI
2

+ 14)+if dbdaIId1]d1]* 

X (0 + - 0 -) eXP(Q)[ Xc+ (7 1 - b )x/ (7 2 - b) + xc+ (7 1 - b )iaqJ _ 1(7 2 - b) + xc+ (7 2 - b )iaqJ _ 1(7 1 - b) 

+ i2a 2qJ_I(7 1 - b)qJ_I(7 2 - b) + L 1]ilPk(7 1 - b) L 1]k,qJk,(7 2 - b)] + if dbdall d1] d1]*(o+- - 0-) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

X eXP(Q)[ xc+- (7 1 - b) L 1]kqJk(7 2 - b) + xc+ (7 2 - b) L 1]kqJk (7 1 - b) + iaqJ -1 (7 1 - b) L 1]kqJk (7 2 - b) 

+ iaqJ -1 (7 2 - b) L 1]kqJk(7 1 - b) l (3.39) 

The first term ofEq. (3.39) together with Eq. (3.40) will give the conventional Feynman-Dyson series. II The second term 
which looks like (0 +- - 0 - ) [ ... j with [ ... j containing expressions which are even in 1] and the third term which looks like 
(0 + + 0 - )[ ... j with [ ... j now containing expressions which are odd in 1] seemed very complicated at first glance. Their 
contributions are, however, equal to zero. The reasons are the foHowing: To evaluate the integrations of II d1] d1]*, we use the 
same methods as given in Ref. 15 by making 1] = reill and then writing II d1] d1]* as IIr dr dO. Then, the integrations will be 
nonzero only if the angular integrations are nonzero, and this, for the second term, means that (0 +- - 0 -)[ ... j must contain 
equal number of 1] and 1]* terms. However, expanding..1 + for 0 + and..1 - for 0 - , it can be seen that (see Appendix) 
(0 + - 0 -)[ ... j does not contain terms which have equal number of 1] and 1]*. Similarly, the third term which is of the form 
(0 + + 0 - ) [ ... j does not contain terms which have equal number of 1] and 1]*. Thus, the second integral and the third integral 
ofEq. (3.39) are equal to zero, even though their corresponding integrands are not. We note that it is crucial for the second 
term to be a difference (0 +- - 0 - ) and the third term to be a sum (0 +- + 0 - ) in order to secure the zero contributions from 
both integrals. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We conclude this paper by saying that the Green's func
tions of the quantum mechanical anharmonic oscillator is 
adequately described by the Feynman-Dyson series. We 
may ask the question, however, that why bother to spend so 
much effort in proving something that is so familiar to us. 
We would like to answer this question by mentioning the 
following facts: Firstly, there is no a priori reason for us to 
say that the Feynman-Dyson series is adequate. Secondly, 
the path integrals are mysterious objects. They are so myste
rious that path integrals integrated over real functions which 
are defined on real arguments have contributions from func
tions which are defined over imaginary arguments in the 
discussions of tunnelings in quantum mechanics. Hence, 
there is no reason to rule out the significance of imaginary 
functions in the calculations of Green's functions in quan
tum mechanics. Thirdly, we know how to handle these pseu-
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I 
doparticle solutions and we know that the way we handle the 
pseudoparticle solutions are the right ways. We particularly 
note that all the solutions enter into our discussions in the 
same footings and can be generalized easily if there are more 
than one kind of pseudoparticle solutions. Lastly, the van
ishing of the pseudo particle contributions come from rea
sons that we have not met before, namely, that there is a 
negative frequency solution fl2_ 1 which forces us to rotate 
our integration into the imaginary axis and that (0 + - 0 ) 
has no even term in 1]* while (0 + + 0 -) has no odd terms 
in 1]*. 

With all the reasons given in the above, we think that 
our efforts are well justified. 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix, we shall show that (0 +- - 0 -)X 
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expressions which are even powers in 'TJ does not contain 
terms which have equal number of'TJ and 'TJ* . We start with 
.1 + which can be written symbolically as 11 + i'TJ I 
= (1 + i'TJ - i'TJ* + 'TJ'TJ*)I12. Expanding, 

.1 + = 1 + !...(i'TJ - i'TJ* + 'TJ'TJ*) - !"'(i'TJ - i'TJ* + 'TJ'TJ*)2 + .... 
2 8 

Similarly, 

.1 ~ = 11 - i'TJ I = VI - i'TJ + i'TJ* + 'TJ'TJ* 

= 1 +!...( - i'TJ + iTJ* + 'TJ'TJ*) 
2 

-!...( - i'TJ + i'TJ* + 'TJ'TJ*)2 + .... 
8 

The 0 + and 0 ~ can be written symbolically as 

o + =.1 + exp [ - (ieT + 'TJ)3 - (ieT + 'TJ)4], 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 
0- =.1 - exp[ - (ieT - 'TJ)3 - (jeT - 'TJt], 

respectively. Ifwe expand the exponentials that appear in 
Eq. (A3), then (0 + - 0 ~) will look like 

I 'TJN (.1 + ±.1 -). (A4) 
N 

The plus sign corresponds to the case when N is odd, and the 
minus sign corresponds to the case when N is even. 

However, from Eqs. (AI) and (A2), we know that 
(.1 + +.1 ~) contains only terms of the form 
( - i'TJ + i'TJ*)even power which has the property that (the pow
er of'TJ* - the power of 'TJ) = even number, and hence for N 
odd, 'TJN(.1 + +.1 ~) has the property that (the power of 
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'TJ*-the power of'TJ) = odd number. We also see that 
(.1 + -.1 -) contains only terms of the form 
( - i'TJ + i'TJ*)Odd power, hence for N even, 'TJN(.1 + -.1 ~) 
has the same above property. Thus, we see that 
(0 + - 0 ~)X expressions which are even power in TJ can
not contain terms which have an equal number of'TJ and 'TJ*. 
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A set of commuting operators and R(3) scalars for the complete classication 
of quadrupole phonon-states 

H.E. De Meyer a) and G. Vanden Berghe 
Seminarie voor Wiskundige Natuurkunde. Rijksuniversiteit Gent, Krijgslaan 271-S9, B-9000 Gent, Belgium 

(Received 2S June 1979; accepted for publication 3 October 1979) 

A method is developed for constructing operator forms which commute with the Casimir 
operators of the groups appearing in the chain U(S):JSU(SPR(SPR(3):J(2), according to 
which the quadrupole-phonon states are usually classified. An expression for such operator is 
given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The quadrupole vibrations of the liquid drop, as dis
cussed by Bohr l over twenty years ago, have become the 
natural starting point for the collective description of the 
positive-parity states of even--even nuclei. By using group 
theoretical techniques, it is possible to exactly define the 
wavefunctions of these quadrupole-phonon states for arbi
trary angular momentum J N and definite number of quanta 
N. 2-8 Five quantum numbers are needed to uniquely classify 
the states built up by N quadrupole phonons. Three of them 
are trivial: the quadrupole boson number N of the U(S) 
group, the angular momentum J N of the R(3) group, and its 
third component M N of the R(2) group. The fourth is the 
boson seniority v ofthe R(S) group. The fifth label however is 
not related with the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator of 
any group. One usually introduces a quantum number, 
which counts boson triplets coupled to zero angular 
momentum. 2

.
3 

Very recently Vanden Berghe and De Meyer9 have in
troduced a new method for constructing N-quadrupole
phonon states. Starting from this new construction scheme, 
a method is developed for searching in a systematic way op
erators which commute with the Casimir operators of the 
U(S), R(S), R(3), and R(2) groups and which are indepen
dent of them. The eigenvalue of such operator can then be 
used as a fifth label which can serve for a unique identifica
tion of the considered phonon states. The general form of 
such operators and the conditions which have to be fulfilled 
such that the derived expression is useful for the purpose we 
achieve are firstly discussed. Afterwards operator forms 
built up with respectively two-, three-, and four-phonon cre
ation and annihilation operators are considered until an ac
ceptable expression has been obtained. 

2. CANONICAL OPERATORS 

In order to find in a systematic way, a complete mini
mum label description ofU(21i + I) phonon-states in terms 
of eigenvalues of mutually commuting operators, we consid
er as a starting point the set of scalar operators defined by 

"'Aangesteld Navorser bij het Nationaal Fonds voor Wetenschappelijk 
Onderzoek, 

X« ... «bb)I'b)I'. . ./', 'b(']O (N~2), (2.1) 

O=YU+l(b+b)O (N=I), 

also called canonical operators as to refer to the property 
that all the elementary phonon creation operators b {t+ (an
gular momentum A with projection J1) stand to the left of the 
phonon annihilation operators ( -1) {t b _ {t' It is readily 
verified that (2.1) can be rewritten in the alternative form 

Ol,«,}, -
J:! ... J .... - L. (Am IAm2IJ2M2) 

M, 

x (J2M~):~:1;:M;): .. <JN_I MN_1 AmN IJNMN) 
X (Am'IAm~ II2M~) (I2M~Am~ II3M~ )... (2.2) 
X (IN-I M~_I Am~IJNMN) 
X b + b + ... b + b b .. ·b (N~2), m. m 2 m .... m 1 m 2 m, 

which is the most useful form for computational purposes. 

The set {o ~:',::~: IN> I }is overcomplete, since for fixed 
N- and J N -values the operators having different intermedi
ate angular momentum values are not necessarily indepen
dent. In fact, the relations existing between these operators 
follow immediately from analogous relations between the 
different N-phonon states with total angular momentum J N' 

hereafter called (N, J N )-states, which, being labelled equally 
by the intermediate angular momentum values have been 
introduced and analyzed in detail in a previous paper.9 As a 
consequence it is convenient to indicate for any fixed Nand 
J,v, in so far as physical (N, J/Ii )-states exist, a minimal set of 

independent operators 0 ~:':,~~, hereafter called (N, J /Ii )-oper
ator basis, by using exactly the same selection criterion as the 
one that leads us to the particular choice of sets of indepen
dent (N, J /Ii )-states IOliJ2 .. ·J N ), also called (N, I N )-state ba
sis. Remark that in labelling the operators, we have twice 
omitted the irrelevant momenta 0 and A. The number of 
canonical operators in a (N, J /Ii )-operator basis is evidently 
the square of the number of states in the corresponding 
(N, J N )-state basis, and this last number is usually derived 
from pure group-theoretical quantities, such as the group 
characters. 10 Finally, we define a (N, J N )-operator (-state) 
basis to be a singleton-basis if there is only one operator 
(state) present in the basis. . 

In the present paper we are essentially concerned With 
the quadrupole (A = 2) phonon case. Nevertheless, for fur
ther use, the integer Ii will be kept arbitrary in most of the 
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following formulas. Finally, it has to be remarked that al
though the selection of the different operator bases is certain
ly not unique, the existence of a complete solution to the 
state labelling problem has to be independent of any such 
particular choice. 

It is easily verified that the physical operators N (the 
number operator), J2 (the angular momentum operator) 
and V' [the Casimir operator of the R(U +1) group7] can 
be expressed in canonical form as follows 
N=O, 

J
2 

= - ..1(..1 +1)(21 +1) [(b +b)l(b +b)I]O 

Y3 
= A (A +1)0 + A (A +1)(21 +1) 

~{A A J} J 

X7- A A 10J' 

V' = !(U + I)(b + b + )O(bb)O + !(1 -U)N - !N 2 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

= -..10+ !(U+I)og- !LO~, (2.5) 
J 

where in the last step we have used the relation 

N 2 =0+ LO~, (2.6) 
J 

and whereby the J-summations extend over the even integer 
values from J = 0 up to J = U. The angular momentum 
projection operator Jo is scalar but cannot be brought into 
canonical form. Fortunately this fact has no serious implica
tions for our forthcoming analysis, since all operators of the 
form (2.1) trivially commute with N, J 2, and Jo. 

Turning now in particular to the quadrupole case, we 
remark that the previously tabulated phonon-states2

.
3

.
9 are 

all eigenstates of N, J 2, V', and Jo, but that for the sake of a 
complete and unambiguous classification of these states, a 
fifth label is required. As it is here our major concern to 
identify this extra label to the eigenvalue of a suitable opera
tor, we will systematically investigate the operators of the 
form 

L (2.7) 
I"J, 

(i~ 1, .... N-l) 

by consecutively increasing N max by one unit. 
In (2.7) the X-operator is unambiguously determined 

by the real values of the variables/~:~> occurring in the 
index-ordered set! I J, while on the right hand side the in
ternal angular momentum summations are restricted to 
those values for which the associated canonical operators are 
elements of an (N, J N )-operator basis. 

In the first instance, the candidates for a suitable extra 
label generating operator, are those X U I J] for which 

[V*,XU/lJ =0, (2.8) 

since the commutation relations 

[ N, X [! I )] ] = 0, 

[ J2, X [{I} 1 ] - 0, (2.9) 

and therefore also the relation 

(2.10) 

are identically satisfied. A second and necessary condition to 
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be implied on those operators X [! I J] which already fulfill 
(2.8), is that they should be independent of V', J2, and N in 
the sense that they may not be a function (polynomial) F of 
V', P, and N alone; i.e., 

V F:X [{I} 1 =l=F(V', J2, N). (2.11 ) 

It has to be noticed that if n different operators X [{j<I)}] , 
X [{/(2)}] , ... , X [ {/(n)}] , are found to satisfy (2.8) and 
(2.11 }--this is a priori expected in higher multipole phonon
state classification problems whereby three or more labels 
are missing9

-
11-two supplementary conditions have to be 

fulfilled: No functional relationship may exist between these 
n operators, V', J2, and N, 

V F: F(X U 1(l)J ], ... , X U j<n»)], V', J2, N)=I=O, 

and the operators have to commute mutually, 
(2.12) 

[XU/(OJ],XUj<J)J11 =0 (i,j= 1,2, ... , n). (2. 13) 

With the help of (2.5) the basic condition (2.8) can be 
rewritten as: 

L 
I,J, 

(i ~ 1, ... ,N -1) 

On the other hand, by using (2.4), (2.6) it follows from (2.9), 
(2.10) that 

(2.15) 

L {A 
J A 

J} [OJ, Olz .. J, ] _ O. I J J, ... J, (2.16) 

In the particular quadrupole problem the canonical op
erators of the form 0 ~ are 0 g, 0 ~ , 0:, and therefore the 
basic condition (2.14) may be replaced by one of the three 
equations 

I,J, 

(i~ 1. ... N-l) 

(2.17) 
the remaining two equalities becoming then merely a conse
quence of the implied condition. It goes however without 
saying that in the context of Racah algebra the choice J = 0 
in (2.17), and corresponding to (2.14), is the most convenient 
one. 

In the following sections, the most important step is 
each time the transformation of an equation of the type 
(2.14) or (2.17) into a set of equations in thef-variables alone, 
by expressing the occurring operators in terms of canonical 
operators which belong to an operator basis. Since such op
erations necessarily require the knowledge of all existing re
lationships between the canonical operators, and therefore 
are quite involved, we have invoked computer assistance for 
numerical treatment with an accuracy up to four decimal 
positions. 

3. THE CASE Nmax = 2 

In this section we consider in particular the operators of 
the form (2.7) with N = 2, i.e., 

XU/J] = L/~: O~:. (3.1) 
Jz 
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Since we require that X satisfies an equation of the type 
(2.14), or even more generally of the type (2.17) when A = 2, 
it is convenient to deduce separately closed expressions for 
the occurring commutators. After straightforward calcula
tion one obtains from (2.2) that 

[O~, O~:] = 4 2) - 1/+ J
, Y (2J + 1)(2J2 + 1) 

J, 

(3.2) 

Setting further A = 2, the condition (2.17) becomes 

J] 

2 

X [OJ,}, - OJJ, ] = O. (3.3) 
JJ,l J2J_~ 

It is clear that for any fixed J3 -value, the expression between 
square brackets in (3.3) vanishes identically if and only if the 
corresponding (3, J3 )-operator basis is a singleton-basis. In

deed, denoting the single basis element by 0 ~~: it follows 
from the relations between (3, J 3 )-quadrupole phonon states 

102JJ3 ) = IlJ}, 102KJ]), 102J2 J3 ) = IlJ,J, 102KJ3 ), 

whereby IlJJ, and IlJ,J, are real ratio factors, that 

OJJ, =OJ,J.,= OKJ, 
J,J, JJ, f.iJJ,f.iJ,}, IUJ ' 

As it is well known that all quadrupole (3, J3 )-state 
bases are singleton-bases, there are nothing but singleton 
(3, J 3 )-operator bases, and consequently (3.3) is satisfied for 
arbitrary f~-values (J = 0, 2, 4), leaving us with three de
grees offreedom: 

X [JgJ~J1] = fgog + f~O~ + f101 . (3.4) 

On the other hand, it is obvious from (2.3)-(2.6) that X [Jg, 
f~ J! ], whatever the values of fg JL and f! are, is a 
linear combination of N, N", J2, and V', namely: 

X [Jg J~ J! ] 
= U);(N 2 + 2V' + 3N) - V~(J2 + 4V' + 4N - 2N2) 

+ V!(J" + (l8/5)N2 + (6/5)V' - (36/5)N). (3.5) 

It follows that N max = 2 does not provide us with a suitable 
operator for generating the fifth quadrupole classification 
label. 

The situation is somewhat different in the octupole 
case. Indeed, as there exist two independent (3,3)-octupole 
phonon states: built up in terms of the linearly independent 
basis states 10303) and 10323), the basic condition (2.14) 
becomes 

l, ... / {3 3 O} [ 03 J,.1] Ifl, V 2J2 + I 3 3 J 0 1 ,3 - 0 03 = 0, 
~ 1 

(3.6) 

a nonidentically vanishing equation which by expressing the 
different operators in terms of the (3,3)-operator basis ele
ments, can be reduced into a homogeneous equation in the 
variables f~i, f~, !!, and !~, restricting the four original 
degrees of freedom to three. It then turns out that the X
solutions of(2.14) can again be expressed as linear combina
tions of N, N 2

, J2, and V', making it as before necessary to 
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consider higher N max -values. For details concerning the oc
tupole state classification problem the reader is referred to a 
forthcoming paper. 

4. THE CASE Nmax = 3 

We continue our systematic search by studying in the 
present section the operators ofthe form (2.7) with Nmax 

= 3, i.e., 

Xl[!)] = "f1, 0 1, + "f/,13 0,,1,. 
"- 1, 1, "- 1,.13 1,13 (4.1) 
Jl 12,J2 

13 

In addition to the expression (3.2) for the commutator of two 
canonical operators belonging to (2, J)-operator bases, we 
need an analogous expression for the commutator of two 
canonical operators which are respectively elements of a 
(2, J)- and a (3, J f)-operator basis. It is again straightforward 
to obtain that 

whereby we have introduced the shorthand notation 

J=Y2J+l. (4.3) 

Since in (4.1) the multiple summations are restricted to the 

angular momentum values for which the associated 0 ~:~: 
operators are elements of a (3, J 3 )-operator basis, one finds 
by careful inspection of the previously tabulated (3, J] )-qua
drupole state bases,9 that 12 = J2 , and with this restriction 
the first two expressions between round large braces in the 
r.h.s. of (4.2) vanish identically, as may be seen from a simi
lar argument as the one following formula (3.3). Conse
quently, at this stage we can already conclude that there will 
not exist relations connecting!j'-coefficients with!;~'-

~ 2 .~ 

coefficients. 
Furthermore, looking at the remaining expressions in 

(4.2) it is seen by taking into account that J is even, that the 
only nonzero contributions correspond to such J4 -values 
wherefore the (4, J4 )-operator basis is not a singleton basis. 
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TABLE I. The operators 0 ~O ~ expressed in canonical form. 

ogog ogoi ogO! °ioi °iO! 0:0: 

f"' ,0 0 0 0 4.0 0 0 

f~~~ = x 0.8 1.1429 2.0571 -0.3499 0.8396 0.0420 

fE =Y 0 0 0 2.2857 1.7144 -0.1143 

f~: =Z 0 0 0 1.1429 2.8573 0.7799 
f40 

40 0 0 0 0 0 4.0 

fg~g = e 1.0 0 0 0.4082 0 0.7347 

fgg =g 0 1.0 0 0.4082 0.0204 1.1874 
f,m 

202 0 0 0 1.6326 0.5\02 0.0742 

fg~: = h 0 0 1.0 0.4082 0.3711 0.4162 

f~:~: = c 0 0 0 1.4286 0.2078 0.7992 

/'15 2-'5 0 0 0 0 1.3333 0 

f~:~ = d 0 0 0 0 1.0 0.8 
f46' 

46' 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 

f~~~ = a 0 0 0 -0.8163 0.\020 -0.2968 

f~i~~ = a 0 0 0 -0.8163 0.\020 -0.2968 

f~~: = b 0 0 0 -0.7636 0.2777 -0.5767 

f~~1 = b 0 0 0 -0.7636 0.2777 -0.5767 

This is only the case for J4 = 2 andJ4 = 4,7.9 showing us also 
that J] may take any of its physical acceptable values be
tween 0 and 6. 

From the foregoing remarks, it follows that (4.1) can 
without loss of generality be restricted to: 

X [f 20 f02 f23 f24 f46] 
20' 02' 23' 24' 46 

= f~go~g + fg~og; + f~~o~~ + f~:o~: + f:~O:~, 
(4.4) 

giving us a priori five degrees of freedom. It is now only a 
matter of straightforward calculation to find that the condi
tion (2.14) is equivalent to the following system of equations: 

14f~g - 25f~j + llf~: = 0, 

55f~~ - 55f~! + 28f!~ = O. (4.5) 

The operators X of the form (4.4) which satisfy the condition 
(2.8), can therefore be written as 

X [f 20 f02 f23 f24 f46] 
20' 02 , 23 , 24 , 46 

= X [ (25 y - 1Iz)/14,x, y,z, - *( y - z») (x,y,zER ), 
(4.6) 

leaving us at this point with three degrees offreedom. As this 
is exactly the number required for explaining the existence in 
canonical form of the three operatorsN 3,J2N, and V'N, we 
can anticipate that the case N max = 3 does not leave room for 
a new label generating operator. For the sake of complete
ness, however, and to obtain at the same time a check proof 
of the validity of our method and of the result (4.6), we calcu
late consecutively from (2.3)-(2.6): 

N 3 =N 2 + LO~O=N2+2 LO~ + LO~r 
J J J1" 

= 3N 2 -2N + o~g +2.1429 og~ 

+1.40 ij +1.9092 O~! + 0 !~, (4.7) 

J
2
N = 6N

2 
+30 ~ e ~ ~}O~O 

= 6N 2 -12N +2 J2 +30 L {2 2 J}O~~: 
J1" 2 2 1 

=6N 2 -12N+2 J2-30~g -4.28570g~ -1.40~~ 

+0.6367 O~: +4 O!~, (4.8) 

V'N = -2 N 2 + ~OgN - !(N 2 
- N)N 

= -0.5 N 3 -1.5 N 2 +5 og +2.5 og~ 

= -0.5 N 3 -0.5 N 2 +3N +2 V' +2.5 ogL (4.9) 

whereby the intermediate summations with respect to J and 
J' run over all possible values, and are thus not restricted to 
operator-basis values alone. The reader can now easily verify 
that the parts of the right-hand sides of(4. 7), (4.8), and (4.9), 
which can be identified to operators of the general form 
(4.4), indeed satisfy (4.6), showing that the condition (2.11) 
is not fulfilled as we have stated before. Finally, it is worth
while to note that in accordance to some general remarks 
given in Sec. 2, it turns out that the numerical evaluation of 
the extended condition (2.17) for J = 2 and J = 4 leads 
equally well in both cases to the solution (4.6). 

The fact that at the present level no new label generat
ing operator can be constructed is certainly not very surpris
ing. From group-theoretical studies3.7 one knows that the 
quadrupole-phonon states can be classified using the chain 

U(5)::) SU(5)::) R(5)::) R(3)::) R(2). 

The physical operators N, V', J 2, and Jo can all be expressed 
in terms of the generators (b + b yu + I) (k = 0, I) of the R(5) 
Lie algebra. The fifth invariant, we look for, should also be of 

TABLE II. The operators N" J'N, V'N, N 4
, J., V", J'N 2

, V'N',J'V' expressed in canonical form. 

N.1 J'N V'N N 4 J4 V" J'N' V'N' J'V' 

\)\ 2.1429 -4.2857 1.4286 12.8571 -\02.8557 -8.5715 8.5712 2.8571 25.7145 

Y 1.4 -1.4 -0.7 8.4 - 39.2 4.2 1.4 -6.3 1.4 
Z 1.9092 0.6367 -0.9546 11.4557 38.1695 5.7277 14.6402 -8.5916 8.2751 
a 0 0 0 0.9091 14.5454 -0.2273 1.3637 0.4545 0.6818 
b 0 0 0 0.7850 - 22.7640 -0.1962 0.2617 0.3925 0.1309 
c 0 0 0 2.6434 20,6574 0.6608 - 0.8811 -1.3217 0.4406 
d 0 0 0 2.8 11.2 0.7 4.2 -1.4 2.1 
e 0 0 0 2.1429 51.4286 4.2857 4.2858 1.4286 -12,8571 
g 0 0 0 3.6364 58.1816 -1.5909 5.4546 0.6818 - 4.2727 
h 0 0 0 3.5665 46.5738 -1.6084 1.1888 0.7168 12.3776 
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that form. It is clear that an operator of the type (4.1) can be 
brought after some rearrangements to an expression built up 
by the just-mentioned generators. Nwachuku and Rashid12 

have noted that such invariants of odd order p in these gener-

ators are not independent and can be expressed in terms of 
those of even order 2q with 2q < p. The relations (4.7)-(4.9) 
are examples of this statement. 

, 

5. The case Nmax = 4 

Continuing on the same lines of investigation as in the preceding sections, we start here from the operators of the form: 

x [( fJ] = If~~O~: + If;:J:O~~: + I f~~:~:O~'},~:' (5.1) 
J, I,J, I,I,J,J, 

The supplementary general commutator needed for expressing the condition (2.14) in terms of a set of independent operators, 
is given by 

= ( 20 +4 ( -1) J+ J'jj e· J3 J D OI,I,J. _ (215 +4 (-1) J+I'jj {A 13 
JD o JI,J. 

JJ, 2 A A J
2 

JJ,J. JI, 2 A A 12 J,J,J. 

+ ~jjljJ3(2( _1)J· h J4 J2} {J2 J4 J } +4 ( -1) J + J, + J, + J' 
A J' A A J3 

x~ J' i}e J' J4 }) OI,I,J. 
A J3 

J J J'J. 
2 

~jjljJ3(2( _1)J4 h J4 12} {Iz J4 ~} +4 (_I)J+I,+l,+J' ~ J' ;}e J' J4}) oj J'J. 
A J' A A A 13 I J,J,J. 

2 

+ I jjzj)4 jlj "(2(-I)J' h J" 
Jz } {'2 J" 

~}e 
J3 J"} 

A J' A A Js 

+4 ( -1) J + J, + J, + J. + J' + 1" 

JsJ'J" J4 

x~ J' ;}{~ 
J" 

J
I

} {A 
J" 

Js DOINOJ, 
A J2 J3 A J4 

J
3 

J J' 1" J, 

- I jjJ)4 jlj "(2(-I)J' h J" 12} {Iz 
J" 

~}e 
13 J"} 

A J' A A Js 

+4 (_I)J+I,+I,+J.+J'+1" 
J,J'J" J4 

x~ J' 
Iz} {A 

J" 
J

I

} {A 
J" 

Js DOJJ'J"J' 
A J4 A 12 13 A J4 

13 J,J,J.J, 

+2 I j2j
4
j {{J

3 Js J} {'3 Js J } OI,I,J.J, e Js J} {I3 
Js J} 0 I,I,J'J, ) 

JsJ' A A J' A A J J,J,J'J, - A J' A A J
4 

J,J,J,J,' (5.2) 
4 

By taking into account (3.2) and (4.2), the expression (5.2) clearly demonstrates the property that there cannot exist relations 

connectingf~2~~' -coefficients with f~2 -coefficients, so that without loss of generality the first operator sum in (5.1) may be 
2 3 4 2 

omitted, On the other hand it is expected that from the condition (2.14) there will result equations containing both thef~~:-
and thef

J
I'Y

J
4 -variables. It follows then by inspection of the list of selected (4,J4 ) basis states,9 that X in (5.1) can be restricted 

, 3 • 

to the following particular form: 

x [{f}] = f~go~g + fg~Og~ + f~jO~j + f~:O~: + f:~O:~ + fg~gog~g + fg~~ogn + f~g~o~g~ + f~~~O~~~ 
+ f~~~og~~ + fg;:Og~: + f~~:O~~: + f6~:06i: + fg~:ogi: + fmom + f~:~O~:~ + f:~~O:~~ , (5.3) 

After substituting (5.3) in (2.14) we also learn from (5,2) that the part of X containing the (4,J4) basis operators, gives rise to 
terms which, by reducing the occurring operators firstly to basis operators, do not vanish identically when the operators 
belong to singleton-bases, unless either 

(5.4) 

or 
(5.5) 
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if(5.4) is not satified. In contrast to the operators treated in the previous sections, whereby a condition of the type (5.4) was 
generally fulfilled, we can now identify in X four constituant operators for which (5.4) does not hold. However, if one invokes 
the requirement that X should be a Hermitian operator, it follows as an initial condition that 

1
202 1022 1 234 1024 
022 = 202 , 024 = 234 • 

(5.6) 

Although (5.6) would have led us to considerable simplifications in the calculations, we have preferred not to impose in 
advance this condition. In doing so we have created the opportunity to observe that (5.6) follows naturally from (2.14), 
showing that at the present level the Hermiticity of X is merely a consequence of the commutator equality (2.8). 

Indeed, after straightforward calculations, we have found that (2.14) is equivalent to the following system of independent 
equations: 

-0.7667/;g; +0.5476 I~j! -2.9999 I~~~ +1.8441 I~i! = 0, 

-1.2 I~g~ +0.7481 In! +1.3364 1m - 1.1570/~!~ -0.8 I~~; -0.3110 I~i! = 0, 

-0.4277 1m -0.6414 1m +1.1662 I~!~ -1.0526 I!~~ -0.8 I~~! = 0, 

1
202 1022 
022 = 202' 

-1.2 I~g +2.1429 I~j -0.9429 I~: -3.6 I~~~ -1.2 I~g~ = 0, 

-1.0690 I~j + 1.0690 I~! -0.5442 I!~ -3.6 I~~! -1.0690 I~j! = 0, (5.7) 

thus reducing the original degrees offreedom from 17 in number to ten. Consequently, the X [! I J1 solutions of(2.14) can be 
written as 

X [1 20 1°2 1 23 124 1 46 1°20 1022 1 202 1 202 1022 1024 1 234 1 234 1024 1 235 1 246 1 468 ] 
20' 02' 23 , 24' 46; 020' 022 , 202' 022' 202' 024' 234' 024' 234' 235' 246' 468 

= X -2.4053b -0.7143c, x,y,z, - -(y - z) -6.6147b -1.9643c; e.g., [ 
25 y -lIz 55 

14 28 

-3a +2.4053b +0.7143c,a,a,h,c,b,b, -2.0952a +2.3926b +0.0816c +0.8658d, 

d, 1.2768a -2.2180b -0.4559c +0.5804d] (x,y,z,a,b,c,d,e,g,h E R ). (5.8) 

Since of the remaining ten degrees offreedom only nine are needed to explain that the nine independent operators N 3, J 2, V * N, 
N 4, J 2 N 2, V * N 2, J 4, V *2, and J 2 V * - the order in which the operators N, V * and J 2 occur in the products is irrelevant since 
they commute-are solutions of the form (5.8), we have at first sight obtained the possibility to construct a tenth independent 
operator satisfying both the conditions (2.8) and (2.11). In order to find such an operator explicitly in terms of (3,J3 )- and 
(4,J4 )-basis operators, we must first express the nine mentioned trivial operators in canonical form. 

As it is obvious that by choosing 

a = b = c = d = e = g = h = 0, (5.9) 

the solutions (5.8) become equivalent to the solutions (4.6), it follows from the results of the preceding section that the three 
operators N 3, J 2N, and V*N have the form (5.8). On the other hand it is easily seen by taking into account the relation (2.3)
(2.6), that the six other operators N 4

, PN2, V*N2, J44, V*2, andJ 2 V* contain a part which is quadratic in the O~-operators. 
Moreover, in the quadrupole case these parts are independent linear combinations of the six operator products 

(5.10) 

and it is therefore convenient to bring first these products into canonical form. 
In doing so, we find them to be of the form (5.3), whereby, the numerical values of the 17 coefficients are listed in Table I. 

The reader can easily convince himself that the equations (5.7) are satisfied when substituting the values of each of the six 
columns, showing that the six operator combinations (5.10) are indeed ofthe prescribed form (5.8). 

It is now a matter of straightforward calculation to obtain also the values which take the ten independent parameters 
x, y, z, a, b, c, d, e, g, and h for ~,J2N2, V*N2, J\ V*2, and V* N 2. These values are given in Table II, whereby we have 

added for completeness the parameter values for N 3, J 2 N, and V* N too. It has to be noticed that by giving these coefficients 
the nine operators are only determined upon terms of the form N 2, J2, V* and N. 

Any operator of the form (5.8) which is independent of the nine operators listed at the head of Table II, and satisfies the 
basic conditions (2.8) and (2.11), thus corresponds to a tenth column of values such that the determinant of the so obtained 
square (10, lO)-matrix is different from zero. Obviously, there exists an infinity of such operators. However, if we invoke for 
the selection of one particular operator, the criterion that the number of canonical basis operators contained in the operator 
should be minimal, we must naturally arrive at the choice 

d = 1, a = b = c = e = g = h = x = y = z = 0, (5.11) 
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giving as fifth label generating operator for the complete classification of the quadrupole phonon states 

S = 0.86580 ~~~ + 0 ~:~ + 0.58040 :~~. (5.12) 

6. CONCLUSION 

Taking as a starting point a previously published9 clas
sification scheme for quadrupole phonon states, we have de
veloped an efficient method for searching systematically op
erators which commute with N, J2, Jo' and V·, and which 
are independent of these four operators, which themselves 
provide physically interpretable labels. By carrying out this 
program, it turned out that there exists at least one operator 
S, given in (5.12), which contains four phonon creation and 
four annihilation operators and which fulfills all the require
ments indicated. However, it is evident that S is not the 
unique operator having the mentioned properties since all 
polynomial combinations of S, V·, N, and J 2 might do as 
well, but it is undoubtedly the simplest one. At present, we 
cannot assure that the quadrupole-phonon states which have 
been selected previously, are all eigenstates of the new opera
tor S. Indeed, the basic conditions which led us to an opera
tor such as S, only guarantee us that it is possible to construct 
a set of quadrupole-phonon states which are simultaneously 
eigenstates of the five operators N,J2,Jo, V·, and S, where
by the five corresponding eigenvalues provide us with five 
labels which can serve for uniquely identifying the eigen
states, which on their turn can then be used as good ortho
normalized quadrupole-phonon states. 

Since at first sight there is no indication that the fifth 
label associated to S, is in some way related to the number of 
phonon triplets coupled to zero angular momentum occur
ring in a state, previously used as fifth labef·3 one should find 
a possibility to explore the physical content of the label gen-
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erated by the S-operator. We are currently investigating this 
new problem and hope to report on it in the near future. 

Another important feature of our technique described 
in the present paper, is that it can be used without relevant 
alterations to investigate the octupole-phonon state classifi
cation problem which in contrast to the quadrupole problem 
has not yet been solved in a completely satisfying way. In
deed, up to now the complete classification of octupole
phonon states has necessitated the introduction of a label 
associated to an arbitrary ordering of the states, II therefore 
deprived from any physical or group-theoretical meaning. 
We have good reasons to believe that our new mechanism of 
investigation offers the advantage of overcoming such seri
ous basic difficulties. 
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Inverse scattering. I. One dimension 
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This paper presents two new methods of reconstructing an underlying potential in the one
dimensional Schrodinger equation from a given S matrix. One of these methods is basd on a 
Gel'fand-Levitan equation, the other on a Marchenko equation. A sequel of this paper will treat the 
three-dimensional case by similar methods. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The inverse scattering problem for the Schrodinger 
equation has a rich history that need not be recounted here, 1 

nor is there a need to describe its remarkable application 
over the last ten years to the solution of nonlinear evolution 
equations. If we confine our attention to potentials without 
symmetry properties, then the history becomes very much 
less rich, but most applications, both to solitons and to such 
fields as seismology, among others, are in that area. Solu
tions of the one-dimensional inverse problem go back to Kay 
and Moses. 2 A Marchenko-like solution was given by Fad
deev,3,4,5 and Kay/ and a quite different, nonlinear equation 
was recently introduced by Deift and Trubowitz. 7 The three
dimensional case (without spherical symmetry) resisted so
lution for many years. The first method was given by Kay 
and Moses,8 but it contained certain flaws. The next step was 
taken by Faddeev,5 who utilized a new Green's function for 
the Schrodinger equation, and independently on the basis of 
Faddeev's Green's function, by the present author.9 The 
methods of Ref. 9 are relatively cumbersome and still con
tain important loose ends. 

The present paper is the first in a series of two that treat 
both the one-dimensional and the three-dimensional inverse 
scattering problem by new methods that are analogous to the 
Gel'fand-Levitan and Marchenko procedures in the radial 
case, Part of the motivation for this first paper of the series is 
to set the stage in one dimension for similar methods in three 
dimensions, It does not purport to be simpler than the meth
od ofF. Whether its ideas are more fruitful than those ofF or 
of D & T because they lead to three-dimensional extensions 
while the latter may not remains to be seen. In any event, 
they may be useful in their own right. 

This paper presents two inversion methods for the one
dimensional Schrodinger equation, One is based on the in
troduction ofaJost matrix and its subsequent use in a proce
dure that is quite analogous to that of Gel'fand and Levitan. 
While Faddeev5 calls his method a Gel'fand-Levitan proce
dure, this is a misnomer. His is really a Marchenko theory, as 
D & T recognize, The Gel'fand-Levitan theory given here is 
therefore new, 

The second method given in this paper is a Marchenko 
theory that differs from Faddeev's in utilizing the entire S 
matrix rather than a reflection amplitude alone, While this 
may seem like a step backwards, it is the exact one-dimen
sional analog of a procedure that has been recently found to 
work in the three-dimensional case, 10 

It is a characteristic difference between the well 
worked-out radial scattering problem (i.e., on the half-line 
o < r < 00) and the one-dimensional one (i.e., on the full line 
- 00 < x < 00) that the S matrix in the former case is a com

plex number of unit modulus, and in the latter it is a unitary 
2 X 2 matrix. The basic reason for this is the fact that in the 
half-line case the spectrum of the Schrodinger equation is 
simple, while in the full-line case it has the multiplicity 2. For 
the half-line equation, an acceptable solution has to vanish at 
the origin or to satisfy another boundary condition there II; 
for the full-line equation, both linearly independent solu
tions are acceptable. This makes the full one-dimensional 
case formally more complicated and leads towards the three
dimensional case, in which the spectrum has infinite 
multiplicity. 

Section 2 deals with the direct problem only. Much of 
what it contains is not new but needed subsequently. The use 
of two "regular" solutions that are defined at a finite point is 
new. They are needed for the Gel'fand-Levitan method 
analogously to the radial case. It is their use that leads to the 
definition of a J ost matrix in terms of which the S matrix has 
a canonical product representation. 12 

Section 3 deals with bound states and their appearance 
in the Jost matrix. Because of the multiplicity of the spec
trum there are two real numbers that characterize a bound
state eigenfunction: One is its normalization and the other 
may be taken to be its logarithmic derivative at the origin. 
However, once the residue of the transmission amplitude is 
known, these two numbers are not independent. Further
more, in spite of the spectral multiplicity, there can be no 
bound-state degeneracy. 

Section 4 defines the spectral function for the "regular 
solution" and Sec. 5 presents the Povsner-Levitan represen
tation of that "regular solution." Section 6 discusses the 
"Hilbert problem" of constructing the Jost matrix from the 
S matrix. The method presented is quite similar to the Mar
chenko theory. In Sec. 7 we derive a Gel'fand-Levitan equa
tion, and in Sec. 8, a Marchenko equation. In Sec. 9 we dis
cuss the inversion procedures based on the equations ofSecs. 
6-8. There are two appendices. Appendix A shows that the 
determinant of the Jost matrix equals the Fredholm determi
nant of the integral equation for the "physical" solution. In 
Appendix B we discuss the effects of shifting the potential. 

2. SCATTERING SOLUTIONS AND THE S-MATRIX 

It will be useful to introduce several different solutions 
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of the Schrodinger equation 

-y" + V(X)y=k2y (2.1) 

that satisfy different boundary conditions. The first pair of 
solutions, the Jost solutions, satisfy the boundary conditions 

lim It (x) r ,kx = 1, 

lim !2 (x) eikx = 1. 
x-" - 00 

Hence, they solve the integral equations 

(2.2) 

(2.2') 

!I(x)=eikx_k-Iloo dysink(x-y) V(y)!I(y), (2.3) 

!2(y)=e~ikx+k ~I J~oo dysink(x-y) V(y).t;(y), 

(2.3') 
respectively. Assuming that the potential V(x) obeys the 
restriction 13 

(2.4) 

the functions!1 ,fi ,f2' andf2 are easily proved4 to exist and 
to be continuous for all k in the upper half-plane and on the 
real axis Imk>O, and to be regular analytic for Imk > 0. The 
function!1 approaches eikx there for large 1 k I: 

!I (x) e ~ ikx = 1 + 0 (1/ Ik I), (2.5) 

while 

(2.5') 

The solution!1 (x) describes waves incident from the 
left and one easily reads off from Eq. (2.3) that 

!I(X) = e·kx + 0(1), as X--oo, 

= eikx(1/Tl) + e -'kX(R llTl) + 0(1), 
as x- - 00, 

where the transmission and reflection amplitudes for left in
cidence are given by 

lIT i = 1 + (i/2k) f: cc dx e _,kx V(X)!I (x), 

(2.6) 

R I IT' = - (iI2k) S: 00 dx eikx V (x) !I (x), 

respectively. One readily finds4 from the first of these equa
tions that T', as a function of k, is continuous on the real axis, 
and it is a merom orphic function in Imk > 0, without zeros 
there. 

SimilarlY'!2 (x) describes waves that are incident from 
the right and 

!2 (x) = e'kX(R 'IT') + e - ikX(l/T') + 0(1), as X-oo, 

= e - 'kx + 0(1), as x-+ - 00, 

where the transmission and reflection amplitudes for right 
incidence are found from Eq. (2.3'): 

liT' = 1 + (iI2k) S: cc dx eikx V(X)!2(X), 

(2.7) 

R 'IT' = - (i/2k) f: cc dx e-
ikx 

V(X)!2(X), 
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respectively. 
The Wronskian of!1 and!2 being independent of x, we 

can evaluate it at x-- - 00 or at x-- + 00, and we find 

W(fl ./2) =!I f2 - !i!2 = -2ik I Tl = -2ik IT', 
(2.8) 

from which we may conclude that 

Tl = T'=T. (2.9) 

We shall combine the two functions!1 and!2 into a two
component row vector 

(2.10) 

In a similar manner we form another row vector of two 
solutions of Eq. (2.1): 

tPk(x) = (uI,U z) (2.11) 

that satisfies the integral equation 

tPk(x)=tP~(x)-(i/2k) S:cc dyeiklx-yIV(Y)tPk(Y), 

(2.12) 

where 

tP2(x) = (eikx,e - ikx). (2.13) 

The asymptotic forms of U I and U z for real k are found 
from Eq. (2.12) to be 

ul(x) = e·kxT I + 0(1), as X--oo, 

= eikx + e ~ ikxR 1+ 0 (1), as x __ - 00, (2.14) 

uix) = e- ikx + eikxR' + 0(1), as X--oo, 

=e~ikXT'+o(I), as x_- 00. 

Comparison with!! and!z shows that 

tPk(X) = Tk%k(X). 

(2.14') 

(2.15) 

The function tPk (x) is the physical wave function that is 
usually denoted by tPk+' We may also form 

tPi: (x) = (U 3,U4)' 

where (for real k )14 

This may be written 

tPk (x) = tP ~ k(X)Q, (2.16) 

where 

Q = (~ ~). (2.17) 

The two solution u! and U z ofEq. (2.1) must be expressible as 
linear combinations of U 3 and u4 , which defines the 2 X 2 S 
matrix: 

tPk+ (x) = tPk- (X)Sk , 

or by Eq. (2.16), 

tPk = tP- kQSk . 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

The scattering amplitude, on the other hand, is defined 
as a 2 X 2 matrix A k such that 

tPk(X) - tP~(x) = eikx(l,O)Ak + 0(1), as X-+oo, 
= e - ikx(O, I)Ak + 0(1), as x- - 00. 

(2.20) 
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One then obtains the expression 14 

Ak = - (i/2k) f: 00 dx t/I~tVt/lk (2.21) 

from Eq. (2.12), in which t/I~t = /iJ~*. Insertion ofEq. (2.12) 
in (2.21) shows that A k has the alternative representation 

Ak = -(i/2k) J:oo dXt/lk-tVt/I~, (2.21') 

from which we may conclude by Eq. (2.16) that 

A t_k = QAkQ. (2.22) 

If we insert the asymptotic form (2.20) in Eq. (2. 19) and 
compare coefficients of eikx and e - ikx, we obtain the relation 

Sk = 1 +Ak (2.23) 

between S and A, as well as the equation 

QStQSk = 1. (2.24) 

Since, furthermore, Eq. (2.12) implies that for real k 

t/I - k = t/lt, (2.25) 

it follows from Eq. (2.19) that 

S _ k = Sr, (2.26) 

However, Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) imply 

st_ k = QSkQ 

and therefore 

Sk = QSkQ· (2.27) 

This is the reciprocity theorem of scattering theory. Together 
with Eq. (2.24) it leads to the unitarity of the S matrix 

SkS! = S!Sk = 1. (2.28) 

Comparison of Eq. (2.20) with Eqs. (2.14) and (2.14'), 
and the use of Eq. (2.23), show that 

_(Tl Rr) S- . Rl Tr 
(2.29) 

This shows that Eq. (2.9) is identical with Eq. (2.27). The 
unitarity equation (2.28), written out explicitly, then says 

as well as 

R rR I T2 
---= 
IRrRl1 - TTf2' 

It also follows that 

detS= T IT*. 

(2.28') 

(2.28") 

(2.30) 

The function Sk is continuous4 on the real axis and its 
asymptotic behavior has been established4 to be [assuming 
Eq. (2.4)] 

Sk = 1 + O(lIk) 

for real k; and for Imk;;;.O we have4 

Tk = I + O(lIlk I). 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

The reflection amplitudes are known to have a further 
property if Vis in the class (2.4). Defining the Fourier trans
form of each reflection amplitude by 
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F j( ) - foo dk R j ikx . - I 
X - _ 00 k e , J - ,r, 

we have l4 for all - 00 <a < 00 

foO dx(1 +x2)IFi(x)l..;;c(a)< 00. (2.33) 

If Tk = 0 = 0, then it can be shown 16 that near k = 0 

Tk = bk + o(k), b #0 
for Imk;;;.O, and 

R~ = -1 + ajk+o(k), j=r,l 

for Imk = O. 

(2.34) 

(2.34') 

We shall refer to a 2X2 matrix-valued function (2.29) 
of k that has the properties (2.26)-(2.28) and (2.31)-(2.33), 
and if To = 0, Eqs. (2.34) and (2.34'), that is continuous on 
the real axis. and whose diagonal elements are the boundary 
values of an analytic function regular in the upper half
plane, as in thesclass. D& Thaveproved l7 thatSk is theS 
matrix of the equation (2.1) with a potential in class (2.4) if 
and only ifit is in the s class. 

It is useful to define a third set of solutions of Eq. (2.1) 
by the boundary conditions 

(2.35) 
g2(0) = 1, g;(O) = - ik, 

and to combine them into a row vector 

lPk(X) = (g1,g2)' 

Then lPk satisfies the integral equation 

lPk (x) = t/I~ + (11k) f'dY sink (x - y) V(Y)lPk (Y), 

(2.36) 

where t/I~ is defined by Eq. (2.13). It is easy to prove that if V 
obeys Eq. (2.4) then for each fixed x, lPk (x) and lPk (x) are 
entire analytic functions of k. 

We may expressgl andg2 as linear combinations of the 
two linearly independent solutionsfl(x) andfz(x), or 

lPk(X) = Xk(X)Fk , (2.37) 

where Fk is a 2 X 2 matrix that is independent of x. We will 
get an expression for Fk by calculating the Wronskian ma
trix, using Eq. (2.8), 

W(Xk'Xk) = -2ikPI Tk, 

where 

P= ( 0 1) 
-1 0 . 

Consequently, if we define the Jost matrix 

Jk = FklTk, 

then 

PW(Xk,lPk) = 2ikJk • 

We also find from Eq. (2.35) that 

W(q;k,lPk) = -2ikP, 

from which it follows that 

detFk = T k , 
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and by Eq. (2.39) 

detJ" = liT". (2.41 ') 

Because X k and X " are regular analytic in the upper 
half-plane and ({J" and ({J" are entire analytic functions, Eq. 
(2.40) shows that the Jost matrix J k is an analytic function of 
k, regular in the open upper half-plane and continuous on 
the real axis, except possibly at k = O. Furthermore, it fol
lows from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.5'), and the analogous expres
sions17 for gl andg2, that for Imk;>O 

J" = 1 + O(lIlk I). (2.42) 

Now the boundary conditions (2.35) imply that 

({J- k (x) = ({Jk (x)Q. (2.43) 

Consequently, from Eqs. (2.15) and (2.37) 

¢ ~" = ({J ~ "J ='k = ({JkQJ ='k = ¢kJkQJ =Ik . 

Comparison with Eqs. (2.19) therefore leads to the decom
position of the S matrix into Jost matrices I 2 

Sk =QJ~kQJkl, (2.44) 

which is the exact analog ofthe canonical decomposition in 
the caSe of the radial Schrodinger equation. 

It follows from Eq. (2.40) that for real k 

J~k=Jt, (2.45) 

and hence the unitarity (2.28) implies that the Jost matrix 
must satisfy the relation 

Qi*J=iJ*Q. (2.46) 

A further equation follows from Eq. (2.41'), which may be 
written 

trS = 2/detJ. (2.41") 

Let us define for any 2 X 2 matrix M 

M=M-ldetM=( M22 -M12 ) 

-M2' Mil 
(2.47) 

and insert Eq. (2.44) in (2.41 "). We obtain 

trQJ*QJ = 2. (2.48) 

Finally, the Jost matrix is related to the Fredholm de
terminant.1 of the integral equation (2.12) by 

detJ = .1, (2.49) 

which is proved in Appendix A. 

3. BOUND STATES 

Suppose that, for some value of k with Imk> 0, 

liT, =0. (3.1) 

Then Eq. (2.8) shows that I, andI2 are linearly dependent 

12 = ell (3.2) 

and Eqs. (2.2) and (2.2') show that they are equal to a func
tion that decreases exponentially both as x---+ + 00 and as 
X---+ - 00. Thus, Eq. (3.1) defines an eigenvalue of the Schro
dinger equation (2. 1), or a bound state. It follows from the 
self-adjointness of Eq. (2.1) that Eq. (3.1) can hold only for 
Imk 2 = O. Furthermore, Eq. (3.1) cannot hold for real k be
cause Eq. (2.28') implies that then 1 T 1<:1. 
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Thederivativeof1/Tk atk = iK, whereEq. (3. 1) holds, 
is given by 

a 'f'" -(lIT,,) I h iK = - I dxIJ2' 
Jk ~ 00 

This formula is easily derived by differentiating Eq. (2.1) 
with respect to k, using Eq. (2.8), and integrating. Thus, by 
Eq. (3.2) 

(3.3) 

Since, at k = iK, II is real and e cannot vanish, the zero of 
(lITk ) at k = iK must be simple. 

According to Eqs. (2.4 1') and (2.49) the bound state 
condition (3.1) is equivalent to 

.1k =detJk =0. (3.1') 

As the Fredholm determinant vanishes, the homogeneous 
form of Eq. (2.12), which we shall denote by (2.12Y, has a 
nontrivial solution. Conversely, ifEq. (2.1) has a normaliza
ble solution for k 2 = - K 2, then Eq. (2.12Y must have a 
nontrivial solution and Eq. (3.1') must hold for k = iK. 
Thus, Eq. (3.1) is the necessary and sufficient condition for a 
bound state with the eigenvalue k 2 < O. 

Suppose now that Eq. (3.1') holds. Then there must 
exist a (real) nontrivial row vector, such that 

JiKr= O. (3.4) 

Then, according to Eqs. (2.15) amd (2.37) 

({Jk r = ¢Jk r = (¢k.1 k)(Jkr/.1d· 

As k---+iK the left-hand side approaches a finite limit not 
identically zero as a function of x. We also know that ¢k.1" 
approaches a finite limit. Since.:1 k has a simple zero at 
k = iK, liml,r/.1 k exists as k---+iK, because Jk is analytic. 
Hence, t/'k.1 k must approach a limit that is not identically 
zero. This limit is a solution ofEq. (2.12)", i.e., a bound state 
eigenfunction: 

({JiK r = gl', + g2'2 = ub(x). 

It follows from the boundary conditions (2.35) that 

u~(O) '1-'2 
--= -K--. 
u,,(O) '1 +'2 

(3.5) 

Thus, the vector, defined by Eq. (3.4) determines the loga
rithmic derivative ofthe bound-state solution Ub (x) atx = O. 

Suppose that there were two such linearly independent 
vectors " so that there would be two linearly independent 
bound-state functions, i.e., the eigenvalue would be degener
ate. Then it would follow from Eq. (3.4) that J iK = 0, and 
hence from Eq. (2.40) thatg 1 andg2 would be linearly depen
dent. However, this would contradict the boundary condi
tions (2.35). Hence, such degeneracy cannot occur. 

Let us now look at the pole of the solution ¢k ofEq. 
(2.12) at k = iK: 

where d is a row vector d = (d l ,d2) and UN is a normalized 
eigenfunction. Since the principal part of the resolvent ker
nel of Eq. (2.1) as a function of E = k 2 is 
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and 

¢k = ¢~ + Gk V¢~ , 

it follows that 

d l = - (i/2K) f~ 00 dxu N Ve - Kx, 

d2 = - (i/2K) f~ x dxu N Ve
Kx

. 

As a result we find from Eqs. (2.23), (2.29), and (2.21) that 
the residue of the transmission amplitude at the bound-state 
pole is given by 

ResTiK = id l d2 • (3.6) 

Thus, the residue of T does not determine the "nature" ofthe 
eigenfunction in the sense of Eq. (3.5).19 

We next consider the normalization of the eigenfunc
tion. Equation (3.3) tells us that if we define 

N
2= F"", dxfL (3.7) 

then 

ResTiK = i/cN 2
, (3.8) 

c being defined by Eq. (3.2). Let r be the row vector defined 
by Eq. (3.4), normalized so that 

rr = 1. 

Then, from Eqs. (2.37) and (2.39), 

(jJk r = XkJkrTk . 

As k-+iK we have 

lim JkrTk =jiKrResTiK , 
k .,K 

where the dot indicates differentiation with respect to k, and 

XiK (x) = fl (x)(l ,c). 

Therefore, 

(jJiK(x)r = uN(x)n, (3.9) 

with 

n2 = (lIc)[i(l,c~iKr]2( - i ResTiK ), (3.10) 

because of Eq. (3.8). [Note that jiK and ResTiK are purely 
imaginary. It follows from Eq. (3.8) that the right-hand side 
of Eq. (3.10) is positive.] The residue of Tk may also be ex
pressed in terms of jiK by Eq. (2.41 '): 

(3.11 ) 

in the notation (2.47). 
Now let us write the singular matrix J iK in the form 

JiK =P[rP, 

or 

lK =FiK
I = - fl, 

thereby defining the row vector I. [Here P is the matrix de
fined by Eq. (2.38).] Thus, I is such that 

lJ;K = O. (3.12) 
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According to Eq. (2.40) this means 

W(IPiK,(jJ;K) = O. 

Since gl and g2 are linearly independent, it follows that 

IPiK = IJ; -Idl = 0, 

or 

c = /2// 1, 

Therefore, 

(l,c) = (11/1)1 = -_ 1 ( 
2c )112 
IQI 

and Eq. (3.10) becomes 

n2 = ~ [iljiKrP( - i ResTiK)' 
IQI 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Note that this expression does not depend o~ the normaliza
tion of I. If J k is known, then so are JiK and JiK and hence by 
Eq. (3.11) all the ingredients of the right-hand side of Eq. 
(3.14) are known. For later use we shall define the matrix 

M = rrln2
• (3.15) 

The bound states giving rise to poles of the diagonal 
elements of the S matrix in the upper half-plane, they are 
determined if Sk is known. Their number, in particular, is 
directly related to the phase of detS. If we define 8 k to be 
continuous for 0 < k < 00 and such that 

then Eq. (2.30) tells us that 

T= ITleiD
• 

Hence, the Levinson theorem 

8(0) - 8(00) = 1Tn 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.1 S) 

follows in the usual manner20 if Tk does not vanish at k = O. 
Hence, n is the number of poles of Tk in the upper half-plane, 
which equals the number of bound states with negative ei
genvalues. If there is a half-bound state at k = 0, then 

8 (0) - 8 (00 ) = 1T(n + !). (3.18') 

Note that Eq. (2.41') shows that - 8 is the phase of detJ: 

detJ=ldetJle- i6
• (3.19) 

Let us now "remove" a bound state from Jk • That is to 
say, let us define a new Jost matrix J k that has the same 
analyticity properties as Jk , that also satisfies Eqs. (2.42), 
(2.46), and (2.48), and that is not singular (in the matrix 
sense) at k = iK, where detJiK = O. To this end we define 

with 

r
k 

= 1 - B + B k + iK . 
k-iK 

If B is chosen to be the singular matrix 

B = rrllrlj 

with 

then B is a (nonorthogonal) projection 
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B2=B 

and the constraints (2.46) and (2.48) are satisfied.21 Thus, by 
Eq. (3.5), B is determined by the logarithmic derivative of 
the eigenfunction at the origin. Clearly, J ~ defined by Eq. 
(3.16) obeys Eq. (2.42) and it is not singular at k = iK. 

Note that 

r k-
I =rt=r_ k 

and 

I-B=QBQ. 

Therefore, 

r Qr-1Q= k-iK 1 
-k k k+iK' 

and hence, if we define 

SK =QJ'_kQJ~-I, 
then Eq. (2.44) shows that 

S_k+iK S ' 
k - k _ iK k' 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

Thus, Skis an S matrix that belongs to a system without a 
bound state of eigenvalue - K 2. 

We remark that if 

(3.28) 

then 

(3.29) 

in which the transmission amplitude is unchanged but both 
reflection amplitudes have changed sign. We may therefore 
alternatively remove a bound state by defining 

J k = IJkrkI (3.20') 

instead of Eq. (3.20), and 

S' = k+iK IS I 
k k-iK k 

(3.27') 

instead ofEq. (3.27). This is the method used by D&T. 
In this fashion all the bound states may be removed and 

the reduced S matrix defined by 

k-iK 
s~ed = II . " I"SJ" 

" k + IK" 
(3.30) 

has the decomposition 

s~ed = Qr~dkQ(J~edtl. (3.31) 

The lost matrix J k is then defined in terms of J~ed by 

(3.32) 

The matrices 'I' (~k depend on the order in which the bound 
states are removed, because each such removal changes the 
null spaces at the remaining singularities. D&T give explicit-
112 the change in the potential that is associated with the 
removal of a bound state by the method of Eq. (3.27'). 

4. THE SPECTRAL FUNCTION 

It is well known4 that under the assumption (2.4) on the 
potential the spectrum of Eq. (2.1) is complete. Thus, we 
have the Parseval relation for any fE L 2; 
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f'" oc dxlf I < = (l/21T) Joc 00 dk \ f: oc dxf(x)U'k(X) \ 
2 

+ ~ \ f: oc dxfU N \2, (4.1) 

where UIK(X) is the first component of the solution ofEq. 
(2.12), and UN are the normalized bound-state eigenfunc
tions. The same relation holds for the second component 
U2k (X). Let us take the sum of the two Parseval relations for 
U I and U 2 and divide by 2. The first term on the right-hand 
side ofEq. (4.1) may then be written 

(lI21T) f' dk f: 00 dx f~ 00 dyf(x)f*(y)tPk(X)tP!(y), 

where tPk is the row-vector solution ofEq. (2.12). However, 
because by Eqs. (2.15), (2.37), and (2.39) 

CPk = tPkJk' 

we may write this as 

(l/21T) fO dk FO", dx S: oc dyf(x)f*(Y)CPk(X) 

X (JPd-1cp ley)· 
The bound-state terms in Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten by means 
of Eqs. (3.9) and (3.15) as 

f~ 00 dx f~ 00 dyf(x)f*(Y)CPiK(X)MKCP jAy)· 

As a result one may write Eq. (4.1), with E = k 2, as 

r~oc dxlfl
2 

= f:", JOO 00 dx fO 00 dyf(x)f*(Y)CPE(X) dp(E)cp ley), 

(4.2) 

where the spectral function is given by 

_ {(1/41Tk)(JtJk)_I, for E>O, 

dpldE - I. M/,lj(E - E
b

), for E <0, (4.3) 
b 

if Eb are the bound-state eigenvalues. Equation (2.46) im
plies that p is a symmetric matrix. 

Formally, Eq. (4.2) may be written 

f CPE dpECP ley) = 8(x - y). (4.4) 

5. THE REPRESENTATION OF fPk 

The first component of Eq. (2.36) may be written 

gl(x)r ikx = 1 + (l/2ik) r dy(l - e-2ik 
(x y) 

X V(y)gl(y)r iky. 

From this one easily shows that for x> 0 and Imk.;;;O, as well 
as for x < 0 and Imk;;.O, as Ik 1-00, 

g\(x)e -ik -I = O(lI jk (), (5.1) 

while for x> 0 and Imk > 0, as well as for x < 0 and Imk < 0, 

(5.2) 

Furthermore, for fixed x, g lis an entire analytic function of 
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k. Therefore, Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) imply that, considered as a 
function ofk forfixedx,gl - eikXbelongs toL 2( - 00,00) on 
the real axis, and it is an entire analytic function of exponen
tial type x. It follows from the Paley-Wiener theorem23 that 
g 1 has the Povsner-Levitan representation24 

gl(x) = eikx - f: x dyhl(x,y)eikx. (5.3) 

Similarly, we obtain 

gix) = e - ikx - J: x dyhz(x,y)e - iky. (5.3') 

Insertion of these representations in the Schrodinger 
equation (2.1) leads to the conclusion that hI and hz both 
have to satisfy the partial differential equation 

a2 a2 

-2 h (x,y) - -2 h (x,y) - V(x)h (x,y) = 0, (5.4) ax ay 
and the boundary conditions on characteristics 

d 
-2 -h(x,x) = V (x), 

dx 

d 
- h (x, - x) = o. 
dx 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Since these equations uniquely determine25 h, it follows that 
hI and h2 are equal: 

h\(x,y) = hzCx,y) = h (x,y). 

In addition, Vbeing real, h is real. Consequently, the two
component row vector fPk possesses the Povsner-Levitan 
representation 

fPk(X) = t/J~(x) - f:x dyh (x,y)t/J~(y), (5.7) 

in which it should be noted that h is a scalar. Ifwe define 

Ii(x,y) = h (x,y)O(lxl - Iyl) 

and 

w(x,y) = 8(x - y) - Ii (x,y), 

then Eq. (5.7) may be written in the form 

fPk(X) = f dyw(x,y)t/J~(y). (5.8) 

6. THE HILBERT PROBLEM 

The problem to be considered in this section is that of 
constructing the Jost matrix from a given S matrix. We as
sume that we are given a 2 X 2 matrix valued function of kin 
the s class [defined below Eq. (2.34)]. The problem is to find 
an analytic (matrix-valued) function Jk that is regular in the 
upper half-plane, has the asymptotic form (2.42). and such 
that Eq. (2.44), i.e., 

(6.1) 

holds. If the givenSk is associated with bound states, then we 
first remove them from Sk by the procedure given at the end 
of Sec. 3, i.e., if there are n bound states, their eigenvalues are 
determined by the positions of the poles of the diagonal ele
ments Tk of Sk in the upper half-plane. We then define the 
reduced S matrix as in Eq. (3.30) and wish to construct a 
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reduced Jost matrix as in Eq. (3.31). Once we have con
structed J"ed, the actual Jost matrix is defined by Eq. (3.32). 
For each bound state this introduces a free parameter (r 2/ r I)' 
the significance of which is exhibited in Eq. (3.5) as the loga
rithmic derivative of the bound-state eigenfunction atx = O. 

Our problem, then, is to solve Eq. (6.1) with a function 
that is regular in the upper half-plane, nowhere singular 
there (in the matrix sense), and approaches unity as Ik 1-00. 
We shall call such a function a "1 solution" ofEq. (6.1). One 
possible procedure for solving this Hilbert problem is analo
gous to that of Plemelj. 26 We shall proceed in another way. 
We note that since we have assumed that Skis in the s class, 
for which the existence of an underlying potential obeying 
Eq. (2.4) is assured, the existence ofa 1 solution ofEq. (6.1) is 
also assured. 

Our second observation is that since the given function 
Sk is the reduced S matrix, it satisfies Levinson's theorem 
(3.18) with n = 0, which we shall refer to as Eq. (3.18)". Let 
us set 

Sk =detSk , Sk =detJk • 

Then Eq. (6.1) leads to the equation 

SkSk=S_k' (6.1 ') 

where Sk is continuous on the real axis and, as k_ ± 00, 

Sk = 1 + O(lIk), 

while Sk is to be an analytic function, regular and without 
zeros in the upper half-plane, with 

lim Sk = 1. 
Ik 1-00 

A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
solution ofEq. (6.1') with these properties is Eq. (3.18)". In 
fact, in that case we have explicitly 

( 
1 foo dk'8k ,) Sk =exp - - -,--, 

1T -00 k -k 

the integral being meant as Cauchy's principal value. Since 
we assumed Eq. (3.18)" to hold, such a solution exists. If 
there also existed a solution of Eq. (6.1') that vanished at 
k = if3m' m = 1, ... ,n, then 

, k + if3m 
S k = Sk n k _ /3 ' 

m I m 

would solve Eq. (6.1') with 

s' - s IT ( k - 113m )2 
k-k k f3 ' 

m +I m 

and S k would have no zeros. However, the phase of Sk would 
not satisfy Eq. (3.18)". Hence, a solution ofEq. (6.1') with 
zeros in the upper half-plane cannot exist. Consequently, the 
determinant ofa 1 solution ofEq. (6.1) cannot vanish in the 
upper half-plane. We may therefore ignore this requirement. 

The third observation to be made is that the solution of 
Eq. (6.1)is unique. Suppose there were two solutions, sayJ( 1 > 

and J(2), 

QSkJil)Q=J(~)k' 
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Eliminating S k, we get 

J(?};;I PI} k Q = QJ~2) -I J~l). 
Since we have shown that no solution of Eq. (6.1) can be 
singular in the upper half-plane, the right-hand side is regu
lar in the upper half-plane and the left-hand side in the lower. 
Consequently, both sides must be entire analytic functions. 
Since, furthermore, both J~I) and Jk2

) approach the unit ma
trix as Ik 1-00, it follows by Liouville's theorem that 

J(2) -I J(l) = 1, 

and the two are identical. The 1 solution of Eq. (6.1) being 
unique, it follows that the only "0 solution" ofEq. (6.1) is the 
trivial one J k =0. 

We are thus left with the problem of constructing the 1 
solution ofEq. (6.1). The function Jk being analytic in the 
upper half-plane, continuous on the real axis, and obeying 
Eq. (2.42) asymptotically, it satisfies the "dispersion 
relation" 

J.-I=_I_f~ dk' Jk,-l 
k 21Ti _ co k ' - k - i€ 

= _1_' foc dk' J -k' -1 (6.2) 
21T .. '" k ' + k + i£ 

and hence by Eq. (6.1) 

i foc , Q(Sk' - l)Jk,Q 
Jk = 1+- dk 

21T - '" k' + k + i€ 

+ _i_ Q foc dk' Jk , - 1 Q. (6.3) 
21r _ >0 k ' + k + i€ 

However, because of the analyticity of Jk in the upper half
plane, the last integral vanishes. Therefore, Jk must satisfy 
the integral equation 

J=l+_I_' foo dk,Q(Sk,-l)Jk,Q. (6.4) 
k 21T _ oc k ' + k + i£ 

Let us insert in Eq. (6.4) the Fourier integral 

(k' +k+iE)-1 = -i 100 

daeia(k+k'), 

in which the right-hand side is understood to be the limit as k 
approaches the real axis from above. We then obtain the 
representation 

J, = 1 + 1'" daL (a)e
ilw

, 

where 

(6.5) 

L (a) = (l/21T) f~ 00 dkQ(Sk - l)JkQeika. (6.6) 

[The inversion of the order of the two integrations is justified 
because (for € > 0) both integrals converge absolutely.] In
serting Eq. (6.5) in (6.6), one obtains a linear integral equa
tion for L (a) as 

L (a) = K (a) + fa'" dfJK(a + {3)QL ({3)Q, (6.7) 

in which K (a) is given by 

K (a) = (1I21T)Q f" oc dk (Sk - l)eik"Q. (6.8) 
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Equation (6.7) has the drawback that it contains Lon 
the right-hand side multiplied by matrices both on the right 
and the left. We eliminate this by replacing the 2 X 2 matrix 
L by a four-component column vector 

{
LII) L\2) L21 =L 

L22 L)2 

L22 
and similarly for the inhomogeneous term 

K~K, 

while replacing the 2 X 2 matrix KQ in the integral by the 
4X4 matrix 

KQ-( K~ K~) = .:v. 
Then 

/'.. 

LQ-QL, 
/'.. 

where Q is the 4 X 4 matrix 

/'.. (0 Q= 
I 

1 ) o . 
In this language Eq. (6.7) reads 

L(a) = K(a) + roo d{3Y(a + {3)QL(/3). (6.9) 
Jo 

To find Jk is now reduced to solving Eq. (6.9), whose 
structure is similar to that of the Marchenko equation. Since 
we assumed that Sk is in the s class, we know that a solution 
ofEq. (6.9) exists. All we have to worry about is its 
uniqueness. 

Let us assume, then, that the homogeneous form ofEq. 
(6.9), which we shall call Eq. (6.9)", has a nontrivial solution 
in L 2. Then Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) would have a nontrivial 
solution without the I in Eq. (6.5); in other words, Eq. (6.4) 
without the 1 would have a nontrivial solution J~ . Such a 
solution would be analytic in the upper half-plane and tend 
to zero there as Ik 1-"00. It would follow that 

r = _1_' -5'" dk' QSk,J~,Q 
" 2rr - x k ' + k + i€ 

= _1_' fOC dk' J(~k , 

2rr _ oc k ' + k + i€ 

and hence 

QSkJZQ - J O
_ k =Ek (6.10) 

would be analytic in the upper half-plane and tend to zero 
there as Ik 1-"00. A little algebra and the use of Eqs. (2.26)
(2.28) show that then 

(E kP) = QSt(EkP)Q. (6.11) 

Since we known that the only ° solution ofEq. (6.1) is 
the trivial one, Ek cannot be identically zero. Hence, EkP is 
a nontrivial ° solution ofa problem like Eq. (6.1), but withSk 

replaced by St. We call this the accompanying problem 
(6.1)* . 

Thus, ifEq. (6.9)" has nontrivial solutions, then the so
lution ofEq. (6.9) is not unique, but only one of these solu
tions is the 1 solution ofEq. (6.1); the others lead, via Eq. 
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(6.10), to a ° solution ofEq. (6.1)*. [A solution ofEq. (6.9) 
will lead to the analog of Eq. (6.10) and hence Eq. (6.11), 
with the same properties of Ek'] 

7. A GEL'fAND-LEVITAN EQUATION 

An analog ofthe Gel'fand-Levitan equation can now be 
derived from the results of Secs. 4 and 5. Let us write Eq. 
(4.4) in the abbreviated operator notation 

f 'PE dpE'P 1 = 8, (7.1) 

and similarly 

f ¢~ dp~¢~t = 8, 

where dp/dE is given by Eq. (4.3), and 

dpo/dE= {1!41Tk, for E>O, 
0, for E <0. 

We also write Eq. (5.8) as 

'PE = (rJ¢~. 

Then Eq. (7.1) gives 

(rJ t - 1 = (rJ f ¢~ dp E ¢~t, 

and Eq. (7.2) gives 

(rJ = (rJ f ¢~ dp~¢~t. 
Substracting these two equations, we get 

(rJt -I - (rJ = (rJ f ¢~d (PE _ p~)¢~t. 

Now consider the kernel of (rJ-l: 

«(rJ-l)(X,y) = 8(x - y) + I (x,y), 

where I (x,y) is subject to the Volterra equation 

I (x,y) = ii (x,y) + f: x dzh (x,z)1 (z,y), 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

whose inhomogeneity vanishes for Ixl < Iyl. Consequently, 
I (x,y) = ° for Ixl < Iyl. This means that for Ixl > Iyl 

«(rJt -I _ (rJ)(x,y) = h (x,y). 

Therefore, Eq. (7.4) becomes, for Ixl> lyl,27 

h (x,y) = ho(x,y) - f x dzh (x,z)ho(z,y), (7.5) 

where 

ho(x,y) = f ¢~(X)d(PE -p~)¢'}J(y), 
d (PE - p~)ldE 

501 

= {(1!41Tk)[(JPd-
1 

- 1], 

l: Mb 8(E - Eb ), 

b 

for E>O, 

for E <0. 
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(7.6) 

(7.7) 

Note that hand ho are both scalars. 
Let us write 

mk = (JPkt l - 1. 

Then it follows from Eq. (2.45) that 

(7.8) 

and from Eq. (2.46) that 

(7.9) 

As a result we may write 

ho(x,y) = 2: Sb(X)Sb(y) 
b 

+ (1!21T) f~ 00 dk (m~ll)eikx + m~12)e - ikx)eiky, 

(7.6') 

where 

Sb(X) = (r1e- Kx + r 2e
KX)/n 

and ho is manifestly real. 
Equation (7.5) is an integral equation of the Fredholm 

type, with a trace-class kernel. That its homogeneous form 
has no nontrivial solution can be shown in the standard fash
ion. 28 It therefore has a unique solution h (x,y) in L I. That 
solution is connected with the potential in Eq. (2.1) by Eq. 
(5.5), and with the solution ofEq. (2.1) by Eq. (5.7). 

If we define 

a2 a2 

'T/(x,y) = -2 h (x,y) - -2 h (x,y) 
ax ay 

+2 [ ~ h (x ,x) ]h (x,y), (7.10) 

then it is a matter of straightforward differentiation and inte
gration by parts to show from Eq. (7.5) that, for Ixl > Iyl, 'T/ 
satisfies the equation 

'T/(x,y) = -2 [ ~ h (x, - x) ]ho( - x,y) 

-fx dZ'T/(x,z)ho(z,y). (7.11) 

Therefore, if the solution h (x,y) ofEq. (7.5) satisfies (5.6), 
then'T/ satisfies the homogeneous form ofEq. (7.5) and hence 
vanishes. It then follows from Eq. (7.10) that h satisfies Eq. 
(5.4) with Vdefined as in Eq. (5.5). Ifwe then define'Pk(x) by 
Eq. (5.7), it satisfies the Schrodinger equation (2.1) with this 
potential. Inserting Eq. (7.6) in (7.5) and using Eq. (5.7), we 
obtain the expansion for Ix I > Iyl as 

h (x,y) = f 'PE(X) d(PE - p~)¢~t(y). (7.12) 

Furthermore, the functions 'P k (x) can then be shown to form 
a complete set as in Eq. (4.4) with the spectral function given 
by Eq. (4.3) in terms ofEq. (7.7). Thus, we are led from the 
starting point (7.6) to the solution of the Schrodinger equa
tion with the spectral function that entered into Eq. (7.6). 

8. A MARCHENKO EQUATION 

Consider the row-matrix function 

rk (x) = X k (x)e - iIkx, 
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X being defined by Eq. (2.10) and the 2 X 2 matrix 1 by Eq. 
(3.23). The results of Sec. 2 imply that Yk is an analytic func
tion of k regular in the upper half-plane, continuous on the 
real axis, with the asymptotic behavior as )k )-+00 for 
Imk:;;,O: 

Yk = i + O(l/Ik I)· 

Here, 1 is the row vector 

i = (1,1). 

It follows that Y k satisfies the dispersion relation 

_ i = _1_ f"" dk' Yk - i 
Yk 21Ti _ 00 k' - k - i€ 

(8.2) 

= _1_' foo dk' Y -k' -1 . (8.3) 
21T - '" k ' + k + i€ 

Now according to Eqs. (2.15), (2.19), and (2.30), in the nota
tion defined by Eqs. (2.47) and (2.17), 

X·· k = XkSkQ, 

and therefore 

Y-k =YkYkQ, 

where 

Y k (x) = eilkXSk e - i1kx. 

(8.4) 

We are looking for a solution Yk ofEq. (8.4) that is 
analytic in the upper half-plane and obeys Eq. (8.2) there. 
Such a solution will be called a 1 solution. This resembles a 
Hilbert problem. 

It follows from Eq. (2.31) that Y k is continuous and, as 
k-+ ± 00, 

Y k = 1 + O(l/k). (8.5) 

Inserting Eq. (8.4) in (8.3), we obtain 

~ i foc I Yk,(Y K' - lL)Q 
Yk -1 = - dk 

21T - 00 k ' + k + iE 

+ _1_' foc dk' (Yk' - i)Q . (8.6) 
21T - oc k ' + k + i€ 

Because of the analyticity of Y k in the upper half-plane and 
Eq. (8.2), the last integral vanishes. Consequently Yk obeys 
the integral equation 

A i foc , Yk'(Y k' - l)Q 
Yk = 1 + - dk . 

21T - '" k' + k + iE 
(8.7) 

Use of the Fourier integral given below Eq. (6.4) leads to the 
representation 

Yk = i + 1'" da1J(a)e,ka, 

in which 

(8.8) 

1J(a) = (l/21T) f~ 00 dkYk(Y k - lL)Q eiku
. (8.9) 

(Inversion of the orders of the k and a integrations is justified 
by the absolute convergence of the integrals before €-+O.) 

Note that the Schrodinger equation (2.1), written in 
terms of Y k (x), reads 

Ilk = VYk' (8.10) 

if ilk is defined as 
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(8.11) 

Insertion of the representation (8.8) in this leads to the par
tial differential equation 

a2 a2 

-1J -2 --1Jl = V (x)1J (8.12) 
ax2 ax aa 

and the boundary condition on a characteristic 

a A 

-2 - 1J(a = 0)1 = VI. 
ax 

Ifwe write 

1Jt(x,a) = f.lt(x,x + a), 

1J2(x,a) = f.lix,x - a), 

then Eq. (8.12) reads 

a2 a2 

ax2 f.li(X,y) - ay2 f.li(X,y) = V(X)f.li(X,y), 

for i = 1,2, while Eq. (8.13) becomes 

a a 
-2 -f.lt(x,x) = 2 -f.l2(X,X) = V (x). 

ax ax 

In addition, 

lim f.lt(x,y) = lim f.lix,y) = o. 
y- .. oc y_· .. -oo 

In this language Eq. (8.8) becomes 

ft(x) = eikx + 1'" dy f.lt(x,y)e
iky

, 

r ( ) - I'kx IX d ( ) - iky 
J2 X = e + _ cc Y f.l2 x,y e , 

which are the representations given by F. 

(8.13) 

(8.12') 

(8.13') 

(8.14) 

(8.8') 

We now insert Eq. (8.8) in (8.9) and obtain the integral 
equation 

1J(a) = IG(a) + i oo 

d{31J(f3)G(a +{3), (8.15) 

where 

G (a) = (l121T) f~ oc dk (Y k - l)eikaQ. (8.16) 

Note that since Y k depends on x, so do G and 1J. 
We are again in a position of knowing a priori that a 

solution to Eq. (8.15) exists if Sk is in the s class. If this 
solution is unique, then it must, via Eq. (8.8), lead to the 1 
solution ofEq. (8.4), and to the potential via Eq. (8.13). Note 
that from the point of view of solving Eq. (8.15), the fact tha! 
Eq. (8.13) comes out as a scalar multiple of the row vector 1 
may seem like a miracle. However, if the homogeneous equa
tion (8.1Sr has no nontrivial solution and Sk is in the s class, 
this miracle is certain to happen. 

Suppose that 1J(a) is a solution ofEq. (8.15). Then it can 
be written in the form (8.9) with Yk given by Eq. (8.8). Inser
tion ofEq. (8.9) in (8.8) then shows that Yk satisfies Eq. (8.7). 
By straightforward differentiation and a bit of algebra one 
then finds that the function IT. defined in Eq. (8.11) satisfies 
Eq. (8.7) with the i replaced by 
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vex) = - - dk Yk(.Y' k - l)P, 1 a foo 
TT ax - 00 

(8.17) 

Pbeing defined by Eq. (2.38). If this row vector is of the form 

v = VI, (8.18) 

where Vex) is a scalar, i.e., ifv\ = v2, and ifEq. (8.15) has a 
unique solution, then Eq. (8.10) follows. However, we can
not draw this conclusion if the solution of Eq. (8.15) is not 
unique. Thus, in such a case we are not assured that a given 
solution leads to a solution of the Schrodinger equation. 

Equation (8.7) implies that Yk is regular in the upper 
half-plane and approaches i as Ik 1-00. It therefore satisfies 
both Eqs. (8.6) and (8.3), subtraction of which leads to 

foo dk' {Jk' =0 
- x k' + k + iE ' 

where 

{Jk =YkYkQ-Y-k' (8.19) 

It follows that{Jk is regular in the upper half-plane and tends 
to zero there as 1 k 1- 00 . Now one readily shows that {J k 

satisfies the equation 

(8.4)* 

which we shall call the accompanying problem to Eq. (8.4). It 
is obtained from Eq. (8.4) by the replacement Y k- - Yr· 

We thus have found that if Yk solves Eq. (8.7) [or it is 
obtained by Eq. (8.8) from a solution of Eq. (8. 15)J, then 
either it is a 1 solution ofEq. (8.4), which by Eq. (8.19) would 
mean {Jk = 0, or the function {Jk defined by Eq. (8.19) is a 0 
solution of Eq. (8.4)*. If Eq. (8.15)" has no nontrivial solu
tion, then the former must be the case, and furthermore the 
potential is given by Eqs. (8.17) and (8.18). 

On the other hand, we know that if the original poten
tial produces n bound states, then there exists an n-param
eter family of potentials all of which are associated with the 
same S matrix (and hence also the same bound-state eigenva
lues, since the latter are determined by T). Consequently, in 
the presence of n bound states the homogeneous equations 
(8.15)" and (8.7)" must have at least n linearly independent 
solutions. However, in that case the conclusion (8.10) cannot 
be drawn, and there is no known systematic way of choosing 
the correct solutions Yk ofEq. (8.7) that guarantee both the 
miracle (8.18) and (8.10). Therefore, the method of this sec
tion is applicable only to an S matrix that has no associated 
bound states. This S matrix may be either that of a system 
known to be without bound states, or it may be a reduced S 
matrix the bound states of which have been removed by Eq. 
(3.30). Such a reduced S matrix is then known to have an 
underlying potential in class (2.4) if the original one was. 
After reconstructing the potential that goes with S ~ed one 
may then add back the bound states by the method29 of 
D&T. 

9. THE INVERSION PROCEDURES 

We are now ready to give the inversion procedures 
based on the equations ofSecs. 6 and 7 or on those of Sec. 8. 
We shall also compare them with those previously known. 

We assume that a 2 X 2 S matrix in the s class is given. 
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This means that both reflection amplitudes and the trans
mission amplitUde are given for all k, 0 < k < 00 [and hence 
by Eq. (2.26) for all - 00 < k < 00]. The eigenvalues of the 
bound states, if any, are therefore also determined. This is 
because Tk is the boundary value of an analytic function that 
is meromorphic in the upper half-plane and satisfies Eq. 
(2.32). It has simple poles at k = iKn if - K ~ are the eigen
values of Eq. (2.1). Hence, for x > 0, 

1 foo . -2' dk(Tk _l)e'Kx= Ie-K"xResTiK", (9.1) 
TTl -00 n 

from which we may obtain both Kn and Res TiK" . 
We now remove the bound states and define the re

duced S matrix by Eq. (3.30). In the Gel'fand-Levitan meth
od one then proceeds as follows: 

The Hilbert problem for S ~ed is solved to find J ~ed by 
means of the Fredholm equations (6.9) and (6.5). Since an 
underlying potential exists, this will work ifEq. (6.9)" has no 
nontrivial solution. [If Eq. (6.9)" has nontrivial solutions, 
then one and only one of the functions (6.5) solves Eq' (6.1).] 
One then has three options. 

Method 1: Having obtained J~ed, one constructs the 
spectral functions (4.3) for the reduced problem (i.e., with 
the bound states removed). Thus, the kernel ho ofEq. (7.6) is 
known. One then solves the Gel'fand-Levitan equation 
(7.5). Since an underlying potential exists, the unique solu
tion ofEq. (7.5) must give it via Eq. (5.5). One then adds the 
bound states back by the method of D&T. This yields an n· 
parameter family of potentials, the parameters being the 
norming constants of the bound states. 

Method 2: Having obtained J~ed, one forms Jk by Eq. 
(3.32). This yields an n-parameter family of Jost matrices, 
the parameters being the logarithmic derivatives of the ei
genfunctions at the origin [the r in Eq. (3.22)]. Though those 
two parameters, the norming constants and the logarithmic 
derivatives, are different, they are determined by one an
other. [Once J iK is known, so is I, and hence Eqs. (3.13) and 
(3.8) determine N, ResTiK being known.] Next Eq. (7.5) is 
solved for each of these Jk and the potential is determined 
from Eq. (5.5). 

Method 3: In this procedure a Jost matrix is not needed. 
Instead, we first remove the bound states as before, via Eq. 
(3.30). We then use the reduced S matrix in Eq. (8.16) and 
solve the Marchenko equation (8.15). IfEq. (8.15)" has non
trivial solutions, then solutions of Eq. (8.15) must still exist 
and one of them must, via Eq. (8.8), lead to{Jk = 0 in Eq. 
(8.19). This solution then yields the potential by Eq. (8.13). 
We then add the bound states by the method ofD&T. 

The virtue of method 3 over the first two is that it re
quires the solution of only one (matrix) integral equation, 
though for each x the integral in Eq. (8.15) extends over an 
infinite interval. Methods 1 and 2, on the other hand, require 
the solution of two (matrix) integral equations (6.9) and 
(7.5). However, Eq' (6.9) is independent of x and the integra
tion in Eq. (7.5) extends over a finite range only. 

Let us compare the procedures of this paper with those 
ofF and ofD&T. While their methods differ from one an
other, they have in common that the assumed data consist of 
one reflection amplitude as a function of k, 0 < k < 00 [and 
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hence by Eq. (2.26) for - 00 < k < 00], and, independently, 
the bound-state eigenvalues, plus one norming constant for 
each bound state. In the methods of this paper the assumed 
data are the S matrix for 0 < k < 00, and a set of as many real 
constants as there are bound states. (These may be either 
norming constants or logarithmic derivatives.) However, 
the restrictions on Sk implied by being in the s class are not 
enforcable as easily as are the needed restrictions on R in the 
methods ofF and D&T. The way to do it here is to assign a 
function Tk that is meromorphic in the upper half-plane and 
whose modulus remains less than I everywhere on the real 
axis. In addition, the phase of either R ~ or R ; may be inde
pendently assigned. Its modulus is then determined by Eq. 
(2.28'), and the other reflection amplitude is given by Eq. 
(2.28"). One would then have to check whether the so con
structed reflection amplitudes obey Eq. (2.33). Whereas this 
procedure is "natural" for the present methods, one may 
alternatively start with the data assumed for F and D&T and 
then construct the transmission amplitude and the other re
flection amplitude. The thus constructed S matrix may then 
be used as the starting point. Similarly, one may start with 
theSmatrix, then construct the eigenvalues by Eq. (9.1), and 
then proceed with the method of F or of D&T. 
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APPENDIX A. PROOF OF EQ. (2.49) 

The Fredholm determinant L1 is given by 

L1 = exp tr In(1 - G 0+ V), (AI) 

in which the kernel of the Green's function is given by 

G 0+ (x,y) = - (i/2k )eik Ix - YI. 

Because of Eq. (2.8) the complete Green's function is given 
by 

G+(xy) = { - (i!2k)TII(x)fiy), 
, -(i!2k)TII(y)f2(X), 

if x>y, 

if x <yo 
(A2) 

Let us now replace Vby yVand differentiate Eq. (AI) 
with respect to y: 

(dL1 /dy)/ L1 = - tr(1 - yG 0+ V)-IG 0+ V = - trG +V 

- (i/2k)T f: = dxVltl2' 

by Eq. (A2). On the other hand, differentiate Eq. (2.6): 

d (lIT)!dy = - (dT /dy)!T2 

= (i!2k) f: 00 dx e - ikx(fl + ydll/ dy). 

If we write Go for the operator whose kernel is 
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Go(x,y) = - (11k) sink (x - y)e (x - y). 

where e (x) is the Heaviside function, then Eq. (2.3) reads 

II = eikx + yGoVII' 

and hence 

dll/dy = GoVl1 + yGoVdfl/dy. 

Consequently, 

ydltfdy = (1 - yGoV)-lyGoVII = (1 - yGoV)-1/1 - II, 

and by using Eq. (2.3'), 

(dT /dy)/T= - (i!2k)T f: 00 dx e- ikxV(1- yGoV)-1/1 

- (i/2k)T f: oc dx e - ikx(1 - yVGot l VII 

- (i!2k)T f: oc dx Vltl2· 

We have therefore found that 

d In(TL1 )/dy = O. 

Since for y = 0, T = L1 = 1, it follows that for all y, L1 = liT, 
and Eq. (2.49) follows from Eq. (2.41'). 

APPENDIX B. TRANSLATIONS 

Suppose that the potential is shifted by y as 

vY(x) = V(x + y). 

Then it follows from Eq. (2.12) that the corresponding solu
tion tP { is given by 

tP t(x) = tPk(X + y)e -- ilky 

whereIis the matrix defined in Eq. (3.23). Consequently, by 
Eq. (2.19), 

S { = ei1kyS k e -- ilky. 

This means that 

R Iy = e-2iky R I, 

R ry = e2ikYR r. 

Similarly, from Eqs. (2.3), (2.3'), and (2.36), 

Xt(x) = Xk(X + y)e- ilky, 

qJ {(x) = qJk (x + y)e .. ilky
, 

and hence from Eq. (2.40) 

J{ =eilkYJke-ilky. 

Notice that if we choosey = rr/2k, then 

-R r) 
T ' 

so that a change of sign of both reflection amplitudes is ob
tained by the energy dependent potential 

Vk(x) = V(x+~1Tk-I). 

We also note that for the shifted potential the matrix Fk 
of Eq. (2.37) is given by 

and we find from Eq. (2.39) that 

(FX_ ktl = Q(F:D-IYk(X)Q, 
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where ,f' k (x) is the matrix defined below Eq. (8.4). There
fore, the row vector 

1(Ft}-1 

satisfies the same equation (8.4) as Yk and has the same anal
yticity properties. However, it does not satisfy the asymptot
ic requirement (8.2). 
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Some combinatorial techniques are presented which streamline the graphical analysis used in N -
body scattering theory. The basic results are derived using properties of the lattice of partitions of 
N particles, which naturally arises on classifying translational symmetry properties of N -body 
operators. Classical cumulant expansions are recovered, previously obtained results are 
presented from a unified point of view, and some new theorems concerning connectivity of N
body equations are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1964, Van Winter I and Weinberg2 independently de
veloped the first N-body generalized of Faddeev's work3 on 
three-particle scattering. The graphical analysis used in de
riving their equation had its roots in combinatorial methods 
that have been widely used in many fields of physics and 
mathematics. In particular, we refer to the combinatorial 
machinery used in the construction of correlative expansions 
in statistical mechanics, cumulant expansions in probability 
theory, and truncated vacuum expectation values in quan
tum field theory.4-10 AsN-body physics developed an identi
ty of its own, many of these ideas were forgotten. In this 
paper, we show how these ideas arise naturally in the context 
of the quantum mechanical N-body problem, and lead to 
combinatorial theorems that are indispensable tools for for
mulating connected integral equations. We show how trans
lation symmetries of an N-body system can be classified by 
the lattice of partitions of N particles, and how this lattice 
structure leads to both well-known and new combinatorial 
results. The most striking results are Theorems 7 and 12, 
which are useful tools in formulating connected kernel inte
gral equations. The utility of some of the theorems is illus
trated in some familiar examples in Sec. 5. Although our 
considerations are restricted to the quantum mechanical N
body problem, the conbinatorial results should be useful in 
other applications. 

Specific cases of the most important results of this paper 
first appeared in an unpublished paper ofL'Huillier, Redish, 
and Tandy II (LRT), and later in papers by Benoist-Gueutal, 
L'Huillier, Redish, and Tandy, 12 and Kowalski. 13 The un
derlying combinatorial results in these works were extracted 
and extended by Redish and the author. 14 Subsequent appli
cations l2

-
17 followed the work ofLRT. The relation of the 

work of L'Huillier, Redish, and Tandy to cumulant expan
sions and related ideas was pointed out by Kowalski 16 and 
Simon. I H The purpose of this paper is to present a unified 
treatment ofthese combinatorial results from a lattice theor
etic point of view. This allows us to simplify the proofs of 
previously obtained results, generalized these results and ob
tain new results. 

This paper is divided into five sections. In the Sec. 2 the 
lattice structure on the set of partitions is introduced as a 

")This work is taken from the author's Ph.D. thesis. 

way of classifying the subgroups of the N-body translational 
symmetry group. In Sec. 3 these symmetry properties are 
used to define the notion of connectivity and to classify sym
metry properties of a certain class of linear operators. The 
main combinatorial results are presented in Sec. 4. Simple 
applications of some of the results are applied to examples 
from N-body quantum mechanics in Sec. 5. In the final sec
tion we discuss other uses of these results. 

2. PARTITIONS AND TRANSLATIONAL INVARIANCE 

In many physical systems one deals with systems of 
many particles involving few-particle interactions. For ex
ample, in the atomic nucleus, the force binding the nucleons 
has a short range and a repulsive core.7 This indicates that 
the atomic nucleus can be adequately described with forces 
that never involve more than a few nucleons at a time. This 
basic property is characteristic of most N-body systems. 
Whenever one has such a system, it will possess a high degree 
of translational symmetry. In the case ofthe atomic nucleus 
the two-body interaction between particles 1 and 2 will be 
independent of the positions of particles 3 ... N. This means 
that this interaction operator will commute with the mo
mentum operators associated with particles 2 ... N and the 
center of mass of the 1-2 system. For each such physical 
operator, there will be a many-parameter unitary group un
der which that operator is invariant. For the two-body inter
action of our example the appropriate translation group is 

u(a) = e- ia'P, (I) 

where P = (P I2, P3, P4 ... PN ), Pi is the momentum operator 
for particle i, P 12 = PI + P 2' and a is a 3(N -1) parameter 
vector. In general, an N-body theory will involve many kinds 
of operators with different translational symmetries. In or
der to treat this situation effectively, it is useful to have an 
efficient bookkeeping system to isolate classes of operators 
with different symmetries. We define the notion of a 
partition: 

Definition 1: A partition a of N particles is a way of 
grouping the N particles into na disjoint groups called clus
ters. For example, a three cluster partition of seven particles 
is given by 

(12) (3) (4567). (2) 

The ordering of the labeling of the clusters, or of the particles 
within a given cluster is immaterial. Lower case Latin letters 
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a, b, c .. · are used to denote partitions of na , nb , nc ... clusters. 
The symbols 1 and 0 denote the unique I-cluster and N
cluster partitions, respectively. It is useful to define the fol
lowing sets of partitions: 

Definition 2: 

9 = {All partitions of N particles} , 

9' = {aE9ln a > I} = 9/{l} , (3) 

9" = {aEPIN>na > 1}= 9/{Q,V. 

The sets 9' and 9 " arise naturally in applications. 9' is the 
set of partitions that are associated with the proper subsys
tem problems of our system. The one-cluster partition, !, 
which groups all N-particles together is excluded. 9" is the 
subset of 9' which excludes the N-cluster partition O. This is 
naturally associated with N single-particle systems -which is 
the only trivial subsystem. 

To each partition, a, we associate the 3na parameter 
unitary group of translations that independently transform 
the cen ters of mass of each of the clusters of a. We denote this 
group by :§ a . 

The group, :§ a' associated with the partition a general
ly admits many subgroups corresponding to translations 
that do not change the relative positions of various sets of 
clusters of a. These subgroups correspond to the subgroups 
:§ b' where the clusters of b are composed of the particles in 
the clusters of a whose relative positions are invariant under 
the action of this subgroup. This leads to the definition: 

Definition 3: If the group, :§ a' associated with a parti
tion a is a subgroup of the group, :§ b' associated with the 
partition b, then one says a -;Jb (or equivalently bc;;;,a). In 
terms of the structure of partitions a -;J b means that a is ob
tained by joining some (possibly 0) of the clusters of b. This is 
illustrated in the six-body case by the following example: 

(6) } 
(46) =?a-;Jb, a'11c. 

a = (12) (345) 

b = (12) (35) 

c = (13) (3456) 

(4) 

It is easy to show that the relation -;J is a partial ordering19 

on the set, 9, of partitions of N particles. One can define 
least upper bounds (unions) and greatest lower bounds (in
tersections) with respect to this ordering. 20 These operations 
give the set of partitions, 9, with the relation -;J a lattice 
structure. In particular, it is a semimodular lattice18 often 
referred to as the partition lattice or Birkhoff lattice. This 
structure provides a powerful notational and bookkeeping 
device: 14 

Definition 4: The union, aub, of the partitions a and b is 
the finest partition (the one with the most clusters) satisfying 
both aub-;Ja and aub-;Jb. The intersection, anb, is the coar
sest partition (the one with the fewest clusters) satisfying 
both ac;;;,anb and bc;;;,anb. These operations are illustrated 
below: 

a = (12)(345)(67) } aub = (12345)(67) 
b = (123)(45)(67) ~anb = (12)(3)(45)(67)' 

(5) 

It is easy to show that the unions and intersections as defined 
above both exist and are unique. The partition aub is associ
ated with the largest symmetry group, :§ avb' that is a sub-
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group of both :§ a and :§ b' The partition anb corresponds to 
the smallest symmetry group that contains both :§ a and :§ b 

as subgroups. For a finite lattice of this form there are unique 
minimal and maximal elements. These are the intersection of 
all partitions which is the partition Q (all particles separate), 
and the union of all partitions which is the partition! (all 
particles together). :§ 0 corresponds to the full translation 
group that independently changes the coordinates of each 
particle in our system, and :§ I corresponds to the group of 
translations of the center of mass of the entire N-body sys
tem. We remark that this lattice structure has been used by 
Bencze21 to solve the nontrivial problem of counting the Ya
kubovskii equations.22 

3. OPERATORS AND PARTITIONS 

The partition lattice can be used to classify translational 
symmetry properties of physical operators on the N-body 
Hilbert space. To do this we introduce the notion of connec
tivity. Intuitively, one thinks of an operator as having con
nectivitya ifit is independent of the positions of the centers 
of mass of the clusters of a, and vanishes as the relative co
ordinates of any particles internal to a single cluster of a 
becomes large. There are many possible ways to formulate 
these conditions. One convenient characterization is: 

Definition 5: A bounded N-body operator, A, is said to 
have connectivity a iff 

(i) it commutes with the 3na parameter unitary group, 
:§ a' of translations of the center of mass of the clusters of a; 
and 

(ii) for every b '11 a 

s- lim Ub(Xb)AUb(Xb) =0, (6) 
Ix"I", . , 

where Ub(Xb ) is the element of :!J b corresponding to the 
displacement of the center of mass of the clusters of b by Xb 

= (xb" .. ·,Xb,,). s -limlx"lcc, " indicates the strong limit as 
all of the relative coordinates of the centers of mass of the 
clusters of b approach infinity. 

Condition (ii) is one possible formulation of the asymp
totic condition. It is not the weakest possible choice, but is 
convenient for our purposes. Two-body interactions that are 
bounded local functions approaching 0 as the relative co
ordinate approaches infinity are easily seen to have N -1 
cluster connectivity of this definition, so this condition is not 
unreasonable. This definition can be extended to unbounded 
operators with :§ 0 invariant domains with some modifica
tion. These analytIc considerations are of secondary impor
tance to our combinatoric considerations, and will not be 
discussed further. 

If an operator A has connectivity a we write 

A= [A 1o. (7) 

When A = [A ] I we say A is connected. In N-body scattering 
theory, connectivity of an operator is a prerequisite for com
pactness. Specifically, operators that are compact on the rel
ative motion Hilbert space can be shown to be connected by 
Definition 5. Connectivity guarantees that the basic opera
tor algebra, which is complicated for an N-body system, is 
done properly. It allows one to separate these combinatorial 
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considerations (which are much easier to verify) from the 
analytic considerations associated with actually proving 
compactness. 

Most of the operators that we deal with in physics can 
be represented as a sum of parts with different connectivities. 

Definition 6: The set tJ HI of translationally fibered oper
ators (TFO's)23 is the set of bounded operators A that admit 
cluster decompositions of the form 

A = I [A]a , (8) 
aE:;I) 

where [A ]a is a bounded operator of connectivity a. 
Most operators that one deals with in the N-body prob

lem are of this form. In all that follows we will use the follow
ing notation for sums over partitions: 

We observe23 

Theorem 1: The cluster decomposition of a TFO is 
unique. To prove this assume AEtJ ,,/ and that A has two
cluster decompositions: 

(9) 

From (9) it follows that for any b 

a 

For b ;;2 a, [A 10 and [A / L will be invariant under ~ b' since 
~ b is a subgroup of ~ a in this case. This allows us to write 
(9) as 

I ([A L - [A 'L) 
u(<;;b) 

+ )' Ub(xb)([A]o - [A /]a )U!(Xb) = O. (10) 
u('tb) 

Taking the strong limit as I Xb I rel_ 00 it follows from (6) and 
(10) that for every I¢ > our N-body Hilbert space and every 
bE.9 that 

I ([A 10 - [A /10 )I¢> = 0, 
a(<;;b) 

or equivalently 

I ([A L - [A']a)=O. 
Q(<;;b) 

We write this condition as 

IL1 b2Q ([A]a - [A']Q)=O 
u 

where24 

L1 = 1 (ifa;;2b 
Q 2 b - 0 otherwise' 

(11) 

The theorem will be proved if we can show thatL1 Q ::Jb has an 
inverse as a matrix indexed by partitions. 14 This is shown in 
the next section when we discuss combinatorics (Theorem 
3), which proves Theorem 1. 0 

A second interesting question concerns what happens 
when you mUltiply two TFO's. Intuition says that the con-
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nectivity must increase, and this should be reflected by our 
definition. The relevant result isH: 

Theorem 2: Let A, BEtJ:> and assume A = [A 10 and 
B = [B ]b' thenABEtJ.> and 

AB = [AB ]aub . (12) 

Proof First we note that since ~ aub is the largest sub
group of both ~ a and ~ b' the productAB is invariant under 
~ aub' and satisfies condition (i) of Def. 5 for aub connecti
vity. Next, let c be any partition satisfying ciJaub, then ei
ther c;;2b and ciJa or ciJb. If c~b and crba then B is invar
iant under Uc(xc) and 

IlUc(xcABut(xJI¢> II = IlUc(xc)AU!(xJ.B I¢> II 
= IlUc(xc)AU!(xc)I¢> II, 

where I¢> = B I¢ >. Because c12a and B is bounded this 
vanishes as IXe Irel ->- 00 by thea-connectivity ofA. To treat 
the case c iJ b note 

II Uc(xc)ABUJ(xc>l¢ > II 
= II Uc(xc)A UJ(xJUc(xJBUJ(xc)l¢ > II 
<IIA 11'11 Uc(xJBU;(xc)l¢ > II· 

Again since A is bounded and ciJb, this vanishes as 
I Xc I rel ->- 00 by the b-connectivity of B. Taken together, 
these conditions imply that \;j ciJaub 

s - lim U,(xJABUJ(xc) = O. 
Ix,I,,·, • = 

Since the productAB is bounded, it follows from Def. 5 that 
ABEtJ ," and has connectivity aub. 0 

Corollary: \;j A,BEtJ:'i , ABE& .'i and 

[AB L = I [A 10 [B]b . 
{u,b laub ~ cJ 

(13) 

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and the 
cluster decomposition of TFO's. 

In the proof of Theorem 1 the combination 
~QL1b2a [A ]a appears. This particular combination appears 
frequently in applications, and it is useful to have a notation 
for it. 

Definition 7: For AEtJ" 

Au I L1 Q2b [A ]b , (14) 
b 

This is the part of A that is invariant under ~ a' including all 
terms with higher symmetries. It is also useful to have a 
notation for the residual part. 

Definition 8: For AE&", 

AU_A-Au. (15) 

This is the part of A that breaks the ,0/ u translational symme
try. If we define 

(16) 

(15) can be expressed as 

AU= I.1u2d A ]b' (17) 
b 

The upper-lower partition notation has become standard in 
N-body theory. 11-17 The decomposition (15) breaks an oper
ator into a part that involves particles in the same clusters of 
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the partition a, and parts that necessarily involve particles in 
different clusters. 

These combinations are not the only ones that arise nat
urally. It is also useful to define 

Definition 9: For AE&:'I 

This is the part of A that is invariant under the groups [1 a, 

···[1om and breaks the invariance under each of [1 b, ••• [1 b", . 

This operator also satisfies a relation corresponding to (15): 

(19) 

To illustrate some of these ideas we look at the example 
of nonrelativistic potential scattering. Let us consider the 
case N = 5. Ifwe let Go(z) be the resolvent of the five-body 
kinetic energy operator, and Vij the two-body interaction 
between particles i andj, then the following operator is an 
example of a five-body operator of connectivity (12) (345) 

Go (z) V12 Go (z) V35 Go (z) V45 Go (z) . (20) 

Operators of this type appear in the perturbation expansion 
for the full five-body resolvent. Note, Go(z) becomes un
bounded as z approaches the scattering cut, however, for our 
purposes it is enough to consider z in the domain of analytic
ity of Go (z) . 

4. COMBINATORIAL RESULTS 

In this section the main results concerning connectivity 
properties of operators are stated and proved. Although 
some of these results have appeared elsewhere, 11-14,23 we in
clude them for the purpose of continuity. In the last section 
the matrices .1 a \;;b and .:::1a \;;b on the partition indices were 
introduced. These matrices relate the operatorsA a andA a to 
their cluster expansions. All of the results are related to sim
ple properties of these matrices. First note: 

Theorem 3: Considered as a matrix with partition indi
ces, .1 a \;;h has an inverse with integer elements. 14.23 

Proof Since.1 a;;? b is a matrix with integer elements, it is 
enough to show the determinant is unity. To do this, order 
the partitions left to right in order of increasing number of 
clusters. Since a d b implies b is obtained from a by breaking 
clusters of a, it follows that na <nb . In addition it is easy to 
see that a:2 band na = nb requires a = b. In this representa
tion these remarks clearly require that .1a;;?b is an upper tri
angular matrix with ones on the diagonal. The determinant 
of such a matrix is clearly unity, providing Theorem 3. 0 

The inverse of .1a ::>b is denoted by.1 a-~b . The elements 
of.1 u';db are referred to as the anticluster ~oefficients.zs The 
elements of this matrix can be constructed recursively by 
increasing the number of clusters on the right via 

(21) 

(22) 

Explicit expressions for these coefficients have been given by 
L'HuiIIier.26 

The matrix.1 a-~ b allows the construction of some very 
useful quantities. First we observe that23 
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(23) 

where these matrices are considered as matrices on the re
stricted set of partitions!?'. If we sum a over!? ' we obtain 
for any bE!?' 

1 = L Dab = L.1 ;-~c.1c;;?b = 
a a,C 

This leads us to define the quantity 

(25) 
a 

from which we deduce for any bE!?' the following important 
result: 11-14 

L Yf a = L Yf a.1a;;?b = 1 . (26) 
a(;;?b) 

This result is of primary importance in the work of L'Huil
lier, Redish, and Tandyll and in related work. II

-
14 Jt is 

proved explicitly in Refs. 11-14 using conbinatorial meth
ods where explicit expressions for the coefficients are given. 
In particular one can prove: 

Theorem 4: The coefficients Yf u are uniquely deter
mined by (26) and are exactly 

Yf a = ( - f"(na -I)! (27) 
Proof First note that the Yf a's are uniqUely determined 

by (26). Assume an arbitrary set of coefficients satisfies (26). 
Multiplying both sides of this equation on the right by.1 b-~c 
and summing b over!? m gives -

L.1 b~c = L Yf a.1 a;;?b.1 b~c = L Yf aDac = Yf a . 
b b,a c 

(28) 

From this it follows that these Yf a's must be given by (25), 
proving uniqueness. It then follows that to prove the Yf a's in 
(25) are given by (27), one needs only show that the coeffi
cients (27) satisfy (26). To do this one introduces the Stirling 
numbers of the second kind:28 

Definition 10: The Stirling number o/the second kind, 
Y';J is the number of ways N distinguishable objects can be 
grouped into m nonempty disjoint clusters. 

The Stirling numbers are well-known combinatorial 
quantities and satisfy the following properties:28 

n 

(i) L (- y-mm!Y;;, = I, (29) 
m=O 

(ii) Y;;' +1 = mY:~ + Y;;' ···1 , (30) 

(iii) Y;, = Y~ = 1, Y~ = Dno . (31) 

It is easy to show that these properties imply lJ 

1 = i (- )m(m -I)! Y;;' . (32) 
m = 2 

The coefficients (27) explicitly appear in this sum. To obtain 
the desired result one must write this as a sum over parti
tions. To do this fix a partition b and consider all partitions 
aE9' satisfying a:2 b. These partitions are obtained by join
ing the clusters of b together. For the purpose of counting 
partitions, the clusters of b can be treated as nb single parti
cles. It follows that 
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I (- r"(na -1)! 
a(;;;;:;'h) 

= I (- r"(na -1)! 
tJ" -.= 2 

X {# of na cluster partitions of nh particles}, 
(33) 

which is by definition 

I (- r"(na -1)! y~:-
fI" -- 2 

(34) 

Since this expression is 1 by (32), it follows that CG' a = ( -- r" 
(na -1)! satisfies (26). The uniqueness part of this proof 
allows these numbers to be identified with the coefficients 
defined in (25). 0 

A great deal of effort has been made to compute the 
value of the coefficients CG' a' The reason for this is that these 
numbers are involved in some very important theorems. In 
order to collect these results in one place, we state all of these 
theorems before proving any of them. The are 

Theorem 5: VAEff}:. 

[A ]D1SC - I [A ]a = I CG' aAa (any A), (35) 
a 

Theorem 6: VAEf/. 

(36) 

Theorem 7: VA, BE& .• 

I CG' aAaB a is 0 or connected. (37) 

These theorems are the fundamental results of this paper. 
Theorems 5 and 7 are generalizations of results in Refs. 14 
and 23 and related to results appearing in Ref. 11. They 
admit genrealizations corresponding to choosing the opera
tors A and B as products of operators having several upper 
and lower indices. Theorem 7 also holds if the order of A and 
B is reversed. The proofs of these theorems utilize the cluster 
expansions (14), (17), and (26). 

ProofofTheorem 5: 

I '6' aAa = I '(j a I [A 1b = I [A]h I CG' a 
b(<;;;a) h a(db) 

which is by definition [i.e., (35)] [A 1 DISC' o 
Proof of Theorem 6: Theorem 5 and (15) yield 

= [A 1D1sc + I 'CaAU, 

which implies 

[A L = A - [A 1 DISC = I CG' aA a . 0 

Proof of Theorem 7: Equations (14) and (17) yield 

I CG' aAa Ba 
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I I [A 1b [B L I CG' aLladh(1 - Ll adb ) 
h c 

I I [A 1h [B lc I 'G a(Ll adb - Ll(ruc)<;;;a)' 
b c 

Since na;;.2 by the fact that the a sum is primed, (26) implies 
};~ CG' a Lladb = 1 . If buc has at least two clusters then we 
also have};~ CG' a Llruc<;;;a = 1; but if buc = 1 then there are no 
a's with na ;;.2 satisfying bucc;;,a and the sum is O. Therefore 
we obtain 

I 'GaAa Ba = II [A 1b[Blc'[1-(I-D"b,)] 
abc 

= II [A ]b[BLDn.,,· 
h c 

This sum is 0 or connected because A,BE&. by (12). 0 
This theorem is extremely useful because it allows us to 

construct connected operators in a few simple steps. In the 
next section some examples of applications of these theorems 
to N-body theory are given. 

Recall that the existenceLl b~a means that we can freely 
transform between the sets of operators {Aa tu' and 
{[ A 1 a tEj . There is a similar relation between these sets of 
operators and the set {A a} with one minor qualification. 29 

First note that [A 10 is contained in none of the A "'s , while 
[A 1, is contained in all of the (nontrivial) A "'s . Thus nei
ther -[A 10 nor [A 1, can be recovered from the set {A a}. 
However ~ if both [A 10 and [A L vanish, then both of the 
sets {Aa tu'" and {[A 10 tE;P" can be obtained. To do this 
one must construct the inverse of Lludb on 9" X 9". One 
has23 

Theorem 8: Ll ~; b exists as a matrix indexed by the set of 
partitions 9". 

Proof The proof of this theorem uses the existence of 
Ll a~b as a matrix on the set of partitions 9", and the explicit 
expressions for ((,j a given by (27). We first observe that 

and 

We multiply (39) by '(5 a and sum a over [:I" for be:;;" 
which gives 

(38) 

(39) 

I '(j aLlad!> = L 'G a - L ~'aLladh . (40) 
(J Q a 

Equations (38), (26), and the fact that bE9" can be used to 
obtain 

or 

( - )" . ". -
1- ·~'GLl b 

- (N -I)! ~ a ad . 
(41) 

If we insert (41) in (39) we obtain 

" ( - t ' ) 
Llad h = ~ (N -I)! 'G c - Dae Lled b . (42) 
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To complete the proof we multiply (42) by L1 d-ia and sum a 
over 9" giving 

which immediately implies 

- -I "( - )N -I -I -I 
L1 a"Jb = " L1 a"Je 't5 b - L1 a::Jb . 0 - -7 (N -I)! - -

(44) 

Theorem 8 provides a means for constructing 
{[A ]atE;/" and {AatE;r from {A atE'"," when [A]o 
= [A ] 1 = ° . In particular one may define "raising" and 
"lowering" operators by: 

(45) 

(46) 

The complete set of relations is 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

It follows that the three sets of operators, {Aa} , {A a} , and 
{[A L} contain exactly the same information (*if [A ]0 
= [A It = 0). -

By -summing.J a-i b over the left index one obtains coef
ficients analogous to the 't5 a's of (25): 

(50) 

This definition clearly leads to the sum rule, 'r/aE9" 

(51) 

The coefficients cC a can be explicitly computed. The result is 
given by 

Theorem 9: 

( - ru(n a -I)! 

(- )N(N -I)! 
(52) 

Proof We use (45), (44), (26), and note b,c=l=Q which 
gives 

cC = ~ ~ (- )N-I :J -I 't5 ~ L1 -I 

a -7~(N-l)! ade b-~ ad b 

~ ~ ( - )N -I :J -I 't5 ~ L1 -I 

-7 ~ (N -I)! ade b - ~ ad b 

( 
"1 ) 

= ~ - (_)N (N -1 )! 't5 e 't5 b - 't5 b 

= - ('t5 b/'t5 a)·{ ~ 't5 e - 't5 0 } - 't5 b 

= - 't5 b/'t5 a + 't5 b - 't5 b = - 't5 b/'t5 a .0 

The theorems corresponding to Theorems 5, 6, and 7 are 
Theorem 10: For any A with [A ] 1 = ° 
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(53) 
a 

Theorem 11: For any A with [A ]0 = ° 
" - 1 I 't5 aAa = - - [A ] DISC , 

a 't5 0 

(54) 

Theorem 12: LetA,BEtl" and assume that [A ]0 = 0, 
then 

(55) 
a 

ProofofTheorem 10: For [A It = ° 
a 

I [A ]b· l = A - [A ]g .0 
b 

Note the fact that [A 1t = ° has been used. 
ProofofTheorem 11: For [A ]0 = 0, using Theorem 9 

" - 1 " 1 ' I 't5 aAa = - -I 't5 aAa = - -I 't5 aAa 
a 't5 0 a 't5 0 a 

1 
= - - [A ] DISC' 

't5 o 

by Theorem 5. 0 
ProofofTheorem 12: From Theorem 9 we have 

" - 1 ( , ) I 't5 aAa Ba = - - I 't5 GAa Ba - 't5 gAgBg . 
a 't50 a 

SinceAo = [A ]0 = 0, and.l~ 't5 a Aa B a is ° or connected by 
Theorem 7, the result follows. 0 

Under the same restrictions, these theorems also admit 
generalizations corresponding to multi-indexed products of 
operators. Theorems 2-12 are the main combinatorial re
suit. They provide a simple means for controlling connecti
vity and quantities related to connectivity. 

5. EXAMPLES-THE N-BODY PROBLEM 

In this section some of these results are applied to oper
ators of nonrelativistic N-body scattering theory to recover 
some well-known results. 

A. Example 1: The Van Winter-Weinberg Equation 

The Van Winter l-Weinberg2 equation is a compact 
kernel equation for the resolvent of an N-body Hamiltonian 
H. Historically it was the first N-body generalization of Fad
deev's work on three-body scattering.3 The methods of the 
last section can be used to give a one-line derivation of this 
equation with explicit expressions for the driving term and 
kernel. This derivation has the additional advantage that it is 
valid even in the presence of multiparticle forces. To estab
lish the notation one defines an N-body Hamiltonian of the 
form 

H=K+ V, (56) 
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where K is the N-body kinetic energy operator satisfying 
K = [K lo ,and Vis the sum of all interparticle interactions. 
We ignore the complications due to the unbounded nature of 
K. One defines the resolvent of H 

G(z) = (z - Ht'. 

It follows that 

Ha =K + Va' 

Ga(z) = (z - Hat' , 

and for any a 

G(z) = Ga(z) + Ga(z)VaG(z). 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

Equation (60) is the familiar resolvent relation in the nota
tion of Sec. 3. We use (26) with b = a and (60) to obtain 

G(z) = L 'G"G(z) 
a 

(61) 

This equation is the Van Winter-Weinberg equation. The 
driving term is the disconnected part of the resolvent, by 
Theorem 5. This is a well-known property of the Van Win
ter-Weinberg equation for the resolvent. The kernel, L~ 'G a 

G,,(z) va, is connected by Theorem 7. Furthermore, it is 
irreducible2 in the sense that on removing the last interaction 
on the right (va) of the kernel, the resulting operator is no 
longer connected. 

B. Example 2: The precursor Bencze-Redish-Sloan 
equations 

In terms of the notation of the last example, the transi
tion operators for multichannel scattering theory can be ex
pressed as 

T + (a,b,z) = va + vaG (z)V b . (62) 

This can be rewritten using the resolvent relations (58) as 

T+- (a,b,z) = vaG (z)G b-' (z) . (63) 

Assuming [ V l, = a (no N-body forces) one can use the ap
propriate generlilization of Theorem 5 to write 

T + (a,b,z) = L 'G c V~G (z)G b-' 

c 

T + (a,b,z) = L 'G c V~Gc(z)G b-' (z) 
c 

+ L ((5 c V~Gc(z)T + (c,b,z) . (64) 
c 

This is an equation derived by L'Huillier, Redish, and 
Tandy" (using these same methods) that was shown to be 
equivalent to the Bencze-Redish-Sloan equations3O-32.25 
when V is a sum of two-body interactions. Equation (64) 
generally holds under the condition that [ V l, = O. The iter
ated kernal has the form 

K\a,b) = L 'GcV~G(Z)V~'GbGb(Z), 
c 
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which is connected by the appropriate generalization of 
Theorem 7. 

C. Example 3: Hamiltonian decomposition theorem 

The application of Theorem 5 to the full Hamiltonian 
gives (in the absence of N-body forces, again ignoring com
plications arising from the unbounded nature of K ) 

(65) 

which allows one to express an N-body Hamiltonian in terms 
of partition Hamiltonians associated with proper subsystem 
problems. This result has been used by Redish and the au
thor in developing an N-body theory admitting unitary 
truncations. '4.23 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the previous section it was shown how the theorems 
of Sec. 4 allowed us to derive well-known results with little 
effort. The interesting thing about this basic combinatoric 
framework is that many of the ideas have appeared in one 
form or another over the years in several disciplines. In par
ticular, the coefficients - ((5 a appear in many applications. 
Typically one is given a set of operators of the type {Au} and 
one wants to construct operators of the type {[A la}. The 
operators {[A la} are generally referred to as cumulants7 of 
the operators {[A L}. Theorem 5 is a statement of the basic 
result33 

that is used in constructing these cumulants. The standard 
examples are 

(i) from quantum field theory8-1O 

{Aa }_{Wightman functions}, 

{[A la }_{Truncated vacuum expectation values}, 

(ii) from statistical mechanics4
-6 

{Au }_{Mayer functions} , 

{[A L }-{Ursell cluster functions} . 

Similar ideas have also been employed by Kowalski in N
body scattering theory. '6 

Both of these examples can be considered as simple 
cases of Theorem 5. The real value of these theorems is in 
constructing connected kernel equations for physical opera
tors. Many evolution equations of the form 

~IX(t» = -DIX(t» + If(t» , 
dt 

IX (0» = IXo ) , 

(67) 

where D admits a cluster expansion of the form (8), can be 
expressed in terms of an equivalent time-independent inte
gral equation for the resolvent of D or an equivalent operator 
(such as the transition operators of scattering theory). The 
theorems of Sec. 4 are indispensabel tools for developing 
equivalent compact kernel integral equations. 34 In general, 
given any integral equation whose kernel has a suitable clus-
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ter expansion, the methods can be used to construct equiv
alent connected kernel equations. 
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As part of the twistor program for the "quantization of relativity" the physical field 
equations have been translated into twistors. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There have been numerous programs for trying to com
bine quantum mechanics and the general theory of relativity 
at various levels, I from the attempt to try to develop a quan
tum theory of gravity to the attempt to quantize the underly
ing space-time. A particularly hopeful approach of the latter 
type is the twistor program for the "quantization of relativ
ity"I-J of Penrose. It is based on a search for a theory which 
yields quantum theory and relativity theory as special limits 
of a more general theory.4.5 A particularly hopeful feature of 
twistors is that they appear naturally in the solution of the 
zero mass field equations. 6 There is further reason to hope 
that they will prove to be satisfactory for the purpose, as it 
appears that the quantum electrodynamic divergences may 
be avoided in this formalism when using Penrose graphs. 7-10 

In this paper, as part of the twistor "quantization" pro
gram, we shall be translating the field equations of physics 
from spinors into twistors. For this purpose we shall be using 
a set of four twistors, chosen in a particular way, which we 
call the "twistor quadrad." The equations are written as sca
lar equations with the fields themselves being expressed as 
scalar functions of the twistor quadrad. These functions are 
required to be of the type which are eigenfunctions of the 
Casimir operators of the Lie algebra ofU(2,2).8,11 

It is hoped that the solutions ofthese equations will lead 
to a deeper, and more thorough, understanding of Penrose 
graphs.9 In particular, they should lead to a more rigorous 
basis for the apparently ad hoc (at present) "rules" for writ
ing and calculating these graphs. There remains, at present, 
some ambiguity regarding the choice of contours for calcu
lating these graphs, which may be eliminated by a better 
understanding of the fields represented by these graphs. We 
shall not be studying the solutions ofthe field equations here, 
however. 

II. THE FIELD EQUATIONS IN SPINORS 

It has been shown6 that the source-free, zero rest-mass 
field equation for a spin nl2 field (n*O) can be written as 

V AA 'CP A,··N = 0, (2.1) 

A , ... ,N being n indices. For a spin-zero field we have the 
Klein-Gordon equation 

alOn leave of absence from Mathematics Department, Quaid-i-Azam Uni
versity. Islamabad. Pakistan. Present address: Physics Department. Uni
versity of Texas. Austin. Texas. 

VAA 'V AA .cp = 0. (2.2) 

Thus, for n = 1, Eq. (2.1) becomes the Dirac equation for 
massless particles, for n = 2 it becomes the source-free Max
well equation, and for n = 4 the linearized Einstein free-field 
equations. 

Contour integral solutions of these equations were 
found by Penrose,,·6 He showed6

•
7 that they could be ex

pressed as contour integrals of a linear combination of two 
twistors Ucr. and va of the form 

(2.3) 

where OA and LA are the spin or basis and eA cr., eA 'cr. are basis 
spinstors8

, 12 (injection and projection operators from the 
spinor space to the twistor space). Then Eq. (2.1) becomes 

aCPr aCPr + 1 

ava aucr. (2.4) 

where CPr is the component of cP A .. ·N have r "I 's" and n - r 

"O's. " 
The massive field equations in spinors are more compli

cated. Here the Klein-Gordon equation is 

(VA A 'V AA' + m 2)cp = 0. (2.5) 

The Dirac equations are a pair of coupled equations 

V AA ,aA = (mNZ)PA" V AA ,p A
' = (m/VZ)aA. 

(2.6) 

The Maxwell equations are expressed in terms of the spinor 
field cpAB and its dual field cj5 AB 

V AA 'CP AB = 21TJA ,B, V AA ,cj5 AB = 0. (2.7) 

It should be noted that the solutions of these equations lie in 
a complex space-time, in general (see, for example, Ref. 13). 
The linearized gravitational field equations can similarly be 
written. However, they do not give any additional insight at 
this stage, and so they are not considered here. 

The solutions of the massive field equations, with 
source terms present, generally have both unprimed and 
primed spinor indices---<p A .. ·NA ' ... M'. We want to write them 
in terms of twistors. For this purpose we must bear in mind 
the fact that we need to include conformal transformations 
in our formalism. Thus the fields are functions of position 
and of the conformal factor. If we are dealing with a com
plexified Minkowski space, as we do in twistors, the confor
mal factor n 2 will also be complex. When dealing with con-
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formal transformation in spinors, we need to transform cAB 

and C A 'B' separately by multiplying by the square root of f} 2. 

Takingf} 2 to be complex, we would multiply CAB and cA 'B' by 
X and i, respectively, such that xi = f} 2 and i=l=£in 
general. 

To translate the fields cpA ... NA ... M·( xPP',x,i) into twis
tors, we need to remove the spinor indices. One way of doing 
this is to convert the fields into scalars by contracting in two 
spinors SQ' tQ • so as to saturate the indices fiQ · =llQ . in 
general), obtaining 

F (xPP·'SQiQ.,x,i) = cp A .. ·NA · ... ML···S~A ,· .. tM" (2.8) 

where SA' tA' are variable spinor fields. Thisfunction will be 
homogeneous of degree nand m in S Q and 5 Q', respectively, 
there being n unprimed and m primed indices. If the fields 
are to be dealt with under conformal transformations, they 
must have a "conformal weight" related to the degree of 
homogeneity of the field in X and i. Thus we ~hall require 
that the functions be homogeneous in X and X. 

The field equations in terms of the spinor fields (cp's) can 
be converted to field equations in terms of Fby differentiat
ing it (F) with respect to S Q and t Q" (Since cp is symmetric in 
the un primed indices and in the primed indices, only one 
differentiation is required.) Thus if 

V AP'CP A···NA · .. ·M' = O. 

we shall now have 

a 
VAp·-F=O. 

aSA 

Similarly, if we had 

V V A ... NA· ... Q· - 0 
AP' QA'CP - , 

we shall now have 

a a 
VAP,V QA , --_-F= O. 

aSA aSA ' 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

(2. lOa) 

(2. lOb) 

We are now in a position to set up the twistor formalism 
for writing the field equations by counting the number of 
variables involved 

III. THE TWISTOR QUADRAD 

The fields are functions of the position, x PP ' consisting 
offour independent complex variables (as xPP'=I=xPP ' in gen
eral), the spinors SQ and tQ ·, consisting of four independent 
complex variables (two for each spinor) and the conformal 
functions, as we shall call them, X and i, consisting of two 
complex variables (one for each function). Thus the fields 
are functions often independent complex variables. We 
want to write these fields in terms oftwistors in a "natural" 
way. 

Noting that 10 = 4 + 3 + 2 + 1, we could try writing 
the fields as functions of four twistors wa, X a , ya, and Z a, 

with Z contributing four variables, Y three, X two, and W 
one. This may be done by restricting the functions so that Y 
only occurs skewed with Z, X only occurs skewed with Yand 
Z, and Wonly occurs skewed with X, Y, and Z. We shall call 
this set of four twistors the twistorquadrad. We shall write it 
as 
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7]aa = (W a ,xa,ya,za) (a = 0,1,2,3). (3.1) 

In terms of the space of all twistors we may think of Z as 
a given point, Yas any point on a given line through Z, X as a 
point in a given plane passing through the line containing Y 
and Z, and Was a point in a given 3-hypersurface containing 
the plane which contains X, Y, and Z. Thus there are four 
independent complex variables specifying Z. Of the four in
dependent complex variables specifying Y, one is not rel
evant as it picks out a particular point on the given line. 
Similarly, two of the four independent complex variables 
specifying X are not relevant as they pick a point out of a 
plane, and three of the four independent complex variables 
specifying Ware not relevant as they pick a point out of a 3-
space. Thus six ofthe 16 independent complex variables con
tained in the twistor quadrad are irrelevant. We thus have 
ten independent relevant complex variables in the twistor 
quadrad. This being the number of independent complex 
variables on which the fields depend, we should be able to 
write the fields as functions of the twistor quadrad subject to 
the above-mentioned restrictions. 

To see what we are doing in terms of a complex Min
kowski space, we define the dual twistor quadrad ij au' the 
inverse of 7]aa, i.e., 

ijaa 7]ba = o~, 

or, equivalently, 

ij au 7]a(3 = o~ . 
We shall call the twistor quadrad real if 

ijaa = iiaa' 

which would be written explicitly as 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

(3.3a) 

ta = Za' Yo = Ya, Xa = Xa, Wa = Wo' (3.3b) 

The real twistor quadrad may be thought of as four null 
rays in a real Minkowski space, such that each ray intersects 
two of the other three but not the third. Thus, Z and W do 
not intersect and X and Y do not intersect. In the twistor 
picture all four twistors of the real quadrad lie in N, the space 
of null twistors. The lines joining Z and Y, Z and X, Yand W, 
andXand WlieinN, but the lines joining Zand Wand Yand 
X do not lie in N. 

For the general twistor quadrad there is no clear picture 
in the twistor space because every pair of twistors can be 
connected by a line in the twistor space. However, we can 
visualize it more easily in a complex Minkowski space as 
merely a "complexification" of the real twistor quadrad. 

We shall require that the functions of the twistor qua
drad, representing the fields, be homogeneous in all four 
twistors, so as to ensure homogeneity of the fields in the 
spinors 5 Q and t Q and in the conformal functions X and i (as 
we shall see later). Writing the fields as functions oftwistors 
asf(r(Y), it can be shown8 that they must satisfy the 
conditions 

7]aaabJ(7]C}) = 0 for a > b, (3.4) 

hJ(7]CY) for a = b, 

where ha is the degree of homogeneity offin the ath twistor. 
Generally"11 for a set of n complex, n-dimensional "vectors," 
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'TJaa, these functions give representations ofthe Lie algebra of 
GL(n,q, which can be regarded as finite-dimensional if the 
ha's are positive integers and infinite-dimensional otherwise. 
For twistors, due to their dimension and their conjugation 
properties, the representation will bell of the Lie algebra of 
U(2,2). Using Eq. (3.4), we shall reduce the number of varia
bles from 16 to ten, as Eq. (3.4) gives six additional 
constraints. 

IV. TRANSLATION OF SPINOR VARIABLES INTO 
TWISTORS 

We shall use basis spinstors,8.12 eAa, eA ,a, ~a, ~ 'a' to 
write twistors in terms of their component spinors and vice
versa. They are defined in component form by 

o 0 
o 

o 
o 0 

~), 
0) 
1 . 

(4.1a) 

(4,lb) 

We define the four twistors of the quadrad in terms of spin· 
ors by 

wa = 1TA~a + u A 'eA ,a, 

X a = PA~a + 0'eA,a, 

ya =AA~a + f1 A'eA,a, 

za = SA~a + 'TJA 'eA ,a" 

and the four twistors of the dual quadrad by 

i a 
= tA'~ 'a + iJAeAa' 

Ya =/C,~'a + jiAeAa, 

Xa = PA,~'a + yAeAa, 

tva = iiA'~ 'a + ?eAa, 

(4,2a) 

(4,2b) 

where SA and tA' are the twistors referred to earlier, [The 
inter-relationships of the component spinors become clearer 
in the subsequent calculations from Eq. (4.11) on. For a geo
metric interpretation of the quadrad, see Ref. 8.] 

The position X AA 
' is defined by the point of interaction 

of Yand Z [being the position vector of the point relative to 
the origin which was chosen for the expansions given by Eq, 
(4.2)]. Thus we have 

'TJA' = _i~A'SA' (4.3a) 

f1A' = - i~A'AA' (4.3b) 

Multiplying Eqs. (4.3a) and (4.3b) by AB and SB' respective
ly, and subtracting 

i(AASB - A~A)XAA' = SBf1A' - AB'TJA '. (4.4) 

By using the spinstors for projection, Eq. (4,2a) gives 

AA = YCleAa, f1A' = ya~'a' 
SA =zaeAa, 'TJA' =za~'a' 

Using Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.4) gives 

(4,Sa) 

(4,Sb) 

AASB -A~A = ya(eAaeBf3 - eBaeAf3 )Zf3, (4.6) 

Using the fact that any expression skew in two spin or indices 
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can be written as the same expression with the indices con
tracted times € AB' and the definition2,8 of the infinity twistor 

eAa~BeB{3 = I a{3' (4,7) 

we see that Eq, (4.6) becomes 

AASB - A~A = y al a;zf3€AB' (4.8) 

Putting Eqs (4,S) and (4.8) into Eqs, (4.4), we obtain 

~y~' y[az{3]I 
~A' = 2i a {3y • (4,9a) 

y PI p~1T 

Similarly, from the dual quadrad we could obtain 

-:AA' _ . ~'~aY[7{3la{3 
X-. - - 21 _ _ (4,9b) 

y J P1TZ 1T 

Then, as zaia = 0 [by the definition of the dual quadrad, 
see Eqs. (3.2)] 

(4.10) 

Now we note that ~A' is inversely proportional to 
y PI p1T Z 1T. Thus Y PI p1T Z 1T is a convenient choice of the 
conformal function (which should compactify the Min
kowski space), Similarly, as?A' is inversely proportional to 
Y J p1Ti", Y J p1Ti1T would serve as the other conformal 
function, Thus we define 

(4,11) 

Clearly, for a real quadrad, i = i and XAA ' = ,iAA' = XAA', 
Thus Eq. (4,10) will be trivially satisfied, 

We can evaluate the twistors of the dual quadrad in 
terms of the quadrad by 

tv" = € J.t"P1TW "XVy PID, 

X P = t I'VP1TW I'X"Z1TID, 

Y = t W"Y PZ 1TID 
V J-lVP1T' ' 

i = t xvy PZ 1TID 
~ J-lvprr ' 

where 

D = t J.tVP1TW J.tX"Y PZ", 

Now, since 

and 

I ~f3yb = 21 yb 
af~ 

x = Y J p1Ti", 

putting Eq. (4.12) into Eq. (4, IS), we see that 

i = !t J.tV P1TY J.tz ''1 p1T I D, 

which, by Eq, (4.14), gives 

X=iID. 

Thus we see that 

xli=D. 

(4.12) 

(4,13) 

(4,14) 

(4.1S) 

(4,16) 

(4.17) 

(4,18) 

It is comparatively easy to writeJIJ'TJaa (which we shall 
denote by J aa) in terms of derivatives with respect to the 
spin or variables, However, because of the constraints on the 
fields [contained in Eq. (3.4)] it is not so easy to invert this so 
as to be able to write the spinor field equations in terms of the 
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twistor quadrad. Let us first translate the derivatives a aa into 
spinor derivatives. 

V. THE TRANSLATION OF THE DERIVATIVES 

To translate the derivatives, we shall need a relation 
between aaa and jaa (==a lafJaa)' For this we prove the fol
lowing theorem. 

Theorem: The derivates with respect to the quadrad and 
the dual quadrad are related by 

(5.la) 

(5.lb) 

Proof (i) Differentiating Eq. (3.2a) with respect to the 
quadrad, we see that 

lO:c lO:a - baa - ° ubuy 77aa + 77 cy 77aa = . (5.2) 

Multiplying both sides by fJ b{3' using Eq. (3.2b), and simplify
ing, we obtain 

a cyfJ a{3 = - fJ c{3fJ ar" (5.3) 

Now the chain rule can be written as 
_ - -b{3 aaa - (aaa77b{3)a . (5.4) 

Putting Eq. (5.3) into Eq. (5.4) gives Eq. (5.la). 
(ii) Similarly, differentiating Eq. (3.2a) with respect to 

the dual quadrad and following the same procedure, we de
rive Eq. (5.lb). Hence the theorem. 

For simplicity, we shall first take the fields to be confor
mally invariant, so that aj I aX and aj I ai give zero. Thus we 
do not need to consider the conformal function derivatives in 
our translations as yet. We shall include them later by direct 
extension of the earlier results. We can then write the deriva
tives with respect to the quadrad in terms of the derivatives 
with respect to SA' ~A', and tA' as 

a aSA a~A' atA' 

awa awa awa 

a aSA a~A' 

ax a ax a ax a 

a aSA a~A' 

aya aya aya 

a aSA a~A' 

aza aza aza 

ax a 

atA' 
aya 

atA' 
aza 

a 

(5.5) 
We must calculate this transformation matrix using the ex
pressions for the spinor variables in terms of twistors derived 
in the previous section. 

Now, from Eq. (4.2a) we can evaluate the first column 
of the matrix, as SA can be written in terms oftwistors as 
given in Eq. (4.5b): 

aSA aSA aSA -- = - = - =0, (5.6a) 
awa ax a aya 

aSA -=0. 
aza 

(5.6b) 

Similarly, to obtain the last column of the matrix, we 
use Eq. (4.2b) to enable us to write 
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tA' =ZaeA,a. (5.7) 

Thus we have 

atA' a 
--- =eA " 
aZa 

(5.8a) 

atA' atA' atA' 
-_ = -_ = --=- =0. 
aYa aXa aWa 

(5.8b) 

Using Eq. (5.1) with Eq. (5.8), we obtain 

atA' - - {3 
-- = - Z~{3eA' , 
awa 

atA' - - {3 
-- = -z Y{3eA" 
ax a a 

atA' 

To obtain the middle column of the matrix, we use Eq. 
(4.9a), which gives 

a~A' a~A' 
-- = -- =0, (5. lOa) 
awa ax a 

J,AA' eAyeA'I Z[{38[plyplI Z1T 
_X"_._ = 4i p {3y a P1T, (5. lOb) 
aya (yvlva Zo")2 

a~A' eAyeA' YPI Z[ 1T8[ply{311 
__ = 4i {3 p1T a py. (5.lOc) 
aza (yvlva za)2 

Equation (5.5) may be symbolically written as 

(aaa) = (Aij)(aA,A')' (5.11) 

where (a aa ) represents the matrix of the derivatives with 
respect to the quadrad, (A ij ) the transformation matrix, and 
(a A,A ,) the matrix of derivatives with respect to the spinor 
variables. We want to "invert" the matrix (Aij) subject to the 
weight constraints contained in Eq. (3.4) and subject to the 
fact that aj I aX = aj I ai = 0, to obtain 

(aA,A ,) = (Bij)(aaa)· (5.12) 

We now want to determine the components of (Bij). 
We can "invert" the transformation matrix8 (Aij) by 

explicitly writing out its components aij and requiring that 
the components of its "inverse" matrix satisfy the simulta
neous equations 

(5.13) 

where 8i,k is the Kronecker delta. Writing Eq. (5.12) as 

a 
a awa 

aSA 

[~" 
qAa ~a 

~"J 
a 

a axa 
PAA,a qAA' a rAA , a SAA,a 

a~A' a 
a 

pA'a qA'a ~'a ~'a 
aya 

atA' a 
aza 
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it is found that Eq. (5.13) can be satisfied by8 

pAa = qAo = ,-Ao = 0, (5.15a) 

Y lyzalJ 
SAo = 2~fJ fJy, 

Y pZ"J P" 

(5.15b) 

a' aw fJ p AA' = leA #04 ' , 
". ax fJ q 0404' = Ie A fJ e A ' , 

(5.16) 

Y 7~ P" 

(5.17a) 

eA'7f3W U JfJy 
~ 'a = ----.:r'c--'-' __ 

Yf,i~ P" 

(5.17b) 

r4'" =~'a = 0. (5.17c) 

Thus we get the translation of the spinor derivatives 
into the twistor derivatives by putting Eqs. (5.15)-(5.17) into 
Eq. (5.14) to obtain 

a y1ozY1J a 
= 2eA f3 f3y , 

aSA ylpZ"lJ az u 
P" 

(5.18) 

a _. f3L a 
axAA ' - Ie Aae A ' f3' (5.19) 

- - f3 
~ _ _ A' YlaZy/ y ~ 

- - 2~- fJ - - - , 
aSA' Y17,r/ p1T azo 

(5.20) 

where L 0 f3 is the usual canonical generator for the Lie alge
bra of U(2,2) (the group for twistors) being given by8.11 

L "fJ = r(aaafJ' (5.21) 

The dependence on the conformal functions X and X 
can be included by considering the additional terms in the 
derivatives of X and i with respect to the quadrad twistors 

- a -z X--
a aX' (5.22a) 

- _ a 
- YaX ax ' (5.22b) 

(where the + subscript signifies that the conformal func
tions are also varying). Multiplying the complete expres
sions for alax" by Xu and a;aya by ya, we obtain a lax 
and a ; ax. The complete expressions for the derivatives with 
respect to the spinor variables are 

a 1 Xu ~ (5.23) 
ax Y 7~P1T ax a ' 

~ = 2 Yla~Y('rlafJ (-L- - WYYI)-L-), (5.24) 
asA' ypZ~ P" az)' aYI) 
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a . flL a 
a~A' = leAaeA, fl' (5.25) 

a ya~. 
ax y PZ "J p1T aya 

(5.27) 

Equations (5.23)-(5.25) may be verified by operating on the 
spin or variables with them. 

It is interesting to note that 

(5.28a) 

(5.29a) 

(5.30a) 

(5.31a) 

where w, x, y, and z are the degrees of homogeneity of the 
field in W a, xa, ya, and za, respectively. Considering the 
dual quadrad 

- i a - a 
Z=~A'--- +X-- = -w, (5.28b) 

asA' ax 
_ _ a 
y=x ax = -x, (5.29b) 

X= -X~ = -y, (5.30b) 
ax 

a a 
W= -504- -x- = -z. (5.31b) 

aSA ax 

VI. THE FIELD EQUATIONS IN TWISTORS 

We have succeeded in writing the partial derivatives 
with respect to the spin or variables in terms of twistors of the 
quadrad. However, we have not taken into account the fact 
that the spinors, SA and tA" and the conformal functions, X 
and X, are themselves functions of position, i.e., they are 
fields themselves. This may be understood as follows. We 
take a fibre, defined by (SA' tA "X, andx) on thecompactified 
complexified Minkowski space with points specified by X AA 

' 

to obtain in the fibre bundle with variables (~A', SA' tA" X, 
X). We take a section of this fibre bundle with variablesyAA', 
such that 

(6.1) 

So, whereas the position X AA ' and the fields (SA' tA" X, and 
.f) are independent variables, they are all functions of posi
tion, ~A " which happens to be equal to ~A '. We must deal 
with derivatives with respect to ~A' and not X AA

' only. By 
the chain rule we obtain that 
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(6.2) 

Even now we have not taken into account the covariant 
derivative for the fields, but only the partial derivative. To 
obtain the covariant derivative with respect to yAA', YV AA" 
we note that8 

YV - (Y ';,:;'1) _ aX AA x - AA ' + 1<7 AA ' ~ - ayAA ' , 

(6.3) 

YV - - (Y- '-p) - _ ax AAX - AA' -1<7AA' X - ayAA" 

YVAA'SB = :;:, - (YA'B + ieA'B)SA' (6.4) 

- atB' - , - -
YVAA'SB'= ayAA' -(YAB,-leAB')SA" (6.5) 

where (YAA , + ie AA ,) is the spinor equivalent to the con
nection symbols in some sense,4 Y AA and e AA' being" real" 
in the sense that Y AA , = fAA" e AA , = eAA ,. Thus we can 
write the covariant derivative with respect to yAA ' in terms of 
the covariant derivative with respect to XAA ' by using Eqs. 
(6.1)-(6.5) 

Y'\7AA' =VAA' + [a
SB 

- (YBA , +ieBA')SA]~ 
v ayAA' aSB 

a [atB, -+ (YAA , +eAA,)X-+ --- CYAB' 
ax ayAA' 

- - a - - a 
-ieAB')SA']---+ (YAA ' -ieAA,)X-_, 

aSB' ax 
(6.6) 

We shall first write the operators of the field equations 
with the connection symbols being zero and then include 
them. 

The field appearing in some of the field equations can be 
written as scalars, as given below, Thus the Dirac fields are 

f=aAsA, g= pAL" (6.7) 

the Maxwell fields are 

J = JBB'sotB" 

(6,8) 
I/> = qJ ABSASB, & = ¢ A 'BL .tB" 

and the Weyl gravitational fields are 

tJI = tf;IBCDSASn5C SD' 

if! = If 'B'C'DL .tB.tC.tD" 
(6.9) 

The scalar operators appearing in the field equations 
are 
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Ll = SASBDAB' 

L!. =tA'[B'DA'B" 

D = 5 At A 'V AA ' = l!., 
- A' a d =5 VAA ,-, 

aSA 

Q.= SAV AA' -!-, 
asA ' 
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(6. lOa) 

(6. lOb) 

(6.lOc) 

(6.lOd) 

(6.lOe) 

a a 
O=VAA' aSA atA' =0, 

where 

(6.1Of) 

DAB = 2V(A A'VB)A" (6.11) 

The wave operator and the scalar field remain 
unchanged. 

Thus the Klein-Gordon equation remains 

(0 +m2)qJ =0, (6,12a) 

the Dirac equations become 

df = (mN2)g, dg = - (mN2}f, 

the Maxwell equations become 

dl/> = 21TJ, Q.I/> = 0, 

d& = 0, Q.& = 0, 

(6. 12b) 

(6.l2c) 

and the linearized gravitational field equations become 

(6.12d) 

We first give the operators in the special case when 

YV AA 'SB = 0, (6,13a) 

YVAA.tB' =0, (6. 13b) 

YV AA X = ° = YV AA,j. (6.13c) 

Then Eq. (6.10) can be expressed in twistors as 

Ll = - ZaZ PI T ,Il-vL Y L {j 
ay" Pb' Il- v' 

(6.14) 
Ll = -Z 7~TaIl-IPvI 'Y L{j 

_ a;LJ~ y~ I.l v' 

as L ~ = - i~, which follows from Eq, (5.1), 

D = iZaZpIaJ P{jL Yc5 = Q, (6.15) 

IaPy[ YZc5 II c5A ( a ) 
d=2iZa az

c5 
-y Wc5 LAp, (6. 16a) 

YPZTTI pTT 
- - f3 

Q.=2iZ aIaA :[Y~c5l~ (-!..-+x W c5\, Ap,(6.16b) 
y[ I' Z,,/I'" azc5 r 

where X andy are the degrees of homogeneity of the fields in 
the quadrad twistors x a and ya 

y[aZP]I :f Z IIl-P 
1\ 4' ay [Il- v] 

V = 1 yfZEI :f Z IUTT 
(j€ a 1T 

x(~ -YWp) (-!- +XWV)L Yp 
az az" 

=0. (6,17) 

The wave operator is given by 

0= -rPIy~YJ.{jp. (6,18) 

To write the complete operators when Eq. (6.13) is not 
satisfied, we must include the spinor equivalents of the con
nection symbols. For this purpose we define the connection 
twistors as 

(6.19) 

Then, denoting the complete operators by putting on a 
"hat," .... , 
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iJ = D + Z aZf3 [y(ya f3 + i(9 a (3) + X(Yf3 a - U9f3 a) 1 
=~ ~~ 

(6.21) 

=0, (6.23) 

.i =.1, (6.24) 

4=~, (6.25) 

0=0=0. - (6.26) 

Equation (6.12) together with Eqs. (6.14)-(6.18) and 
(6.20)-(6.26) comprise the field equations in twistors. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have seen that we can write the massive field equa
tions, with source present, in terms oftwistors, using a twis
tor quadrad (set offour twistors) by imposing six constraints 
on the fields. This was done by writing the "twistor deriva
tives" in terms of the spinor derivatives by a transformation 
matrix. The matrix being nonsquare did not have a unique 
"inverse." The choice of the "inverse" was made by requir
ing consistency, internally, and with the six constraints. We 
thus have a "unique" inverse, in the sense that any further 
permissible change of the inverse matrix cannot change the 
transformation formulas. 

It still remains to solve the twistor field equations. Some 
general points can be mentioned about the solutions. It is 
easily verified that the zero rest mass, source-free, equations 
are solved by fields of the type 

f(Wa,x f3yyZO) = A a ... f3y ... ,'jI-""vp,,,,, 

X wa···w f3xy· .. xoy 1-' ... yvZ pZ11', (7.1) 

where 

A a ... f3y ... /i I-''''V 1""11' = A (a .. ·f3)( 1' ... /i)( 1''''\')( 1""11')' (7.2a) 

A(a ... f3y) ... /j I""V P"'1T = A (a ... f3 11' .. ·61 1-') ... " 1''''11' 

= A(a .. ·f3ly"·,s 1-' ... vl p)"'" 

= A a ... f3(y ... ,s 1-') ... " p ... " 

= A a · .. f3 (y .. ·,sII-'· .. vl p)"'11' 

= A a ... f3y ... ,s( I-''''V 1') ... 11' = 0, (7.2b) 

with 

I {a,· .. ,p}l.;;; l{y" .. ,D}I.;;; l{ p, ... ,v}l.;;; l{ p" .. ,1T}I· (7.2c) 

It would be interesting to find the most general conditions 
for solutions of the zero rest-mass field equations. 
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A field of the above type, which is only a function of Z, 
will beaspin-z/2 field. Ifit also depends on y, it will bea spin 
(z - y)/2, conformal weight y field. It would be interesting 
to determine what all the degrees of homogeneity refer to. It 
is hoped that this will lead to a better understanding of Pen
rose graphs.Y 

Of immense importance is the solution of the massive 
field equations with source terms present. In particular, we 
could write the complete gravitational field equations (i.e., 
Einstein equations) in twistors. 12 This is of prime impor
tance in the program for the "quantization of relativity" us
ing twistors. 

By regarding the fields as functions giving us a repre
sentation of the Lie algebra ofU(2,2), the Casimir operators 
can be evaluated in terms of the degrees of homogeneity of 
the fields in the twistor variables.8

.
11 This would have some 

bearing on the significance of the degrees of homogeneity. 
Conversely, if the significance is already understood, it 
would be interesting to consider the "conserved quantities" 
contained in the Casimir operators due to the requirement of 
invariance under U(2,2). It would also be of interest 14 to 
consider the cohomology classes of the functions represent
ing the fields. 

It should be mentioned that by bringing in the infinity 
twistor we are breaking conformal invariance, as infinity is 
"being located" in some sense. However, Poincare invari
ance is being maintained. That would be broken by the intro
duction of the origin twistor. Thus our fields cannot have the 
origin twistor in them. This places a severe restriction on the 
fields. It is to be expected that massive fields will include the 
infinity twistor, as masses break conformal invariance, but 
the massless fields need not do so. 
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Inhomogeneous rotating universes with closed timelike geodesics of matter 
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We present a new class of inhomogeneous stationary cosmological solutions of Einstein-Maxwell 
equations, with rotating dust and electromagnetic fields. For a subclass of these models, the 
topology of the space-time manifold is S 3 X R, and the timelike geodesic lines of dust are closed; 
electromagnetic fields are necessary only to avoid matter singularities, while in the completely 
homogeneous limit they are essential for consistency of field equations; these electromagnetic 
fields have the structure of magnetic monopole fields, since the total magnetic flux across the unit 
2-sphere is different from zero--that is, magnetic monopoles must be present as a source of the 
fields. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cosmological solutions of Einstein field equations, in 
which the matter content of the model rotates relative to the 
local compass of inertia, have long been known in the litera
ture. I

-
5 Although in most of them the space-time manifold 

contains closed timelike lines, these curves are not however 
geodesics, and the world lines of the matter content of the 
models-whose energy-momentum tensor enters the right
hand side of Einstein equations-are open timelike geodesic 
lines. 

We present here a class of cosmological models, a sub
class of which presents not only timelike lines of the above 
type, but also the timelike lines of matter are closed geode
sics. The matter content of the models is a rotating inhomo
geneous dust, since in fact rotation seems to be a necessary 
feature for the existence of acausal structures in fluid-filled 
cosmological solutions. Electromagnetic fields are eventual
ly present. In Sec. II the line element and its local properties 
are discussed, as well as local calculations relative to the 
velocity field of matter, electromagnetic fields, and Einstein 
equations. In Sec. III our interest is a subclass of the models, 
whose space-time manifold is shown to have the topology 
S 3 X R, and the timelike geodesics of dust are closed curves 
over S 3. In other words, the timelike Killing vector a I at is 
the velocity field of matter and the orbit of a point under the 
group of time translations is a closed geodesic. In Sec. IV the 
motion of matter and geodesics of the model are analyzed. 

2. THE GEOMETRY OF THE MODELS 

Taking (t,r,8,(/» as local coordinates on the manifold, 
we choose a tetrad field e~A lex) such that the line element can 
be reduced t06 

ds2 = TJ AB 8 A8 B
, 

where the 8 A = e~A 1 dxa are given by 

8° = Ao[dt +4m2(8) d(/> l, 
8 1 = dr, 

8 2 = B (r)K(8) d8, 

8.1 = B (r)K (8) sin8 d(/>. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Here Ao is a constant, and the functions m( 8) and K (8) 
satisfy 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where A I and A are constant, A being proportional to the 
curvature of the 2-spheres d~2 = K2(8) (d8 2 

+ sin28 d(/> 2). 
For (2.2), Ricci rotation coefficients YABe and Ricci 

tensor RAB are calculated to have non null components 

Y023 = - Y032 = Y320 = AoA/B 2, 

Y212 = Y313 = - B'IB, (2.5) 

1 (dK ) Y323 = - --2 - +K cot8 , 
BK d8 

and 

(2.6) 

B " (B' )2 A 2A ~A ~ 
Rn=R33= - B- B - Ji2+ B4 

In the local Lorentz frame determined by (2.2) we as
sume that an observer comoving with the fluid has 4-velocity 

(2.7) 

and we denote by p the density of mass-energy of the pres
sureless fluid, as measured locally by the observer (2.7). The 
energy-momentum tensor for the fluid is then expressed 

(2.8) 

We remark that the velocity field of dust (2.7) determines a 
congruence of time like geodesics, since YOA 0 = O,A = 1,2,3. 

For (2.1) Maxwell equations are expressed 

ePI(p)FQR lip +2 FA IR yA PQ 1= 0, 
P F P F .,AP F PB - . 

e (Pl Dip - ADr P - PBYD -jD' 

and we consider two cases: 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

(i) The components of the electromagnetic tensor FAB 

are restricted to 

FOI = - FlO = E(r), F23 = - F32 = H(r), 
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and.t = 0, which correspond to a parallel electric field and 
magnetic field relative to (2.7), locally along the direction 
determined by e I. For (2.2) and (2.5) we have the indepen
dent solutions of (2. 9), 

E = (.1' IB 2) cosUlr, H = (.1' IB 2) sinU,r, 

where.1' is a constant and the variable r is defined by 
dr = A(1l-2 dr. 

(ii) We restrict FAB to 

F2~ = - F~2 = H(r), 

corresponding to a pure magnetic field relative to the comov
ing observer (2.7), and the electric current 

iD = QuD, 
where Q is the proper electric charge density relative to (2.7). 
We have the solutions of (2.9). 

H=.1'IB 2, Q= -2AIAaL'IB4, 

where.1' is a constant. These electromagnetic fields have the 
structure of magnetic monopole fields, in the sense that Eq. 
(2.9a) is not everywhere valid. In fact for K (e) = 1, the total 
magnetic flux crossing the unit 2-sphere is easily calculated 
to be different from zero: In case (ii) the magnetic flux is 
equal to the total electromagnetic flux, with value 41T.1'; and 
in case (i) the total magnetic flux is given by 41T.1' sinr. This 
implies that magnetic monopoles must be present as a source 
of the fields. 7 

For both cases (i) and (ii), the electromagnetic energy
momentum tensor TAB = - FACFB C + iTJABFcDFcD is ex
pressed by 

T4B = (.1' 2/2B 4) diag( + 1, -1, + 1, + 1). (2.10) 

The total energy-momentum tensor for the models is then 

TA/l(total) = p8~ 8~ + (.1' 2/2B 4) diag( +1, -1, + 1, +1), 

and the Einstein field equations 

RAB - ~TJABR + ATJAll = kTAB(total), 

resulting in 

2kp = Roo +3R
" 

+2A + k.1'21B 4, 

Roo-R,,-2A -k.1'2IB 4 =0, 

_ _ _ + __ 0 __ 1 __ _ B " ( B I )2 2A 2 A 2 _ k.1' 2 

B B B4 

Denoting 

a o = 2A GA T - k.1' 2 

a first integral of (2.14) is given by 

(B 'I B)2 = '(,' + (ao/2)B -4 _ AB -2, 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

A 
= 0.(2.14) 

B2 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

where Y; is an integration constant, provided B 'IB is not 
identically zero. From (2.16), (2.14), and (2.6), we have from 
(2.12) and (2.13) 

2kp = -4 CC + (8A ~A T - 2k.1' 2)B -4, A = 'C. 
(2.17) 

From (2.17) we can see that the models have a matter singu
larity where B = 0, unless 4A ~A i = K.1' 2. A singularity in 
the electromagnetic fields always occurs for B = O. 

The following solutions of Eq. (2.16) for B are possible 
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(here ro is an integration constant such that ro.;;;r): 

(1) «(;' = 0, 

B 2 = - (11 A )[[r - rO
]2 - ao/2]; 

(2) «(,' <0, 

B 2 = - A + (A 2 +2ao l '6' 1)1/2 sin2(1 '01)'/2(r - ro) 

21 'G' 1 

In cases (1) and (2) for A = -1, the singularity at B = ° can 
be avoided only if a o < 0, which implies from (2.15) that an 
electromagneic field must be present. 

(3) '(;' > 0, A = 1 = 2a(/t' 

B 2 = {I - exp [ - 2V~(r - ro) ]}/2t'. 

Other possible solutions are not considered because they im
ply negative values of p. For the completely homogenous 
case (B = const) we obtain directly from (2.14) 

B2=ao/A, 

2kp = 4A ~A ~/a~, 

2A = lIao, 

and for A = -1, electromagnetic fields are necessary in or
der to have B 2 > O. In general, from the above expressions of 
B 2 we see that the structure of the models is very sensitive to 
the values of the parameters A uti I and.1'. 

The isometry groups acting transitively on the 
r = const sections are of Bianchi types II, VIII, or IX, K re
spectively for A = 0, + 1, -1. For A = 0, Eq. (2.4) has the 
general solution 

1 (1 - cose)Q,,/2 K(e)= - , 
sine 1 + cose 

(2.18) 

where qo is an arbitrary integration constant. For qo#O the 
function K (e) defines a projecti ve mapping of the sphere on 
the whole plane, and for qo = 0 the projected sphere has the 
structure of a cylinder, although in both cases the local cur
vature iSA = O. Up to additive constants, we have from (2.3) 
and (2.18) 

m 2(e) = ~ (1 - cose)"" 
4qo 1 + cose 

for qo#O 

or 
m2(e) = (A/2)ln(taneI2) for qo=O. 

Defining new coordinates 

8 = ~ (1 - cose)Q,,/2 
qo 1 + cose 

with qo#O and 0.;;;8.;;; + 00, and 8 = -In(tane /2) with 
qo = ° and - 00 .;;;8.;;; + 00, the manifolds can be extended 
to manifolds with line elements 

ds2 = A ~(dt -2AI 8 dcfJf - dr 

- B 2(r)(d8 2 + dcfJ 2) for qo = 0, 

ds2 = A ~(dt + Alq08 2 dcfJ f - dr 

- B 2(r)(d82 + 8 2q6 dcfJ 2) for qo # o. 
For A = 1 we take for (2.4) the solution K (e) = tane, 

and (2.3) can be integrated to m 2 = <A,/2)(1/cose 
+ cose). Defining the coordinate 8 = - In(cose), 

0<8< + IX!, the manifold can be extended to one with 
metric 
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ds2 = A ~ [dt + (A/2) cosh8 drP]2 - dr 
_ B 2(r)(d82 + sinh28 drP 2). 

The most interesting subclass of the models is the one 
defined by A = -1. For this we take K (e) = I and we have 
from (2.3), m2 = - A,/2 cose. The line element in this case 
assumes the form 

ds2 = A ~ (WO)2 _ B 2(r)[ (W I)2 + (W2)2] _ (W3)2, 

where 

WO = dt -U I cose drP, 

(W I)2 + (W2)2 = de 2 + sin2e drP 2, 

w 3 = dr. 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

The structure of the space-time with metric (2.19), (2.20) is 
discussed in the next section, and we show that the manifold 
has the topology S 3 X R, namely the timelike sections 
r = const have the structure of the 3-sphere S3. The t-lines 
(which are the trajectories of the matter content of the mod
el) are closed geodesics on S3--determined by the vector 
field a lat of the invariant basis of S3-with the correspond
ing t-coordinate cyclic. 

3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE A = -1 MANIFOLDS 

The methods used in this section are borrowed from 
Oszvath and Schiicking,5 and are presented here concisely 
for completeness. We construct a Lorentzian manifold 
which has the structure S 3 X R and is isometric to the solu
tions of Einstein equations (2.19) and (2.20). 

Let E4 be the four-dimensional Euclidean space with 
Cartesian coordinates qJ' = (qO,ql,q2,q3), and the unit vectors 
along the Cartesian axes denotes by ell-' With a multiplica
tion law defined by 

ell-eo = eoe
" 

= ell-' eiei = - eo, eiej = L €ijkek, (3.1) 
k 

i,j,k = 1,2,3, E4 is the quaternation algebra, and the vectors 

nl' 0+" i q = '1 ell- = q eo £.. q ei (3.2) 

are called quaternions. Distributivity and associativity are 
assumed. From (3.1) we have that eo is the identity of the 
algebra, with quaternions of the type q = qoeo isomorphic to 
the field of real numbers, and we hence can identify qoeo~qo. 

For a quaternion (3.2), we define its conjugate quater
nion by 

3 

q* = qoeo - L qiei · 
i= 1 

(3.3) 

We then have qq* = q*q = .l:,~o(ql')2>0, the equality oc
curring for q = O. Since N (q) = .l(qll-)2 always exists, every 
quaternion q#O has an inverse q-I = (N(q»-'q* such that 
q-Iq = qq-I = 1. 

The equation of the 3-sphere S 3 can be expressed 

qq* = 1. (3.4) 

We can now identify S 3 with the group of motions of S 3, 
with S 3 acting on itself by left multiplication. In fact for any 
given quaternion v of S 3 (v*v = 1), a left motion of S 3 on 
itself is expressed by 
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q' =vq, (3.5) 

and we have [using that (ab)* = b*a*] 

q'q'* = 1 = qq*. 

S 3 is a simply transitive group since for each a # 0 ofS 3, there 
exists only one left translation r from a to a given a', namely 
r = a'a*. 

S 3 acting on itself by left multiplications (3.5) is a Lie 
group, and the independent left invariant vector fields over 
S 3 generate a representation of the Lie algebra of the three
parameter rotation group. To obtain these fields we proceed 
as follows. Representing the unit quaternions (eO,ei) by the 
matrices 

(~ ~), i(~ 
- i) i(I 
o ' 0 

we replace every quaternion q of S 3 by the matrix 

( 
qO + iq3 q2 + iq I) 

A = 2. I 0. 3 ' det A = 1. 
-q +lq q -lq' 

The quaternion multiplication goes over to matrix multipli
cation. Introducing the Euler coordinates (XO,x I,X2) on S 3 by 

Xl XO +x2 

qO = cos - cos __ _ 
2 2 

. Xl x2 -xo 
ql =sm-cos---

2 2 
• Xl • x 2 -xo 

q2= -S1O-S1O---
2 2 

Xl . X
O +x2 

q3 = cos - S10 __ _ 

2 2 
where O';;;XI ';;;17", 0.;;;xo,x2';;;217", the left invariant I-forms wI' 
are obtained by calculating9 

w = A -I dA = wi'-e/, , 

and we have 

(3.6) 

W= (
~COSXI dX2 + dxO) 
2 

-ie iX
" dX' sinx'e - ix" dx 2 

. I) I ." . x " -e - 'x dx' _! sm--e-- 'x dx2 
2 2 

i ' 
-::-(cosx'dx2 + dxO) 
2 

and the last equality (3.6) yields the following independent 
left-invariant I-forms, 

Wi = cosxo dx I + sinx I sinxo dx2, 

w2 = _ sinxo dx I + sinx 1 cosxO dx2, 
w 3 = cosx 1 dx2 + dxo, 

with corresponding left-invariant vector fields 

° 
a sinxO a a 

XI =cosx -+ ---- cotx l sinxO-
ax I sinx I ax2 axo ' 

(3.7) 

X 
. oa cosxoa I oa 

2 = - Slnx - + --- - cotx CoSX - (3.8) 
ax I sinx I ax2 axo ' 

a 
X3=-· axo 

We construct a Lorentzian manifold S 3 X R by adding 
to the invariant basis (3.8) the vector field alar (defining the 
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congruence of r-lines) with dual I-form dr, and defining the 
metric by 

ds2=a~(UJ3)2_B2(r) [(UJI)2+(UJ2)2] -d,z (3.9) 

so that the r = const sections have the structure of S3. To 
recover expressions (2.19) and (2.20) we redefine 
X

O = - t lUI' ao = UIAo, Xl = e, x 2 = <P. Actually (3.9) 
can be understood to correspond to a deformation of the 
algebra of the vector fields (3.8) [cf. for instance (4.2)] and a 
consequent deformation of the S 3 manifold (3.4) into the 
ellipsoid 

(U :AoY (qlf + B ;(r) {(q2)2 + (q3)3} + (qO)2 = 1. (3.10) 

The manifold (3.10) is now parametrized with the coordi
nate r, with B (r) given from Einstein equations in Sec. II. We 
can use the expression (3.10) for a description of the global 
(topological) structure of the r = const sections, as depend
ing on B (r) and AoA-I. In both cases (3.10) or (3.4) we refer to 
the r = const manifolds as S 3. 

Definition (3.9) is equivalent to the choice [cf. (3.8)] 

g(X3,x3) = a~, 

g(XI,xI) = g(X2,x2) = - B 2(r), (3.11) 

g(!... !...)=-1 
ar' ar ' 

other products zero. 

Since the right-invariant vector fields [5 iJ over S 3 satis
fy, by construction £sXj = 0, i,j = 1,2,3, the metric (3.9) 
shall obviously have 5 i as Killing vectors, which in the pre
sent coordinates are expressed 

51 = a~2' 
2 2 a 1 . 2 a sinx2 a 5 = COSX - - cotx Slnx -2 + -. -I -0 ' 

ax I ax Slnx ax 
3 . 2 a I 2 a COsx

2 a 5 = -Slnx -- cotx Cosx -+ ---. 
ax I ax2 sinx I axo 

From (3.9) or (3.11) we see that an additional Killing vector 
IS 

54=~. 
axo 

The metric (3.9) is a solution of the Einstein field equa
tions for dust and/or eventually electromagnetic fields, for 
B (r) given in Sec. II with A = -1. The matter velocity field 
y = 8~e(A ) (alaxa ) [cf. (2.7)] can be expressed, from (3.8) 
and (3.11), 

y= _1_!.... (3.12) 
Ao at 

(3.12) is a geodesic field, and belongs to the left invariant 
basis (3.8) of S3, so that the congruence of curves along 
which the fluid propagates are closed timelike geodesics, of 
proper length or period 41TA lAo. Y generates a one-param
eter subgroup of isometries, the time translations; t is a ca
nonical cyclic coordinate on S 3 and the orbit of an arbitrary 
point of the manifold under Y is homeomorphic to a circle. 
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4. THE MOTION OF MA ITER 

We consider the vector fields 

1 a 
Zo= --, 

Ao at 
Z 1 (. t a cost IU I a 

1= -- sm--+ 
B (r) U I ae sine a<p 

+ U I cote cos _t_!...) , 
U I at 

(4.1) 

Z2 = _1_ (cos _t_ ~ _ sint lUI ~ 
B (r) U I ae sine a<p 

- U I cote sin _t_ !...) , 
U I at 

a 
Z3= -, - ar 
which define local Lorentz frames in the space-time (3.7) 
and (3.9). (Zo,Z I ,Z2) provides a basis for the algebra of S 3(r), 
namely 

1 
[ZO,Zl] = --Z2' 

UIAo 

-1 
[ZO,Z2] = -- ZI' 

UIAo 

[ZI,Z2] = U;Ao ZOo 
B (r) 

(4.2) 

The congruence of dust world lines is defined by the geodesic 
field Zo' Zo being orthogonal to (ZI,Z2,Z3)' and the coordi
nates (r,e,<p) being constant along ZOo 

Let Z be a vector orthogonal to Zo and connecting two 
neighboring fluid particles, one of them located at the origin 
of the Lorentz frame determined by (4.1). We can write 

3 

Z= I j./Zi (4.3) 
i= I 

and the motion of Z can be obtained from 

£Z=o. (4.4) 

Denotingj.i i = ZoJ.l i and using (4.2), Eq. (4.4) yields 

j.il= 2A~1J.l2, j.i2= ;;~IJ.l·' j.i3=0, 

which corresponds to a rotation of period 41TA IAo, with re
spect to the inertial frame Z A , equal to the period of a closed 
timelike geodesics of matter. The orbit of the extremity of Z 
is the circle in the ZIZ2 plane, 

(J.ll)2 + (J.l2)2 = const, J.l3 = const. 

The motion of the frame (4.1) along Zo can be calculated by 

Using (2.5) we have 

Z. = (AoA-.IB 2)Z2' Z2 = - (AoA-I/B2)ZI' 

Z3 = 0 = Zo, (4.5) 

that is, the plane 1-2 of the frame ZA rotates with respect to 
the local compass of inertia, with a circular frequency 
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OJ = AoA-'; B 2 (the axes of the local compass of inertia being 
determined, for instance, by gyroscopes). The rotation of 
matter relative to the local compass of inertia is then given by 

n = _1_+ AoA-,. 
2AoA-, B2 

The rigid rotation of matter is a direct expression of the fact 
that the shear of the matter velocity field (2.7), 
cr = YO(AB)YO(AB) , is zero, according to (2.5). 

Closed timelike lines, of the type present in Godel and 
other rotating models, are also present here. The curves 
t = const, 8 = const, r = const, with 

ds2 = [4A ~,.1, i cos28 0 - B 2(r) sin28 0 ] d(/J 2, 

are timelike for values of (r,80 ) such that 

4A ~,.1, i cos28 0 - B 2(r) sin28 0 > 0. 

5. NONSPACELIKE GEODESICS FOR THE 
STATIONARY CASE. FINAL REMARKS 

For the metric 

ds2 = A ~(dt -lA, cos8 d(/J)2 

- dr - B 6 (d8 2 + sin28 d(/J 2), 

where B ~ = k.I 2 -2 A 6,.1, i (cf. Sec. 2), the nonspacelike 
geodesics are described by the tangent vector field 
i a = dxalds, with 

. k 1 ho + koA ~,.1" cos8 
t= O+A, cos8 , 

(3A 6,.1, i cos28 - B 6 sin28) 

B6 
ho + koA 6,.1" cos8 

where ho, ko, and ro are arbitrary parameters. The values 
(1,0) are taken for timelike or null geodesics, respectively. 
Two trivial cases can be given by choosing 8 = 8 0 = const. 

(i) Choose ro, ho, ko such that 

A 6 k 6 = 1 (timelike geodesics), 

ro = 0, 

ho + k(y4 6,.1, I cos80 = 0. 
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This gives xa = koog or 

v- _1_~ 
- Ao at' 

which is the tangent field of the closed trajectories of matter. 
In this case the parameter s is defined on S ' , since t is a cyclic 
coordinate. 

(ii) Choose (ko,ho) such that 

( 1 ~0r6), ho + koA ~,.1" cos80 = ° and A ~k 6 = r., 

respectively, for timelike and null geodesics. We have 
t = koS, r = roS and dt Idr = kolro, where s is defined on S I. 

We finally remark that from our models, the solution 
A = 1, .I = 0, B 2 = 2A ~,.1, i is locally isometric to Godel's 
universe, and the solution A = -1, B 2 = k~ 2 - 2A 6,.1, i is a 
homogeneous model recently discussed 10 where the dust and 
electromagnetic field content is described as a fluid with an 
anisotropic pressure. 
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Stokes theorem9 that 

f. dF= r F. 
v Js> 

For instance, for K = I and case (ii), the flux across the unit sphere S 2 is 
!fs ·F= 41T..!' ,,"0 for..!' ,,"0. We acknowledge the referee for calling our 
attention to this point. 

"A.H. Taub, Ann. Math. 53, 472 (1951). 
9H. Flanders, Differential Forms (Academic, New York, 1963). 
JOM. Novello and M.l. Rebou«as, Phys. Rev. D 19, 2850 (1979). 
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Sch~arzschild-Kruskal space-time admits a two-parameter family of everywhere regular, 
stat~c, source.-fre~ ~axwe.ll fields. It is shown that there exists a corresponding two-parameter 
family of umtanly ineqUIvalent representations of the canonical commutation relations. 
Elements of the underlying Hilbert space may be interpreted as "quantum fluctuations of the 
Maxwell. field off nontrivial classical vacua." The representation corresponding to the "trivial" 
sector-I.e., the zero classical solution- is the usual Fock representation. All others are "non
Fock." ~n particular, in all other sectors, the Maxwell field develops a nonzero vacuum 
expecta~lOn value. The parameters labelling the family can be interpreted as electric and 
magnetic charges. Therefore, unitary inequivalence naturally leads to superselection rules for 
these c~arges. These .features arise in spite of the linearity of field equations only because the 
space-time topology IS "nontrivial." Also, because of linearity, an exact analysis is possible at 
the quantum level; recourse to perturbation theory is unnecessary. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The present investigation has two primary motivations. 
The first has its origin in certain recent developments in 

field theory which suggest that nonperturbative effects may 
playa significant role in the quantum description of fields. 
Consider, for example, the A<P 4 or the Sine-Gordon interac
tion in two space-time dimensions or the coupled Yang
Mills and Higgs fields in Minkowski space-time. At the clas
sicallevel, the corresponding field equations admit nonzero, 
everywhere regular static solutions which minimize the en
ergy functional; solutions which have been interpreted as 
"nontrivial classical vacua." At the quantum level, one ex
pects fluctuations around these vacua to influence probabil
ity amplitudes for various processes in ways which have es
caped usual perturbative expansions in coupling constants. 
However, a complete analysis of this issue is not yet avail
able: The detailed quantum-field-theoretic investigation is 
hampered by the fact that the field equations are nonlinear. 
Now, it turns out that if one considers space-times with 
"nontrivial" topologies, one can obtain examples of linear 
fields which admit physically interesting classical vacua. 1 In 
this case the linearity offield equations greatly simplifies the 
transition from classical to quantum description. As a result, 
one can obtain models of exactly soluble quantum field the
ories which bring out the role played, in quantum theory, by 
nontrivial classical vacua. Furthermore, it seems reasonable 
to expect that the qualitative features of the manifestations 
of these vacua are "universal" and will persist in more com
plicated, nonlinear models. 

"'Supported in part by the NSF contract PHY 76-81102 with the University 
of Chicago. 

The second motivation comes from quantum aspects of 
the gravitational interaction. It is often stated that, since the 
strength of the gravitational coupling constant is so weak, 
inclusion of gravitational effects in quantum theory would 
only involve making minute corrections to various results 
obtained in the usual framework of Minkowskian quantum 
field theory. If this indeed turns out to be the case, predic
tions of a quantum theory of gravity would be rather uninter
esting at least as far as the laboratory experiments are con
cerned. There is, however, another possibility: Inclusion of 
the gravitational interaction in the quantum picture might 
introduce qualitatively new features whose existence is quite 
independent of the strength of the coupling constant. Such 
effects, if they exist, might have ramifications already on the 
laboratory scale. To illustrate this point,2 consider the tran
sition from Newtonian framework to the special relativistic 
one. While it is true that most "relativistic effects" are sig
nificant only when the velocities involved are comparable to 
that oflight, there is at least one "qualitatively new" feature 
which arises in this transition: The theoretical prediction 
that every elementary particle has an associated antiparticle! 
This prediction has its origin in the general structure of the 
Poincare invariant equations and has nothing to do with the 
numerical value of the velocities of the particles involved. 
One would imagine that if quantum gravity has a significant 
role to play in laboratory physics, it would be via similar 
qualitatively new effects. An obvious direction to search for 
these effects is to analyze the role of space-time topology in 
quantum phenomena: The fact that nontrivial topologies are 
permissible is a qualitatively new aspect of general relativity, 
having nothing to do with the strength of the gravitational 
coupling constant. 

The purpose of this note is to present an explicit exam-
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pIe to illustrate the role of space-time topology by working 
in an external field approximation. More specifically, we 
shall examine the influence of "worm holes" on the quantum 
description of (linear, test) Maxwell fields. We shall see that 
this influence manifests itself via the presence of spontane
ous symmetry breaking and non-Fock representations of the 
CCR (vacuum degeneracy) and leads to superselection rules 
for electric and magnetic charges. The example is rather ele
mentary and is intended to provide only directions for more 
extensive analysis of "nonperturbative" phenomena with 
and without gravitational interaction. 

2. THE BASIC IDEAS 

Our model is based on the following ideas: More than 
ten years ago, Streater3 pointed out, in connection with 
spontaneous breaking of symmetries, that for massless scalar 
fields in Minkowski space a family ofnon-Fock representa
tions arises naturally and has a number of interesting fea
tures. Denote the scalar field by </J and consider the transfor
mation </J -+ </J + k, where k is a constant. This 
transformation leaves the Lagrangian density (Va </J V a</J ) in
variant; it is a classical symmetry. This symmetry gives rise 
to a one-parameter family of automorphisms on the algebra 
of quantum (field) operators. However, the automorphism 
turns out not to be unitarily implementable in the standard 
Fock representation: The symmetry is spontaneously 
broken! Consequently, one obtains a one-parameter family 
of unitarily inequivalent representations-labeled by k-of 
the canonical commutation relations. This example has been 
very useful as a simple and exact mathematical model for 
illustrating theorems concerning symmetry breaking. Can 
one extend these ideas to higher spins? Let us begin with 
Maxwell fields. In this case, Aa ~ Aa + Ka is the corre
sponding transformation, where Ka is a constant vector 
field. However, the symmetry is now relegated to potentials; 
the fields Fob = V I a A b I are left untouched by these transfor
mation. Hence, if one works with Fab 's-the directly observ
able quantities-rather than with Ao 's, all the interesting 
phenomena just disappear!4 This state of affairs continues 
for higher spins as well. 

However, if the restriction to Minkowski space is 
dropped, the situation is quite different owing to the avail
ability of nontrivial global topologies: In this case, the exten
sion to Maxwell fields can lead to phemomena of physical 
interest. Consider, for example, the Schwarzschild-Kruskal 
space-time. In this case, there is available a translation Kill
ing field t a (timelike at infinity) which is everywhere regular, 
and satifies, as a consequence of Einstein's vacuum equation, 
source-free Maxwell equations. Furthermore, the Maxwell 
fields Fob = Vlat b I and its dual *Fob = Eabcd Fed are the 
only everywhere regular, stationary, linearly independent 
solutions of source-free Maxwell equations on this space
time. (It also turns out that the total energy-but not the 
energy density-associated with these solutions vanishes 
identically.) Finally, although they satisfy source-free Max
well efjuations everywhere, the net electric charge assofiated 
with Fab and the net magnetic charge associated with * Fab/ail 
to vanish! This is a manifestation of the fact that the space
time topology is now nontrivial. 5 (Note that there is nothing 
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"pathological" about the global structure of this space-time. 
In particular, the metric is analytic everywhere, the space
time is globally hyperbolic, and the Cauchy problem is well 
posed for test Maxwell fields.) Consider, next, transforma
tions Fab ~ Fob + qFab + g* Fab , where q and g are any real 
numbers. Under these transformations, the Lagrangian den
sity changes only by the addition of a divergence of a vector 
field, and the Hamiltonian is left invariant. In this sense, the 
transformations represent classical symmetries. (Note that 
the transformation Aa ~ Aa + qt a causes the field Fab to 
change by Fab ~ Fab + qFab' Since t a is a translation Kill
ing field, it is the closest analog of the constant vector fields 
in Minkowski space. In this sense, the present transforma
tions are natural extensions of the ones noted above in the 
Minkowskian context.) These transformations do give rise 
to automorphisms on the usual algebra offield operators. It 
turns out that the automorphisms are not unitarily imple
mented in the Fock representation! The result is a two-pa
rameter family of representations of the CCR. The elements 
of the Hilbert space corresponding to parameter values (q,g) 
describe the "quantum fluctuations of the Maxwell field off 
the nontrivial background qFab + g*Fab "; in this Hilbert 
space, the vacuum expectation value of the Maxwell field 
operator (-valued distribution) is precisely qFab + g*Fab . 
Unitary inequivalence of these representations implies that 
operators representing physical observables can not "mix" 
states labeled by different values of electric and magnetic 
charges. In this sense, charge superselection is built in! To 
summarize, because Schwarzschild-Kruskal space-time ad
mits a nontrivial topology, the extension of Streater's ideas 
to electromagnetic fields leads to interesting quantum phe
nomena. In the resulting model, the space of classical solu
tions is naturally divided into various sectors labeled by val
ues of electric and magnetic charges such that, in the 
quantum description, each sector is endowed with a distinct 
representation of the CCR. 

The model is discussed in the next section. Although 
the general procedure followed is analogous to that followed 
by Streater, there is, nonetheless, an important difference: 
While, in a certain sense,6 Streater's model involves nontri
vial representations of the CCR only for potentials, the pre
sent model yields such representations for fields as well. This 
difference reflects itself in the mathematical techniques re
quired. In Streater's model, delicate functional-analytic is
sues arose in the proof of unitary inequivalence of the repre
sentations based on distinct classical vacua; introduction of 
the Fock representation was straightforward. In the present 
case, on the other hand, these delicate issues arise in the 
construction of the Fock representation; the proof of unitary 
inequivalence uses only elementary results from topology 
and differential geometry. Thus, although both models ex
hibit symmetry breaking and vacuum degeneracy, the "ori
gin" of these phemomena is quite distinct in the two cases. 

Our analysis is closely related also to Sorkin's work7 on 
quantization of Maxwell fields in mUltiply connected space
times. However, the goals are different. Specifically, Sorkin 
considers a wide class of multiply connected space-times 
and obtains superselection rules by examining the algebra of 
quantum operators; he does not analyze the problem of con-
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FIG. I. The Penrose diagram of the Schwarzschild-Kruskal space-time. 
There are two asymptotic regions I and II. The translational Killing field t " 
has been chosen to be future directed in region I and past directed in region 
II. 

structing a Hilbert space of states. In this paper, on the other 
hand, we restrict our detailed analysis to the Schwarzschild
Kruskal space-time but construct the Hilbert space in detail. 
It is this construction that enables us to demonstrate that 
interesting "nonperturbative" phemomena can occur ever 
for linear fields provided the underlying space-time topol
ogy is nontrivial. 

3. THE MODEL 

This section is divided into four parts: In the first, we 
introduce the nontrivial classical vacua; in the second, the 
algebra of quantum operators satisfying the CCR; in the 
third, the Fock representation; and in the fourth, the two 
parameter family of unitarily inequivalent representations. 

A. Nontrivial classical vacua 

Let (M,gab) be the Schwarzschild-Kruskal space
time. 8 Let t a denote the translational Killing field which is 
future directed, timelike in region I, and is normalized such 
that A: = - ta to tends to 1 at infinity (Fig. 1). (Note, by 
continuity, t a must be past directed in region II.) Set Fab 

= Va tb' Then, V[aFbe] =Obyinspectionand Va Fab 

= Va vat b = - R ab t b = 0, where we have used the affine 
collineation equation on t a (satisfied by any affine Killing 
field) and the fact that gab satisfies Einsteins's vacuum equa-

GOO d 
tion. Thus, Fab-and hence also its dual *Fab = tabed Fe -
is a source-free Maxwell field. Next, let us compute the elec
tric and magnetic charges associated with these fields. Given 
any 2-sphere S2' homotopic to the 2 sphere r = const. in 
region I, we have 

Is, *Fah dS ab = Is, tabcd t dA -lveAds ab = 81TM, (1) 

where M is the Schwarzschild mass of the underlying space
time (M, gab)' [Note that the integral in Eq.(l) is just the 
Komar scalar9 associated with the Killing field t a.] There
fore, although Fab and * Fab satisfy source-free equations eu
erywhere, the electric charge associated with Fab and the 
magnetic charge associated with *Fab fail to vanish! These 
electromagnetic charges are of "topological origin"; this is a 
particular-and in a sense simplest--example of Wheeler's 
"charge without charge"S (see Fig. 2). While Fgb has a natu
ral vector potential ta, as one might expect, * Fab can not 
admit any globally well behaved vector potential. 
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In addition to satisfying source-free Maxwell equa
tions, Fah and * Fab share a number of interesting properties. 
First, it is obvious from their definitions that they are static, 
everywhere regular, and spherically symmetric. Second, be
cause the Killing field t a is future directed in region I and 
past directed in region II, it follows that the total energy of 
both these fields vanishes identically. Finally, one can show 
that these two are the only linearly independent, everywhere 
regular, static, source-free solutions to Maxwell's equations 
on (M, gab)' This last property is nontrivial and follows ei
ther from the explicit calculations 10 on stability of the 
Schwarzschild black hole against electromagnetic perturba
tions or from an extension II of Hodge theory to asymptoti
cally flat spaces. 

These properties imply that the space of all source-free, 
regular, i.e., say of finite energy separately in regions I and 
II, solutions to Maxwell's equations can be divided into a 
two-parameter family of sectors; each sector admits one and 
only one static solution; and the parameters labelling these 
sectors have the natural interpretation of electric and mag
netic charges. Thus, for all real number q and g, qFab 
+ g* Fob represents a "classical vacuum state" of the elec

tromagnetic field. 

B. Quantization: Preliminaries 
1. Formulation of the problem 

The problem of quantizing Maxwell fields on (M, gab) 
may be formulated as follows: Find a Hilbert space cW' and a 
representation thereon of the operator valued distribution 
Fab(x) satisfying Maxwell's equations 

VloFhcl = 0 

and the CCR 

and VaFab = 0, 

[Fah(x), Fa·h(x')] = fz/iGaha'b' (x,x') I, 

(2) 

(3) 

where Gabo'b' (x,x') is the Lichnerowicz propagator. 12 (Here, 
indices a and b refer to the tangent space atx and a', b 'to that 
atx'.) Choose, as usual, the space of test fields to be the space 
7 of real, second-rank, skew, C oc tensor fields t ah of compact 
support on M. Then, the problem is that of constructing a 
Hilbert space JY' and of introducing, for each t ah in ~ a self
adjoint operator F(t ) on cW' satisfying (i) F(t ) + F(t) 
= F(t + t); (ii) F(t ) = 0 if tab belongs to the subspace K of 

FIG. 2. A pictorial "explanation" of charge without charge. Every static 
Cauchy surface in (M, gal,) admits two distinct asymptotic regions Snl and 
SnII, connected to each other at the throat via an identification. S does not 
intersect the region r < 2M, Lines of force of a static electric field with 
charge q in region SnlI and - q in Snl have been sketched. I t is because the 
topology is S' X lR rather than lR' that regular nonzero, source-free electric 
fields can exist: Lines of force can converge in from infinity in Snl, pass 
through the throat, and diverge to infinity in Snll. 
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7 consisting offields of the type vlat b J or Vet abc, where t a is a 
C xc vector field and t abc, a C '" totally skew tensor field, of 
compact support on M; and (iii) [F(t ),F«()] = flli [s M S M 

Gaba'b' (x,x')t ab(x)fa'b'(x')] I. The F(t)'s are the smeared 
out field operators. 

2. The abstract * algebra of field operators 

It will be convenient to have at one's disposal an ab
stract * algebra .w generated by field operators which is not 
tied down to any specific Hilbert space. 13 This algebra d 
can be constructed as follows: Consider first the tensor alge
bra (over complexes) d generated by the vector space 7: 

.(;r = Ell k ~ a l' ® k. Thus, a typical element A of d is a string 
with only a finite number of nonzero entries A = (to, t I , t2 , ... , 

tk , 0,0, ... ), where to is any complex number and tk any k th 

rank tensor over the vector space 7. Sums and I?roducts of 
these strings can be defined in an obvious way; d is an asso
ciative (non-Abelian) algebra. Next, we define a * operation 
on .(;r. We demand that the action of * on complexified 7 be 
the complex conjugation and extend its action on all of d by 
requiring that it be complex antilinear, i.e., satisfy 
(A +;tB)* = A * + ;t * B *, and obey the product rule 
(A·B)* = B *·A *, for alIA andBin d and complex numbers 
;t, where;t * is the complex conjugate of;t. Then, we auto
matically have (A *)* = A; the * operation is an involution. 
Thus, .# is now a * algebra. To impose Maxwell's equations 
and the CCR, we proceed as follows: Consider the * ideal f 
of.(;r generated by elements of'# of the type (flli G (t ,t), i, 
t ® ( - (® t, 0,0, ... 0, ... ), where t and (are arbitrary elements 
of 7, G (t ,t) = S M S M Gaba'b' (x,x') t ab(x) (a'b'(x'), and where 
(belongs to the subspaceK of7. Set d = d If. This d is 
the required * algebra. It is easy to check that each element 
{t <II>} of T! K gives rise, unambiguously, to an element of d 
which we shall denote by F(t ). (Here, following the usual 
convention in the literature, we have dropped the symbol! J 
denoting "equivalence class" for simplicity.) These F(t)'s 
are, of course, the smeared-out field operators. One can re
gard .w as being "generated" by these F(t )'s. 

3. Relation between test fields and classical solutions 

Denote by r the space of Coo solutions to Maxwell's 
equations which induce, on any Cauchy surface, initial data 
of compact support. There is a natural linear mapping from 
the space T! K onto r which plays an important role in the 
quantum description: Since Gaba'b' (x,x') satisfies Maxwell's 
equations, it follows that for all elements {t ab} of 7/ K, 
F~h(X): = S M Gaba'b ' (X,X,) t a'h(x') is a Maxwell field in r 
which is independent of the particular choice t ab of the test 
field from the equivalence class {t ab} in T! K, used in the 
integral. It turns out, however, that this mapping is not 1-1: 
We shall see in Sec. 3D that Gaba'b ' (X,X') has a nontrivial 
kernel. (that the mapping is onto follows from a theorem due 
to Foures-Bruhat. 14 The action of G on 7X 7 gives rise to a 
linear mapping n from r X r to the reals: 

n (Ft,FI): = G (t,t) . (4) 

Since G is skew symmetric, 12 so is n. Next, it follows from 
the definition of F~b(x) that n (Ft,F') = ° for all F' in r if 
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and only if the field F~b(X) = O. Thus, unlike G, n has a 
trivial kernel. Hence, n is a weakly nondegenerate sympletic 
structure on r. Finally, using various properties of G, it is 
possible to re-express n in a way which makes no reference 
at all to test fields: n (F,F) = S S (PabA b - Fab A b) dS a, 
where S is any Cauchy surface in (M, gab) and A and A are, 
respectively, vector potentials for F and F. (The existence of 
A and A follows from the fact F and F have initial data of 
compact support, 11 while the surface independence and 
gauge in variance of the integral follows from Maxwell's 
equations). 

C. The Fock representation 

As remarked in Sec. 2, construction of the Fock repre
sentation [singled out by the isometry group of (M, gab)] 
turns out not to be straightforward: Since the Killing field t U 

fails to be everywhere future directed timelike, one can not 
directly apply various theorems available for quantization of 
test fields on stationary backgrounds. For Maxwell fields, 
the situation is further complicated due to the presence of 
nontrivial classical vacua: Since these solutions are every
where regular and represent zero frequency modes, one is 
faced with ambiguities when one attempts to decompose 
fields into positive and negative frequency parts. Therefore, 
before going on to discuss symmetry breaking and the associ
ated non-Fock representations, we shall introduce the Fock 
representation in detail. 

Introduce on r the "energy inner product" ( , ) as 
follows: 

(F,'F):= ( - (Fm(u~)m+*Fm(a*F,,)m)tadSb, 
JSI! JS I (5) 

where SI and SI1 are, respectively, the restrictions to regions 
I and II of any smooth Cauchy surface S in (M, gab)' passing 
through the "throat" (see Fig. 1). [That the integral is inde
pendent of S follows from Maxwell's equations. Next, since 
t a is future directed in region I and past directed in region II, 
we have (F,F»O, the equality holding if and only if F = 0; 
the norm induced on r by this inner product is positive defi
nite.] Let r denote the Cauchy compie!ion of (r, (,». Note 
that although static solutionsFab and *Fab have finite energy 
norm, they do not belong to r: It is easy to verify that i and 
* i are orthogonal to r in the Hilbert space of all solutions 
with finite energy norm. 15 Introduce on r an operator T 
with domain D (T) = r: T·F = 2" tFab for all Fin r. This T 
has the following properties: (i) TC - T*; (T,D(T) = r)is 
a skew-sY!!lmetric operator on T; 16 (ii) the range R (T) of Tis 
dense in r, or, equivalently, the kernel of T* contains only 
the ~ero vector (we repeat that static solutions do not belong 
to r I); and (iii) the symplectic structure n on r admits an 
extension Ii (,) which is a linear mapping from T XR (T) 
into reals which is continuous in the first variable. In order to 
obtain the Fock representation of the CCR in which the 
time-translation isometry is unitarily implemented, we must 
introduce on r a complex structure J, i.e., a continuous lin
ear op~rator J on r satisfying J 2_= - I, which is compatible 
~ith n in the following sense: n (JF,F) = Ii (JF,F), and 
n (JF,F)<O, the equality holding if and only if F = 0, for all 
F,P in R (T). (For details, see, for example, Ref. 17.) 
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We now introduce the required J. Since T is skew sym
metric with D (T) dense in F, it follows that T is closable. 18 

Denote the closure by T. Since TC TandsinceR (T) is dense 
in F, R (T) is also dense in F. Leti denote the isometry part 
of the polar decomposition of T 19: Set i = (T*T)I12 T- I on 
R (T) and extend it to F by continuity. This i is a complex 
structure on F. Furthermore, it commutes with exp(A T) for 
all A in R, which is the action on F of the isometry group 
generated 16 by t a on (M, gab)' However, this i is not com
patible with ii: Because the Killing field is past directed in 
region II, - ii (iF,F) fails to be positive definite on R (T). 
We therefore proceed as follows. Introduce on F an operator 
E: For all Fin r, E F is the element of F which coincides with 
Fab in region I and with - Fab in region II. Since I and II are 
causally disjoint, E is well defined. (Note that although E F is 
discontinuous at the throat, it does belong to F.lD) Further
more, E is a continuous operator with respect to the energy 
norm: (EF,EF) = (F,F) for all Fin r. Hence, it admits a con
tinuous extension to F which we denote also by E. Next, we 
note certain properties of this operator: (i) E2 = I; (ii) E com
mutes with exp(AT) on F, and hence also with J, which is 
expressible in terms of the projector family of exp(A T); and 
(iii) ii (EF,T.F) = (F,F) for all Fin FandFinr. SetJ = E.J. 
Then J is a complex structure on F which is compatible with 
ii and which commutes with exp(AT). ThisJ is the required 
complex structure. Finally, by a simple extension of the ar
guments given in Ref. 17, one can show that J is the unique 
complex structure on F with these properties. 

Using (F, ii,J), we can now obtain the required Fock 
representation. Introduce on R (T) the following Hermitian 
inner product: 

(F,F) = (1/2~)ii (JF,F) + (i/2~) ii (F,F) 

(l/2~) (F,(T*T) ~1/2 .F) + (i/2~) ii (F,F). 

Then, (R (T),J,(,» is a complex pre-Hilbert space. 21 Denote 
the Cauchy completion by H. Let2be the symmetric Fock 
space based on this H. Set lr{F(t)] = fzC(Ft) + ~A(Ft), 
where C(F') and A(Ft) are, respectively, the creation and 
annihilation operators on 2 associated with F t in H. Using 
the commutation relations between C's and A's-which are 
determined by the Fock space structure of 2 -one has 
[lr·F(t), lr·F(f)] = ~2[C(F'),A(Ff)] + ~2[A(F'),C(Ff)] 
C fzlifl(F' ,Ff)I = ~/iG (t,f)I = lr·[F(t ),F(f)]. Hence, the 
mapping 11' from the space of smeared-out field operators 
into the space of operators on K' admits an extension to all of 
,rf; (2,11') is a representation of the CCR. This is a Fock 
representation: K' is a symmetric Fock space based on the 
Hilbert space H of suitably regular solutions to the classical 
field equations and the smeared-out field operators are re
presented by sums of creation and annihilation operators on 
K'. Using the definition of J and the fact that the Killing 
field t a commutes with all Killing fields on (M, gab)' one can 
show that the entire four-parameter group of isometries is 
unitarily implemented on (~,lr). (See Ref. 17, Sec. 3.) 

Remarks: (1) The above construction is a natural gener
alization of the procedure used to obtain the standard Fock 
representation of massless Bose fields in stationary space
times. 17 The key idea was to decompose the fields into posi-
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tive and negative frequency parts and to build the one parti
cle Hilbert space H from solutions which are of positive fre
quency in region I and of negative frequency in region II, 
(The use of complex structure i in place of J would have 
corresponded to using positive frequences in both regions; 
the space of one-particle states would then have inherited an 
indefinite metric.) For massless scalar fields, the analogous 
representations have been obtained by Israef2 and Unruh. 23 

Our construction rigorizes their work and extends it to the 
case of Maxwell fields. 

(2) What is the status of the zero-frequency modes in 
the final quantum picture? We have seen that these modes do 
not belong to the Hilbert space F. Since the one-particle 
Hilbert space was obtained by the Cauchy completion of 
R (T) C F with respect to the norm (F,F) 
= (F,(T*T)i!2 .F), and since the zero frequency modes 

are in the kernel of.Y (' it follows that they do not belong to 
H either. This is just what one would expect on intuitive 
grounds: One expects photon states to correspond only to 
"radiative" modes of the Maxwell fields while the zero-fre
quency fields correspond to the "longitudinal" modes. 

(3) Note that the representation (K',1r) is not faithful: 
The element F(t ) of.rf is sent to the zero operator by 11' if the 
element {t ab} in r/ K is in the kernel of the Lichnerowicz 
propagator Gabab (x,x'). We shall show in the next subsec
tion that the kernel is in fact nontrivial. 

D. Symmetry breaking and "non-Fock" representations 

Consider the two parameter family of transformations 
a(q,g) on the space of classical solutions t? Maxwell's equa
tions, defined by a(q.g) • Fab = qFab + g* Fab + Fab · Then, 
a( ) sends the sector of classical solutions labeled by «(j,g) to g.g 

that labeled by (q + (j,g + g). Denote by L1(q.l:) .:f the change 
in the Lagrangian density under a(q.g)' Then, using the fact 
that every Maxwell field admits, locally, a vector potential, it 
follows that given any point of M, there exists a neighbor
hood of this point such that .1 (q.8) Y can be expressed as the 
divergence of a vector field. (If we restrict ourselves to sec
tors and transformations with zerog andg, then .1 (q.g) .Y can 
be expressed as a divergence globally; the restriction to local 
neighborhoods is required, as usual, only when the magnetic 
charges involved are nonzero.) Furthermore, a simple calcu
lation shows that the total Hamiltonian is left invariant by 
these a(q.g) 'so In this sense, these transformations represent 
classical symmetries. 

Can these symmetries be promoted to the quantum lev
el? In terms of the operator-valued distribution F ab (x), the 
corresponding transformations are clearly Fab(x) ---+ Fab(x) 
+ qFabI + g*FabI. - A(q.g)·Fab(x), say. Clearly, the trans
formed distribution A(q.g) ·F"b(X) again satisfies Maxwell's 
equations (2) and the CCR (3). Hence, A(q.g) extends to an 
automorphism on the * algebra ,~. In particular, for 
smeared-out field operators F(t ) we have 

A(q.g)·F(t) = F(t) + (L (qFah + g* Fah)t ah )1. (6) 

[Note that Eq. (6) is a well-defined mapping: Because Fah 
and *Fab satisfy Maxwell's equations, ift ab and fahbelong to 
the same equivalence class in r/ K, i.e., if F(t ) = F(f) in d, 
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then A (q,g) ·F(t) = A (q,g) ·F(t) in d for all real numbersq and 
g,] Thus, classical symmetries a(q,g) do indeed extend to 
quantum operators at the algebraic level. The obvious ques
tion now is whether (in the Fock representation) they also 
extend to quantum states, i,e., for any real numbers (q,g), 
does there exist a unitary mapping U(q,g) on the Fock space 
~ of quantum states such that U (;.!) -(-rr'F(t »'U(q,g) 
= U (;.!) '(C(F') + A(F'»'U(q,g) equals 'IT (A (q,g) ·F(t» 
= C(F') + A(Ft) + (f M(qFab + g*Fab)t ab) I? 

Theorem: A (q,g) can not be unitarily implemented on 
(~, 'IT) unless q = g = O. 

Proof We first exhibit test fields i ab which are in the 
kernel of the Lichnerowicz propagator Gaba'b'(X,X/) and sat
isfy S MFab(X)i ab(x)#O . Set iab = f(r)h (t) ~7larVb It , 
where rand t are the usual Schwarzschild coordinates and 
wheref(r) and h (t) are any C 00 functions of compact sup
port in their respective arguments such that the support of 
i ub is contained strictly in region I (Fig, 1), satisfying 
Szmf(r)dr =S"'-ooh(t)dt = 1. Then, givenany(C i) Max
well field Fab , we have 

(7) 

where Q is the electric charge associated with the given Fub 

in region I, Recall that given any test field t ab in T, the corre
sponding solution F~b to Maxwell's equations has initial 
data of compact support on any Cauchy surface, and hence 
zero electric charge. Therefore, for all test fields t ub in T we 
have 

G(ti)= r r Gaba'b,(X,X')tab(x)ia'b'(x') 
JMJM 

= L F~b(X')ia'b'(x') (8) 

=0. 

Hence, iab is in the kernel of the propagator Gaba'b' (x,x/) . 
Next, usingEq. (7), we have SM qFUb (x)i ab (x) = 81TMq, the 
electric charge of qFab , Thus, i ab has the desired properties. 

Now, let us suppose that the automorphism A (q,g) is 
unitarily implementable on (J¥", 'IT). Then there exists a uni
tary operator U(q,g) on ~ which satisfies, in particular, 

U(;'!)'(F(i»,u(q,g) = 'IT(A(q,g)'F(i» 

= 'IT ( F(i) + L qFaJab ) I. (9) 

However, since i ab is in the kernel of Gaba'b' (x,x/), we have 
'IT.(F(i» = C(F") + A(F') = 0, Hence, Eqs. (7) and (9) 
yield 

o = (81TMq) I (to) 

on the Hilbert space~, implying q = O. Thus, A (q,O) is uni
tarily implementable in the Fock representation (~, 'IT) if 
and only if q = O. An identical argument using i ab 
+ E"bcd i cd in place ofiab shows that A (q,g) is unitarily imple

men table on (~, 'IT) if and only if q = g = O. 0 
Remark: The essential facts used in the proof are that in 

the Fock representation (~, 'IT), the mapping 'IT from d into 
the space of operators on J¥" has a nontrivial kernel and that 
it fails to be invariant under the action of automorphisms 
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A (q,g) on d unless q = g = O. The existence of the kernel 
itself has nothing to do with the nontrivial topology: The test 
field iub continues to be in the kernel of the Lichnerowicz 
propagator even in Minkowski space-time. The topology 
plays a role through the existence of the automorphisms 
which arise due to the presence of nontrivial classical vacua, 

The above theorem implies that classical symmetries 
a(q,g) are spontaneously broken in the Fock representation. 
This symmetry breaking leads, as usual,3 to a two parameter 
family (~(q,gp'IT(q,g» of unitarily inequivalent representa
tions of the CCR. Perhaps the easiest way to exhibit these 
representations is the following: Choose for ~(q,g) a copy of 
~ and set 'IT(q,g) ·F(t ) = 'IT'A(q,g) ·F(t ) = C(F') + A(F') 
+ S M (qFUb + g* Fab) tab, for all smeared out field operators 
F(t) in d. Clearly, (~(O,op'IT(o,O) is the Fock representa
tion, All others are non-Fock: Using the result of the theo
rem above, it is easy to check that no two of the two param
eter family (~(q,gp'IT(q,g» of representations of the CCR are 
unitarily equivalent. 

Remark: There is another way of exhibiting these repre
sentations which, in spite of being more complicated from a 
technical viewpoint, brings out the physical interpretation 
more directly, Recall that the Fock space ~ may be intro
duced as the space of all entire holomorphic functions t/J on 
the one-particle Hilbert space H for which the integral 
Sf{ 1t/J1 2d,u converges, where d,u is the Gaussian promeasure 
invariantly associated with the Hilbert space H. It turns out 
than any element of Ell q,g ~(q,g) can be similarly represented 
by holomorphic functions but now on the space of all classi
cal solutions with finite energy norm, including the static 
ones. In this description, elements of ~(q,g), for a fixed value 
of q and g, are described by holomorphic functions with sup
port only on the sector of classical solutions with electric 
charge q and magnetic charge g. Hence, one can think of 
elements of ~(q,g) as describing "quantum fluctuations of 
the Maxwell field off the nontrivial classical background 
qFab + g*FUb ." The vacuum state in ~(q,g) itself arises as a 
holomorphic function representing a coherent state peaked 
at the classical vacuum qFab + g*Fab ' Finally, it is easy to 
check that any quantum state t/J with support on the (q,g) 
sector, i,e., any element of ~(q,g), has the property that the 
expectation values of electric and magnetic charge operators 
equal, respectively, 81TMq and 81TMg. 

4. DISCUSSION 

(1) Of the two-parameter family of systems (~(q,g), 
'IT(q,g» obtained in the previous section, only (~(O,O) ,'IT(om) is 
the Fock representation of the CCR: While the vacuum state 
in ~(O,O) is analogous to the standard vacuum state in Min
kowski space, other vacua have no counterparts at all any
where in the Fock space of Minkowskian photons. We wish 
to emphasize, however, that, at lease a priori, there is nothing 
unphysical about these non-Fock representations. It is easy 
to check, for example, that the four parameter family of iso
metries of the underlying space-time are unitarily imple
mented in any of these representations. Furthermore, these 
unitary transformations leave the vacuum state invariant in 
all sectors. How does one reconcile this situation with the 
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theorems24
.
17 on the uniqueness of the vacuum state for lin

ear Bose systems? There do indeed exist mathematical con
ditions which single out the Fock representation from all 
others. However, these include a continuity requirement on 
the vacuum expectation values of Weyl operators 
exp[ i F(t )}, a requirement which has no direct physical mo
tivation but which simplifies the mathematical analysis con
siderably. (For details, see, for example, Refs. 3 and 17.) It 
turns out that the non-Fock representations obtained here
as well as those obtained by Streater3-satisfy all conditions 
of the theorems characterizing the Fock representation, ex
cept this continuity requirement. From a physical view
point, therefore, there is no principle which can discriminate 
against these new quantum vacua. 

(2) Although, for simplicity, we have restricted our
selves to the Schwarzschild-Kruskal space-times, extension 
of the present analysis to globally hyperbolic, stationary, to
pologically nontrivial space-times is rather straightforward. 
If Einstein's vacuum equations are not satisfied, one can not 
construct the nontrivial vacua from the Killing field itself. 
Nonetheless, if Cauchy surfaces are either compact or suit
ably asymptotically fiat, results from Hodge theory ensure 
the existence of these vacua.7 Using the presence ofthe time
like Killing field, one can construct the Fock representation, 
introduce classical symmetries analogous to a(q,g) , show that 
they are spontaneously broken, and obtain new representa
tions of the CCR. In the nonstationary contexts, on the other 
hand, a "standard" Fock representation is simply not avail
able. Nonetheless, one can construct ("observer depen
dent") representations relative to Cauchy surfaces. If the 
Cauchy surface has a suitably nontrivial topology, one can 
again repeat the analysis (although, in this case, the classical 
vacua will, of course, not be stationary). Thus, the essential 
features of the model are really of "topological origin"; they 
do not refer to the detailed properties, e.g., the spherical 
symmetry, the presence ofa horizon, the satisfaction of Ein
stein's vacuum equation, etc., of the Schwarzschild-Kruskal 
space-time. 

(3) In the finished picture, the presence of a nontrivial 
topology does indeed lead to a "qualitatively new" predic
tion. To see this, we must first physically interpret particles 
whose quantum states are described by (J¥'(q,gl'1T(q.g) • Per
haps the easiest way to get a feel for the nature of these parti
cles is to couple them to other fields and analyze the resulting 
interaction. For simplicity, let us restrict ourselves to the 
(q,O) sector and do quantum electrodynamics replacing the 
usual photon states by elements of J¥'(q.O)' Then the resulting 
interaction is different from that in the usual QED: Effec
tively, the interaction Hamiltonian has an additional term 
qJat a, where Ja is the usual current involving the quantized 
Dirac fields. Thus, the amplitudes for Compton scattering in 
Born approximation, for example, get additional contribu
tions involving potential scattering due to qFab' In other 
words, although the particles described by J¥'(q,O) have zero 
rest mass, they have an effective longitudinal mode! They are 
therefore physically distinguishable from photons. Thus, q 
and g serve as new quantum numbers-analogous to spin 
and mass in Minkowskian quantum theory-for labeling 
physical particles, quantum numbers with origin in space-
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time topology. Note that the classical field equations corre
sponding to all these particles are the same: The usual Max
well equations. Thus, we have an exactly soluble quantum 
model which confirms the suggestion/5 made from semi
classical considerations, that a wave equation admitting 
nontrivial classical vacua may, in the quantum regime, si
multaneously describe a variety of distinct particles. 

(4) What is the status of the Hawking effect for these 
new particles? Perhaps the easiest way to analyze this issue is 
in terms of the Feynman propagators. 26.27 Using the fact that 
this propagator is expressible in terms of the vacuum expec
tation values of the time-ordered products offield operators, 
and the definition of the representation map 1T(q,g)' it follows 
that 

(q.g)G~~a·b·(X,X') = G~ba'b'(X,X') + (qFab +g*Fab)(x) 

·(qFab + g*Fab)(x') , (11) 

where G F is the usual Feynman propagator for photons and 
(q,g) G F, that for the particles with quantum numbers (q,g).2M 
(Here, as in the derivations of the usual Hawking effect in the 
Schwarzschild-Kruskal space-time,23.27 we use those 
boundary conditions on the past horizon--or, equivalently, 
that "past vacuum state"-which implicitly incorporate the 
collapsing situation in static Kruskal picture.) From the 
definition of Fab it now follows that the corrective term in 
Eq. (11) has the same periodicity in the imaginary time as 
G F. Hence, it follows that an evaporating black hole must 
emit the new particles again with a thermal spectrum. 

(5) The model raises a number of questions concerning 
nonperturbative effects in general. The nontrivial classical 
vacua considered here-and hence also the automorphisms 
which led to symmetry breaking-are intimately related to 
the (Maxwell analog of the) Einstein-Yang-Mills instanton 
of Duff and Madore. 29 Is this a generic feature? That is, is 
there a class of instantons whose presence always signals 
symmetry breaking at the quantum level? It should not be 
difficult to extend the model to linearized gravitational fields 
on the Schwarzschild-Kruskal background. There again, 
the nontrivial classical vacua, i.e., the zero frequency modes, 
would lead to inequivalent representations of the CCR, la
bels (q,g) being replaced by mass and angular momentum. Is 
this interplay between the zero frequency modes and inequi
valent quantum vacua generic? How do the non-Fock repre
sentations affect the one loop contributions? For Maxwell 
fields in the Schwarzschild-Kruskal space-time, we can ob
tain additional non-Fock representations as follows: Consid
er the (distributional, C number) solution to Maxwell's 
equation Fa~ which c<;>incides with qFab + g* Fab in region I 
and with q'Fab + g'* Fob in region II and exploit the fact that 
the automorphism on .sf induced by the transformation F ab 
--> Fab + Fab fails to be unitarily implemented in the Fock 
representation. Since Fab is Lie derived by to only in the 
(open) regions I and II, in the resulting representation there 
is no state which is invariant under the action oftime transla
tions. Nonetheless, these representations may be of physical 
interest: They are analogous to the representations describ
ing Bloch walls and dislocations in spin systems, the role of 
the Bloch wall being played by the horizon. Can one exploit 
one's experience in magnetism to predict new electromag-
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netic phenomena of topological origin in the quantum do
main? More generally, non-Fock representations feature 
prominently in the descriptions of phase transitions in statis
tical mechanics. Can the representations of topological ori
gin give us new insight into the "critical phenomena" that 
presumably occur at Planck length due to the quantum fluc
tuations of the gravitational field? 
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The E-expansion technique for evaluating certain integrals in critical dynamics is studied in 
detail. The analytic properties in the complex E plane are exploited to get improved answers at 
the physical value of E. A different scheme-the E expansion-is suggested. This has a simpler 
analytic structure and thus gives more reliable results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this note we discuss analytic properties and different 
methods of perturbative evaluation of a certain class of inte
grals which appear in the critical dynamics I of various phys
ical systems such as liquid helium,2-4 the antiferromagnet,5 
the Heisenberg ferromagnet,6.7 etc. The task of critical dyna
mics is to calculate the wave number and frequency-depen
dent relaxation rates of the order parameter [an n-vector 
field with O(n) symmetry] of the transition as well as of any 
secondary variable that may couple to it through the equa
tions of motion. It is generally convenient to single out for 
study a particular Fourier component of the fluctuating 
variable under consideration. The problem of critical dyna
mics is nonlinear in that each Fourier component is influ
enced by all the other components via a trilinear coupling. 
Consequently, to obtain the relaxation rate of a particular 
component, it is necessary to perform a sum over all the 
Fourier components. In other words, we have to carry out a 
sum in wave number or "momentum" space. (We use the 
terms interchangeably.) The intermediate modes are more 
effective the more slowly they damp out. Consequently, the 
corresponding relaxation rates appear in the denominators 
of the sums that have to be effected. The relaxation rates 
satisfy certain dynamic scaling laws,8,9 requiring them to 
depend upon momentum according to some critical expo
nent, which does not in general have an integer value. It is 
this feature which makes it impossible to evaluate the critical 
dynamics integrals exactly. 

Here we shall specifically discuss the integrals that have 
to be evaluated to obtain the order-parametr (¢) and the 
entropy (S) relaxation rates in liquid Helium.4 To one-loop 
order in the language of Feynman graphs, these are 

(1.1) 

and 

1 J dDp (p2 _p'2)2 
Is = CD p2p'2 pDI2 + p'D12 ' 

(1.2) 

where momentum conservation requires p + p' = k. The ex
ternal momentum is scaled to unity, Ikl = 1. The area of the 
unit sphere in D-dimensional space is 

"'This work constitutes a portion of the dissertation of 1.K. Bhattacharjee 
submitted to the faculty of the University of Maryland in partial fulfill
ment of the requirements for the Ph,D. degree (1979). 

(1.3) 

Integrals such as I", and Is cannot in general be evaluated 
analytically at D = 3, the physical dimension. I.p is an excep
tion and can be evaluated at arbitrary dimensionality D. It 
therefore provides a good testing ground for the different 
approximation schemes to be discussed below. As far as get
ting a number for the integral at D = 3 is concerned, it might 
be argued that numerical integration techniques are suffi
cient. However, these are multidimensional integrals, which 
get progressively more complicated as higher loops are con
sidered. They are consequently not very suitable for numeri
cal work. The occurrence of singularities in the integrands is 
a further hindrance to a numerical integration. As these are 
integrable singularities, they do not pose any difficulty to an 
analytic approach. It is therefore more attractive to study 
the required integrals as continuous functions of a suitably 
defined small paramete E, related to D. Expanding in powers 
of E gives then a systematic means of obtaining approximate 
values for the integrals. Consequently, from now on, we shall 
refer to the integrals as the function I",(E) and Is (E). The aim 
of the work will thus be to develop a kind of perturbative 
evaluation of the integrals in the form of a small number of 
terms. 

It needs to be emphasized that there are two sources of 
inaccuracy in applying the E-expansion to three-dimensional 
(E = 1) critical dynamics problems. The first is the error in
curred by using a truncated series expansion for the integrals 
involved. The purpose of the present paper is to study the 
nature of this error and to show how it can be relatively 
easily avoided. The second source of error is the truncation 
of the loop expansion itself. We have reason to think that 
under some circumstances this error is not as serious as the 
first. This difficult question requires, however, much further 
study and will not be addressed here. 

The conventional means of attacking the integrals in 
Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) is the so-called "E-expansion.,,2.10 This is 
analogous to the dimensional regularization in quantum 
field theory, II where renormalization factors are calculated 
by evaluating the loop integrals as Laurent series in E and 
extracting the coefficient of the 1/ E term. The E expansion 
exploits the ultraviolet divergence ofthese integrals at D = 4 
and therefore defines the expansion parameter as E = 4 - D. 
Until now, only a two-term expansion has been achieved. 
The suitability of such an expansion and some ways of im-
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proving it will be the subject of the following sections. In Sec. 
n we present the E-expansion results for the integrals and 
compare them at E = 1 with the exact answers for 1.;.(1) and 
Is(1). The accuracy of the two-term expansion is found to be 
poor. This shortcoming can be traced to a special feature of 
the analytic properties of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2), which reveal 
an infrared singularity at D = 2, or E = 2. The neglect of this 
singularity is a gross omission which impairs the usefulness 
of the E-expansion as far away as E = 1. We remedy this 
deficiency by means of a double expansion based on the sim
ple poles of the functions which correspond to their ultravio
let and infrared singularities. This improvement is carried 
further in Sec. III, by taking into account more of the poles. 
In Sec. IV we present an alternative expansion scheme for 
evaluating such integrals aD = 3. This scheme, the "E-ex
pansion," manages to remove or, at least, delay the onset of 
the infrared singularity. It thus provides a two-term expan
sion based on the ultraviolet divergence which yields more 
accurate answers. Section V deals with further applications 
while Sec. VI constitutes a brief summary. 

II. THE E-EXPANSION AND THE INFRARED 
SINGULARITY 

We shall first treat the integral I.; .. The ultraviolet diver
gence of Eq. (1.1) can be extracted as follows, 

1 1 dDp 
II/,(E) = -c 2D/2 + Iv(E) 

D p.clp·p 

-1 dp I (E) 
- 3 - DI2 + I! 

pI P 
= 21E + II!(E)~2IE, (2.1) 

where the ultraviolet-regularized integral 

I"(E) = _1 f dDp (_1 __ fJ(p -1») (2.2) 
CD p2 p'D12 pDI2 

remains finite and is therefore asymptotically negligible as 
E->-O. fJ (x) is the step function 

fJ (x) = {O, x < ° (2.3) 
1, x>O. 

The first correction to the asymptotic formula ofEq. (2.1) is 
found by evaluating Eq. (2.2) at E = 0. This yields Iv (0) = !, 
giving a two-term expansion which at E = 1 becomes 

11/.(1) = [2IE +! + O(E)l.~o = 2.5 + 0(1). (2.4) 

On the other hand, for 2 < D < 4, I", can be exactly evaluated 
to yield 

II/,(E) = ~. T(2 - d2)T(1 - d2)T(1 + d4). (2.5) 
E T(2 -3d4) 

Expanding the gamma function to the lowest order in E 

yields Eq. (2.4) once more. By means of Eq. (2.5) we can 
compare Eq. (2.4) with the exact value 

I,p(l) = 1T = 3.14···. (2.6) 

Equation (2.4) is thus a significant underestimate of the 
integral. 

To understand this difference we can study Eq. (2.5) for 
the analytic properties of the integral. We note that at E = 2 
there is also a singularity. Looking back at Eq. (Ll) we can 
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identify this as the infrared singularity. The infrared diver
gence can be extracted by the subtraction 

1 f dg II/,(E) = - -2 + I,(E), 
CD p 

(2.7) 

where the infrared regularized integral is 

I (E) = _1 I d Dp (_I_ - fJ(p -1) ). 
, CD p2 ~Dn 

(2.8) 

Performing the angular averages, we find for D = E = 2 

1,(2) = ~ (OC dp [K (2V;) _ !!...] 
1T Jo p( 1 + p) 1 + p 2 

= ntl 2~n ~!~~;. ~ . (2.9) 

K (x) is the elliptic integral of the first kind. To sum the series, 
we substitute 

~ = (I dt.t n -I (2.10) 
n Jo 

into Eq. (2.9) and interchange the order of summation and 
integration to obtain 

1(2) = (I dt ! _1_ (2n)! t n-I 

, Jo n ~ I 22n (n!? 

= (I dt ! (- !)( _ t)" 
Jo t n ~ I n 

= (I dt [ -1 + (l _ t)-1/2 1 = 21n2~1.38. 
Jo t 

(2.11 ) 

It is instructive to obtain this answer in another form. In
stead of evaluating the integral in the last step of Eq. (2.11), 
we can express it as 

1,(2) = lim [- (I dt t - u + (I dt t - a(l _ t)_1/2] 
a .1 Jo Jo 

= lim [-/3(1- a,l) +/3(1- a,D] 
a- ... 1 

= lim ( _ T(1 - a)T(1) + T(1 - a)T(!») 
a .1 T(2 - a) TG) - a 

= lim T(t5)( T(P _ T(1») 
,',-.0 T(! + 15) T(1 + 15) 

= ¢(1) - ¢(D, (2.12) 

where ¢(x) is the usual digamma function defined as 
¢(x) = (d Idx) InT(x). This is the same as the answer in Eq. 
(2.11) since 1,0(1) = - rand ¢<!) = - r -2 In2, where r is 
Euler's constant. 

Thus, expansion about the infrared singularity yields 

11/, (E) = lI(D -2) + 1.38 + 0 (D -2). (2.13) 

Equation (2.13) could also have been obtained from Eq. (2.5) 
by expanding in the variable D -2. This leads to 

1 
I,p(E) = D -2 +! [ 1 +2¢(1) - !¢( ~) - ~1,OG)1 

+ OeD -2), (2.14) 

where ¢(x) is the digamma function. Using the identity 

¢G) - ¢(n = 2, (2.15) 
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we can put Eq. (2.14) in the form 
1 

I,;,(E) = --+ tf(1) - tfW + 0 (D -2), 
D-2 -

the same result as before. 

(2.16) 

We now use the information contained in Eqs. (2.4) and 
(2.13) to obtain an improved representation of the function 
II/,(E) in the range 0<E<2. I,;, (E) has no other singularities in 
this region apart from the ones discussed above and there
fore, when the poles are subtracted, we get a function 

FI/,(E) = I,;,(E) -2/E -lI(D -2), (2.17) 

which is completely analytic in the region. Consequently it 
can be represented as a power series in E, 

FI/,(E) = ! C"E". (2.18) 
n _00 

The information regarding the correction to the leading sin
gularities is sufficient to fix the first two coefficients Co and 
c,. From Eqs, (2.14) and (2.3), FI/,(E) = 0 at E = O. Hence 
Co = O. From Eqs. (2.14) and (2.11), FtP(O) = 0.38 at E = 2. 
This gives c, = 0.19. The resulting expression for 11/' (E) is 

I,;,(E) = 21t + 11(2 - E) +0.19E, (2.19) 

which, evaluated at E = 1, yields 

(2.20) 

a considerable improvement over the previous estimate. 
We now turn to the integralls defined by Eq. (1.2). The 

ultraviolet divergence occurs at D = 4 according to 

2 1 dDp IAE) = -- + J (E) 
DC

D 
pr' p2 + D/2 I' 

= 41DE + Ju(E)~ liE, (2.21) 

where the ultraviolet regularized integral is 

I 5 dDp ( (p2 _p'2)2 2 p'2 ) 
J(E)-- -- - ---e(p-I) 

I' - C 2 ,2 D/2 ,DI2 D D!2 ' 
D PP P +p P 

(2.22) 

and is asymptotically negligible in the limit E---+O. Evaluated 
at this point,4 

J,,(O) = pn2 - A ' 

which yields the two-term expansion 

15k) = liE +! + Ju(O) + 0 (E) 

= liE +0.47 + O(E). 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

At E = 1 this becomes Is (1) = 1.47, as compared to the val
ue 2.25 ± 0.02 obtained from numerical integration. Once 
again this severe underestimate results from the neglect of 
the infrared divergence at D = 2. Is (E) is analytic for 0<E<2 
except for the ultraviolet and infrared singularities at E = 0 
and 2, respectively. 

To study the behavior of Is (E) near E = 2, we write Eq. 
(1.4) as 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 
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The infrared singularity is contained in the first integral on 
the right-hand side of Eq. (2.25). For a two-term expansion 
about this singularity, we need 

J,(2) = _1 5 d 2p (p2 - p:2)2 -1 ) 
C2 p2p'2 P + p 

~ (If dp (" d~ (p2 - p:2)2 -I ). (2.27) 
Jr Jo p Jo p p + P 

Noting that 

2pp'dpdp' p de dp = p' dp' dp 
sine V 4p2 _ (I + p2 _ p'2)2 

(2.28) 

and introducing the elliptic coordinates x = p + p' and 
y = p - p' with l<x< 00 and -I<y< I, we find 

J (2) = ~ (OC dx 51 d (xy2 -1) 
, JrJI _, y(X2 _ y 2)[(x2 _1)(1_y2)]'/2 

= 4(ln2 -I) 

c:::: -1.20. 

We also note that 

1 5 dDp 
CD plp'2 

[reD 12 -1) ]2r(2 - D 12)r(D 12) 

2r(D -2) 

= 2/(D -2) + 0 (D -2). 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

[The 0 (I) term is easily seen to vanish.] Using Eqs, (2.25), 
(2.30), and (2.29), we obtain the infrared approximant 

Is(E) = 2/(2 - E) -1.20 + 0(2 - E). (2.31) 

We can now define the analytic function 

(2.32) 

and obtain, by arguments similar to the case for Fli,(E) 

F.,(E) = -0.53 -0.58E + 0 (E2). (2.33) 

Thus the four-term approximant for Is(E) is 

I,(E) = liE -2/(2 - E) -0.53 -0.58E , 

yielding 

Is(1) = 1.89, 

a considerable improvement on the two-term result. 

III. FURTHER SINGULARITIES 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

In the preceding section we confined our attention to 
the physical region 0<E<2, bounded by the ultraviolet pole 
at E = 0 and the infrared pole at E = 2. We now consider E to 
be a complex variable and analytically continue the func
tions Iv. (E) and Is (E) beyond the "physical" region. This is 
readily accomplished by means of the regularized integrals 
I",r and J"." which are finite at the "physical" poles. What 
we find are more singularities: In addition to the "physical" 
ones at E = 0 and 2, there are both high-momentum and low
momentum singularities in the integrals for other values of E. 

We call these the "unphysical" ultraviolet and infrared 
poles. A general representation of a function of this sort is a 
Mittag-Leffler'2 expansion, which is a sum over the princi
pal parts associated with the various poles plus an entire 
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function. In this section we improve upon our work in Sec. II 
by means of a truncated Mittag-Leffler expansion based 
upon the two physical poles and the two nearest unphysical 
poles-one ultraviolet and the other infrared. 

Before illustrating the procedure in detail, it is useful to 
estimate the improvement that can be expected by including 
the unphysical poles. The contribution of one ofthese, at, say 
E = EI , to the Taylor's series at E = 0 is of the form 

(3.1) 

Now the first two terms are effectively taken into account by 
the linear fitting procedure of Sec. II, which fixes the first 
two coefficients of an expansion such as Eq. (3.1). This is 
done by means of the two pieces of information provided by 
the regularized integrals evaluated at the two physical poles. 
It is the third and higher terms ofEq. (3.1) which are neglect
ed in this procedure. The error incurred in the neglect of 
such terms can therefore be expected a priori to fall off as the 
inverse third power of the distance of the nearest unphysical 
pole not included in the truncated Mittag-Leffler expansion. 
For example, assume for definiteness that the unphysical 
poles occur at roughly equal intervals along the real E-axis 
(not always true, as will be seen below). Then including the 
nearest ones in the Mittag-Leffler expansion can be expected 
to reduce the error by roughly 2-3

, or one order of 
magnitude. 

We demonstrate this approach first for I",. The subtrac
tion in the integrand ofEq. (2.2) depends upon the difference 
between p' and p. This difference is small for p'> 1 and after 
angle averaging introduces into the integrand an additional 
factor proportional to p-2. The denominator of the integrand 
is therefore proportional top 4 + 012, indicating an ultraviolet 
divergence at D = 4 + D /2, or D = 8. More precisely, in the 
vicinity of this unphysical pole we find for the square brack
ets of the integrand 

;:::: 7 - p4 (p2 +1 _2pp)2 p4 

= ~ [(1 + ~ _ 2f.1) -2 -1 ] 
p4 p2 P 

= ~ [ -2 (~_ 2f.1) +12 f.12 + ... ] 
p4 p2 P p2 

1 1 1 1 => - - - ;:::: - (3.2) 
2 p6 2 p2 + 0/2 

wheref.1 is the cosine of the angle between p and k and the last 
line results from angle averaging. Thus the factor of p-2 re
ferred to above carries a numerical coefficient of - !. Substi
tuting Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (2.2) gives the asymptotic formula 

I ( ) 1 1 0/2--5 d 1 1 "E--- P p=------
2 p;;,1 2 4-D/2 

= -l/(8-D)= -l/(E+4), (3.3) 

for 1 E +41 ~ 1. In other words, the principal part associated 
with the unphysical ultraviolet pole at E = -4 is the right
hand member of Eq. (3.3). 
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As the computation for the unphysical infrared pole 
follows similar lines, we sketch here only the salient points. 
First we observe that it is convenient not to include with 
I",(E) the prefactor C VI because of the zeros of Co in the 
infrared range (at D equal to the negative even integers). 
Thus we will be dealing with Col",(E), and instead of angle 
averages we will need the solid angle integrals 

for I equal to the positive even integers. Equations (3.4) re
duces to Eq. (1.3) for I = 0 and vanishes, by symmetry, for I 
equal to an odd integer. As before, we expand the factor 
p'012 -1 of the integrand of Ir(E) in powersp, where now 
p~ 1. After integrating over angle, only even powers of p 
remain, so the unphysical infrared poles can be expected to 
occuratD=O, -2, -4,etc.p-D/210~o -1, however, 
vanishes identically. Therefore, D = 0 is not actually a pole 
and D = -2 is the location of the closest unphysical pole. 
In this case Eq. (3.4) vanishes for I = 0 and 2. For I = 4 it 
yields 

f d -2n f.14 = 3/217'. (3.5) 

Therefore, regularizing at the physical infrared pole, we find 

f d-2n(p,-01210~ -2 -1) 

= f d-2n [(1 -2f.1p + p2)1/2_1 

= f d-
2n "tl e)( -2f.1p +p2) v 

= (~)(2p)4 f d -2n f.14 + ... 

15 4 

1617' P , (3.6) 

where we have substituted Eq. (3.5). The neglected terms are 
of higher order in p2. The terms oflawer order than p4 vanish 
by virtue ofEq. (3.4) for D = -2. For D =f -2 thep2 term 
is removed by an additional regularization so that the radial 
integration is asymptotically 

f dPpO+1 __ 1_ 
D+2 

Thus 

C 1_~_I_ 
o r 1617' E-6 

6-E 
(3.7) 

(3.8) 

is the principal part associated with the unphysical infrared 
pole at E = 6. 

From Eq. (3.3) the unphysical ultraviolet pole in Col", 
has strength I - Co I = Cg = 17'4/3 or 16~ /45;:::: 109 times 
greater than the coefficient in Eq. (3.8). This disparity results 
from the skewing effect of the numerator ofEq. (1.3), i.e., 
2~12, which accounts for a ratio of~. Such skewing is 
undesirable for interpolation purposes. Therefore we re
move this factor and study (Co/2~12)/",(E) 
= r-I(D /2)I",(E), which has the more natural ratio of 
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E 

-8 -4 8 12 

FIG. I. The positions E; and strengths a; of the first few poles of 
I,. (E)I F (D 12) vs E. The principle parts associated with the poles are of the 
form a,/(E - E,). The strength at E = 0 is unity. The others are drawn ac
cording to this scale. 

16/45::::: 113 for its unphysical pole strengths. From Eqs. 
(3.8), (3.3), (2.1), and (2.13) we have a four-pole truncated 
Mittag-Leffler expansion 

2 

E E -2 6 E +4 
15 1 + - --+ Fw(E), 
32 E-6 

(3.9) 

where Fw(E) is analytic in a very wide interval (wider than 
-4;;;; E;;;; 6). It is easy to verify Eq. (3.9) from the exact ex

pression ofEq. (2.5), which shows that Iw(E)/r(D /2) is a 
meromorphic function with further ultraviolet poles at twice 
the negative even integers and further infrared poles at twice 
the positive odd integers. 

From the information that we have about 1 w(E)/ 
r (D /2) it is possible to determine the first two coefficients 
in the Taylor's series Fl/,(E) = Co + CIE + .... This informa
tion consists of corrections to the asymptotic form near 
E = 0 and 2. From Eq. (2.4) we see that 

1l/,(E)/r(D /2) = 2/E + ~ + t/J(I) + O(E), (3.10) 

for e~O, and from Eq. (2.13) 

1l/,(E)/r(D!2) = 11(2 - E) +2 In2 - !t/J(I) + 0(2 - E), 
(3.11) 

for E~2. From Eqs. (3.9)-(3.11), we find 

Co = t/J(I) + m=0.543 

and 

C I = In2 - ~t/J(I) - m~~0.138. 

Thus 

111, (E) 2 

r(D /2) E E-2 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

1 1 15 1 
+ ---+ ---+0.543 +0.138. (3.14) 

6 E +4 32 E-6 

At E = 1, Eq. (3.14) gives 1",(1)/ r(3.2) = 3.554. 
The two-pole approximation of Sec. II, when applied to 

1",(E)/r(D /2), gives 3.548 at E = 1. Thus the effect ofintro
ducing the two unphysical poles is to produce a mere 0.15% 
effect. This could have been anticipated on the basis ofEq. 
(3.1). The main effect of introducing the unphysical pole at 
E = E; is to produce the curvature -2 aJEt. If \a; \ ::::; 1 and 
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I E, I> 1, the effect is small. In the present case the curvature 
from the two unphysical poles is 

15 1 1 1 
R = -2 ---2 -- = -0.01. 

2 32 63 6 43 
(3.15) 

In general the change in F",(E) resulting from curvature is 

LlF",(E) = -~RE(2-E), (3.16) 

vanishing at E = 0 and E = 2 as required by Eqs. (2.4) and 
(2.13). At E = 1 the numerical change in 1 w (1) is 

LlE",(I) = - R /2 = 0.005, (3.17) 

or a 0.15% increase. 
Although numerically Eq. (3.17) yields a small effect, it 

clearly illustrates the role and influence of the unphysical 
poles. The more remote ones will have even less influence, 
provided their strengths remain I a; I ::::: 1. The present exam
pIe is an exception, as seen from Table I and Fig. 1. The next 
unphysical infrared pole at E = 10 has the relatively large 
strength of -10395/2048 = -5.08, so that its contribu
tion to the curvature is -2( -5.08)x 10-3 = 0.01, exactly 
canceling Eq. (3.15). The remaining poles give similar but 
smaller contributions, converging to a net curvature 
Roo = +0.006 from the infinite set of unphysical poles. The 
small value of Roc is the reason that the two-pole approxima
tion works so well. This will not be true in general. In par
ticular, if the unphysical poles are close to the physical re
gion and if their strengths are large, then inclusion of the 
physical poles alone will not be sufficient. The introduction 
of the first two unphysical poles will then produce a substan
tial improvement, as will be seen for Is (E), to which we now 
tum. 

In studying Is (E) it is not necessary to divide out by 
r (D /2). This is because the first unphysical infrared pole 
occurs before D = 0 is reached (where CD has its first zero). 
To find the poles and principal parts of Is (E), we analytically 
continue Eq. (2.22) into the ultraviolet region E < 0 until we 
encounter the divergence of J" (E) at E = -4. In this vicinity 
the intgral behaves as 

2 1 dDp 
Jv(E) = -C 4 + DI2 

D p;d p 

X(3 4+3D/4 + "!"'-3 1 +D) (3.18) 
D(D+2) 4 D' 

with principal part equal to _2- I(E +4)"1. 
Going in the other direction, we extract the first unphy

sical infrared singularity from the regularized integral, Eq. 
(2.26). This integral does not have an infrared singularity 

TABLE 1. Principal parts of "physical and "unphysical" poles of 
1,.lr(D 12) in the ultraviolet and infrared regions. 

"unphysical" 
Singularity "Physical" n> 1 

ultraviolet 
2 

E 

infrared 
E-2 

2( -I) "F(I +2n) 

(E +4n)F(2 +3n)T(l + n) 
F(n+p 

[E -2(2n +1) ]r(! -3n)T(l +2n) 
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until D = 4/3. It can easily be seen from the divergence at 
p::::: 0 and at pi::::: 0 that there is a simple pole of the integral at 
£ = 8/3, with the principal part equal to 4/(3£ -8). We thus 
have the four-pole truncated Mittag-Leffler expansion 

1 2 1 1 
Is(£) = -- --- ---

£ £-2 2 £+4 
4 + --+ Fs(£)' 

3£-8 
(3.19) 

where Fs(£) is analytic over an extended interval (broader 
than -4<£<8/3). From Eqs. (2.24) and (2.31) we obtain 
the linear approximation 

Fs(£) = 0.095 +0.146£. (3.20) 

At £ = 1, Eq. (3.20) substituted into Eq. (3.19) yields 
ILs(l) = 2.34, overshooting the exact answer of2.25 ± 0.02 
and representing an increase of 0.45 over the two-pole ap
proximation of Sec. II. This can be attributed almost entirely 
to the unphysical infrared pole, it being the stronger and 
closer of the two unphysical poles ofEq. (3.19). According to 
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.16) it should contribute -2( 4/3)(5/3t3 to 
R2, and therefore - R2/2 = 0.28 to Is(1). (For this purpose 
we have evaluated the curvature at £ = 1.) 

Because of the nearness of the pole, the first terms of the 
Taylor's series for AF(£) are not sufficiently accurate and we 
need to use for the contribution of the ith pole 

AFj (I)=a j --- - --+ [ 
1 1 ( 1 

1- £j 2 - £j 2~£J] 
(3.21) 

wehich reduces to a j£j-3 for £j» I. For the unphysical in
frared pole, Eq. (3.21) gives 9/20 = 0.45, in agreement with 
the above result for the total deviation. The contribution of 
the unphysical ultraviolet pole is less than one percent of 
this. 

As anticipated at the beginning of this section, includ
ing the unphysical poles can produce a significant change in 
the value of the integral. Because of the sensitivity of the 
integral to the poles, on whose strength and location we nec
essarily have limited information, it is useful to consider an 
alternative scheme which minimizes the number of the 
poles. The l-expansion of the next section is such a scheme. 

IV. £-EXPANSION 

In this section a different expansion scheme is described 
for evaluating theintegralsI.p and Is atD = 3. We define the 
functions i.p(E) and is(E) as follows 

- 1 f d
3
p I £ =-.p(f) C 2 ,1+£ 

3 PP 
(4.1) 

and 

- 1 f d 3p (p2 - p'2)2 
Is(E) = c; p2p'2 pi H + p,1 +. . (4.2) 

Setting l =! gives the D = 3 version ofEqs. (1.1) and (1.2). 
We note that l = 0 is the source of ultraviolet divergence, 
just as E = 0 was in the case of the E-expansion in Sec. II. We 
study the first corrections to this pole at l = 0 and expect the 
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two-term approximant to be better than the corresponding 
one in the £-expansion. The reason is in the delay of the onset 
of the infrared divergence in Eq. (4.1) and its complete re
moval in Eq. (4.2). Equation (4.1) shows an infrared singu
larity at l = 2, but the point of interest, l = !, is well re
moved from the divergence and consequently is relatively 
little affected by it. The integral is(E) has no infrared singu
larity at all and therefore should be an even better candidate 
for the two-term l-expansion. The infrared singularity is an 
unnecessary complication in the evaluation of such integrals 
at the physical dimension D = 3. By removing it completely 
or by lessening its effect, we have succeeded in the task of 
reducing the number of poles. 

Another advantage of this scheme should be noted. To 
obtain the correction to the asymptotic behavior at E = 0, we 
need to study i",(E) and iAE) at E = O. There is yet another 
value of l at which these integrals can be done analyticalIy
namely l = 1. This provides further information on the l
expansion. 

Treating i •. (E) first, we see that 

i (E)= -1-i ~+ _1_ 
'" C3 p> lp2p l+€ C

3 

xfd 3p (_I __ 8(P-l»). 
p2 prI f E pI + £ 

(4.3) 

The first term gives the singularity at l = 0, while the term in 
large parentheses, evaluated at l = 0, provides the first cor
rection. Thus 

i",(E) = III +1 + O( E). (4.4) 

Evaluated at l =!, Eq. (4.4) gives it/,(D = 3 as compared to 
2.5 from the two-term £-expansion and the exact answer of 
1T = 3.14. The integral i.,(E) can be carried out exactly, 
giving 

- 1T 1TE 
I",(E) = cot -. 

2(1 - E) 2 
(4.5) 

If we go further out in €, we see that at l = 1 the exact answer 
is r / 4 = 2.46, while Eq. (4.4) yields the 20% lower value of 
2. This is because of the closeness to the infrared singularity 
at l = 2. The closer one gets to € = 2, the worse the approxi
mation ofEq. (4.4) becomes. If we now take the infrared pole 
into account and get the four-term approximant analogous 
to Eqs. (2.19) and (2.34), then 

- 1 1 1 -2 
I",(E) = - + --_ + - + 0(£ ). 

£ 2-£ 2 
(4.6) 

AtE = 1, thisgivesI.,(I) = 2.50, now only 2% too high. The 
improvement is obvious. Further improvement can be 
achieved if we proceed as we did in the previous section and 
include the nearest ultraviolet and infrared poles beyond 
E = 0 and 2. These are the poles at E = -2 and 4 and the 
four-pole approximant becomes 

- 11 1111 I 
I",(E) = ---+ -._--._-+ -+O(~). 

E € -2 3 E +2 3 l-4 4 
(4.7) 

The O(E) term of the analytic function vanishes. The values 
at i" = ~ and 1 are 

(4.8a) 
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and 

(4.8b) 

with accuracies of one-tenth and one-third of one percent, 
respectively. We can now further improve the approxima
tion ofEq. (4.7) at '£ = ~ by using the known value of i",(l) at 
'£ = 1. This is the added advantage of the '£-expansion that we 
had mentioned in the beginning of this section. Using the 
known value of I",(l), we can make a parabolic approxima
tion to the residual analytic part of I",(l) (after the subtrac
tion of the four poles). Thus 

- 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I",(l) = -=-- -_-+ -.-_-- -.--

E E -2 3 E +2 3 '£-4 

+ ~ -0.016 '£ +0.008 E2. (4.9) 
4 

At'£=i, 

i",(!) = 3.139, (4.10) 

now a slight underestimate by approximately one-tenth of 
one percent. 

We regularize is similarly, as we did Is in Sec. II. 

is(l) = _1_ ( d
3
p_ + Jv(l), 

C3 )PI p3+f 
(4.11) 

where 

p'Ze(p -1) ). 
pi +f 

(4.12) 
is the ultraviolet regularized integral. The asymptotic behav
ior near l- 0 is given by 

is(l) = 2 + Jv(O) = 2 + ~. 
3'£ 3'£ 9 

(4.13) 

We note that this two-term expansion gives 

is(D = 2.22, (4.14) 

which is closer to the numerical integration result of 
2.25 ± 0.02 then the l-expansion with all the various im
provements ofSecs. II and III. We emphasize that this accu
racy of a two-term approximation is due to the absence of 
infrared poles and a consequent simplification of the analytic 
structure. A further check on the two-term expansion is pro
vided by the values is(1) = 1.55 and 4(2) = 1.22, in good 
agreement with the exact values of 17"12 = 1.57 and 
217"1(3V3) = 1.21, respectively. 

In the spirit of Sec. III, we study the effect of the nearest 
unphysical pole by continuing analytically the regularized 
integral J.,(l). The first pole is at l = -2 with the principal 
part M'£ +2)-1. The two-pole truncated Mittag-Leffler ex
pansion of Is(l) is accordingly 

- 2 3 1 133 
Is(l) = 3'£ + 10 '£ +2 + 180' (4.15) 

with 

(4.16) 

A further improvement can be obtained by using the exact 
values quoted above for '£ = 1 and '£ = 2. We can now obtain 
the linear and quadratic terms in the residual analytic func
tion. The final result is 
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Is(l) = 2+ _3_. __ + 133 
3'£ 10 '£+2 180 
+0.0995'£ -0.0343E2, 

yielding 

is(D~2.23. 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

This is in satisfactory agreement with the numerical answer 
of 2.25 ± 0.02. 

We now evaluate is (l) for E> 1 and show that it diverges 
when '£-+ 00. Introducing the variable q, in terms of which 

and 
-. 

jJ'= ~_ 1. 
2 2 

we have for E> 1, 

pi +E +p,1 +E 

= 2 -(I +£)((1 + q2 +2f.lq) (I +£)/2 

+ (1 + q2 -2f.lq) (I +W2] 

~2 - (I + £)(1 + q2)<1 + £)/2 cosh 2f.lq'£ . 
1 + q2 

(4.19a) 

(4.19b) 

(4.20) 

The contribution to Is(l) comes almost entirely from the 
region q~O, as otherwise the right-hand side ofEq. (4.20) 
becomes very large and consequently the integrand vanishes 
in Eq. (4.1). With this in mind we make approximations 
appropriate to q~O to write 

and 

pi + E + p'l + E~2 - (I + £) exp[ (1 ; '£) 2] cosh(2f.lql) 

(4.21) 

X df.l f.l . f
l 2 

-I cosh(2f.lql) 
(4.22) 

For any given value of q, the hyperbolic function in the de
nominator of Eq. (4.22) increases rapidly with increasing f.l 
and hence no appreciable error is made if the limits of inte
gration are extended to ± 00. This yields 

is(€) = dq.q· exp ___ q2 1/'2<'-00 1°C [( 1 + '£) ] 
64,£3 0 2 

(4.23) 

This clearly shows that, for E> 1, Is(l) rises, ultimately di
verging as '£-+00. The function also diverges at '£ = 0 and 
hence there must be a minimum for some value of '£. 

FURTHER APPLICATIONS 

In this section we look at some additional integrals as 
well as point out certain complexities in the analytic proper
ties of integrals like I s(E). We consider first the integrall F(E) 
which occurs in the critical dynamics of the isotropic 
ferromagnet, 
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1 J dDp (p2 - p'2)2 
IF(€)= CD p2p'2' pl+D12+ p/I+D12' (5.1) 

This is identical to Is (€), except for the differing exponent of 
p and p/ in the denominator. The difference is largely a result 
of the existence of a conservation law for the order parameter 
(Le., the magnetization.) As before we are ultimately inter
ested in obtaining the answer at D = 3. Analytic solution is 
impossible because of the fractional powers of p and p' in the 
denominator at this value of D. The "physical" ultraviolet 
divergence occurs, not atD = 4 as in Is (€), but atD = 6. The 
expansion parameter therefore is € = 6 - D. Subtraction of 
the leading singularity leads to 

I ( ) 2 i d Dp I ( ) 
F € = DC 3+D12 + "€, 

D p>1 p 

where L" (€) is the ultraviolet regularized integral 

1 J dDp L,,(€) = - -2 2 
CD pp' 

(5.2) 

( 
(p2 _ p'2)2 

X -pl+D/2+ p' I+D12 
2p'20(p -1) ). 

DpD12 
(5.3) 

The asymptotic behavior near the ultraviolet pole at D = 6 
(€ = 0) together with the leading correction is 

IF(€) = 2/3€ + b + L"(O) 

= 2/3€ + b + rz{1r + !-4In2) 

~2/3€ +0.053. (5.4) 

The "physical" infrared pole is at D = 2 and regulariza
tion at this pole leads to 

1 J dDp IF(€) = -- -2 2 + L,(€), 
CD pp' 

(5.5) 

where 

1 J dDp ( (p2 _p'2)2 ) 
L,(€) = CD p2p'2 pi + D12 + p'l + D12 -1 . (5.6) 

The asymptotic part together with the leading correction is 

IF(€) = 2/(D -2) + L,(4) 

= 2/(4 - €) -2In2. (5.7) 

A "two-pole-pi us-analytic-function" expansion in the spirit 
of Sec. II, now yields 

IF(€) = 2/3€ +2/(4 - €) -0.447 -0.277€. (5.8) 

At D = 3, i.e., € = 3, this yields 

IF(3) = 0.94, (5.9) 

about 30% under the numerical integration of 1.27 ± 0.02, 
but much improved relative to the two-term expression of 
Eq. (5.4) which yields 0.27. This is a consequence of the 
closeness of € = 3 to the infrared pole. 

To improve this, we now proceed as we did in Sec. III 
and introduce the first ultraviolet and infrared "unphysical" 
poles. These are the points where L"(€) and L,(€) diverge. 
We find that L,,(€) diverges at € = -4 with the principal 
part - (7/1O)(€ +4tl, and L,(€) diverges at € = 17/3 with 
the principal part -4/(3€ -17). The four-pole truncated 
Mittag-Leffler expansion is thus 
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2 2 7 1 
IF(€) = -- --- ---+ 

3€ € -4 10 € +4 3€ -17 

4 

At€= 3 
-0.037 -0. IS7€. (5.10) 

IF(3) = 1.15, (5.11 ) 

about a 10% underestimate. 
Another integral of interest results from introducing a 

parameter z into the denominator of a single-loop integral, 
corresponding to the modification of the response of the sys
tem at a finite frequency. Modified in this way, Is(€) 
becomes 

1 J dDp (p2 _p'2f 
Is (€,z) = - . 

CD p2p'2 Z + pD12 + p'D12 
(5.12) 

At D = 3, this is the integral needed for a study of the fluctu
ation spectrum at the Lambda point of liquid helium. 
Clearly, 

Is(€) = Is(€,O). (5.13) 

To demonstrate the effect of a nonzero z for z = 1, we 
simply quote the following results: 

Two-term expansions 
Ultraviolet 

Is(€,I) = l/€ +! + (~ln1- i) + O(€) 

~l/€+0.27. 

Infrared 

Is(€,I) = -l/(€ -2) -7 + 10 In2 

~ -l/(€ -2) -0.07. 

Two-pole Mittag-LejJler expansion 

Is(€,I) = lIE -l/(€ -2) -0.23 -0.08€ . 

Four-pole Mittag-LejJler expansion 

1 1 1 1 
Is(€,1)~ - - -- - -.--

€ €-2 2 €+4 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

2 
+ -- +0.155 +0.I9€ . (5.17) 

€-8 

From Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17) we obtain for Is(l, 1), 1.69 and 
1.85, respectively, as compared to the numerical integration 
value of 1.93 ± 0.01. 

The corresponding modification of is(l) gives 
is(p) = 1.92 from a two-term expansion similar to Eq. 
(4.13). A two-pole Mittag-Leffler expansion similar to Eq. 
(4.17)( and fixed at E = 1) yields 1. 92. 

We now return to Is(€) to point out certain analytic 
properties in the complex € plane that we ignored in Sec. III. 
The infrared regularized integraIJ,(€) has a pole at € = 8/3. 
If we make an additional subtraction and analytically con
tinue beyond € = 8/3, we find the next pole at € = 3. To 
systematize this, we note that these singularities are those 
associated with the integral 

1 J dDp 
IL(€) = CD p2(l + pD12) . (5.18) 

This integral can be analytically evaluated to yield 

IL(€) = Z; csc( ;). (5.19) 
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The singularities for positive ~ are at 

d«4-~)=dD=n 

or 

~ = 4 -4/(n +1), (5.20) 

where n is a positive nonzero integer. n = 1 corresponds to 
the physical infrared singularity at E = 2. n = 2 yields the 
first unphysical singularity at E = 8/3 that we treated in Sec. 
III. n = 3 produces a singularity at E = 3 and so on. Each 
value of n gives rise to singularities that are bunched closer 
and closer together and for n----+ 00, we get the singularity at 
E = 4, which is a limit point for this set of singularities. Thus 
E = 4 is a point of essential singularity for the function. This 
property was ignored in Sec. III. Being some distance away 
from the physical region, it did not affect the situation very 
much. However, the essential singularity can be a source of 
trouble if it is closer to the physical region and should be 
taken into account if necessary. 

VI. SUMMARY 
We have considered integrals which are important in 

the study of critical dynamics ofliquid helium, ferromag
nets, etc. These integrals cannot in general be evaluated in a 
three-dimensional space. The usual technique is to consider 
the dimensionlity D as a variable and develop the integral as 
a power series in the variable E = Dc - D. Dc is a critical 
dimension at which the integral has an ultraviolet singular
ity. We have considered the analytic properties of such inte
grals in the complex E plane and have shown how the E

expansion can be improved upon by the inclusion of further 
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singularities. For functions with a complicated singularity 
structure, it is found that inclusion of more poles leads to a 
better representation in the "physical region." This moti
vates the f"-expansion of Sec. IV. This is a technique where a 
significant simplification occurs in the pole structure, and 
consequently an expansion based on a single pole gives excel
lent results. We conclude on a cautionary note by pointing 
out the existence of an essential singularity in one of the 
integrals studied. However, so long as such a singularity is 
well removed from the physical region, one can expect to get 
accurate results. 
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On exact solutions of the nonlinear Heisenberg-Klein-Gordon equation in a 
space-time of constant spacelike curvature 
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Federal Republic afGermany 
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A nonlinear complex scalar field theory associated with a "squared" Heisenberg-Pauli- Weyl nonlin
ear spinor equation is considered. In a d + 1 dimensional universe of constant spatial curvature exact 
localized solutions for the resulting [I <p 12d I(d -2) - const I <P 12(d -I )/(d -2) ] model are constructed. 
For "soliton-like" solutions with quantized (non topological) charge the filed energy and the Heisen
berg uncertainty principle are analyzed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a proposed geometrodynamical model I of extended 
particles strong interactions are described by a GL(2n,C) 
gauge theory2 with an Einstein-Cartan-Dirac-type Lagran
gian. At the center of such a model is the massive Heisen
berg-Pauli- Weyl nonlinear spinor equation3

,4 

{iy/lV" + ~~ f2[y I-l(lfyl-lt/J) + y"Ys(lfyl-lrt/J)] 

-(uClli)}t/J=O, E= ±l. (1) 

generalized to curved space-time. Similarly, as in Heisen
berg's unified field theory3 the nonlinear terms induced into 
the Dirac equation by Cartan's torsion5 are expected to pro
duce a binding force between the n fundamental Dirac spin
ors t/J (q) (distinguished by n different flavors or colors q). 
Moreover, according to some ideas anticipated already by 
Wheeler, these quark fields may become confined by the cur
vature of the underlying space-time in geon-type objects. 24 

This curved geometry is self-consistently created by the 
stress-energy of the nonlinear spinor fields via Einstein-type 
field equations. The dimension in which this should happen 
is characterized by the modified Planck length 

(2) 

of strong gravity. 6 

This is an ambitious program. In a related, less preten
tious investigation,1 the nonlinear spinor equation (1) has 
been "squared" in order to avoid algebraic complications 
but to maintain essentially the same dynamical features. Lo
calized solutions of the resulting Heisenberg-Klein-Gordon 
equation for the corresponding scalar fields then have been 
obtained numerically in a flat and exterior Schwarzschild 
background. In this paper, exact quasistable8 solutions of a 
similar (with n internal degrees offreedom) scalar equation 
are studied in a space-time having constant Gaussian space
like curvature. The derivation generalizes a remarkable con
struction of Okolowski8 by means of conformal techniques9 

already employed 10 in the Rosen model. II 

2. THE MODEL 

The n complex (charged) scalar fields <p_! <p (q)(x)lq 
= 1,00.,n I will be considered in a curved pseudo-Rieman-

nian space-time owning d > 2 spatial dimensions. The model 
is defined by the Lagrangian density 

1i2 --
Y HKG = - V - f [Jv<p *Jv<p - U(<p )], 

2/-l 
where 

U (<p) d (d -2) ( : t/(d -2) (<p *<p)d I(d -2) - d (d -2) 

(3) 

X E~C ( ~ Y/(d -2) (<p *<p yd -1)/(d -2) + (uclli)2<p *<p 

(4) 

denotes the field potential. 
Variation of Y HKG with respect to <p* yields the non

linear field equations 

[ 
~ _ L * -2..1 _ Ed (d -1 )(uc/Ii) ( ~ )2/(d -2) 
c2dt 2 4 

( 
e )4/(d -2) 

X (<p *<p )1/(d -2) + d 2 4 (<p *<p )2/(d -2) 

+ (uclli)Z]<P = 0, (5) 

which, for d = 3, coincides with the Heisenberg-Klein-Gor
don equation of Ref. 7, Then it can be related to the 
"squared" form ofEq. (1). It admits the constant solution 

<po(n)= ~ [ ;:Ii (E(d-l)+ V(d_l)2_ 4 >r- Z
)IZ, 

~~=O~~ ~ 

that for E = + 1 might signal the occurrence of a spontane
ous breaking of the internal U(n) symmetry in the vacuum 
sector. 12 

3. LOCALIZED SOLUTIONS IN A CURVED 
BACKGROUND 

Passing on to a rest frame, stationary solutions of (5) 
will be studied by means of the familiar separation ansatz 

4 ( M*c )(d-2)/2 <p (q)(x) = --;; ----;;,;- F (z,UJ) 

X exp [ - i(t - to )UJ/-lCz Iii]. (7) 

In terms of the modified Planck length (2), the spatial co
ordinates x=(x a \a = 1 'Oo.,d) may be replaced by the dimen-
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sionless variables 

z L * --IX. (8) 

For definiteness, it will be assumed that the Planck mass M * 
associated with the curved background is related via 

M * = {3f.l, 

to the bare mass f.l of the nonlinear model (4) under 
consideration. 

(9) 

Then, the dimensionless field F(z,(j) (in the following 
abbreviated with F) satisfies the equation 

4(d -1) !!....iJ.F _ RF + RF(d+2)/(d--2) 
d-2 4 

+ d(d -1) Ii Fdl(d 2) = 0, (10) 
{3(d -2) K 

where 

iJ. =L *2 1 aa (d)f abV0lfTaJ (11) 
VI (d)fl 

denotes the dimensionless spacelike, Laplace-Beltrami op
erator. In (10), the abbreviations 

K R 
Ed(d-I) 

(d -I)d J 

R= 
d-2 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

are used to bring out a close connection with differential 
geometry. In fact, Eq. (10) may then be viewed as a deformed 
version of Lichnerowicz's equation. \3 In the geometric con
text the latter governs the realization of arbitrary scalar cur
vatures (4/ d)R and (4/ d)R by means of a conformal change9 

dS 2-----+ dS 2 = F 4/(d -2) ds 2, (15) 

of a hypothetical Riemannian metric. As in a similar exact 
soluble model \0 on a d-dimensional manifold, the alteration 

F=¢J(2 d)l2, (16) 

of the "scale dimensions" of the field transforms (10) into the 
simpler looking equation 

R = R (¢J 2 _ d (d -1) ¢J) 
K (d -2){3 

+ !!.... (d -1) [2¢JiJ.¢J - diY¢Jac¢J], 
4 

which is reminiscent of (AS) of Ref. 9. 

(17) 

Following Okolowski,x we confine ourselves to an un
derlying space-time owning a (d -I)-dimensional Euclid
ean hypersurface of constant (Gaussian) sectional curvature 
K [defined by (13)]. Then, the corresponding line element 
can be written (for both signs of K!) as 14 

ds2 =1;,,, dX'1 dx" 

( 
sin2("K 112) 

= c2 dt 2 _ L *2 dx 2 + ~ (d -I) Dkl 

X dzk dzl). (18) 

In this strong gravitational6 background it is feasible to con
sider only those solutions of (17) which, in addition, satisfy 
the inhomogeneous Laplace equation 

iJ.¢J= - d~2 (.ad +(d+I)( K(d;2){3 ¢J- 1)1· 
A spherically symmetric solution of (19) is 

(19) 

¢J = d {I -.a sin2(xK Ill)}. 
{3K(d -2) 

(20) 

A bit of algebra reveals that the ansatz (20) also satisfies (17) 
~~~dili~ 2 

fl«(j)=1+ d-2/J2K=I+E~. (21) 
d d 

The physical meaning of the obtained solutions be
comes more transparent by changing the coordinate X to 

1 -
p2 __ sin2 (x V K ). 

K 
(22) 

With respect to this Schwarzschild radial coordinate 14 p the 
line element (18) reads as follows: 

ds2-c2dt 2 _L*2[ d
p2

0 
+p2(d-l) Dk1dzkdzl ]. (23) 

1 - Kp- _ 

It is obvious from (23) that 21r p measures the "proper cir
cumference," as desired. Then, the radially localized solu
tions of (10) finally read 

F(p,(j) = [ d (l_ flK p 2)]U-d)!2 
{3K(d -2) 

[ 
{3d d 

= E 1 _ (j)2 - {3 (d -2 ) 

X(I +E 1 ~(j)2 )p2r- (1)/2 (24) 

It is interesting to note the strong interrelation between 
the solutions and the background space-time. In a closed 
(K> 0, i.e., 0 < (j) < 1 for E = + 1 and (j) > I for E = -1) 
minicosmos, the solutions have a pole at 

PO=(K+{32d~2 K2)-1/2 <K-1/2 , (25) 

which is located inside the universe ofhadronic dimensions. 
This is in contradistinction to the open case (K < 0). There, 
the solutions (24) are regular everywhere, provided that 

(26) 

From the viewpoint of differential geometry 15 it is a 
remarkable but not completely understood fact, that the ob
tained solutions (24), those of a similar model, 10 as well as 
the instanton solutions 16 of Yang-Mills theory, are all close
ly related with spaces of constant curvature. 

4. FIELD ENERGY OF "SOLITONS" WITH QUANTIZED CHARGE 

Lacking a more fundamental formalism, a very crude way of quantizing a nonlinear field theory already noted by 
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Finkeistein et al. 17 is as follows: Postulate the total charge 

Q ~ i f ddxY I (d) f I fOO[cp *Bocp - (Bocp *)cp ], 
2/1c 

of a solution (24) to be an integral multiple k of the quantum of charge e, i.e., 

(27) 

Q = ke. (28) 

For stationary solutions this is equivalent to imposing the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization conditions. 12 The insertion of the 

ansatz (7) yields 

k = l&u L *2 1 dll iP 
dp pd-I F 2 • P = l/YK for K>O, p = 00 for k<O. (29) 

,2 r- g (1 K 2)1/2 ' 
C s" I 0 - P 

The remaining integral can be evaluated in closed form by noting the integral representation 

F (ab·c·il)- 2r(c) (p2b-I(I_ p2y-b-I(1_il p2)-Odp, Rec>Reb>O, larg(l-il)1 <1T, (30) 
2 I ", reb )T(c - b) Jo 
or 

F(ab'c'l-il)- 2r(c) (00 p2b-1 (1 +p2Y-C(1 + ilp2)-Odp, Rec>Reb>O, largil I <1T, (30') 
2 I ", reb )T(c - b) Jo 
of the hypergeometric function. IS 

The result (written below for K> 0 only) 

k=8pd2UJ __ IKI- d/2 - d/1g 2FI(d-2,d/2;(d+l)/2;il), L*2 (d)2 d(l ) 1T1!2r(d/2) 
r IKI(d-2) s" I r[(d+l)/2J 

(31) 

may be viewed as a normalization of the reduced Compton wave lengthp'L * ofthe soliton with respect to the coupling constant 
(fundamental length) (of the model and to other occuring parameters. 

An important piece of information is provided by the classicalfield energy oflocalized solutions. The reason being, that it 
constitutes a first approximation to the energy eigenvalues of the corresponding quantum mechanical states. 12 In a back
ground withft)b = 0, the HalmiItonian may be derived from (3) as 

E = ~ fddX yIlT! fOO(aocp )*(aocp) - fab(aaCP )*(abCP) + V(cp »). 
2/1 

The calculation will be facilitated by subtracting from (32) the boundary term 

Eo=- ~fddxBo(cp*YIITfababCP). 
2/1 

Because of the field equations (5), this procedure yields 

fz2 f ... I-{ d (t )2/(d-2) E - Eo = -;; d dX V If I fOO(UJ/1C/fz)2cp *cp + E :: 4 (q:; *cp yd -I)/(d - 2) 

_ d ( ; Y/(d - 2) (cp *q:; )d /(d - 2) }. 

After inserting the ansatz (7), the expression 

may be obtained. 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

After performing the integrations with the aid of(30) and applying the quantization condition (29) the massformula for 
Heisenberg solitons in a singlet state finally reads: 

E-Eo =k/1{UJ- l-UJ2 2FI(d-l,d/2;(d+l)/2;il)+(2/d)(1- UJ
2
)2FI(d,d/2;(d+I)/2;il) }. (36) 

c2 2UJ 2F} (d -2,d /2;(d +1)/2;il) 

According to it, the "bare" mass/1 appears to be (classically) "renormalized" by self-energy contributions. Considered as 
a function of UJ the energy (36) may be endowed with local minima as in Ref. 7. This may be the result of an "Archimedes 
effect,,2 in the hadronic environment that originates from the nonlinear self-interactions of all quark-type fields cp (q). 

5. THE HEISENBERG UNCERTAINTY RELATION 

The normalization (31) is also reflected in the mean size of radially localized solutions. Their mean radius may be 
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measured by 

( x 2) '12 _ L *( f p2fP *fP (- (d) 1)'/2 d dX )'/2. 
I I <{' ffP*fP(- (d)I)'12ddX 

(Compare with Ref. 19 for a similar definition.) 
In the case of "quantized solitons," 

(37) 

( I X 12) 'P = f'2 !5.... /3 2 - d I Kid 12( d )d - 2 (f dJ1 g) -, ~ 
40 IKI(d-2) JSd. 1T 
r(d + 1)/2) d 2F, (d -2,(d +2)/2;(d +3)/2;fl ) 

X , (38) 
(d + 1)r (d /2) 2 F, (d - 2,d /2;(d + 1 )/2;fl )2 

may be obtained. 
According to a formal proof given by Weyl,20 the relation 

(l x I2)'P(lpI 2)<{,> ~2 fz2, (39) 

holds for the lower bound in Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. Up to the surface term 2J1Eo / c the mean squared momentum 
operator may be defined by 

(I p12) <{' - fz2 f d dX {jabJafP *JbfP }YI (d) j 1/ (f ddxfP *fP Y~). (40) 

The above form is also employed by Lieb2
' in an investigation of the implications of (39) in nonlinear quantum mechanics. 

A calculation reveals that 

fz-2(lpI2) = ~~fl2(2_d)2IKI-dI2( d )2-d/3d_2( f d )r(d+2)/2)1T'/2 
'F f'2 k IK I(d -2) JSd . J1

g 
r(d +5)/2) 

X 2F, (d,d /2 + 1;(d + 5)/2;fl ). (41) 

Therefore, the uncertainty relation (39) yields the restriction 

_8_ n 2 1 2F, (d - 2,(d + 2)/2;(d + 3)/2;fl ) 2F, (d,(d + 2)/2;(d + 5)/2;fl ) 
J~ ---------------------------------------------------->1, (42) 

1T1/2 (d + 1)2(d + 3) 2F, (d - 2,d /2;(d + 1)/2;fl )2 

on 0. A violation of this unequality might signal a serious breakdown with respect to a probabilistic interpretation of any 
nonlinear semiclassical theory. (This curious phenomenon has been termed "ultraquantum" in a related study. 22) In view of 
this, it might be fruitful to implement the ideas of de Broglie23 into such models. 
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We consider the finite local field equation 
- {[I + l/a(l + 14)]gfLU - afLavlAva = - (1 + 13)gW[AcvAafLA:] + ... + (1 ~ s ).2M2A.a fL , . 

introduced by Lowenstein to rigorously describe SU(2) Yang-Mills theory, WhICh IS WrItten In 

terms of normal products. We also consider the operator product expansion 
ACV(x + g)AafL(x )AbA(X _ g) _ ~Mcab~~~'v'fL'A' (g)N[Av'cAfL'aAA'b](x), 
and using asymptotic freedom, we compute the leading behavior of the Wilson coefficients 
MH(g) with the help of a computer, and express the normal products in the field equation in terms of 
products of the c -number Wilson coefficients and of operator products like ACV(x + g) AafL(x) 
AbA(X - g) at separated points. Our result is 
- {[I + (l/a)(1 + 14)]gfLU - afLavlAva = - (1 + 13)ilim~--oo! (lng) -0 28/2b 
X [ACV(x + s)A aIL(x)A ~(x - s) + E"bcA ILC(X + S)aVA ~(x) + ... ] + .. ·1 + (1 - s)2M2A aIL, 
where f3(g) = - bg3

, and so (lng)-028/2b is the leading behavior of the c-number coefficient 
multiplying the operator products in the field equation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We continue the program we inaugurated 1 by extending 
our inquiry to Yang-Mills theory. We shall arrive at a finite 
field equation in point-separation form for the Yang-Mills 
equation, in which the source current of the interacting the
ory is a finite composite field operator, defined in terms of 
the short-distance limit of the products of singular functions 
and of elementary operators at separated points. We com
pute explicitly the c-number Wilson coefficients in these op
erator-product expansions, making use of the asymptotic 
freedom of the Y ang-Mills theory. Thus, the structure of the 
composite interaction source current is now completely 
known in terms of these c-number coefficients and point
separated products of elementary quantum fields. 

The short-distance behavior of the Yang-Mills theory 
is of course intimately tied to the renormalization. While it 
has been shown to be renormalizable for some time now, a 
detailed renormalization study was only more recently avail
able, which enables the form of the finite field equation in the 
form of normal products to be established2

: 

- {[ 1 + ~1 + 14) ]8''TJ - auaV}A va 

= (1 + f.. )gN [E"bCA /LCavA ~] 

- 2(1 + 11 )gN [E"bCA cvav A bIL ] 

+ (1 + f2)gN [E"bcA cvalLA ~] 

a)Present address: Department of Physics, McGill University, Montreal, 
P.Q., Canada. 

b)Present address: Department of Physics, National Central University, 
Chung-Li, Taiwan 320, Republic of China. 

- (1 + .t;)g2N [A clLA aVA ~] 

- (1 + a) ~N [E"bc(aILch)cc] 
2 

- (1 + .t;)g2N [A cVA alLA ~] 

+ (1 - s)2M2A aIL. (1.1) 

For illustrative purposes we consider just the term 
N [A ~ A aIL A ~ ]. This would occur on the right-hand side of 
the operator-product expansion Ac(x)A aIL(O)A C( - x), for 
example, but it is not the only contribution to that expan
sion. All the normal products in Eq. (1.1), being of the same 
dimension and quantum number, can also occur in the OPE. 
Thus, we need to consider other OPE's, like E"bcA VC(x) 
xauA ~(O), which also has the whole menagerie of normal 
products on the RHS. So we have to consider a large set of 
different operator-product expansions of identical quantum 
numbers in order to be able to determine each of these nor
mal products in terms of c-number coefficients (to be calcu
lated), and point-separated products of elementary fields. In 
other words, the normal products are determined by invert
ing our set of operator-product expansions. 

In the case of Yang-Mills theory, this is a horrendous 
task indeed. Eventually, we have as many as 25 operators 
that mix among themselves in this array of operator-product 
expansions. This is only so for the case of the SU(2) gauge 
group, which is the only case we treat in this paper; for high
er groups there will be even more participating operators. 
(We have to leave it for future generations, who hopefully 
would have evolved better calculational tools.) 

Why are we doing this? The main motivation is to be 
able to check renorma1ization-induced in variances in field 
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• •• + 

FIG. I. Diagram for evaluating the 
Wilson coefficient in AAA-+N [AAA ]. 

theory with greater confidence. For example, under the R 
transformation 

(1.2) 

the finite field equation in point-separated form we shall ob
tain is uniquely suited to investigating whether this invari
ance is present in the theory. We have discussed at length the 
procedure for doing this elsewhere) and will not repeat the 
analysis here. For the interested reader, we note only that it 
is extremely convenient for this purpose to perform a Lo
rentz invariant average over direction xp. ---+0 in defining lo
cal field products, before the R transformation (1.1) is 
implemented. 

II- ENUMERATION OF OPERATORS 

The finite field equation for Yang-Mills theory in terms 
of normal products was first obtained by Lowenstein2 and it 
takes the form 

- {[ 1 + ~1 + 14)glV] 0 - J'"av}A va 

= (1 + II )gN [E"bcA p-cavA ~] 

- 2(1 + II )gN [E"bcA cvav A bP-] 

+ (1 + 12)gN [E"bcA vCJ'"A e] 
- (1 + 13)~N [A CP-A aVA~.] 

- (1 + a)(g/2)N [E"bc(J'"Ch)cc] 

- (1 + f,)~N [A cVA aP-A ~] 

+ (1 - sfM2A al '. (2.1) 

In the above,j;,h,f,.,j., a, and s are finite quantities express
ible as power series of the coupling constant g. M is a mass 
parameter such that the Green's functions of the theory are 
defined partially at the origin and partially at the mass M. 

We shall use Wilson's short-distance operator product 
expansions to relate each of these normal products or com
posite operators in terms of short-distance limits of products 
of c-number Wilson coefficients and point-separated pro
ducts of elementary operators. However, to obtain the six 
composite operators in Eq. (2.1), it will not be enough to 
consider only the six point-separated operator products 
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E"bCA W( g)aVA e(O), etc. The expansion of one of these pro
ducts gives further composite operators beyond the original 
six, since any operator of the right quantum numbers, in
cluding scale dimension, may mix in the Wilson expansion. 
In the language of renormalization, the renormalization of 
bare composite operators requires the introduction of extra 
operators as counterterms whose renormalization requires 
still other operators. This goes on until we find a (finite) set 
~ = I tJ i J of operators with a corresponding renormalized 
set IN [ tJ i ] J such that the renormalization of any operator 
0i in the set generates counterterms which are all members 
of the same set. We say that this set ~ is then closed under 
renormalization. The renormalization matrix Z satisfying 

(2.2) 

is then the object of our calculation. 
Thus, we shall have to enumerate all operators of the 

same canonical dimension which can contribute to the re
normalization of the six composite operators. For SU(2), 
thanks to E"bcE"de = {jad{jbe _ {jae{jbd, the internal symmetry 

indices are manageable, and we find the following set ~ of 
25 operators closed under renormalizati9n which includes 
the original six as a subset: 

0 1 = N [A cVA al'A ~], 

O2 =N[AavAcp-A~], 

0
3 

= N [n.A cn.A cA ap-], 

0
4 

= N [n.A cn.A aA cP-], 

Os = N [nP-(n.A C)(A c.A a)], 

0
6 

= N [np-n.A aA c.A c], 

0
7 

= N [np-n.A cn.A an.A c], 

0
8 

= N [E"bcA cVJ'"A e]' 
0

9 
= N [E"bCA cp-avA e]' 

010 = N [E"bCA cvavA bp-], 

011 = N [E"bCn·A cJ'"(n.A b)], 

0
12 

= N [E"bcn.A cn.aA bp-], 

013 = N [E"bcA cp-n.an.A b], 

0
14 

= N [E"bCnP-n.A ca.A b], 

0
15 

=N[E"hcnIIAcvn.aAe], 

0
16 

= N [E"bcnIIA cva,.n.A b], 

017 = N [E"bc(a'ICh)CC], 

0 18 = N [E"bcn"(n·aCb)Cc], 

FIG. 2. Diagram for evaluating the Wilson coefficient in AAA->N [AaA ]. 
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FIG. 3. Diagram for evaluating the Wilson 
coefficientinAAA~N[(aC)C). 

0 21 = (n.J)(n.J)A aI', 

0 22 = (}P(n.Jn.A a), 

023 = nl' D(n.A a), 

0 24 = nl'n.JJ.A a, 

0 25 = nl'n.Jn.Jn.A a. (2.3) 

+ 

FIG. 4. Diagram for evaluating the Wilson coefficient in AaA~N[AAA). 

the need for renormalization to give a closed set; they all 
involve extra direction dependence in the form of the unit 
vector 

nl' = ;xI';V;2. (2.4) 

The operators 0 1, O2, 0 8, 0 9 , 0 10, 0 17, 0 19, and 0 20 

occur in the field equation (2.1). The rest are generated by , 
It is a general feature of regularization by point separation 
that such extra direction-dependent terms need to be 
introduced. 

III. LOW-ORDER CALCULATIONS 

The calculation of the Wilson coefficients to lowest order of the expansion of the set of 25 operator products in terms of 
the same 25 composite operators presents no problem of principle, and involves merely application of well-known methods. In 
practice, the computation turns out to be extremely tedious. We shall classify the calculation into 13 types, each requiring the 
evaluation of Feynman diagrams of a definite genre. 

A. AAA-+N[AAAj" 

We need to evaluate Feynman diagrams of the genre of Figs. l(a) and l(b). Ifwe let 

(3.1) 

then, to second order in g 

M~';':;bl!'~I"A' = 1f1T'/ -lnsJ.l){[ - H + ~{3)(28Cb8C'b' - 8ca'8c'b - 8c'C8ba)gAvgV'JL' + ( - ! + !f3)(28cb8c'a' _ 8ca'8c'b 

- 8c'C8ba)(gvvgAI" + gAvgvl'.) + f<8 cc'8ba' - 8ca'8bC)(gvl',gAJL' - gAvgvJL') ]8ab 'gJLA' + [ - H + f{3)(28ab8c'a' 

_ 8aa'8c'b _ 8c'a8ba'),a ",' + (_ 1 + lR)(28ab8c'a' _ 8aa'8c'b _ 8c'a8ba')(g ,a ,+ a a ) OAf.lOv I' 2 4P JLvoAJL 0;" v'o 1'1" 

+ %(8aa'8ba' _ 8aa'8bc)(gl'vgAI" - gAvgl'JL.) ]8Cb 'gvA' + [ - (~ + f3 )(28ca8c'a' - 8a'w'a - 8c'c8aa)gl'v gv'I" 

+ ( - ! + !f3)(28ca8c'a' - 8ca'8c'b' - 8c'C8a"(g""gu. ,+ gl'v,g"l'.) 

+ !..(8CC'8aa' _ 8ca'8ac)(g ,a ,_ a ,a ,)]8ab ' .... .u,r (3.2) 
2 vvoJ.lJ.1 0l1v ovJ.1 ~ J' 

where {3 = 1 - a, and a is the gauge parameter. 
From this general expression (3.2), we can then obtain the expansion for the other operator products involving A 's by 

making appropriate contractions. 

B. AAA-+N[AJAJ 

549 

This is obtained by differentiation at zero momentum of the Feynman graphs of the type illustrated in Fig. 2. The result is 

A CV(x + 5)A l'a(x)A bA (x - 5)- --=-L In(5J.lH ( -6{3 +36)N [ebb 'A l'aJAA vb'] + (6{3 -36)N [€cbb'A l'aJvA Ab'] J 
192~ 

+ ( -6{3 +36)N [c"bb'A vcJAA I'b'] + (6{3 -36)N [c"bb'A vC(}pA Ab'] 
+ ( - 6{3 +36)N [cab 'A Ab(}PA vb'] + (6{3 -36)N [cab 'A AbJvA I'b']. (3.3) 

Once again, the expansion of the other operator products with greater indicia1 symmetry is obtained by contraction. 
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Here the lowest order calculation is of 0 (gl). One might wonder if a further calculation to 0 (g2) is necessary to give the 
proper input to the renormalization group calculation. We shall show in Sec. IV that this lowest order calculation is sufficient. 

c. AAA~N[(aC)C] 
The expansion coefficient is given by Fig. 3, which gives an 0 (g3) contribution. We need not evaluate this contribution, 

however, for our purposes, by the argument that will be given in Sec. IV. 

D. AaA~N[AAAJ 

This is given by graphs like Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Again, by consideration in Sec. IV, even though Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are of 
o (g3), their contribution cannot be ignored now for the renormalization group calculation. The calculation here is particularly 
arduous. The result for P~?f!,~~;t';(" where 

is 

~(-lns,u){gw g"" g,,;( [oaeodJ( -8[32 +96[3 -288) + oaJoed( -8[32 -8[3 -162) + oadoeJ(4[32 -72{3 +120) ] 
1927? 

+ g,lT g,,;(gav [OaeodJ(24{3 2 -32[3) + oaJoed (6[32 -56{3 + 144) + oadoeJ( -4 [32 -24{3 +144) ] 

+ g,wgwgd [OaeodJ(16{32 -24{3 +48) + oaJoed(8{32 -72[3 +72) + OadOeJ( _4[32 -48[3 +24) 

+ g/1"gTvg,,;( [OacodJ(16{3 2 -24{3 +48) + OaJOed (8[32 -104[3 +72) + oadoeJ( -4 [32 -48[3 +24) ] 
+ g/1"gmgv'[ [oacodJ(8{32 -16[3) + oaJoed(32[33 -88[3 +160) + oadoeJ(28{32 -72/3 +160) ] 

+ g/1"gmg,,;( (oaeodJ(l6{32 -72{3 +96) + oaJoed(l6{32 +24{3 -32) + oadoef(4{32 +96[3 -128) 

+ g/1agr,[ga" [oaeodJ(16{32 -72[3 +96) + oaJoed(l6{32 +24[3 -32) + oadoeJ(4[32 +96{3 -128) 

+ g,,,,g,(,,gm [oaeodJ(8[32 -16{3 +48) + oaJoed (32/3 2 -72{3 -16) + oadoef(28[32 -56{3) ] 
+ g,,,,gwga'( [oaeodJ(24{32 -84[3 +96) + oaJoed(24{32 +56[3 -24) + oadoeJ( -44{32 +136[3 -120) ] 

+ g""g,,(g,,a [oacodJ( -16 {3 2 +88[3 -16) + OaJOed ( -88 [3 2 +296[3 -264) + oadoeJ( -68 [3 2 +208{3 -168) 1 
+ gwg"ug,,). (OaeodJ(8{32 -32{3 +192) + oGJoed(32{32 -104[3 +528) + oadoeJ(28{32 -72/3 +528) ] 

+ gwg"vgu). [oaeodJ( -8 {32 +96{3 -288) + oafO"d(32[32 +24{3 -192) + oadoeJ(4{32 -72/3 +120) ] 
+ g,,,,ga,g,,,, [oaeodJ(8[32 -16{3 +48) + oaJoed(32{32 -104{3 +48) + oadoeJ(28{32 -56[3) ] 

(3.4) 

+ g,,,,gwg,,,, [oaeodJ (24{3 2 -80{3 +96) + OaJOed ( -24 [3 2 -104[3 -72) + OadOeJ ( -44 [3 2 + 136{3 -120) ] 
+ g",(gTl,gWT [oaeodJ( -16 {3 2 +88{3 -96) + OaJOed ( -88 [3 2 +296[3 -264) + oadoeJ( -68 [3 2 +208[3 -168) n. (3.5) 

Again, the other operator products with greater indicial symmetry are deducible from Eq. (3.5). 

E. AaA~N[AaAJ 

This of 0 (g2) and follows from Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Let 

and the calculation gives to second order 

~bcR ~C.~;,C;;~: = 1 ~ ~( -lnS,u)~C'b'[(16{32 - 92[3 + 68)g/1".,gv~a,( + (l6{32 + 20{3 - 124)g/1".,gv~Pa 
53611 

550 

+ (16{3 2 - 92{3 + 68)g/1".,gv~p,( + (56{32 - 4[3 - 4)g/1",g.r~a;( + (96{32 - 4[3 - 4)g/1"JST~P;( 

+ (56{3 2 + 20{3 - 596)g/1"JST~Pa + ( - 32{32 + 84[3 - 44)g/1"~rJSa;( 

+ (- 16{32 + 76{3 - 36)g/1"~T~V;( + (- 8[32 - 492/3 + 1004)g/1"~T~av 

+ (- 32{32 + 84{3 - 44)g'l"~TJSP;( + (- 8[32 + 76[3 - 36)g/1"~T~V;( 

+ ( - 8{32 + 372{3 - 948)g/1"~T~VP + ( - 32/3 2 + 4f3 + 52)g/1" ~TJSpa 
+ (- 8[32 - 20{3 - 36)g/1"~T~va + (- 16[32 - 20[3 - 36)g/1"~T~vpl· 
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FIG. 5. Diagram for evaluating the Wilson coefficient in AaA.-.N[AaA]. 

F. AaA-+N[(aC)C] 

The contribution comes from Fig. 6 and gives 

E"bC«(j"A h")A c{3 _ ~( - lns,u) [(abC) cCg 
192~ ~(3 

X( -8 +6P +2 p2) + «(j3cb)CCgu~( -4 +3P -5 P2) 
+ (d"c b)CCga{3( -2 +6P -4 p2)]. (3.8) 

G. AAA-+N[(aC)C] 

The contribution from Fig. 7 is of 0 (g 3), and can be 
ignored in this case. 

H. (aC)C--+N[AaA] 

The 0 (g 2) contribution from the sum of Figs. 8(a) and 
8(b) vanishes. Higher order contributions tum out to be 
ignorable. 

I. (aC)C--+N[(aC)C] 

The result from Fig. 9 is 

E"bcd"cb(x)cb(x + s)- - g2 ( -lns,u) 
32~ 

X( - 5 + 5P)N [Eab'C'(d"cb)cc']. 

J. (aC)C--+N[AAA] 

The 0 (g 3) contribution from Fig. 10 vanishes. 

K. AAA-+A; AaA-+A; (aC)C--+A 

(3.9) 

We shall find in Sec. IV that the values of these contri
butions from Figs. II, 12, and 13, respectively, need not be 
known. 

I t is then simple arithmetic to calculate the Y matrix for 
the set CC; • We display the first 18 X 18 elements as matrix I in 
Table I. 

The 19-25 operators involve only single A 's. The only Y 
matrix elements of relevance to us from 19 to 25 are the 
diagonal ones, which involve Z3 's and so need no further 
elaboration. 
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FIG. 6. Diagram for evaluating the 
Wilson coefficient in AaA.-.N [(ac)C]. 
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(I:J FIG. 7. Diagram for evaluating the 
Wilson coefficient in AAA.-.N[(ac)C]. 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

IV. HOMOGENIZATION 

Now that we have the lowest order values for Z and 1', 
we shall have to use them as input to the renormalization 
group equation 

- LYijZjk' 
j 

This equation is formally solved by 

(4.1) 

Zik (g,a,t) = T {exp L'dt 'y[g(t '),ii(t /)] } /jk (g,ii,O). 

(4.2) 

In practice, this solution is hardly feasible in our present 
case. The lowest order calculations for l' are not homogen
eous in g, i.e., some elements begin with 0 (g I), others with 
o (g 2), 0 (g 3), etc. Thus, the g dependence cannot be factored 
out of the T-ordered exponential, and a computation of that 
object becomes an impossible proposition for the 25 X 25 l' 
matrix we have. 

Instead, we have to define other matrices Z hand l' h 

such that their lowest order contributions are homogeneous 
in g, and then proceed to solve the equation by diagonaliza
tion. We shall describe below this process of 
"homogenization. "4 

When the low order expressions for l' are substituted 
into Eq. (4.1), we have 

d ,u -d Zik = - Dm,Jnjo)(a)Zjk' (4.3) 
,u j 

Zik is essentially the coefficient of the ith operator on the 
right-hand side in the expansion of the k th operator. The fact 
that we have found the finite set of 25 operators closed under 
renormalization means Z is a square (25 X 25) matrix. In the 
Yang-Mills theory we are considering, the diagonal ele
ments of l' always start with 0 (g 2). Thus, we shall homog
enize Z and l' to give a new l' h such that all elements of l' h 

start in the second order. 
When the r matrix contains terms both of 0 (g I) and 

o (g 2), then both give singular contributions to 

"D Q.. 
/ , 

" \ + I 

j--~~ 

/ 
I 
I 
\ 

fJ Q 

" \ 
\ 

-/ 

j---\ 
o 

FIG. 8. Diagram for evaluating the Wilson coefficient in (aC)C.-.N [AaA ]. 
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FIG. 9. Diagramforevaluatingthe Wilson 
coefficient in (BC)C--.N [(BC)C]. 

Ldt 'y [g(t '),ii(t ')], (4.4) 

at the upper limit of the integration as t_ 00, and we simply 
do not know how to evaluate explicitly the T-ordered 
exponential 

T {exp Ldt 'y [g(t '),ii(t ')] }, (4.5) 

needed for the solution to the renormalization group equa
tion. If all the terms are of 0 (g 2) and higher, then we can 
factor out the g 2: 

y(g,a) = g2y (O)(g,a), (4.6) 

and the only singular part of the integral (4.4) comes from 
theg 2 factor. The T-ordered exponential (4.5) can then be 
evaluated by calculating eigenvalues ofy (0) in the usual way. 

To explain the homogenization process, let us simplify 
the discussion by pretending that there are not 25 operators 
but only five, defined by the following: 

(1) AAA is the generic operator with three A, i.e., 0 1 

through 0 7 , 

(2) [AA ] I is the generic operator with two A, whose 
operators contribute to the expansion of AAA, i.e., 
0(8,10,11,12,15,16). 

(3) [AA]2 is the generic operator with two A, whose 
operators do not contribute to the expansion of AAA, i.e., 
0(9,13,14). 

(4) CC is the generic operator with two C fields, i.e., 0 17 

and 0 18 . 

(5) A is the generic operator with only one A, i.e., 0 19 

through 0 25 . 
The y matrix thus has the simplified look: 

2 3 4 5 

AAA [AA ]1 [AA L CC A 

1,AAA r ll g2 r l2 g3 rug3 0 0 

Y= 2,[AA L rzlg r22l r z3 g3 0 0 

552 

3,[AA]2 0 

4,CC r 41 g3 

5,A r sI g2 

rng2 r33g2 0 0 

r 42 g2 r 43 gZ r44g2 0 

r 52 g r s3 g r s4 g rS5g2 

(4.7) 

FIG. 10. Diagram for evaluating the Wilson 
coefficient in (BC)C--.N [AAA ]. 
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FIG. 11. Diagram for evaluating the 
Wilson coefficient in AAA--.BBA. 

where the r ij are numerical constants. 
We first consider the "dangerous" matrix element 

r Z1 g. The component renormalization group equation in 
which it occurs is, for any k, 

d 
f1-Z Zk = - (rz1gZ1k + r 21g

ZZ zk + r Z:%Z3k)' 
dfl 

(4.8) 

We multiply Eq. (4.8) by g and use the product rule to give 

d d 
gIL dfl (ZZk) = f1 df1 (gZZk) - (J (g)ZZk' (4.9) 

and so, with(J(g) = - bg 3
, 

d 
f1-(gZzd = - [r21lz1k + (rzzl + bl)(gZZk) 

df1 
+ r Z:%gZ3k]' (4.10) 

Thus, the homogenized Z and y element from Eq. (4.10) is 

Z~k =gZw 

~l =r21l, 
~2 = rzzl + bgz. 

Now consider the equation for Z3k : 

d 
f1 df1 Z3k = - (r3zlz2k + r3~2Z3k) 

= - (r3zgZ~k + r 3:%Z3k)' 

(4.11 ) 

(4.12) 

By the need to homogenize ZZk _Z ~k' a dangerous coeffi
cient r 3z gis induced in Eq. (4.12). We must then eliminate it 
by the same method to give 

f1 ~ (gZ3k) = - [r3zlz~k + (r3:% + bl)(gZ3d]' 

(4.13) 
and hence 

(4.14) 

Exactly the same "inducement" effect forces us to 
change the equation for Z4k to 

d 
f1-(gZ4k) = - [r4lg3gZlk + r 42 g2(gZZk) 

df1 

+ r 43 l(gZ3k) + (r4., + b )g2(gZ4k)]' 
(4.15) 

FIG. 12. Diagram for evaluating the 
Wilson coefficient in ABA--.BBA. 
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FIG. 13. Diagram for evaluating the 
Wilson coefficient in (aC)C--aaA. 

and so 

Z~k=gZ4k' ~1=r41g4, ~3=(r43+b)~. (4.16) 

For Zlk' the effect is 

d 
f1-Z lk = - [rll~Zlk + rI2~(gZ2k) 

df1 

The need to homogenize Z2k and Z3k absorbs a factor of g 
from Y12 and Y13' and so one must know the value of r 12 and 
r 13 , even though they are coefficients ofg', which one might 
think can be discarded as being of higher order. The homog-
enized Y elements are 

r72 =rI2~' Y13 = r13~' (4.18) 

Finally, we consider the equation for ZSk: 

d 
f1-Z sk 

df1 

TABLE I. Matrix I: an 18X 18 matrix. a 

Row Column 1 2 3 

U( - 6 - 34[3) U( - Il - 24[3) U(-2-7[3) 

2 U(-6+8[3) U(5 + 19[3) 0 

3 0 0 U(4 + [3) 

4 0 0 U(-8+[3) 

5 0 0 U(2 + 7[3) 

6 0 0 U( - 2 - 7[3) 

7 0 0 0 

8 Y( - 12[3 + 72) Y(6[3 - 36) 0 

9 0 0 0 

10 Y(\2[3-72) Y( - 6[3 + 36) 0 

11 0 0 Y( - 12[3 + 72) 

12 0 0 Y(\2[3 - 72) 

13 0 0 0 

14 0 0 0 

15 0 0 0 

16 0 0 0 

17 0 0 0 

18 0 0 0 

553 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 21, No.3, March 1980 

- (rSl~Zlk + r s2 gZ2k + r 53 gZ3k + r 54gZ4k 

+ rss~Zss) 
- (r51~Zlk + rS2Z~k + rS3Z~k + rS4Z~k 
+ rS5~ZS5)' (4.19) 

where the last line arises from the need to homogenize 
Z2k' Z3k' and Z4k . We therefore have to multiply Eq. (4.19) 
by g2 to give 

d 
II -~Z5k) = - [rslg4Z1k + rS2~Z~k + r53~Z~k 
r- df1 . 

+ r54~Z~k + (r5S~ + 2b~)~Z55)], 
(4.20) 

and so we identify 

Z~k =~Z5k' 

YSI = r s1 g4
, 

YS2 = rS2~' 

Y53 = r53~' 

Y54 = r54~' 

Y55 = (rss + 2b )~. 

(4.21) 

Our homogenization process is now complete, and we have 

4 5 6 

U(-I-yJ) 0 0 

U(\ + 7jJ) 0 0 

U(-4+!f3) 0 0 

U ('/3) 0 0 

U(\+7jJ) U( + 5 + 19[3) U( - 6 + 8[3) 

U(-2-7[3) U ( - 11 - 24[3) U( - 6 - 34[3) 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Y(6[3 - 36) 0 0 

Y(-6[3+36) 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 Y(6[3 - 36) Y( - 12[3 + 72) 

0 Y( - 6[3 + 36) Y(\2[3 - 72) 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
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'" '" "'" 

c.... 

s:: 
III 

?' 
"U 

TABLE I. (continued) 
"::J" 
'< 

Column 7 8 9 10 II 12 !" Row 
< 
~ 
~ 

0 Y( ~ 12/3' + 12/3 + 264) Y( ~ 16/3' + 104/3 - 50) Y( - 24/3' + 236/3 ~ 152) Z (36{3' ~ 144/3 + 672) Z(-124/3/3'+416/3-354) 

. 
z 2 
9 

0 Y(68/3' - 128/3 + 456) Y(36/3' + 28/3 - 8) Y(16/3 + 100) Z(136/3' ~ 352/3 + 1184) Z ( - 24/3' + 52{3 + 92) 

.w 
s:: 0 0 0 0 Z(8/3'-224/3-114) Z (40/3' + 48/3 ~ 208) 
I» 
() 4 0 0 0 0 Z (80/3' + 44/3 - 416) Z (48/3' - 208/3 ~ 322) 
"::J" 

C;; 
U(2 + 7/3) 0 0 Z ( - 56/3' + 124/3 ~ 320) Z(l12{3' ~ 212{3 + 1036) CD 5 0 

0 

6 U(-4-14/3) 0 0 0 Z ( ~ 248/3' + 8325 - 678) Z( - 88/3' + 336) 

7 U(-4+2/3) 0 0 0 0 0 

8 0 Z ( - 360/3' + 48/3 + 2336) Z ( ~ 336/3' - 56/3 + 688) Z ( - 464/3' ~ 56/3 + 688) Z( ~ 56f3' - 20/3 + 536) Z(-96{3'+48 +4) 

9 0 Z (232{3 2 - 68/3 - 12) Z (224/3' - 8/3 - 800) Z (208/3' ~ 972/3 + 1152) Z (32/3' - 4/3 - 52) Z (32/3' - 84/3 + 44) 

10 0 Z( - 88/3' + 28/3 + 396) Z( ~ 72{3' + 88/3 + 768) Z( ~ 80/3' + 652/3 - 1184) Z( - 16/3' - 20/3 + 124) Z( ~ 18/3' + 92/3 - 68) 

II 0 0 0 0 Z (16/3' + 120/3 - 56) Z(32/3'- 56/3 + 72) 

12 0 0 0 0 Z(24/3' - 152{3 + 72) Z (16/3' - 572/3 - 968) 

13 0 0 0 0 Z (24/3' + 40/3 + 72) Z (16/3' - 448/3 + 984) 

14 0 0 0 0 Z(64/3' + 168/3 + 88) Z(64{3' - 88/3 - 18) 

15 0 0 0 0 Z( - 152/3' + 8/3 + 8) Z(-112/3'-16/3 +600) 

OJ 
16 0 0 0 0 Z( - 32/3' + 184/3 - 132) Z( - 32/3' + 72/3 + 56) 

iil 
::J 17 0 Y( - 20 + 33/3 - 19[3') Y( - 26 + 24[3 - 22(31) Y( - 36 + 33[3 - a') Y( - 2 + 6[3 - 4/3 ') Y ( - 8 + 6[3 + 2{3 ') 
.~ 
z 

cp 18 0 0 0 0 Y( - 12 + Ba- 3[3') Y ( - 6 + 9[3 - 9/3') 
I» 
::J 
c-
o( 
CD 
c: 
::J co 

'" '" "'" 



                                                                                                                                    

'" '" '" 

~ 

s: 
D> TABLE I. (continued) ?' 
"tl 
~ Row Col 13 14 15 16 17 18 '< 
,en 

< Z( - 124/1 2 + 416,8- 336) 0 0 0 0 0 
~ 
I\) 
~ 2 Z( - 24{32 + 162/3 - 128) 0 0 0 0 0 
z 
9 

3 -(,) Z(40{32+ 16,8-208) 0 0 0 0 0 

s: 
~ 4 Z(48{32 -176{3- 514) 0 0 0 0 0 
~ 
~ 

5 Z(96,82 - 356,8 + 744) Y (36,8' + 28{3 - 8) Y(68{3' - 128{3 + 456) Y(l6,8 + 100) 0 0 CD 
CD 
0 

6 Z( - 88{3' + 172/3 + 336) Y( - 16,8' + 1O{3 - 50) Y( - 12/3' + 12/3 + 264) Y( - 24/1' + 236,8 - 152) 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 Z( - 56,82 + 4{3 + 4) 0 0 0 0 0 

9 Z (32/3' - 848{3 + 44) 0 0 0 0 0 

10 Z( - 16{3' + 92/3 - 68) 0 0 0 0 0 

11 Z(I6,8' - 56,8 + 72) 0 0 0 0 0 

12 Z(24{32 - 352/3 + 984) 0 0 0 0 0 

13 Z(24{3' + 416{3 - 968) 0 0 0 0 0 

14 Z(64f1'-128{3-8) Z (224{3' - 8{3 - 800) Z(232/3'-68{3-12) Z(208{3'-872/3 + 1152) 0 0 

15 Z( - 152/3' - 16{3 + 600) Z ( - 360{3' - 56{3 + 688) Z( - 360{3' + 48{3 + 2336) Z( - 464{3' - 56,8 + 688) 0 0 

16 Z( - 32/3' + 72/3 + 56) Z( - 72/3' + 88{3 + 768) Z ( - 88{3' + 28{3 + 396) Z( - 80{3' + 852/3 - 1184) 0 0 

CD 
iil 17 Y( - 4 + 3{3 - 5{3') 0 
~ 

0 0 U(5/2 - 512/3) 0 

~ 
z 18 

<fl 
Y( - 10 + 12{3 - 2{3') Y( - 26 + 24{3- 22{3') Y( - 20 + 33{3 - 2/3') Y( - 38 + 33{3 - (3') 0 U(5/2 - 512(3) 

D> 
~ a)u = 1/1617', Y = 1/19217', Z = 1/153617', and{3 = 1 - a, with a as the gauge parameter. c. 
-< 
(!) 
c 
~ 

<C 

'" '" '" 



                                                                                                                                    

(J1 
(J1 

0> 

'-

~ 
III 
;:T TABLE II. Matrix II: an 18X 18 matrix. a 

"1J 
:J 
'< Row Column I 2 3 4 5 6 ?' 

< 
~ U( - 6 - 34{J) U( - 11- 24{J) U(-2-7{J) U( -I-¥J) 0 0 
~ 
z 2 U( - 6 + 8{J) U(5 + 19{J) 0 U(I + 7f3) 0 0 
!' 
.w 
~ 0 0 U(4+{J) U(-4+!fJ) 0 0 
III 
(l 

4 0 0 U( - 8 + (J) U(¥J) 0 0 :J 
~ 

<D 
(Xl 
0 5 0 0 U(2 + 7{J) U(I + 7f3) U( + 5 + 19{J) U( - 6 + 8{J) 

6 0 0 U(-2-7{J) U(-2-7{J) U( - II - 24{J) U( - 6 - 34{J) 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 Y( - 12{J + 72) Y(6{J - 36) 0 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 Y(12{J - 72) Y( - 6{J + 36) 0 0 0 0 

II 0 0 Y( - 12{J + 72) Y(6{J - 36) 0 0 

12 0 0 Y(I2{J - 72) Y( - 6{J + 36) 0 0 

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15 0 0 0 0 Y(6{J - 36) Y( - 12{J + 72) 

OJ 16 
D1 

0 0 0 0 Y( - 6{J + 36) Y(l2{J - 72) 

:J 

~ 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z co 
III 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:J a. 
-< 
CD 
<: 
:J co 

(J1 
(J1 

0> 



                                                                                                                                    

01 
01 
-.J 

~ 

~ 
e TABLE II. (continued) 
?' 
"0 

Row ~ Column 7 8 9 10 11 12 
'< 
~ 

< 0 Y( - 12{3' + 12/3 + 264) Y( - 16{3' + 104{3 - 50) Y( - 267 + 236{3 - 152) Z(36{3' - 144{3 + 672) Z( - 124{3' + 4163 - 354) 
0 
:- 2 0 Y(68{3' - 128{3 + 456) Y (36{3' + 28{3 - 8) Y(I6/3 + 1(0) Z(136{3'-352/3 + 1184) Z ( - 24/31" + 52/3 + 92) 
~ 
z 3 0 0 
? 

0 0 Z (8{3' - 224{3 - 114) Z (40{3' + 48{3 - 208) 

U) - 4 0 0 0 0 Z(80{3' + 44f3 - 416) Z(48{3' - 208{3 - 322) 
~ 
II> 
0 5 U(2 + 7{3) 0 0 0 Z( - 56/3' + 124{3 - 320) Z(\I2/3'-212/3 + 1036) ~ 
~ 

(0 
CD 6 U(-4-14{3) 0 0 0 Z( - 248{3' + 832/3 - 678) Z ( - 88{3' + 272/3 + 336) 0 

7 U(-4+2/3) 0 0 0 0 0 

8 0 W + Z( - 360{3' 
+ 488 + 2336) Z( - 336{3' - 56{3 + 688) Z ( - 464{3' - 56{3 + 688) Z( - 56/3' - 20{3 + 596) Z ( -96{32 +4{3 +4) 

9 0 Z(232/3' - 68{3 - 12) Z (224{3' - 8{3 - 8(0) Z(208{3' - 872/3- 1152) Z (32/3' - 4{3 - 52) Z (32{3 2 -848{3 +44) 

10 0 Z( - 88{3' + 28{3 + 396) Z( - 72/3' + 885 + 768) Z( - 80{3' 
+ 852/3 - 1184) + W Z( - 16{3' - 20{3 + 124) Z ( - 16{3' + 92/3 - 68) 

11 0 0 0 0 Z(I6/3' 
+ 120{3 - 56) + W Z (32/3' - 56{3 + 72) 

12 0 0 0 0 Z(24{3' - 152/3 + 72) Z (16{3' + 12/3 - 968)+ W) 

13 0 0 0 0 Z (24/3' + 4O{3 + 72) Z(\6{3' - 448{3 + 984) 

14 0 0 0 0 Z(64{3' + 168{3 + 88) Z(64{3' - 88{3- 18) 

15 0 0 0 0 Z( - 152{3' + 8{3 + 8) Z( - 112{3' - 16{3 + 600) 

tD 
16 0 0 iil 0 0 Z ( - 32{3' + 184{3 - 132) Z( - 32{3' + 72/3 + 56) 

~ 

~ 17 0 Y( - 20 + 33{3 - 19{3') Y( - 26 + 24{3 - 22/3') Y( - 36 + 33{3 - {3') Y( - 2 + 6{3 - 4{3') Y( - 8 + 6/3 + 2{3') z 
SO 
II> 18 0 0 0 0 Y( - 12 + 8{3 - 3{3') Y( - 6 + 9{3 - 9{3') 
~ c-
-< 
CD 
c: 
~ 
co 

01 
01 
-.J 



                                                                                                                                    

(]l 
(]l 
CD 

~ 

:s:: TABLE II. (continued) !!! 
?' 
'U Row Column 13 14 15 16 17 18 ~ 
'< 
'!' 
< 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l2-
I\:) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

Z 
~ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.w 
:s:: 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 III 
0 
~ 

Y(36{32 + 28{3 ~ 8) Y(68{3' +28tJ -8) Y(l6{3 + 100) 0 ~ 5 0 0 
co 
CD 
0 

6 0 Y( - 16{32 + 1O{3~ 50 Y( -12{3' +125{3 +264) Y( ~ 24{32 + 236{3 - 152) 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 Z( - 56{32 + 4{3 + 4) 0 0 0 0 0 

9 Z (32{3' - 848{3 + 44) 0 0 0 0 0 

10 Z( - 16f32 + 92f3 - 68) 0 0 0 0 0 

II Z(16{32 - 56f3 + 72) 0 0 0 0 0 

12 Z(24f32 - 352{3 + 984) 0 0 0 0 0 

13 Z(24f32 + 416f3 - 968) 0 0 0 0 0 

14 Z (64{3 1 ~ 128f3 ~ 8) Z (224f3 1 ~ 8{3 - 800) Z(232{3' ~ 68f3 - 12) Z (208f3 1 - 872f3 + 1152) 0 0 

15 Z( - 152{3' - 16f3 + 600) Z( - 360f3' - 56{3 + 688) Z( - 360{32 
+ 485 + 2336) + W Z( - 464tJ2 - 56 + 688) 0 0 

16 Z( - 32f32 + 72{3 + 56) Z( - 72{3' + 88 + 768) Z ( - 88f32 + 28f3 + 396) Z( - 80f3 ' + 852{3 
OJ -1184)+ W 0 0 
iil 
:;, 

~ 17 Y( - 4+ 3f3- 5{31) 0 0 0 U(5/2 -5/2{3) 0 
z 

<C . 
18 Y( - 10 + 12{3 - 2{32) Y( - 26 + 24f3 - 22{3 ') III Y( - 20 + 33f3- 2{32) Y( - 38 + 33f3 - (31) 0 U(5/2 -5/2{3) 

:;, 
a. 
-< "The new quantity Where means + b. CD 
c: 
:;, 

<C 

(]l 
(]l 
CD 



                                                                                                                                    

the differential equation 

JL~Zh= -"lZ\ 
dJL 

where 

(4.22) 

Z7k =Zlk' Z~ =gZ2k' Z~ =gZ3k> Z~ =gZ4k' Z~ =~Z5k' 
and the 'Y h matrix is 

(4.23) 

1,AAA 

2,[AA ]1 

3,[AA L 

AAA 

rll~ 

r21~ 
0 

r 41 g4 

2 

[AA ]1 

r22~ 

(Fn + b)~ 
r32~ 

r42~ 

V. FINITE FIELD EQUATION 

3 4 

[AA ]2 CC 

r13~ 0 

r23~ 0 

(r33 + b)~ 0 

r43~ (r44 + b)~ 

The equation (4.22) for Z h can be solved in the usual 
manner by calculating the eigenvalues of the matrix 'Y~)' 
where 

h h r.2 
'Y = 'Y(O)~ (5.1) 

to leading order. Because of the zeroes above the diagonal in 
columns CC and A [see Eq. (4.24)], the eigenvalues in that 
sector decouple and are just the diagonal entries. The rest of 
the eigenvalues are obtained by computer on the first 16 X 16 
part of the 110) matrix: 

A, = 0.69, IMAG = 0.00 

,12 = - 0.02, IMAG = 0.21, 

,13 = - 0.02, IMAG = - 0.21, 

,14 = -0.28, IMAG=O.OO 

,15= -0.11, IMAG =0.00 

,16 = 0.69, IMAG=O.OO, 

,17 = - 0.02, IMAG=0.21, 

As = - 0.02, IMAG= -0.21, 

Aq = - 0.28, IMAG = 0.00, 

,110 = -0.07, IMAG=O.OO, 

All = - 0.11, IMAG=O.OO, 

,112 = - 0.23, IMAG = 0.00, 

,113 = 0.14, IMAG=O.OO, 

,114 = - 0.01, IMAG = 0.00, 

Ais = 0.09, IMAG=O.OO, 

,116 = -0.07, IMAG = 0.00. 

1 

5 

A 

o 
o 
o 

(4.24) 

The zeroes in the last two columns ofEq. (4.24) mean that 
two more (multiple) eigenvalues are given by simply the 17-
25 diagonal entries: 

,1)7 =,118 = 0.16, IMAG = 0, 

,119 =,120 =,121 =,122 =,123 =,124 =,125 =0.18, 

IMAG = O. (5.3) 

The smallest of these eigenvalues is 

Amin = -0.28, IMAG = 0.00, (5.4) 

and so we conclude that the behavior of the Z matrix, or the 
Wilson coefficients E, is 

E (S) - (lns) + o 28/2b. 
5-0 

(5.5) 

We invert the operator product expansion and obtain 
the composite normal-product current in point-separated 
form to be 

N [A eVA altA ~] = lim { (lnS) - 0.28/2b 
5->0 

X [A ev(x + s)A alt(x)A ~(x - S) + ... ]]. 

(5.6) 

Combining the results in Eqs. (2.7) and (5.6), we obtain 
what we have promised in the Introduction, namely, an 
equation for the Yang-Mills field in which the source cur
rent is written in terms of elementary operators at separated 
points multiplied by a Wilson coefficient whose asypmtotic 

(5.2) behavior is known: 
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- {[ 1 + ~ (1 + 14) ]8"'TJ - aua"}A va 

560 

= - (1 + .t;)g2lim{ (InS) -028/2b [A CV(x + S)A QI'(x) 
5'.0 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 21, No.3, March 1980 

(5.7) 

'RA. Brandt, W.e. Ng, and W.B. Yeung, Phys. Rev. D 19,503 (1979). 
'J. Lowenstein, Nue!. Phys. B 96, 189 (1975). 
'RA. Brandt, W.e. Ng, and K. Young, Phys. Rev. D 15, 2885 (1977). 
4This was done in the context of the q, 4 theory in Ref I. 
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It is shown that the superconformal transformations describe the isometry group of curved 
fermionic twistor space, with suitably generalized Fubini-Study Hermitian metric. Further, 
such a geometry is applied to derive a two-dimensional supersymmetric quark-twistor string 
model, described by the fermionic nonlinear SU(2, 1; I)-invariant O"-model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Geometrization of supersymmetry leads to the intro
duction of superspace-a linear vector space with indepen
dent commuting (bosonic) and anticommuting Grassmann 
(fermionic) coordinates. However, if we look into the struc
ture of superalgebra, we can conclude that fermionic degrees 
of freedom are more fundamental than the bosonic ones. 
Indeed, in the case of graded de Sitter 1,2 and graded confor-

11 3-S fi" h ma ' groups, per ormlllg tWIce t e supersymmetry trans-
formations generated by supercharges (supertranslations), 
one gets all the transformations of the bosonic sector. It 
seems possible, therefore, that one can build super-de Sitter 
or superconformal geometry only with primary ferm ion ic 
degrees of freedom-and introduce all other coordinates as 
composite geometric objects. It is interesting to mention 
here that a similar situation occurs in hadrodynamics: Fun
damental building blocks arefermionic quarks, and all ob
servable degrees of freedom are their composites. 

In the first part of this paper we show that one can 
introduce curved Grassmann twistor space T4 (c) with the 
group ofisometries described by the Wess-Zumino graded 
conformal group. 5 We have chosen superconformal geome
try because: 

(i) The graded conformal algebras SU (2,2;N) 3.4 seem to 
be group-theoretically the best candidates for the unification 
of geometric and internal degrees of freedom. 

(ii) Fundamental representations of the conformal 
group are known as twistors (see, e.g., Ref. 6). In the case of 
commuting twistor components (bosonic twistor geometry) 
the idea of constructing composite space-time coordinates 
from spino rial twistor variables forms a basis of the Penrose 
twistor theory. 7 In this paper we follow the idea that the 
quark model is related to the parallel construction for twis
tors with anticommuting coordinates-provided that we re
place fermionic nilpotent twist or components by one-dimen
sional (for fixed time) quark-twist or Grassmann field 
variables. 

(iii) The only other candidates for the unification of 
symmetries-graded de Sitter groups--can be obtained as 
the subgroups of graded conformal groups (see, e.g., Ref. 9). 

In the discussion on possible application of our fer
mionic superconformal geometry-in the second part of the 
paper-we shall follow the arguments which determined the 

"'Permanent address: Institute of theoretical Physics, University of Wroc
.raw, Poland. 

Nambu-Goto action from the knowledge of the line element 
in pseudo-Euclidean space. to In such a way we introduce the 
two-dimensional nonlinear quark-twistor model, which can 
be described by a fermionic two-dimensional SU(2,2; I)-in
variant field theory. Passing then for "pseudoclassical" anti
commuting coordinates to quantized Grassmann varia
bles-in accordance with the quantization rules of the 
Grassmann variant ofQM (see, e.g., Refs. 11, 13, and 14)
we obtain fundamental quantized quark-twistor variables, 
which should playa similar role in hadrodynamics to that of 
the Heisenberg pairs of canonical variables in quantum me
chanics of point particles. 

It should be mentioned here that the dual models with 
ad hoc introduced fundamental two-dimensional spinorial 
quark fields have been discussed in the past; the most inter
esting example is the Bardakci-Halpern quark dual model. IS 

OUf aim here is to provide the geometric basis for such a type 
of quark dual theory. A more detailed analysis of the model 
proposed here, and in particular, 

-introduction of internal (flavor and color) symme
tries and corresponding two-dimensional gauge fields 
(gluons), 

-application to the description ofhadronic states, will 
be discussed in the near future. 

II. TWISTORS AND SUPERTWISTORS 

Flat tWistOf space T4 (c) is a complex four-dimensional 
vector space with indefinite Hermitian metric 

- 1 

i.e., with the following U(2,2)-invariant norm: 

T I 1
2 • (3 -ic): t = tart t{3 = tt 
= It l 12 + It212 -lt3 12 -lt4 12 = inv, (1) 

where (= t *1]. The isomorphism between SU(2,2) and con
formal algebra is obtained by the following two inequivalent 
choices of 4 X 4 Hermitian matrices 16.17: 

Pp. = =F!Yp.(I ± iys), kp. = ± !Yp.(1 =Fiys), 
(2) 

mp.v=O"p.v=i[ywYv]' d= =F!ys, 

where 1] = Yo and (describes the adjoint Dirac bispinor; the 
norm (1) corresponds to the choice Yo = 0"3 ® 1 of the repre
sentation of y p. matrices. The conformal generators on twis-
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tor space are as follows: 

~ _ T a * a 
Pl1 - t Pl1 at + t Pfl at *' etc., (3) 

where we also included a term describing the action on com
plex conjugate twistor space T: (c). 

The twistor coordinates ta can be treated as: 
(a) Projective coordinates on three-dimensional com

plex space CP(3). In such a way one identifies twistors with 
the coordinates ta and uta' where lui = 1, i.e., one restricts 
U(2,2) to SU(2,2). 

(b) One can add to the pseudo-unitary rotations the 
twist or translations, and consider inhomogeneous pseudo
unitary Lie group IU(2,2) as the group of motions in twistor 
space. In such a case the metric 1JaP describes the scalar 
product in the tangent bundle over the twistor space. 

If we wish to represent SU(2,2; 1) as the group of linear 
transformations on supertwistor space, there are two possi
ble ways of generalizing flat bosonic twistor space: 

(i) One adds to four commuting twistor variables 
(t l,t2,t3,t4 ) a fifth complex Grassmann coordinate u (u 2 = 0). 
In such a way one obtains Ferber's supertwistors18 (see also 
Ref. 19). The norm (1) is generalized as follows: 

It 12-1 t 12 + I U 12 = It 1 12 + I t212 - I t312 - I t4 12 + I U 12 
= R 2. (4) 

(ii) One can assume that the complex twistor coordi
nates anticommute, i.e., ! ta ,tp J = 0, and the fifth complex 
coordinate u is a bosonic one. In such a case again the group 
of graded linear transformations, leaving the form (4) invar
iant, defines the superconformal group. 20 

We shall choose the second possibility because (a) such 
a choice is consistent with the spin statistics theorem: Twis
tors are fermions because they transform under SL(2,C) as 
Dirac bispinors, and fermionic degrees of freedom are de
scribed by Grassmann's variant of classical mechanics,22 (b) 
only in case (ii) one can introduce in a convenetional way the 
projective Grassmann coordinates 

(5) 

which we shall use for generating the metric structure on 
complex projective Grassmann space CP(4). 

III. LIE ROOTS AND JORDAN ROOTS OF LIE GROUP 
GENERATORS 

Before considering the superconformal group, let us ob
serve the general rule that: 

-generalized translations in curved bosonic spaces are 
generated by Lie roots ofO(p,q) (real pseudo-Euclidean 
metric) or U(p,q) (complex pseudo-Hermitian metric) 
generators 

-generalized supertranslations in curved Grassmann 
spaces are generated by the Jordan roots ("super-roots") of 
Sp(2n) (real symplectic metric) or U(p,q) (complex pseudo
Hermitian metric) generators. 

Let us consider the following familiar examples. 

A. Lorentz group 0(3,1) 

It is well known that the Lie roots 9 fl of Lorentz gen-
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erators MflV' 

[9 /1,9 vl = (l/R 2)Mfl", (6) 

generate translations in curved Minkowski space with con
stant curvature (see, e.g., Refs. 24 and 25). Curving Min
kowski space means the following change of the group of 
motions: 

10(3,1) - 0(4,1) or 0(3,2) (7) 
(Poincare group) Rc;LO (de Sitter groups) 

B. Spinorial de Sitter group Sp(4) 

In order to obtain a nonvanishing norm of vectors, one 
should define the real symplectic group Sp(4) as leaving the 
symplectic norm invariant in "flat" four-dimensional real 
Grassmann space G4 (R ) (see, e.g., Refs., 26-30). One can 
further show29,30 thus the super-roots Qa of the Sp(4) gener
ators vii aP' 

(8) 

generate supertranslations in curved real Grassmann space 
with constant curvature, where curving G4 (R) means the 
following modification of the group of isometries 31: 

ISp(4) OSp(4,1) (9) 
Inhomogeneous R*O Graded orthosymplectic 

Sp(4) with anticommuting group 

spinor with Sp(4) bosonic 

tran~lations sector 

C. Conformal + Y5 group U(2,2) 

Due to the fact that one can consider the twistor norm 
(1) as describing the metric in bosonic as well as fermionic 
(Grassmann) twistor space, we shall have the possibility of 
defining Lie roots as well as super-roots of the generators of 
U(2,2). We obtain: 

(a) Lie roots: If the group ofisometries in bosonic twis
tor space is changed as follows: 

IU(2,2) _ SU(2,3); (lOa) 
RTO 

(b) Super-roots: If the group ofisometries in fermionic 
twistor space is modified in the following way: 

IU(2,2) _ SU(2,2;1). 

(

Inhomogeneous ) R ,",0 ( Wess-Zumino ) 
U(2.2) with ~lOticommuting Superconformal 

tWistor groups 

translations 

(lOb) 

We shall discuss relation (lOb) in more detail below. 

IV. NONLINEAR REALIZATIONS OF 
SUPERCONFORMAL GROUP ON CURVED FERMIONIC 
TWISTOR SPACE 

Let us write the U(2,2) algebra in a natural unitary ba
sis, consisting of 10 symmetric (Sap = Spa) and six antisym
metric (Aap = - Apa) anti-Hermitian generators: 

[Aar3,Ayl)] = 1JpyA"t; - 1JayAPb - 1JayAay + 1J"t;A{3y' 

[Aap,Sy.5] = 1Jay S(J1) -1J(JySa6 - 1J(Jb S py + 1Jat;Spy, (11) 

[Sa{3,Sy6] = 1J(JyA,,6 + 1JayAp.5 + 1J(J6A p)' + 1JabA py. 
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The differential realizations of the generators S ap,Aa(J on fer
mionic twistor space are as follows 33: 

-I t - t - -I t --+t --S .( a a) .(oa oa) 
a(J - a at (J + (J at a a at (J 0 (J at aO ' 

(12) 

A - t --t - + t ---t --( a a)(oa oa) 
a(J - a at (J (J at a a at (J 0 (J at aO . 

It is easy to check that the infinitesimal generators preserve 
the norms (1) and (4). In order to introduce all 25 generators 
leaving the norm (4) invariant, we define: 

(a) Generators of Grassmann rotations in four complex 
(ta ,u) planes, generated by 34 

S =-u-+t - --u ---t --, i(a a) i(.a 0 a) 
aRt a a aU R at aO a aU. 

(13) 

A = - u - - t - + - u· --+ t --. 1( a a) 1( a 0 a ) 
a R at a a au R at aO a au. 

(b) Phase generator for u variable: S = ua/au. Taking 
into consideration the relations 

(14) 

one obtains the SU(2,2; 1) algebra written in the natural twis
tor basis 3 s: 

i -
[Aa,AtJ J = R Z<SatJ +2A 'TJatJ)' 

-1 -
[Sa,StJ J = -(SatJ +2A 'TJatJ)' R2 

i 
[Aa,StJ J = -A atJ , 

R2 

where 

~tJ=SatJ- ~ 'TJatJ(tr a~y _tOy a~;} 

(15) 

(16a) 

A =i(~tY~+u~- ~to ~-u.~). (16b) 
4 aty au 4 y at; au· 

We see, therefore, that from the generators of two U (1) 
groups, 

(17) 

commuting with the conformal SU(2,2) group [with the gen
erators (16a)] and leaving the supertwistor norm (4) invar
iant, only one U(1) generator (16b) occurs in the superalge
bra relations (15). It is easy to recognize 1 that the choice 
(J = 4a describes the axial Ys transformations, which trans
form the variable Za as follows: 

Z~ = e -3;13/4 Za' (18) 

Let us now parametrize the pseudosphere (4) in su
pertwistor space by homogeneous coordinates (5), trans
forming under SU(2,2) as twistor components, and a real 
angle variable q;, where 0<q;<21T. The coordinates (ta ,u) on 
the manifold (4) are the following functions of the new varia
bles (za ,q; ): 
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(19) 

Formulas (17) imply the following metric form on the pro
jective Grassmann space CP(4) with twistor coordinates 
za,z:, denoted below the ZA (A = 1,00.,8): 

1 dz:d~ 1 (z:dza)(ztJ dz;) 
2 (1 + IzI2/R 2) - R2 (1 + IzI2/R 2)2' 

(20) 

which is a standard Fubini-Study metric on a projective 
complex plane (see, e.g., Ref. 36) generalized to the case of 
complex fermionic manifold with indefinite Hermitian 
metric. 37 

In order to write the differential realizations of the su
perconformal group on CP(4) one can employ two methods: 

(a) Use the infinitesimal form of the superconformal 
transformations on supertwistors (ta ,u), determined by the 
5 X 5 matrix representation of superconformal algebra (see, 
e.g., Refs. 21 and 40): 

where 

8M ap ='TJ8M'TJ, 
8wa is the arbitrary complex Grassmann twistor, 

8Maa = 8a (vanishing supertrace condition). 

(21) 

Substituting in formula (5), one obtains the following formu
las for the 24 generators of the superconformal group. 

(i) ~tJ and AatJ are expressed by formulas (12) and 
(16a) with the replacement ta -Za' 

(ii) The supertranslation generators Sa andAa take the 
form 

1 (a ZaZtJ a) 1 (a z:z; a) 
Aa = i a~ - Ji2 azP + i a~o + Ji2 azP° ' 

( a ZaZtJ a) (a z:z; a) 
Sa = a~ + Ji2 azP - a~· - Ji2 azP· . (22) 

(iii) 

.3( a oa) A= -I-~--~-
4 aZa az: 

(23) 

if we assume the standard form for Ys generators, with the 
entries on diagonal Q,M,a, 1). 

(b) A mapping (tl' ,u)-zais a projection of the circles 
(O<q; < 21T) into the points ofCP(4) generalizing Hopffiber
ing S9_P4 (c) to the case of indefinite fermionic space. In 
order to obtain local isometric mapping, one should perform 
the change of variables (t I' ,u )-(za ,q;,R ), where 
ei2rp = us/u; and Za ,R as defined by formulas (4) and (5). 
The supertwistor norm (5) induces the following formula on 
the product CP(4) ® U(I), where U(I) describes the struc-
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tural group of a bundle attached to every point Za of our 
curved twistor space 

dza
o 
dr 

dS 2 = --__ 
1+ IzI21R 2 

+ R 2(drp - tP:(z)dr)(drp - tPa(z)dr
O

), (24) 

where 

(25) 

It is interesting to observe that the spin or field (25) recalls 
analogous formulas obtained in quanternionic space in the 
discussion on nontrivial topologically Yang-Mills instanton 
fields (see, e.g., Ref. 41); the metric (20) is obtained if we put 
drp = O. 

Using the mapping (tll,u)-(za ,rp,R ), we also obtain the 
generalization of formulas (22) and (23), 

and 

- loa 
Aa =Aa + --(Za -Za)-, (26a) 

2iR 2 arp 

- loa 
Sa =Sa - -(Za +Za)-' (26b) 

2R 2 arp 

- a 
A =A +-. 

arp 
(26c) 

Formulas (26) provide an extension of the realization of the 
superconformal group from the curved twistor space CP(4) 
to the supermanifold CP(4) ® U(I). It is easy to see that the 
realizations (26) are reducible. 

I t is important to mention that the parametrization (19) 
of the pseudo sphere (4) can be replaced by any other U(2,2)
invariant parametrization. One can use, for example, the 
complex stereographic projections, 42 which give more com
plicated formulas for the supertranslation generators but im
ply simpler (conformally flat) formulas for the induced met
ric on curved fermionic twistor space CP(4). 

V. FROM FERMIONIC COORDINATES TO FERMIONIC 
STRINGS: SUPERSYMETRIC SU(2,2;1)-INVARIANT cr
MODEL 

One can generalize the Nambu-Goto derivation of re
parametrization-invariant string action in pseudo-Euclid
ean space to the case of curved space with the metric gAB (x), 
with the line element given by 

ds2 = gAB(x)dxAdxB' (27) 

The action for the point particle (x A -x A <S» can be written 
in two ways: 

S = f ds = {f ds (gAB (x) a;; a;; y/2, (28a) 

fdsgAB(x) aXA axB , (28b) 
as as 

where formula (28a) is reparametrization-invariant and for
mula (28b) is obtained in the proper time parametrization. If 
we pass to the two-dimensional fields, describing strings 

(29) 
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the most convenient way of writing down a reparametriza
tion-invariant string Lagrangian is to couple it to the two
dimensional gravitational field. 44 We get (iJ = 1,2) 

B aXA aXB ... 1--
2' =gA (x)--hijV -h, (30) 

aSi as) 

where hi-51,S2) is an arbitrary two-dimensional metric ten
sor in the "internal" string space S = <S I ,S 2)' The metric 
tensor components hij play the role of Lagrange multipliers 
for the Virasoro conditions: Indeed, one obtains, from (30), 

T(5)= 8Sd
2
s2' =0 (31) 

IJ 8h/J) 

and after substituting (31) into (30) one obtains 

2' = ( - detG) 1/2, (32) 

where the 2 X 2 matrix 

B aXA aXB 
Gij = gA (x) as; as) (33) 

describes the metric structure on a two-dimensional surface 
X A = X A <S1,S2)' 

Let us now apply such a scheme to our curved fermionic 
geometry, with the metric structure (20). The Lagrangian 
(30) takes the following form: 

!£ _ 1 [ I aq: aqu 1 
(1 + Iql21R 2) 2 aSi as) I + Iql21R 2 

_I ( ° aqU
)( aqPO)]V~h (34) 

X R 2 qa aS
i 

q{3 as) iJ' 

where we introduced quark-twistor variables by the substi
tution [compare with (29)], 

za-qa <SI ,S2)' (35) 

In such a formulation, the choice of two-dimensional 
metric hu characterizes the choice of the parametrization. 
We shall consider, further, the case of flat two-dimensional 
metric; by allowing complex reparametrization one can use 
flat Minkowski or Euclidean metric. In such a way we obtain 
the Lagrangian for two-dimensional jermionic nonlinear 
SU(2,2; I)-ivariant (7, model, with two-dimensional fields qu 
transforming as twistors under the conformal transfroma
tions. In order to single out the states which do not depend 
on reparametrization, we should look for the solutions of the 
Euler-Lagrange equation satisfying also the condition 45 

T _ I (aq: aqu ..!...o aq: aqu ) 
i) - 1 + iql21R 2 as; as) - 2 u aSk aSk 

- (1 + Iq~2IR 2f [(q: ~~~) (qIJ Z:0) + (i~j) 
-8 ° -q- -- =0 ( 

a U)( a
IJO

)] ;) qu aSk qIJ aSk . 
(36) 

It is easy to see that the trace condition T;; = 0 is automati
cally satisfied. 

The Lagrangian (31) with flat hu can be quantized in 
accordance with the well-established rules in the Grassmann 
variant ofQM. 13,14 Ifwe calculate the canonically conjugat-
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ed momenta 47 

(37a) 

where we denoted qv;i aqplaS;, and similarly 

• a.2" 1 
'TT .= --= -----

a;, aq:;; 1 + Iql21R 2 

X(J... p _ qaqP· ) . 
2 rJa 1 + Iql21R 2 qp;" 

(37b) 

they satisfy the canonical symmetric Poisson bracket rela
tions, which, after quantization, give the canonical 
anticommutators 

! 'TTa;o(S,r),qp(S',r)l = D(S - S'), 

! 'TT:;o(S,r),q;(S ',r) l = D(S - s '). 
(38) 

Having the canonical momenta, one can write the field-
theoretic 2-currents and charges, generating SU(2,2; 1) su
perconformal transformations of the quark-twistor fields 
qa (S,r). One obtains, for example, the following fifteen ca
nonical conformal currents in analogy with formula (3): 

(39) 
// _ (T )ap • ( T )ap • 

.At f-lv,; - qa af-lV 'TTp;; + qa af-lV 'TTv ;;' 

etc. In the framework of the "naive" canonical formalism, it 
can be checked that 49: 

(a) All 24 superconformal currents are conserved. 
(b) All 24 time-independent generators 

Pil = f dS [71 11;0 (S,r), etc. (40) 

satisfy the algebra of SU(2,2; 1). 
We shall stop our considerations here. In relation to the 

model (34), one can raise several interesting questions: 
(a) The existence of an equivalent current theory of the 

Sugawara type, with two-dimensional current coordinates. 
(b) The role of the U(I) variable <p in the two-dimen

sional model (34). In particular, the fields, obtained by the 
substitution <P--+<P(SI ,S2)' can have a nontrivial topology, 
described by the homotopy classes 'TTl (SI) = Z, and repre
sented by the mapping of a "big" circle in the (SI ,S2) plane 
into the asymptotic values of the variable <p(S I ,S 2)' 

(c) It is worth recalling that, in the ordinary two-dimen
sional a model, the condition (31) characterizes topological
ly stable multi-instanton solutions. Because the physical ex
citations of quark-twistor string should satisfy the 
reparametrization-invariant gauge condition (31), they 
should be described by analogous instanton-like solutions of 
our fermionic system. 

(d) One of the unconventional features of the model 
(34) is the second-order equation for the fermionic field. 
However, because topologically nontrivial solutions satisfy 
the equations of lower order, we conjecture that the fields 
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describing the excitations of the quark-twistor string satisfy 
afirst-order equation, related to the U(2,2)-invariant Thir
ring model; we recall that only the Thirring models are re
parametrization-invariant (invariant under two-dimension
al conformal transformations 51) in two dimensions and 
describe non-trivial interaction. 

VI. FINAL REMARKS 

In conventional (Veneziano, Neveu-Schwarz) two-di
mensional string models the external index denotes space
time vector components; the external symmetry is described 
by the Poincare group. Since supersymmetries appeared as a 
chance for unifying geometric and internal symmetries (in 
the superalgebraic scheme both are the bilinear forms of the 
same set of supercharges), there were also proposals of intro
ducing the supersymmetric string variables transforming 
under supersymmetry transformation as an irreducible set of 
bosonic and fermionic string coordinates. 52,53 The most at
tractive proposal was the spinning string theory in ten di
mensions; by making six of these dimensions compact, a 
four-dimensional theory with SO(6)~SU(4) internal sym
metry grOl'p was obtained. 

Our approach here is based also on the introduction of 
supersymmetric string coordinates, with two modifications, 
however, in comparison with Refs. 52 and 53: 

(a) We prefer to use as "external" supersymmetry 
groups for a string model the graded conformal groups 
SU(2,2;N) instead ofthe orthosymplectic series OSp( 4;N) or 
graded Poincare groups. It is natural to assume that massless 
quarks are conformal spinors; the main aim of this paper was 
to show (for N = 1) that one can interpret geometrically the 
extension of U(2,2) to SU(2,2; 1) if one introduces curved 
translations in fermionic twistor space. 

(b) Since, on the fundamental "quark" level ofhadro
dynamics, it seems that the symmetry between fermionic 
and bosonic degrees of freedom is not a sound idea, 54 we 
exploit here the nonlinear realization of the superconformal 
group and use only four complex fermionic degrees of free
dom as independent variables. 

Finally, let us mention that Volkov and Akulov, in this 
pioneering work on supersymmetry, 55 considered the neu
trino field as described by the spinor coordinate with spinor 
translations described by the Poincare supergroup. It ap
peared that the idea did not work, e.g., due to the experimen
tally verifiable discrepancy of predictions for low-energy 
neutrino theorems. In this paper we propose to use instead 
the conformal supergroup and then to apply the analogous 
idea to the fundamental quark-twistor degrees offreedom in 
the two-dimensional string model. At this stage it is only a 
hypothesis, but we hope one which deserves further 
investigation. 56,57 
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The general effective radial potentials for a spin-! particle interacting with scalar, electric, and 
magnetic potentials are given. In the m = 0 limit, it is shown that the magnetic potential provides 
a well deep enough to confine the massless particle. In particular, there are exact zero-energy 
solutions in which two of the four components of the massless particle are confined; only two can 
leak out into the asymptotic region. The scattering amplitude is analytic in the entirej plane, 
hence consists only of Regge poles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This is a continuation of a previous work I where we 
have solved the Dirac equation with an anomalous magnetic 
moment in the field of a fixed charge and showed that the 
magnetic terms, when treated nonperturbatively, can give 
rise to narrow very high mass resonances. In this paper we 
show that the same conclusion also holds for a massless rela
tivistic particle, e.g., neutrino. 

That a massless particle can form a bound state, or a 
narrow resonance state, is not known so far in any model. It 
is thus remarkable that the anomalous magnetic moment of 
the neutrino can produce such localized states of a particle 
moving with velocity c. These resonances have been used 
recently in the construction of hadron multiplets, where the 
basic truly elementary constituents of matter are the stable 
particles: proton, electron, and neutrino. 2 It is therefore of 
interest to study the mathematical behavior of narrow reson
ances of a massless particle in soluble models. 

We first generalize the radial coupled Dirac equations 
given in Ref. 1 with the inclusion of three types of potentials, 
an electric V"' a magnetic Vm, and a scalar potential V,: 

df 

dr 

dg 

dr 

The substitutions 

ul=rg, u2 =rj, u=(::), 

give the linear matrix eigenvalue problem 

Then L is given by 

(2) 

L= 
( 

B' 1 B" 3 B'2 
A2+BC+A'-A-- --+-

B 2 B 4 B2 

o 

For the physical problem (3), if we write (6) as 

1/1" + (E 2 
- m 2 

- Vejf ) 1/1 = 0, 

")Permanent address: Department of Physics, University of Colorado, 
Boulder, Colorado 80309. 

~~ =Mu, M=(~ ~), 
where 

A= -(K/r+Vm)' B=(m+V,+E-Ve)' 

C = (m + V, - E + Ve ), D = - A. 

(3) 

We now give a matrix method to transform the system 
(3) into a diagonal Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue system. 

From (3) we have 

u" = (M2 + M')u, (4) 

where, from now on, primes will indicate derivatives with 
respect to r. In order to diagonalize the matrix (M 2 + M '), 
let 

u = XI/I, detX #0. (5) 

Hence 

u' =XI/I' + X '1/1, u" =XI/I" +2X '1/1 , + X "1/1. 

Solving these equations for 1/1", using (4) and (3), and elimi
nating 1/1', we have 

I/I"=L~ W 
where 
L = X-I! [(M2 + M') -2X'X- IM]X +2(X-IX')2 -X" I. 
We now determine X in such a way that L is diagonal. By 
direct calculation we have 

Theorem: The system (3) with B # 0 and C # 0 is equiv
alent to the Sturm-Liouville system (5)-(6) with a diagonal 
Lwhen 

X= CVOB yOc). 

o 

C' 1 C" 
A2+BC-A' -A-- --+ 

C 2 C 

(7) 
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we obtain the effective potentials for lJI1: 

Vi = K(K +1) +2E 
etf ? 

V 2 2 2 KVm V' + ~ V; - V;' +2( V; - V;)(Klr + Vm) 
Ve - e + Vs +2m Vs + V m +2 --

r m 2 (m + E + V, - Ve ) 

3 (V' - V')Z +_ s e 

4 (m +E+ Vs - Ve )2 

and for lJI2 we have the symmetry 

V~71(K,E,V(',Vm)= V~~(-K,-E,- Ve ,- Vm ). (9) 

Equations (7)-(9) are useful not only for our problem, but 
also for the relativistic treatment of, for example, the "char
monium" potential, which may be put either in V. or in Ve' 

Conversely, a system of the form (6) can be transformed 
into (1), which in special cases is easier to solve; for example, 
the E = 0 solution discussed below. 

Note that the potential (8) is both energy (E) and angu
lar momentum (K) dependent. It must be evaluated at each E 
and K, and then one must look for an eigen~alue for a bound 
state or resonance at this energy and K. 

The potential in general has three well separated wells. 
The maximum number of real zeros of Vetf is five. Beginning 
with large r values, the first well corresponds to the Coulomb 
level at distances r-l/am, the second well (r-alm) corre
sponds to ordinary hadronic energies, and the third well at 
r-azlm corresponds to GeV energy range. The physical 
interpretation and application to hadron multiplets and 
high-energy particle physics processes has been given 
elsewhere. 2 

Equations (7) and (8) could form the basis of many in
vestigations depending on the choice of the three potentials 
V" Ve , and Vm • 

In our specific physical problem we have Vs = 0 and 
(c = Ii = 1) 

V - e1ez 1 F () -a--- r 
m 2m? m' 

(10) 

where we have also introduced electric and magnetic form 
factors Fe and Fm, respectively. Here el and ez are the 
charges of the particle and the force center and a, the anoma
lous magnetic moment of the relativistic particle. 

2. NEUTRINO LIMIT 

We now let el-o and m-o such that az(e1/m) 
= J-l = anomalous magnetic moment of the neutrino. Hence 
Ve =0. 

Equations (7), (8), and (9) become 

lJI" +(E2_ VetfW'=O (11) 

V(I) = K(K +1) + V2 + V2 +2 KVm 
elf r s m -r-- V' m 

+ ~ - V;' +2( V;)«Klr) + Vm ) 

2 E+ Vs 
3 V'Z + _ s 

4 (E + V,)2 ' 
(12) 

V~71(K,E,vm)= V~)i(-K,-E,- Vm), 

or, in the absence of a scalar potential V and with V 
=~M~~ s m 
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(8) 

(13) 

In dimensionless coordinates r = le,uly = roY, € = sin(eJ-l) 

(:y: - v"tf(y)+Jz)lJI=O J Z= /e,ulzE z, (14) 

V(I)(y) = K(K +1) + € 2(K +1) F + ~F2 
elf 23m 4 m' y y y 

(15) 

V(2)(y) = K(K - I) + € 2(K - I) F + ~FZ 
eff 23m 4 m· y y y 

It is interesting to note that the same equation (14), with 
the same potential (I 5), holds also for (a) a Schrodinger or 
Klein-Gordon particle in the field of a fixed quantum mag
netic moment, and (b) a relativistic massive particle with 
magnetic moment in a fixed Coulomb field. Only the relation 
of the eigenvalue J 2 to energy is different in these different 
cases. 

3. ZERO-ENERGY SOLUTIONS 

For € = -I, in particular Vetf exhibits a deep well, and 
bound state and resonances are possible. In general, for F m 

= I, but any € and K, Eq. (15) is exactly soluble analytically.3 

For a zero-energy bound state (or resonance) the total mass 
of the system is equal to the mass of the central charged 
particle. The E = 0 solution can in fact be obtained immedi
ately from Eq. (1) for any Vm: 

!=CrK~1 exp(f Vm(r)dr), 

g = C'r~(K+l) exp( - f Vm dr). (16) 

In particular, for Vm given by (10) we obtain 

!=CrK~1 exp(-aolr), g=C'r~(K+I) exp(+aolr). 

It is remarkable that for K = I, € = -I, for example, the! 
components of the wavefunction leaks out and approaches a 
constant as r_ 00, whereas the g component is localized 
around r = r0l2. For K = -I, € = +1, the opposite holds. 

Only at the energy E = 0 the two spinorsfandg become 
uncoupled. The confined two-component solution is norma
lizable, whereas the leaking two-component solution is, as in 
the case of a free particle, not normalizable. The latter must 
be normalized in a box or with an energy 8 function 
8(E' -E). 

More precisely, the acceptable localized, normalizable 
solutions are, for € = -I, of the form 

and forE = +1 
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( - frKO~ -I) ). 
Solutions normalizable in a box are of the form 

Cg(K ~ - l)) for € = -1 

and 

( I' ° ) for € = + 1. 
-J(K~+I) 

The scalar product is the usual one: cf(f2 + g2)r dr. 
The physical interest for the above solution stems from 

the fact that neutrinos in asymptotic states seem to occur in 
nature as two-component spinors and that the other two 
components are missing, which is at the heart of parity 
violation. 

Remarks 
(1) Even if the magnetic moment,u of the massless parti

cle is zero, but the form factor F m (r) is different from zero 
[note,u = F m (00)], the qualitative feature of the potential 
(15) does not change. This is because the centrifugal barrier 
[K(K +1)]/y2 is independent of the magnetic moment, and 
the other two terms have dominant roles at short distances. 

(2) For potentials with a singular repulsive core the 
scattering amplitude is an analytic function in the entire I 
plane. 3 The magnetic interactions expressed in potentials 
(8)-(10) show that such potentials are physical and must 
occur in nature. The amplitude is then a pure sum ofRegge 
poles, no cuts and background integral occurring. This pro
vides a new theoretical basis for the phenomenological anal
ysis of the scattering amplitude in the present model. 2 

(3) The effect of the dipole-dipole interactions will be 
treated separately. 

(4) Numerical studies by Skorupski and Senatorski4 

show that Eq. (14) andK = 1, for A 2#0, has no bound state 
solutions except the partly bound A 2 = ° solution, agreeing 
with the analytic result (16). 

(5) Note that the standard results about the type ofloca
lizability or nonloca1izability refer to/ree massless particles 
with magnetic moment bound to a massive charge.s 

4. "ZERO ENERGY" SOLUTIONS FOR m~O 

Even for a massive particle, coupled via a magnetic po
tential to a fixed charge, the "zero-energy" solutions (i.e., 
E = m) can be integrated exactly. From Eq. (1), with Ve 
= 0, V, = 0, and E = m, we obtain for/the same solution as 

in (16), i.e., 

(17) 
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But now g satisfies the inhomogeneous equation 

g/=( _ K~l _ Vm)g+2mf (18) 

with (17), Eq. (18) can be integrated. If we put g = hd, then 
g/ = h 'd + hd /. Letting h 'd = 2m/, we have 
d / = ( - (K + l)/(r) - Vm )d. Hence 
d = Czexp[S( - (K +l)/(r) - Vm)dr]. Consequently, 
h / = (2m/ /d) = 2mrK exp[2fVm dr]. Thus the most 
general solution of (18) is 

g=r-(K+I) exp [ - f Vm dr]{C+2m f drrK 

xexp [2 f Vm(r')dr']} , (19) 

which for m = 0, reduces back to Eq. (16). 
For the magnetic potential given in (10), i.e., Vm 

= rolr, we then obtain explicitly 

/= Cr K- 1 exp( - rolr), 

g=r-(K+I) exp(rolr)[C+2me-2r ,lr 

-2K-2 r( -2K -1) 
X v~o (-1)V r (_2K_1_v) 

-2K -2 - v ] r , 

K = -1, -2, -3, ... 
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If a dielectric ellipsoid or elliptical cylinder is placed in a uniform applied field it is well known 
that the field inside remains uniform, and is changed only by a depolarization factor that 
multiplies each applied field component. This paper generalizes this result. Namely, if for the 
three-dimensional case the potential <I> app of the applied field can be expanded in the neighborhood 
of the ellipsoid as <l>app = ~I =LO ~m = 1_IDlmrl Y lm (8,<p) where I goes from zero to a maximum value L, 
then it is shown that the resultant potential inside the ellipsoid, <1>1111' is 
<1>;111 = ~I_LO ~m = i l Clm r IYlm (8,<p) where the coefficients Clm are found explicitly and there is no Clm 

with I > L. For a dielectric constant E, the limits of the above solution as E---+ 00 and E---+O are 
considered and are shown to yield respectively the solutions to the Dirichlet problem with 
potential zero on the boundary (grounded perfect conductor) and the Neumann problem with 
normal derivative of the potential zero on the boundary (ideal fluid flow). The homogeneous 
problem of free charge on an ellipsoidal perfect conductor is considered and it is shown to require 
a modification of the methods that yielded the results above. The modified method is applied to 
the problem of the oblate ellipsoid, and its limiting case of a disc, and it enables the easy 
derivation of various classical results due to Copson and others on the "problem of the electrified 
disc." Finally, multiple dielectric ellipsoids or elliptic cylinders are considered and it is shown 
that problems involving such bodies can be solved in powers of aJd;} where a; is a typical length of 
the ith body and dij is the distance between the ith and thejth. This opens the way, in the proper 
limit of E, to the solution of a variety of problems, such as flow around multiple strips and 
through the slots they may form, penetration of the electric field through perforated screens, and 
soon. 

1. INTRODUCTION (2) 

In a previous paper I we discussed the problem of find
ing the electrostatic (magnetostatic) potential when a dielec
tric (permeable) body is placed in an applied electrostatic 
(magnetostatic) potential, denoted by rpapp' An integral 
equation for the potential was formulated and was used to 
derive the well-known result that the field inside a homogen
eous dielectric spheroid in a uniform external field is again 
uniform, but reduced by the so called depolarization factor. 
A similar result holds for the analogous problem involving a 
two-dimensional elliptic cylinder. The basic result of this 
paper can be considered to be the extension to a more general 
applied potential of these results for a uniform applied poten
tial. The derivation is very similar for the two and three di
mensional cases so we sometimes present the discussion in 
terms of three dimensional examples and sometimes in terms 
of two dimensional ones, as convenience dictates. Thus, 
when we write about elliptic cylinders there is almost always 
an analogous discussion possible for ellipsoids, and 
conversely. 

Let an elliptic cylinder be in the potential rp (n). Then it is 
shown, and this is the fundamental result, that the resultant 
potential in the interior, rpint' has an expansion of the form 

In two dimensional cylindrical coordinates p, qJ, an ar
bitrary applied potential, whose sources are distant from the 
origin, can be written in the neighborhood of the origin as 

rp app = ! (D n rp ~~p + n>i> ~~p)' (1) 
n=O 

where 

rpint = i C,p' coslqJ, 
,~O 

(3) 

in which the C, can be found explicitly, and, as indicated, 
there is no C, with I> n. A similar result holds, of course, for 
1> ~~p. It follows by superposition that the solution can be 
constructed in finite terms for any applied potential that ei
ther exactly or approximately consists of a finite series of 
terms in an expansion like Eq. (I), and this comprises a large 
variety of potentials. 

A second point of this paper is to show that in various 
limits the solution to the problem of the elliptic dielectric 
cylinder can be reinterpreted as the solution to other prob
lems of physical interest. The first such limit is one that has 
been remarked on before: By letting t---+ 00 the dielectric 
problem becomes that of a grounded perfect conductor, i.e., 
a problem with the homogeneous Dirichlet condition rp = 0 
on the boundary (Dirichlet-zero problem). Second is the lim
it t---+O which generates the solution to the homogeneous 
Neumann problem, witharp Ian = Oon the boundary (Neu
mann-zero problem); this is of course the problem of irrota
tional ideal fluid flow. Finally, and independently of these 
two limits, there is the well-known limit of vanishing thick-
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ness in which the elliptic cylinder becomes a strip and the 
three dimensional oblate spheroid becomes a disc. 

There is a further consequence of the basic result of this 
paper: It enables the solution of problems with multiple el
liptic cylinders. To make this remark plausible consider two 
such cylinders each with major axis oflength a and suppose 
that the cen ters of the cylinders are separated by a distance d. 
Then the first cylinder is acted on by the applied field <Papp 
and by the field of the second cylinder. This latter field is an 
effective applied field for the first cylinder and if aid is less 
than unity, it can be shown that the expansion of this second 
applied field around the first cylinder is of the form of Eq. 
(1). It will follow from this fact, as we show in Sec. 5, that a 
solution in powers of (aid) can be found for the problem of 
two cylinders in an applied field, and this solution is easily 
generalized to more than two cylinders. 

The plan of the paper is as follows: In Sec. 2 is proven 
the basic result of this paper, as stated above. In Sec. 3 the 
limiting cases c- 00 and c-o are discussed. Section 4 dis
cusses a variant of the method which is necessary for homo
geneous problems with conductors, but which also proves 
useful for inhomogeneous problems. It enables simple deri
vations of classical results due to Copson2 and others3 for a 
conducting disc in an applied field. Finally, Sec. 5 extends 
the above results to multiple bodies. 

2. ELLIPTIC CYLINDER IN AN ARBITRARY APPLIED 
POTENTIAL 

The basic tool in Ref. 1 was an integral representaton 
for the electrostatic potential <P that arises when an applied 
electric field with potential <Papp acts on a dielectric body. 
For the present two-dimensional case it reads 

<P(p)=<Papp (p)+(c-l) La~~~') 1_ g(p,p')dL', 

(4) 

where c is the dielectric constant of the cylinder, L is the 
curve defining the cross section (Fig. 1), n is the outward 
pointing normal, p is a two dimensional vector, anda<P Ian l
is the normal derivative of <P at a point just inside L. The 
Green function g( p,p') is 

g( p,p') = (l/21T) In I p - p'l (5) 

and the <P defined by Eq. (4) satisfies the boundary 
conditions 
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FIG. I. Elliptic cylinder 
of dielectric constant E in 
a uniform external field 
of magnitude Eo. A point 
on the inside surface is la
beled by -, a point on 
the outside by +, and 
the contour itself is de
noted by L. 
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(6) 

where the subscripts + and -, respectively, denote points 
just outside and inside L. The analogous equation for the 
three dimensional case uses the Green function 
-l/(41Tlr - r'I).4 

We now apply Eq. (4) to the specific case of the elliptic 
cylinder of Fig. 1 in which the contour is defined by 

x2 y2 
-+ -=1 (7) 
a2 b 2 

and the applied potential is <P ~~p or ci> ~~p of Eq. (2). The 
procedure will of course be very similar for <P (n) and ci> (n) so 
we shall simply work out details for the former. 

The integral equation (4) for <P ~~p is 

<P (p) = pn cosmp + (c -1) (a~ I g( p,p') dL'. 1 an-
(8) 

We need g( p,p') in its real form for p <p': 

21Tg( p,p') = Inp' - ! (pI Ilptl) cosl (cp - cp '). (9) 
I~ 1 

For p in the interior we assume for the potential there, <Pint' 
the expansion 

<Pint ( p) = ! Csps COSScp. (10) 
s = 0 

The possible terms inpS sinscp have been omitted in Eq. (10) 
since it is clear that the applied potential, which is even about 
cp = 0, will also generate an interior potential that is even. 
The equation of the cylinder can be written in the form 

p = al[A 2 + (1 -A 2) cos2cp ]112 (11) 

with a = Ab, and we also have 

n = (pp - cp dpldcp )lldL Idcp 
= ( pp - cp(p3Ia2)(1 _ A 2) sincp coscp )lldL Idcp, (12) 

wheredL Idcp = [p2 + (dpldcp )2P/2. With Eqs. (lO)and(12) 
we find 

1 00 

a<p Ian = n'V<P = 2 I SCs ps+2 F,(cp), 
2a dL I dcp s ~ 1 

(13) 

Fs(cp) = (1 + A 2) COSSCP + (1 - A 2) cos(s -2)cp. (14) 

If now Eqs. (9) and (13) are put into Eq. (8), we get, on 
equating coefficients of coslcp, and for l #0, 

CI = Din - ! C,FIs ' l = 1,2,00', (15) 
s = 1 

where 

Fls = (:;:2: f1T ps-I+2F,(cp)coslcpdcp. (16) 

For l = ° this procedure gives an equation in which Co on the 
left hand side is calculated from C1,C2,,· on the right hand 
side. However, since Co is a meaningless constant, we shall 
forget about this equation and consider that the basic set of 
equations is Eq. (15) for l = 1,2,3,· ... 

It is important to note that 

Fls = 0, S + l = odd integer. (17) 

This is easily shown by noting that the integral in Eq. (16) 
from ° to 21T, which is twice the same integral from ° to 1T, is 
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odd about q:; = 1T 12 for I + s odd. A second and crucial prop
erty of F ls is that it is upper triangular: 

Fls = 0, l;;;.s +1. (18) 

A related property holds for the Q matrices that arise in 
Waterman's treatment by the extended boundary-condition 
method 5 of scattering from ellipsolids and our proof is based 
on his. Equation (18) follows obviously from Eq. (17) for I 
equal to s + 1, s +3, ... so we consider the nontrivial case for 
which I equals s +2, s +4,.·· and define an integer m by 

l-s=2+2m, m=0,1,2,.··. 

In terms of m we have, on using Eqs. (11) and (14), 

Fls a: fIT [1 + (l - A 2) cos2q:; } m 

X {(I + A 2) [cos(2s + 2m + 2)q:; + cos (2m + 2)q:; ] 

+ (1 - A Z) [ cos(2s + 2m)q:; + cos(2m + 4)q:; ]} dq:;. 
(19) 

Now the factor [1 + (l - A 2) cos2q:;] m can be expanded in a 
series of the functions cos2pq:; where p varies from zero to a 
maximum value of m so that the highest term in this series is 
cos2mq:;. For m zero or positive every term in this series will 
be orthogonal to each term in the curly brackets of the inte
grand ofEq. (19). Thus, Flsis shown to vanish for I = s +2, 
s +4,.··, so that Eq. (18) can be considered as proven. 

As a consequence of the property of Fls embodied in Eq. 
(18) we now prove the central result: For any finite n, Eqs. 
(15) have an explicit solution for which all Cl with I> n van
ish. Before proving this in general it is illuminating to first 
write out explicitly a special case. We choose the case n = 4 
and then Eqs. (15) have the following form: 

CI = - C,F
" 

+0 - C3F13 +0 - CsF,s +0···, 

Cz = 0 - C2F22 +0 - C4F24 +0 - CrFz6"" 

C3 = 0 +0 - C3F33 +0 - CSF35 +0···, 

C4 -1 = 0 +0 +0 - C4F44 +0 - CrF46"" 

C5 = 0 +0 +0 +0 - CSF55 +0···, 

(20) 

Note first that the equations below the fourth equaton con
stitute a homogeneous set that relates the coefficients C5 , C6 , 

C7 , .. • to themselves. Since the determinant of this set does not 
vanish in general, the solution of this set is 
C5 = C6 = C7 = ... = O. This leaves in Eq. (20) the first four 
equations, but ofthese the first and third relates C1 and C3 to 
themselves by a homogenenous set whose determinant is 
nonzero so that C I = C3 = O. We are left with the equations 
for Cz and C4 from which we find 

C4 = 1/(1 + F44), Cz = - C4Fz4/(F22 +1). 

These results can now readily be generalized to arbi
trary n. Thus, in Eqs. (15) those equations beginning with 
the (n + 1 )st constitute a homogeneous set for 
Cn + I • Cn +z ,. .. and we conclude that Cn +1 = Cn +z 

= Cn +3 = ···0. Further, if for example n is even, the odd 
coefficients C I • C3, ... , Cn _I are related to themselves by a 
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homogeneous set and they too vanish. Of the even coeffi
cients, Cn = 1/(1 + Fnn) from the nth equation, and given 
this one can work down in the set of equations to successively 
find Cn -z , Cn -4 ,. ••. Thus we have the result claimed above: 
The interior potential for cP ~~p has an expansion like Eq. (3) 
with no terms higher thanpn cosnq:;. Obviously, a similar 
result holds for n odd and for an applied potential ~ ~~p for 
which the interior expansion is in terms of the functions 
pn sinnq:;. 

As a simple example of these results consider a dielec
tric cylinder in a uniform field of magnitude it' 0 that makes 
an angle y with the x axis. Then the applied potential is 

cP app = - it' o(x cosy + y sin}) 
= - it' (CP (I) cosy + cP (I) siny). o app app (21) 

By applying the results above to the linear combination of 
cP (I) and ~ (I) embodied in Eq. (21), it is easy to show that app app 

the potential CPint inside the cylinder is 

__ <P ( b )(x cosy y siny ) cpo - (90 a + + . 
lOt a + Eb Ea + b 

(22) 

This result can also be derived by conformal mapping.6 

As the simplest example after the above one for n = 1, 
take n = 2 in Eq. (15). Then only Cz is nonvanishing in Eq. 
(10) and it is given by C2 = 1/(1 + F22), where 

F _ 2(€ -1M 
22- (l+Af . 

(23) 

The three dimensional problem of an ellipsoid in an arbitrary 
applied potential can be treated in much the same way as 
above; our previous discussion I of a prolate spheroid in a 
uniform field is an example of a special case of such 
treatment. 

3. DIRICHLET ·ZERO AND NEUMANN·ZERO PROBLEMS 
AS LIMITING CASES 

In this section we consider the solutions above in the 
limits €--+ 00 and €-D. We show that in the limit €--+ 00 these 
become the solutions of the problem of an elliptic cylinder or 
ellipsoid subject to the homogeneous Dirichlet conditions 
cP+ = 0 on the surface; physically, this is the problem of the 
grounded perfect conductor. For € = 0 the solutions become 
those appropriate to the homogeneous Neumann condition 
acp Ian I. = 0, the boundary condition of ideal fluid flow. 

To show these limiting connections we take as basic 
Green's theorem that expresses cP in the region outside L in 
terms of CP. and acp / an I., the potential on the outside surface 
and its normal derivative there, respectively. In its complete 
form,7.8 in which p can be either inside or outside L, it reads 

cp( P)} = cP ( ) - f (CP+( p') ag( p,p') o app P an' 

_ g( p,p') a~~~') I + ) dL', {
p outside L, . 

P inside L 
(24) 

There is a counterpart to this, which is less frequently 
quoted, but which is derived in much the same way as Eq. 
(22), in which in the surface integration the potential and its 
derivative are evaluated just inside L: 
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f ( l/>_( p') ag~~:p') 

_ ( ') al/> ( p ') I ) dL ' g p,p a' , n _ { 
p inside L, 

p outside L. 
(25) 

We apply the upper integral identity in Eq. (24) to the 
Dirichlet-zero problem, i.e., for l/>+ = 0, whence it becomes 

l/>(p) = l/>app(P) + i a:~~')I+ g(p,p')dL', 

p outside L. (26) 

However, the basic integral equation (4) reduces to just this 
last equation in the limit t~ 00, since in that limit we have, 
on applying the boundary condition (6), 

(t -1) a~ 1 ::::: t a~ 1 = a~ 1 . 

an - an - an + 

Thus, as we have remarked previously, the solution to a 
problem with l/>+ = 0 on the boundary of a given shape is 
derived from the solution for a body of that shape9 of dielec
tric constant t by letting t~ 00 • 

The Neumann-zero problem is that of finding a poten
tial that satisfies V2l/> = 0 outside the body, becomes l/>app at 
infinity, and satisfies the boundary condition al/> Ian 1 + = O. 
From its derivation the l/> ofEq. (4) satisfies the first two of 
these conditions and from Eq. (6) satisfies the third as well if 
t = O. It then appears that any solution ofEq. (4) satisfies the 
Neumann-zero conditons al/> lanl+ = 0 in the limit t~. 

To confirm this result from the point of view of the 
Green theorem of Eqs. (24) and (25) we first write the inte
gral equation (4) in the limit t = 0, in which case it becomes 

l/>(p) = l/>app(P)- f a:~~') 1_ g(p,p')dL'. (27) 

On the other hand, a standard integral equation for the Neu
mann-zero case is derived from the upper line of the Green 
theorem ofEq. (24) by using the boundary condition 
al/> lanl+ = 0 in Eq. (24) in which case it becomes 

l/>( p) = l/>app( p) - f l/>+( p') ag~~:p') dL', p outside L. 

(28) 

The lower of the relations in Eq. (25) and the further fact that 
l/>+ = l/>_ can now be used to show that for p outside L, Eq. 
(27) is in fact identical with the standard Eq. (28). 

As an example of these limiting cases we calculate the 
charge density per unit length 0" = - (1I41T)al/> Ian 1 + for the 
perfectly conducting elliptic cylinder in the uniform applied 
field ofEq. (21). The solution to the analagous problem with 
dielectric constant t is given by Eq. (22). With b = fla in this 
equation we have, in the limit t~oo, 

-41T0" = al/> I = lim (t al/» I 
an + <->oc an _ 

- if 0(1 + fl)(Xfl cosy + y siny)I{JL4x 2 + y2)1/2. 

The case of the strip is obtained by taking the limitfl~' For 
the applied field parallel to the strip (y = 0) we find, having 
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usedy2 = fl\a2 - X2) from Eq. (7), 

i5'(~ 

which shows the well-known singularity near the edges. 
As a second example we find, using Eq. (23) and 

fl = 11..1, the charge density on the perfectly conducting cyl
inder in the applied field l/> ~~p , 

(1 + fl?(a2 _2x2) 
0"= --~~~~~--~~ 

41T(,u2X2 + (a2 _ X2»1/2 

In the limit fl~ this becomes the charge density on a strip 

a2 _2x2 

0" . = ----------stnp 41T(a2 _ X2)1/2 ' 

again with the characteristic singularity at the edges. 

For the solution to the Neumann-zero problem we first 
set t = 0 in Eq. (22) to get 

m. __ cP ( b) (x cosy y siny) 
'P. t - 00 a + + . 

m a b 
(29) 

Of course, l/>int is not of physical interest for the Neumann 
problem but one can use Eq. (29) to calculate al/> Ian' 1_ and 
put it into Eq. (27) whereby l/> ( p) can be calculated in the 
physically interesting exterior region: A check can be made 
on the correctness of Eq. (29), namely, the Neumann-zero 
problem can be considered to be one of ideal fluid flow if Eo is 
taken to be the speed of the uniform flow at infinity. A quan
tity of particular interest in flui~ flow is v" thAe tangential 
velocity at the surface, v, = - t·Vl/>+, where t is the unit 
tangent vector. Now since l/> is continuous across L so is its 
tangential derivative, or t·Vl/>_ = t·Vl/>+. With 

t = (Xy _ yx )/(X2 
+ 

b 2 a2 a4 

we have then from Eq. (29) 

v, = - t·Vl/>int 

L)1/2 
b 4 ' 

= if 0 (a + b) (X siny _ 
ab a 

Y COSY)/(X2 
+ L)1/2. 

b a4 b 4 

(30) 

This is just the result obtained by standard methods for the 
problem, 10,11 e.g., conformal mapping, or the separation of 
Laplace's equation in elliptical coordinates. 

4. VARIANT METHOD FOR PERFECT CONDUCTORS 

Although the method above for a dielectric body in an 
applied potential (an inhomogeneous problem) yields the so
lution for a perfect conductor in the limit t~oo, there is 
another class of problems with perfect conductors for which 
it must be modified. These are homogeneous problems, in 
which there is no applied field. In a typical homogeneous 
problem one might specify the total charge on a perfect con
ductor, or the (constant) potential on its surface, and ask for 
the potential throughout space. 

The need to modify the method emerges if we try to 
apply the basic equation (4) to an homogeneous problem by 
simply letting l/>app be zero. For arbitrary t the resulting 
equation then has no solution. It becomes an eigenvalue 
equation, 12,13 that has solutions only for certain special val-
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ues of E. With the homogeneous version ofEq. (4) we cannot 
then adopt the procedure of solving for arbitrary E, and then 
letting E- 00. This mathematical result has its physical 
counterpart. In an inhomogeneous problem, whether E is 
large or small the same physical picture applies: Polarization 
charge appears on the surface of the body as the result of the 
action of the applied field; this polarization charge becomes 
the free surface charge of conductors as E_ 00 . However, for 
a homogeneous problem there is no counterpart to this phys
ical picture for finite E. There is no polarization mechanism 
without an applied field, and if one imagines charge sprayed 
on the surface of a dielectric, this charge is not free to move 
and redistribute itself except in the limit E- 00 . Thus, for the 
homogeneous problem one must take the limit E-oo from 
the beginning. 

Although it is the homogeneous problem that forces the 
modification of the method of Secs. 2 and 3, this modifica
tion has advantages for the inhomogeneous one as well and 
we shall discuss both homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
problems on the same footing in this section. The basic tool 
will be an integral representation that can be derived from 
Eqs. (24) and (25) but which is simpler to write down from 
physical arguments. It is the three dimensional analog 
( p-r,L-S) ofEq. (26) when the field point is in the interi
or. Equation (26) has an obvious physical interpretation if 
we remember that the surface charge distribution on a per
fect conductor is proportional to atP I an I +. The equation sim
ply states that the potential outside a perfect conductor is the 
sum of the applied potential and the potential due to the 
surface charge. Now the potential inside a perfect conductor 
is a similar sum but it is well known that this potential is a 
constant, say tPo. The mathematical transcription of this last 
sentence is then the desired integral representation. 14 

tPO=tPapp(r)+ (atP(~')1 g(r,r')dS', r inside S. Js an + 

(31) 

We first consider Eq. (31) as applied to the problem of 
free charge (tPapp = 0) on a perfectly conducting spheroid. 
It is then 

tPo = (atP (~') I g(r,r') dS', r inside S. (32) Js an + 

In standard r, (J, q; spherical coordinates, with the z axis the 
axis of symmetry, the equation of the spheroid is 

r = tal[t 2 + (1 - t 2) cos2(J ] 1/2, (33) 

where the semiminor axis is c, the semimajor is a, and 
t= cia. 

We now introduce a new function r (n ) defined by 

r(n)=~atPl dS, (34) 
,-3 an + dn 

where n stands for (J, q; and dn is an element of solid angle. 
In terms of r (n), Eq. (32) becomes 

tPo = f r(n ')r,3g(r,r') dn', r inside S. (35) 

We shall use the real even and odd spherical harmonics Y 1m 
and Y?m defined by 
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Yrm} = (21 +1 (/- m)!)112 Plm(cos(J) {c~smq;,. 
Y?m 417" (I + m)! smmq; 

The Green function expansion for r < r' is then 

g(r,r') = -1/417" Ir - r'l 

= _ ! ± Em r 
I ~ 0 m ~ 0 (21 + 1) r" + I 

X [Yrm(n) Yrm(n') + Y?m(n) Y?m(n')] , (36) 

where Em is the Neumann factor. Now r(n) is clearly inde
pendent of q; and we assume it can be expanded in the follow
ing series involving Legendre polynomials: 

r(n') = ! A"r"'P
" 

(cos(J'), (37) 
I' ~o 

Ifnow Eqs. (36) and (37) are put into Eq. (35) and the coeffi
cients of r IPI (cos(J) are equated on both sides, we get the 
following set of equations: 

tPJjIO = ! AI ,Mil' , (38) 
I' ~o 

where 

Mil' = 
(5a)I'-1+2 II P,(x)P,,(x)dx 

2 -I [SZ+(1-t 2)X2](/'-1+2)/2 

It follows from the fact that PI (x) is even in x for I even and 
odd for I odd that Mil' is zero unless I and I ' are both even or 
both odd. An integer s is now introduced by 

I = I' +2 +2s, 
whence 

Mil' = - !(5a) -2s 

X J~I [t 2 + (1 - t 2
)x2]' 

XPI,(X)PI'+2+2s (x)dx. 

For s;;;.O the product PI ,PI' +2 +2s can be expanded in a series 
of Legendre polynomials whose order ranges from P2s +2 to 
P21 ' +2s+2 . Also, [t 2 + (1 - t 2)X2

]' can be expanded in a 
similar series in which the polynomials range from Po to P2s ' 
Every polynomial in this latter series will be orthogonal to 
everyone in the first mentioned series and Mil' therefore 
vanishes for s;;;'O. We have thus proved that Mil' is upper 
triangular 

Mil' = 0, t~/' + 1, (39) 

and it follows by arguments very similar to those in Sec. 2 
that all A I except Ao are zero. From Eq. (38) we have 

Ao = tPoIMoo· 

The matrix element Moo has different forms for t < 1 (oblate 
spheroid) and t> 1 (prolate spheroid). For the former case 

ta2 tan-IV 1/t2-1 
Moo = - . 

Vl-SZ 

From this and Eq. (34) we find for the charge density u on 
the oblate spheroid 

U= - 4~ ~:I + 
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ct> (1- 52)1/2[C + (1- 52) COS2() ]112 
o , (40) 

41Ta tan- 1(l/5 2 _1)1/2 [54 + (1 - 54) cos2()] 1/2 

which is just the standard result. 8,15 

We consider next the inhomogeneous problem of an 
oblate spheroid in an applied potential. As we have re
marked, this problem is of special interest since in the limit of 
zero thickness the ellipsoid becomes a disc, and there are 
classical results on this "problem of the electrified disc" with 
which to compare. In particular, Copson2 has solved the 
problem of such a disc in a fairly general applied field, and 
we shall be able to compare our results with his. 

For purposes of this comparison we here summarize 
Copson's findings. Consider a disc of unit radius that is cen
tered in the plane z = 0 of a standard spherical coordinate 
system, Copson solves that canonical problem of potential 
theory in which the potential ct> is specified on the surface of 
the disc, and one seeks act> Ian there. His solution is ex
pressed as follows: Let the surface potential distribution be 
given by 

ct>di'c = ! !,,(p) cosn(cp - CPn)' (41) 
n-=--O 

Then the corresponding quantity act> I an, expressed in terms 
of the charge distribution 0" = ( -l/41T)(act> Ian), is 

u(p,cp)= ! O"n(p)cosn(cp-CPn), (42) 
n=O 

where 

O"II(P) = 
2p"-l d ( tSn(t)dt 

1T dp Jp Y t 2 _ p2 
(43) 

and 

1 d il un
+

1 !n(u)du 
S (t)= ---

II 2 2n d .. / 1Tt t 0 V t 2 _ u2 
(44) 

These results can be applied, for example, to the homo
geneous problem of the charge distribution on an isolated 
perfectly conducting charged disc, For this case ct>disc is a 
constant, conveniently taken to be unity so that!n (p) = 0, 
n #0. Equations (43) and (44) then yield the standard result 
for the charge density, twice the limit ofEq, (40) as 5--+0 (the 
disc has two sides): 

1 
0"= --=---

rY I _p2 

Equations (42) through (44) also solve the problem of 
the grounded disc in certain applied fields. Suppose the ap
plied potential ct> app (r,(),cp ) is such that on the disc it has the 
form, with reference to Eq, (41), 

ct>app(r,1T12,cp) = !n(P) cosn(cp - CPn)· (45) 

Suppose also that the charge distribution on the disc is 
- O"n (p,cp). Then on the disc the potential!n cosn(cp - CPn) 

of the applied field plus the potential -!n cosn(cp - CPn) 
produced by the charge -O"n on the disc yields a zero total 
potential, as required for the grounded charged disc. For the 
self-consistency of this argument note that the applied po
tential yields no net contribution to the charge density on the 
disc, since act>app/an has opposite signs on the upper and 
lower faces, 
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For reference we now calculate 0" for the case 

(46) 

On substituting this value for!n in Eq. (44), and making the 
change of variable u = t coscp, we find 

2n + 1 i"/2 (2n)!! Sn = --- cos2n 
+1 cP dcp = ----'---'---

21T 0 21T(2n -I)!! 

Then from Eq. (43) 

(2n)!! 
O"n(P) = r(2n -I)!! 

pn 
(47) 

To solve the above grounded disc problem with the pre
sent model we consider the oblate spheroid in applied poten
tials which, in the limit that the spheroid becomes a disc, 
become those applied potentials that are considered by Cop
son. Now the general applied potential is a linear superposi
tion over I and m of terms ¢ ~m,app and ¢ ~n,app defined by, for 
example, 

A. e lye 
If' {in,app ~ r fm . (48) 

Consider the special case iii = 1. On the surface of the disc we 
have, with PII(O) = (2/-1)!! 

( 
2[ + I ) 112 - '-¢ 77 app (r,1T 12,cp ) = _ (21 -1 )!! pi cos/cp 

, 41T(2/)! 
= K / cos[cp. (49) 

Except for a phase factor this is proportional to the applied 
potentials of Eqs. (45) and (46) that are considered by Cop
son and it is these applied potentials that we shall use for the 
disc problem. Before we consider this special problem, how
ever, it is illuminating to look briefly at the problem of an 
arbitrary grounded ellipsoid, with x,y,z semi axes of magni
tudes a,b,c in a general potential of the form of Eq. (48). 
Equations for the solution ofthis problem can be derived by 
a technique very similar to that in Sec. 2 for the cylinder, and 
to that discussed above for the homogenous spheroid prob
lem, namely, in the integral equation (31) with ct>o = 0 
(grounded conductor) and with ct>app given by Eq. (48), the 
function r (n) of Eq. (34) is expanded as 

oc I' 

r(n ') = I I CI'm,r'I' n'm,(n '), (50) 
[' = 0 m' =0 

and the Green function expansion (36) is used to find the set 
of equations 

(51) 

where 

T - ~ 1m "m'dn' f Y" Y" 
Im,/'m' - 2/+1 r,I-I'-2 . 

(52) 

Certain special properties of the matrix element T lm ,/ 'm' 

enable the solution ofEqs. (51) and we note these now. These 
properties derive from the fact that r'l- I' -2 in the integrand 
ofEq. (52) is invariant under reflection in the planes x = 0, 
y = 0, and z = 0 whereas the product Y/m Yi'm' 
a: P

lm 
(cos() ')PI' m' (cos() ') cosmcp , cosm' cp , is either even or 

odd with respect to such reflections, depending on the values 
ofthe indices I,m,l ',m'. Ifit is odd in any such reflection, then 
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Tlm.l'm' vanishes. With TJ = cosO consider the product 
P I.m (TJ )PI , m' (TJ)· Since P lm (TJ) is even in TJ for I + m even and 
odd for I + m odd, the matrix element Tlm,I'm' vanishes un
less the sum I + m and the sum I' + m' are both even or both 
odd, i.e., unless I + m + I' + m' = even. The requirement 
of evenness about the plane y = 0 is trivial since by definition 
Y7m satisfies it. However, the requirement of evenness about 
the plane x = 0 is not trivial and in fact it is readily shown to 
imply I + I' = even. Thus, the matrix element Tlm,I'm' van
ishes when I = I' + 1,/' +3 just as for the two dimensional 
case of Sec. 2. Beyond this one can show that Tlm,I'm' also 
vanishes for I = I' +2, I' +4,. ... The proof of this is similar 
to that for Eq. (39) except that in the present case the addi
tion theorem for the product of two associated Lengendre 
polynomials must be used. We have thus shown that Tlm.l'm' 

is upper triangular 

Tlm,I'm' = 0, l> 1'. (53) 

Much as in Sec. 2 it then follows from Eq. (51) that the only 
CI'm' that can occur in the expansion ofEq. (50) are those for 
which I' <I. It further follows from these equations that of 
this possible set of CI'm' the only ones which are in fact non
vanishing are those for which I' + m' has the same parity as 
[ + iii. Alternately, one can draw the latter conclusion sim
ply by remarking that it is clear physically that the response 
of the ellipsoid to the applied potential must have the same 
evenness or oddness properties around z = 0 as the applied 
potential itself. As an example of the above remarks, for 
[ = 4, iii = 2 the nonvanishing terms in Eq. (50) are C44, C42, 

C40, C 33 , C31 , C 22 , C 20, Coo· 

Consider next the specialization that occurs when the 
ellipsoid becomes a spheroid in that the axes a and b become 
identical. At any given 0 the cross section of the spheroid is a 
circle and this implies that the charge distribution, and 
hence r, must have the same dependence on cp as the applied 
potential. In turn, this condition selects out from the CI'm' 

allowed above for the general ellipsoid those for which 
m' = iii. Thus, for the case lP ~2,app just considered, only the 
coefficients C42 and C22 are nonvanishing for the spheroid. 

Finally, in the special case of the applied potential for 
which iii = f, which applies to Eq. (49), it is clear that the 
only allowed CI'm' is CiT since we must have m' = iii, and CiT 

is the only coefficient that can satisfy this condition, in addi
tion to the condition I ';pm'. This remark yields the solution 
to Eq. (51) for the oblate spheroid in lP fr.aw 

C ri = UTa.iT' 

where, from Eqs. (33) and (52), 

s2a2(2[ -I)!! )2 I 
T iT,iT = (2[)!! CS), 

with 

From Eq. (34) we find 

alP I 
an + T IT,i7(1!r')(dS /dn) . 

We use 
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(54) 

1 dS 
,J dn 

to find 

alP I 
an + 

Now I CS) can be evaluated in closed but lengthy form, so Eq. 
(55) solves the problem of the charge distribution on the 
oblate spheroid in the applied field ofEq. (49). Of particular 
interest is the limit S~O, where the spheroid become a disc. 
In this limit we have 

lim [SICS)] = 1T/2 
5"-0 

so that the charge density 0" is 

0" = - 4~ ~~ I + =-
K(2[)!!/ 

where K is the proportionality constant ofEq. (49). This is 
just Copson's result (47) if we remember that this equation 
above gives the charge on only one side of the disc, and that 
for comparing with Copson we should set K equal to unity 
and take - O"n as the charge on the disc. 

5. MULTIPLE BODIES 

In this section we extend the above technique to two or 
more elliptic cylinders or ellipsoids, and hence to the various 
limits implied by letting € become zero or infinity and by 
letting the cylinders and ellipsoids become strips or discs. 
This makes possible the solution to a large variety of prob
lems: ideal fluid flow around two or more strips and through 
the slots they may form; flow through a screen formed by an 
array of strips or discs; calculation of field intensities in an 
ensemble of dielectric or conducting discs or needles, and so 
on. 

As we remarked in Sec. 1, the basic idea is that in the 
problem involving several bodies one can think of anyone of 
them, say the ith, as being in the sum of the applied potential 
and the effective applied potential that is generated by the 
other bodies. This effective potential could be derived, in 
principle, by making multipole expansions for the potentials 
generated by all except the ith body, in appropriate coordi
nates, and then expressing these potentials in terms of the 
coordinates of the ith body. Such multi pole expansions are 
possible if the individual bodies can be inscribed in circles or 
spheres, in two or three dimensions, that do not intersect. 
This fact puts a geometrical constraint on the configurations 
to which the method can be applied. These multi pole expan
sions are infinite expansions in powers of aJd'J' where a, is a 
typical dimension ofthejth body and dij is a typical distance 
from the ith to thejth, and when they are expressed in terms 
of the coordinates of the ith system they are, in two dimen
sions, of the form of the applied potentials ofEq. (1). 

The above remarks, which apply to bodies of arbitrary 
shape, are not helpful in general in solving problems of mul
tiple arbitrary bodies. One cannot solve the problem of a 
single such body in a uniform applied potential, let alone in 
the more complicated effective potentials that other bodies 
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d 

t'i FIG. 2. Two dielectric prolate ellip
soids a distance d apart on the z axis. 

generate. The situation is however different for elliptical and 
ellipsoidal bodies. As this paper has shown one can exactly 
solve problems involving elliptic cyllinders and ellipsoids in 
applied potentials that arefinite series of the form ofEq. (1). 
The multi pole effective potentials are infinite series of just 
this form, but to any given power of a i / d ij they become finite 
ones. In any specific problem, then, we shall see that one can 
decide in advance on the order of the powers of a i / d ij that 
one wishes to retain as an approximation, and having done 
that solve the truncated problem exactly thereafter. 

The above remarks are meant merely to supply physical 
understanding and motivation. They gloss over the essential 
point that the effective applied potential that one body exerts 
on the other is not known until the problem is solved. How
ever, they will serve as a guide for setting up the equations 
that determine this effective potential. 

Although the method to be presented here can deal with 
several or many bodies, for simplicity we shall consider only 
two; the generalization to three or more bodies is relatively 
straightforward. Similarly, the two bodies can be arbitrarily 
oriented with respect to each other and can be in an arbitrary 
applied field, but the discussion of this very general case is 
complicated in a way that is merely fussy. We shall therefore 
limit the discussion to the case of two prolate ellipsoids, one 
above the other on the z axis. The geometry is shown in Fig. 
2. Both the r I and r 2 coordinate systems shown in that figure 
will be used and we shall need the following transformation 
formula valid for rl <d: 

P,(COS()2) = _1_ ! ( _ )' (I + s)! (!l..)' P,(COS()I)' 

r<+1 ds+ 1 ,~o l!s! d 
2 0~ 

The more general transformation formulas of this kind that 
are needed for arbitrary relative translations of the two co
ordinate systems can be found in Ref. 16. 

Before embarking on the formalism it is instructive to 
show how the solution, to lowest order of powers of a/ d, can 
be derived from simple physical arguments. With reference 
then to Fig. 2 we assume that a uniform field ~ 0 is applied in 
the z direction and we wish to find the potential inside each 
of the two ellipsoids, at least approximately. We shall need 
the formula for the internal field that arises in a solitary ellip
soid when it is in a uniform applied field cPapp given by 

cP = - ~oZ = - ~ or cos(). (57) app 
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Let the ellipsoid be oriented as in Fig. 2, but centered at the 
origin. Then the potential cPint inside the ellipsoid is 

cPint = - k~ or cos(), (58) 

where 

k = 11(1 + (£ -1)(1 -~) (1 _ ~ In 1 + e)) , 
e2 2e l-e 

and the eccentricity e = (1 - b 2/a2) 1/2. Also, the external 
potential cPext ' i.e., the potential that is produced by the po
larized ellipsoid outside its circumscribing sphere, is in the 
dipole approximation 

cPext = k~ 0(£ -1)ab 2 cos() /3y2. 

To return to the two ellipsoids of Fig. 2, the applied 
potential of the uniform field ~ 0 is still given by Eq. (58), but 
in rl coordinates it has an extra trivial constant since 
z = z I + (d /2): 

cPapp = - ~ orl COS()I - ~ 0 d /2. (59) 

If it acted by itself, this potential would generate in the interi
or of ellipsoid # 1 the potential 

(60) 

In addition, however, there is a contribution to the potential 
inside # 1 due to the effect of the polarized ellipsoid #2 
acting on it. To the lowest order approximation considered 
here we can take the polarization of ellipsoid #2 to be due 
only to the action of the uniform applied potential. Thereby, 
it produces an external potential k~ 0<£ -1)ab 2 cos()2/3~. 
We use Eq. (56) to express this in rl coordinates: 

k~ oab 2(£ -1) cos()2/3~ 

_ k~ oab 2(£ -1) [_1 __ ~ COS()I + ... ] . (61) 
- 3 d 2 d 3 

The first term in the square brackets ofEq. (61) is a trivial 
constant but the second term is the potential of an effective 
uniform applied field of magnitUde 2k ~ oab 2(£ -1 )/3d 3. 

The first dielectric ellipsoid responds to this effective field by 
producing a uniform interior potential of strength k times 
this, i.e., a potential - 2k2~ oab\£ -1)rl cos()I/3d 3

• Thus, 
the total internal potential in ellipsoid # 1, the sum of that 
produced by the applied field and that produced by the effec
tive applied field, is 

( 
2kab 2(£ -1) ) 

cPint = - k~ Or) COS()I 1 + 3d 3 

~ [kaP(£ -1) d
2

] . (62) 
+Qo 3d 2 -

The last term in this formula, in square brackets, is merely a 
constant; the essential effect of the coupling between the el
lipsoids is embodied in the difference from unity oft~e f~ctor 
1 + 2kab 2(£ -1)/3d 3 in the first term. Note that thiS differ
ence is usually quite small. For example, for the extreme case 
of two spheres in contact, a = band d = 2a, the factor be
comes [1 + (€ -1)/4(£ +2)] which varies from unity for 
€ = 1 to 1.25 for £-00. 

The physical argument above can be extended to higher 
order in powers of aid but it is clear that its bookkeeping 
soon becomes complicated, so we now undertake a more 
systematic treatment of the problem based on an extension 
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of the integral equation technique of the earlier parts of this 
paper. We refer to Fig. 2. When we do not want to make a 
specific choice of either of the two vectors r I or r 2 we shall use 
P to refer to the point in space that they jointly define. From 
the derivation of Eq. (4), it is clear that the integral in it 
corresponds to the potential produced by the polarized ellip
soid, and hence that the integral representation for two bo
dies is obtained by adding one such integral for each body, 
i.e., it is 

q> (P) = q>app(P) + (E -1) ( a~ I g(rl'r;) dS; JI ani _ 

+(E-l) (a~1 g(r2,r;)dS;. (63) In an z _ 

This equation is valid everywhere, i.e, for P inside or outside 
either of the two ellipsoids. When P is inside ellipsoid # 1 it 
will be convenient to rename q> (P) and call it q>, (r l ), i.e., 

q> (P) q» (r l ), P inside ellipsoid # 1, 

and we similarly define q>IJ (rz) for P inside ellipsoid #2. In 
this notation, then, Eq. (63) is, inside ellipsoid # 1, 

i aq» I " q»(r) = q>app(r) +(E-l) --, g(r),r)dS) 
s, an) _ 

i aq>n I +(E-l) --, g(rz,r;)dS; 
s, an z _ 

(64) 

The coefficients of various powers of 1/ d on either side ofEq. 
(68) are now equated. The equating of the zeroth power 
yields 

q> \O)(r]) = q>app (r]) + (E -1) f aq> :0) I g(r],r;) dS; , 
an] - (69) 

which has the obvious physical interpretation that it repre
sents ellipsoid # 1 in the applied potential q>app only, as if 
ellipsoid #2 were not present, i.e., it corresponds to d be
coming infinite. The solution to Eq. (69) is then the solution 
for a single ellipsoid in the q>app of Eq. (59) or 

(70) 

The equating of coefficents of the first power of 1/d in 
Eq. (68) yields 
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and there is of course a similar equation for q>I\ (r2)' As a first 
step in using Eq. (64) we wish to express the integral over 
dS;, which is a function ofr2' in terms ofr). Figure 2 shows 
that if r) is inside ellipsoid # 1, then we necessarily have 
r 2 > r~ . We can then use the standard Green function expan
sion in, for the present case, the usual complex spherical 
harmonics 

1 00 S 1 r;s 
g(rz,r;) = - - L L --~ Ys(!J2)Y~(!J;) 

41T s ~ 0 (~ - s 2s + 1 rz 
Iocr; , - - L --Ps(COS(}2)P,(cos(};) 

41T s~O r;+] 

1 1 r" 
__ ~ '" ___ 2_ Y (!J )Y*(!J ') (65) 

4 ~ ~ 2s 1 -' + I s( 2 S( 2' 
1T s ~ ° (#0 + '2 

The expansion above has been broken into a first sum corre
sponding to t = 0 and a second for t i= 0 since it is clear by 
virtue of the fact that aq>/1 / an; in Eq. (64) is independent of 
azimuthal angle that only the first sum yields nonzero inte
grals. To express the second integral in Eq. (64) in terms of 
r l ,(}] we now use Eq. (56) for Ps(Cos(}2)/r; +] • It is clear that 
for r] inside ellipsoid # 1 we have r l < d so that Eq. (56) is 
indeed applicable. Then Eq. (64) becomes 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

(71) 

By comparing this equation with Eq. (4) for a single body we 
see that the first term on the right hand side is an effective 
applied potential that represents to order 1/ d the effect of the 
polarized ellipsoid #2 on ellipsoid # 1. On physical 
grounds, however, there can be no such interaction to this 
order since ellipsoid # 2 is uncharged and hence produces a 
dipole potential which at distance d falls off as 1/ d 2, not as 
1/ d. This physical expectation is confirmed in that the first 
integral ofEq. (71) vanishes. Thus, by the divergence 
theorem 
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FIG. 3. Fluid speed to order (a/d)3 on the surface of one of two circular 
cylinders of radius a, center to center distance d, in a stream with uniforrr 
velocity v" at infinity. a/d = 1/3. 

r a(/> \~) I dS; = r v·v(/> \~) dV; 
Js, an; __ Jv, 

= r V2(/>\~)dV; =0. 
Jv, (72) 

We conclude that (/>)1) is zero, since it represents the re
sponse of a polarizable body to a zero applied field, and simi
larly for (/> g): 

(/> il) = (/> iJ) = o. (73) 

The equating to zero of powers of(1/d)2 in Eq. (68) yields 
three terms from the triple summation; they correspond, re
spectively, to values 100, 010, and 001 forq,l,s. The resulting 
equation for (/> 12) can be written as 

(/> \2)(r l ) = (/> li:eff(r 1) + (€ -1) 

J a(/> (2)(r' ) I 
x I I . g(rl,r;)dS; , an; _ (74) 

where (/> Weff' the effective applied potential to order 1/d 2 
due to ellipsoid #2, turns out to be merely a constant. Thus, 
on remembering that (/> I:) = 0, and having used Eq. (72), we 
find 

rh (2) ( ) __ (€ -1 II 2 '()' dS' ) J a(/> (O)(r') I 
'¥ II off ro - r 2 cos 2 2 

. - 41T an;_ 
= k'G' o(€ -1)ab 2/3. 

This constant effective potential of course corresponds to 
zero polarizing field; hence, we have the trivial solution for 
(/> \2): 

(75) 

The equation for (/> \3) is obtained by equating powers of 1 I d 3 

in Eq. (68). This yields integral terms from the triple summa
tion over q,l,s, corresponding to the q,l,s triads 001, 101, 110, 
002, 020, 200, but of these six only one leads to nontrivial 
results. First, the two integrals corresponding to the triads in 
which q = 1 vanish since (/> 1:) = O. The integral term corre
sponding to the triad 020 is a constant which is in fact zero by 
virtue of the oddness of its integrand. The integral corre
sponding to 020 turns out to have the value zero, and the 
integral corresponding to 200 is zero by virtue of the fact that 
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its integrand involve the normal derivative of (/> Ii) and (/> Ii) 
is a constant. This leaves only the 011 term and the equation 
for (/> \3) becomes 

(76) 

(77) 

Equation (76) represents the problem of an ellipsoid in the 
uniform applied field of magnitude r, hence, the solution is 

(/> P) = - krr , COS()I = - 2k 2ab 2(€ -1) i5' orl cos(),/3. 
(78) 

If now the various pieces (70), (73), (75), and (78) are put 
together, we find the solution (61) that was derived in phys
ical grounds. 

The virtue of the present treatment is that one can now 
continue systematically to find (/> \4) and (/> Ii) and higher or
der terms. Thus, to find (/> \4) one gets ten terms from the 
triple summation in Eq. (68), corresponding to the various 
assignments of q,l,s to the number triples 003, 012, 111. Of 
these ten terms, many vanish for reasons similar to those 
discussed above and those that remain correspond to the 
problem of ellipsoid # 1 in a potential that is a linear sum of 
rIPI(coS()I)' and ri P 2(COS()I), which can be solved by the 
method of the previous sections. The same procedure can of 
course be carried out to higher order in ald. In this connec
tion it should be noted that the calculation we have present
ed above is relatively simple in that we have not had to con
sider in any detail the essential coupled nature of the 
equations relating (/> In) and (/> 17), i.e., to order (ald)3 above 
in which (/> P) was calculated, we needed to know only (/> I~>' 
(/> I:>' and (/> Ii) and we were able to calculate these trivially. 
In general, i.e, to higher orders, or for dissimilar bodies, one 
must work with the equations for (/> In) and (/> \7) 
simulaneously. 

An important question is, of course, that of the conver
gence of the expansion in powers of ald. To throw some 
small light on this we have worked out in the manner above a 
problem of fluid flow around two cylinders. The geometry is 
shown in Fig. 3. A quantity of special interest in this kind of 
problem is the fluid speed on the surface and we present the 
results in terms of this. With only one cylinder this speed v is 
2vo sinep, where Vo is the speed of the uniform stream at infin
ity. For the two cylinders, to order (ald)3, the speed on the 
surface of one of the cylinders is 

v = 2vo 3 [sin!p + 2( ald)3 cos2ip ]. (79) 
1 - (a/d)-

For aid = 1/3, one can compare these results with those of 
Hess and Smith I 7 who have solved the problem both numeri
cally and analytically with excellent agreement between 
their two methods. From Fig. 3 we see that the simple for
mula (79) agrees with Hess and Smith's to within a couple of 
percent over most of the range of !p, and differs by at most 
about 5% at !p = 90°. 
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Three methods have been used to calculate the resonant frequencies for the axial-symmetric 
modes in the microstrip disk resonators which also have the application as radiating antennas. 
The variational Galerkin's method provides the most accurate result for the estimation of both 
the real and imaginary parts of the resonant frequency shifts with judicious choices of basis 
functions. The iterative approach gives good results for the imaginary part of the frequency shift 
and very crude approximations for the real part. The perturbation formula is the most efficient in 
computational time and is useful for sufficiently large permittivity for the substrate material and 
small ratio of substrate thickness to disk radius. To illustrate the application of the circular 
microstrip disk as a radiating antenna, the radiation pattern for the axial-symmetric mode is also 
plotted. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The advent of microwave integrated circuits has result
ed in the increased interest in using micros trip disks as reso
nators or antennas. Watkins 1 obtained the approximate res
onant frequencies for a circular microstrip disk by using a 
magnetic-waIl-resonator model and ignoring the fringing 
field effect. Several authors have attempted to obtain correc
tions to Watkins' result through a quasistatic and qualitative 
argument. 2

-
5 However, at resonance, the disk radius is of the 

same order of magnitude as the wavelength and it is doubtful 
that the quasi static argument is legitimate. Itoh6 performed 
a full-wave analysis to find the resonant frequencies of a rec
tangular microstrip disk but the disk was enclosed in a wave
guide resulting in no radiation loss. As such, the resonant 
frequencies computed are pure real. 

In this paper, we shall formulate the mixed-boundary 
value problem for a circular disk placed on top of a general 
stratified half-space using Hankel transform methods. For 
the axial-symmetric modes, the problem reduced to the solu
tion of dual integral equations which have been of historic 
interest in solving potential problems with axial symme
try. 7-10 We shall solve for the resonant frequencies when the 
stratified half-space corresponds to a substrate with a 
ground plane for microwave integrated circuits. We shall 
also derive a perturbation formula for the resonant frequen
cy shift for both real and imaginary parts. 

II. FORMULATION 

For a circular disk in an unbounded medium carrying 
an arbitrary distribution of current, the i components of the 
electric and magnetic fields are given by 

Ez = ± I roo kp [e~(kp) sinnt,b + e~,(kp) cosnt,b ] 
n )0 

x e :t ik;Z J" (k"p) dk
f
" (la) 

"'This work was supported by the Schlumberger-Doll Research Center and 
by the Joint Services Electronics Program under Contract DAAG-29-78-
C-0020. 

Hz = I {'" kp [h~(kp)sinnt,b+h~(kp)cosnt,b] 
" Jo 

xe±ik,z J"(kpp)dkp' (lb) 

where kz = (k 2 - k ~)1/2, k 2 = u//1€, the upper sign in the 
above is chosen for z > 0, the lower sign for z < 0, and e~ (kp ), 

e~ (kp), h;, (kp ), and h ~ (kp) are the sine and cosine compo
nents of the TM and TE field components in the kp -space. 
The discontinuity in Ez is necessary to account for the 
charge accumulation on the disk, whereas Hz is continuous 
across the plane z = O. In the presence of a stratified half
space (Fig. 2) characterized by reflection coefficients R ™ 
and R TE for TM and TE waves respectively, the integral 
summations of cylindrical waves as denoted by (la) and (lb) 
are reflected off the half-space. Hence the i components of 
the fields in the upper half-space are 

Ez = Ii'" kp [e;,(kp)sinnt,b 
" 0 

z 

y 

FIG. I. Geometrical configuration of the problem. 
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FIG. 2. A circular disk on a stratified medium. 

+ e~ (kp)cosn¢ ] [ ± e ± ik,z 

_RTM exp(ikzz+ 2ikzh)] In(kpp) dkp' (2a) 

Hz = L (00 kp [h ~(kp) sinn¢ + h ~(kp)cosn¢ ] 
n Jo 

X [e ± ik,z + R TE exp(ikzz + 2ikzh) ]In (kpp) dkp. 
(2b) 

The fields transverse to the z axis are given by Ref. 11, p. 215. 

E, =PfLoo ([e~(kp)Sinn¢ +e~(kp)cosn¢)] 
Xikz [e ± ik,z - R ™ exp(ikzz + i2kzh) ]J~(kpp) 

+ iwpn [h~(k{,) cosn¢ - h ~(kp)sinn¢ ] 
k"p 

X [e t ik,z + R TEexp(ikzz + i2kz h) ] I n (kpp») dkp 

+ J f f" ([e~(k,,) cosn¢ - e~(kp) sinn¢ ] 

ikzn [ + ik.z TM ] X -- e- . - R exp(ikzz + i2kzh) I n (kpp) 
kpp 

X iwp [h ~ (kp ) sinn¢ + h ~ (kp ) cosn¢ ] 

X [e ± 'k,z + R TE exp(ikzz + i2kzh)] J~ (kpp») dkp' 

(3) 

H, = P f Loo ([h ~(kp) sinn¢ + h ~(kp) cosn¢ ] ikz 

X [ ± e ± ik,z + R TE exp(ikzz + i2kzh )]J ~ (kpp) 
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iWEn . 
- --- [e~(kp) cosn¢ - e~(kp) smn¢ ] 

kpp 

X [ ± e ± ik,z - R ™ exp(ikzz + i2kzh)] I n (kpp») 

Xdk" + J f Loo ([h ~(kp) cosn¢ - h ~(kp) sinn¢ ] 

ikzn [ + ik ] X-- ± e - ,z + R TE exp(ikzz + i2kzh) 
kpp 

X In(k,,p) + iWE[e~(kp) sinn¢ + e~(kp) cosn¢ ] 
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X [± e ± ik,z - R ™ exp(ikzz +2 ikzh )] J ~ (kpp») dkp. 

(4) 

For the natural modes of the disk, the fields also satisfy 
the boundary condition on the disk, that is 

Es(z = 0) = ° for p <a. (5) 

For different n's, the above boundary condition is satisfied 
independently for sinn¢ or cosn¢ components. Without loss 
of generality, we can just consider the boundary condition 
(5) as 

Loo en(kp)ikJI_RTMei2k,h] J~(kpp)dkp 

+ iwpn (00 hnk(kp) [1 + R TEe''2k,h] In(kp p) dk" 
P Jo p 

= 0, p <a, (6a) 

.!!:.... (00 en (kp) ikz [1 _ R TMei2k,h ] I n (kp p) dkp 
P Jo kp 

+iwp Loo hn(kp)[1 +RTEei2k,h]J~(kpp)dkp 

= 0, p <a, (6b) 

by leaving out the superscripts sand c. The other set of 
boundary conditions requires that Hs be continuous across 
the plane z = ° for p > a, which results in 

K Loo -. -'" - = 2 hn(kp)ikz J~(kp p) dkp 
smn¢ 0 

2iwEn Loo en (kp) J (k ) dk = ° + k n p P p ,p > a, 
pop 

(7a) 

2n L ikz 
- hn(kp)-Jn(kpp)dkp 
p 0 kp 

-2iwE Loo en(kp)J~(kpp)dkp =0, p>a, 

(7b) 

where K denotes the current sheet distribution on the disk. 
We observe that in general, the TE and TM modes ofa mi
crostrip disk resonator are coupled and thus hybrid modes 
exist. In Eq. (7b), we require that it also be satisfied atp = a 
requiring H", (p = a) = ° or the P component of the surface 
current Kp(p = a) = 0. 

For the axial-symmetric modes, n = 0, from which we 
note that the TE and TM waves are decoupled. When d-O, 
the TE modes are evanescent and we shall look at the TM 
modes. Using the fact that J b (x) = - J1(x), we have the 
following equations, 

Loo kp Kp (k,,)G TM(k,,) J 1 (kp p) dkp = 0, P < a, (8a) 

Loo kp Kp(kp) J1(kp p) dkp = 0, p>a, (8b) 

where 
/'-. 

Kp(kp) = +2iwEe( kp)/kp' 

G TM(kp) = k z [1 - R TMei2k,h ] . (8c) 
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FIG, 3, Derivation of a perturbation formula, (a) Geometry before pertur
bation; (b) Geometry after perturbation, 

-" 
Note that Kp(kp) is the Hankel transform of Kp(p), the cur-
rent distribution on the disk. 

For microstrip application, the disk is placed at the 
half-space interface and thus h = O. Also, medium 2 is a per
fect conductor. Using the reflection coefficient for a strati
fied medium, 'I it can be shown that 

TM 2kz sink,z d 
G (kp ) = , (9) 

sink,z d + i£r(kzlk,J cosk,z d 

where £, = £,/£ is the relative permittivity of the substrate. 

III. ITERATIVE APPROACH 

We can gain qualitative understanding of the solutions 
of (8) if we let d-D. In that limit, 

G™(kp)_ ~d(ki -k~)+O(d2), 
1£, 

and Eq. (8a) is approximately 

(= kpKp(kp)(k i - k~) J,(kp p) dkp = 0, p <a, (10) Jo 
which can be rewritten as 

p<a, (lOa) 

(lOb) 

Equation (lOa) gives rise to the solution Kp (p) 
= AJ,(ktP). In order for it to satisfy (8b), we arrived at the 
eigenequationJ,(k,a) = 0 from which we can determine the 
resonant frequencies. The result is the same as the magnetic
wall model, ' which is seen to be valid only when d = 0. 

Inspired by (10) and (lOa), we can rewrite (8a) as 

( .!..~p ~ + k ~ _ .!..) (OC k"K" (k,,) 
p Jp Jp p2 Jo 

iE,G™(k,'} 
X J,(kp p) dk" = 0, p <a, (8a') 

2d (k i - k~) 

which is equivalent to 

. k K (k) IE, P J (k ) dk l
oc • G™(k) 

o P p p 2d (k 7 - k~) , "P " 

= AJ,(k, p), p <a. (11) 
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The above equation can be solved iteratively since we notice 
that 

We rewrite (11) in the form 

Kp(p) = fO kp~(kp) J,(k" p) dkp 

=AJ,(k,p) + f" kp~(kp) (1-

XJ,(kpp)dk", p<a. 

i£,G™(k(,) ) 

2d(ki - k~) 
(lla) 

When d-D, the integral term on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(lla) is small. The first order solution can be obtained by 
substituting in the zeroth ~rder K~O)(kp) into the integral and 
evaluating numerically. K~O)(k,,) can be found explicitly 
(Ref. 12, 11.3.29), 

K,o>(k ) = Aa [k, Jz(k,a)J,(kpa) 
p ki-k~ 

- k" J,(k,a) J2(kpa)]. (12) 

When we require that K ~')(p = a) = 0, we obtain an eigen
equation from which we can find the resonant frequencies of 
the microstrip disk when d> 0. 

IV. GALER KIN'S METHOD 

Since we know that when d-+O, the dual integral equa
tions give a solution similar to the magnetic-wall model, we 
shall use the current-modes of the magnetic-wall model as 
basis functions. Consequently, we have 

UNPERTURBED 
MODEL 

~=TIC 
~ 

(j'-co 

(0) 

PERTURBED 
MODEL 

(j' -co 

(b) 
FIG. 4. Microstrip disk resonator. (a) Before perturbation; (b) After 
perturbation. 
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K ( ) = {i bmJI(~P)' p<o, 
p p m~1 0 

0, p>o, 

(13) 

where JI(a lm ) = O. As such, Eq. (Sb) is automatically satis
fied. It follows from (13) that 

(14) 

K I - bm02a lm JO(a lm ) 
m= 1 

Sa
'" k J (k 0) 

X (: I ;2 2) G™(kp ) JI(kp p) dkp = O. (15) 
o aim - pO 

We can eliminate the p dependence by multiplying the above 
equation by pJI[(alplo) p],p = 1,2, ... ,K and integrate with 
respect to p from 0 to o. Using Parserval's theorem for Han
kel transforms, we have 

K I bm Gmp = 0, p = 1,2, ... K, 
m=l 

v. A PERTURBATION FORMULA 

(16) 

(16a) 

I 

DEFORMED PATH OF INTEGRATION 

kO- POLE 

LOCATION 
ORIGINAL PATH 
OF INTEGRATION 

FIG. 5. Paths of integration on the k" plane. 

Equation (16) corresponds to a matrix equation G·b = 0 
where G is a K XK matrix and b is a K-element column 
vector. In order for (13) to be nontrivial, bhas to be nontri
vial. As a consequent, we arrive at our eigenequation 

detlGI = 0, (17) 

from which we can solve for the resonant frequencies. Since 
the set of basis functions we have chosen in (13) is complete, 
our solution is exact if we let K ---+ 00 • For practical consider
ations, K is finite. With a judicious choice of the basis func
tions, usually, one or two basis functions, usually, one or two 
basis functions give sufficiently good results. 

It is advantageous to view the microstrip disk resonator as a perturbation of the magnetic-wall model. Thus we shall 
derive a perturbation formula for the frequency shift from which we can see the mechanisms that cause the resonant frequen
cies of a disk resonator to differ from that of the magnetic-wall model. 

First, we consider a resonator that consists partly of electric wall and partly of magnetic wall as shown in Fig. 3a. If the 
magnetic wall constitutes a small portion of the cavity wall, the current distribution on the electric wall and the fields inside 
the cavity do not change drastically if the magnetic wall is removed. We denote the initial E and H fields and resonant 
frequency by E i, Hi' and Wi' respectively, and the final E and H fields and resonant frequency by Ef , Hf , and wf respectively. It 
can be shown easily that 

V.(E~XHf + EfXHn = i(wf - w,)(,uH~.Hf + EErEf). (IS) 

Integrating the above over volume v" we obtain 

(19) 

The first term of the integrand on the left-hand side vanishes except over LlS. Ifwe consider the cavity wall on the left side 
to have a small wall loss, the second term of the integrand on the left-hand side is nonzero except over Si' For this reason, we 
have 

. ff.:ls(E~XHf)·n dS + ffs,(EfXHn·n dS 
WI - Wi = - I (20) 

Since Ei does not differ appreciably from EI on LlS, and Ef c::::.1/(w,ulia)n XHi on Si' and Hf and Ef are approximately 
equal to Hi and Eiin Vi' we obtain, through appropriate approximation, that 

. ff .:ls(Ej X Hf)·n dS + 1/(wf.1../ia)ff s, 1 Hi 12 dS 

wf 
- Wi= -[ Sff v, (,u IHi 12 + EIEi 12) dV (21) 

Applying Poynting's theorem to Vo outside the cavity, we obtain 

The second term on the left-hand side corresponds to wall loss outside the cavity, which is usually small. The third term on the 
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FIG. 6. Resonant frequency shift for the lowest axial symmetric TM mode 
when E, = 1.0 CPA-perturbation approach, QA-quasistatic approach}. 
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FIG. 7. Resonant frequency shift for the lowest axial symmetric TM mode 
when E, = 2.65 CPA-perturbation approach, QA-quasistatic approach}. 

left-hand side does not vanish when Sinf recedes to infinity; it is the negative of twice the time average power radiated by the 
cavity. Thus (21) can be written as 

-2i( Pr } + WI S Sf v.,(,u IHI 12 - E lEI 12) dV - tV:;;;; Sfs, IHi 12 dS - V;:;;:;z;;. Sf.'>', I H, 12 dS 

SfS V,(,u IH, 12 + EIEi 12) dV 
(23) 

From the above, we notice that the imaginary part of the frequency shift is proportional to the power radiated by the open 
cavity and the dissipative loss on the wall. The real part of the frequency shift is proportional to the reactive power leaking out 
of the cavity and the negative of the reactive power absorbed by the cavity wall. 

We can obtain a zeroth order appraisal of the wall loss in the microstrip disk resonator by assuming the field inside to be 
that of the magnetic-wall model. For the axial-symmetric mode, the field inside the cavity is given by I D 

E z = EeJelkl p), 

Hql = - i(Ec!,uI)1/2E1Jl(k l p), 

where 

The complex Poynting power absorbed by the top and bottom wall of the resonator is 

lU12". 
P w = 2(w,u I/io) 1/2 IH .. 12p dp difJ. 

() () 
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The frequency shift due to wall loss from (23) is 

.1ww = (lld)(wliafll)1/2 = (l/d)(wI2afll)1/2(l-I). 
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FIG. 9. Resonant frequency shift for the lowest axial symmetric TM mode 
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(26) 

We see that the wall loss can cause a significant shift in frequency when d-D, but for d in the range of interest,.1w w is usually 
small. 

If the dielectric is lossy, we obtain from (24c) that 

aim aim ( . E;') 
W= a[fll(E; +i€;')r/2~ a(flIEI)1I2 1-1 2E; . 

(27a) 

Therefore, 

.1WD~ - i(wI2) tano, (27b) 

where tano is the loss tangent ofthe dielectric substrate. This loss tangent is usually very small ( _to-3
), implying that this shift 

is usually small. 
We observed from (23) the mechanism for frequency shift of a microstrip resonator. The frequency shift due to the first 

two terms of the numerator, which can be interpreted as due to complex power leaking out of the resonator, can be estimated 
accurately by the dual integral equation approach. We have determined the frequency shift due to wall loss to zeroth order. It 
is of interest to note that the radiated power can be determined to zeroth order if we assume a zeroth-order current distribution 
on the disk. From Sec. III, we note that the zeroth-order current distribution is the same as that of the magnetic-wall model 
current distribution. Therefore, 
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K~O)(p) = AJI (almp/a), 

where 

K(O)(k )= -A aIm JO(a lm ) J I (kp a) . 
p p 2 / 2 k2 aIm a - p 

Making use of (8c) and (2a), we obtain the field in the upper half-space of the microstrip disk as 

A Loo k 2 J (k a) E(O) = --a 1.(a ) pIp (I_RTM)eik,z1.(k )dK. 
z 2' 1m 0 1m [( 2 /)2 k 2] 0 P P p lUJ€ 0 a 1m a - p 

(28a) 

(28b) 

(29) 

When z and p are large, the above integrand is rapidly oscillating, and can be evaluated with the method of stationary 
phase. Using the large argument expansion of Jo(kp p), we find a stationary point at kp = k sine where e = tan-I(p/z) (Ref. 
11, p. 218). Thus, the leading order contribution to the above integral can be obtained by approximating the slowly varying 
part of the integrand with its value at the stationary point and integrate out the rapidly varying part. As such (29) becomes 

E(O)_ ~a 1.(a )k
2

sinecoseJI(kasine) [1_RTM(e)] Loo ~eik,z1.(k )dk, r-+oo, (30) 
z 2' 1m 0 1m ( /)2 k 2 . ze k 0 p P p lUJ€ aIm a - sm 0 z 

where r = (p2 + Z2)I/Z. We have deliberately left a slowly varying part in the integral so that it can be integrated exactly (Ref. 
11, p. 213). We find 

E (O)_ -A T() kZsinecoseJI(kasine) [1_RTM(e)] e
ikr 

h 
z aIm JOa lm Z 2' 2 ' were r-+oo. 

2UJ€ (aIm/a) - k sm e r 
(30a) 

It can be shown that contributions from singularities on the complex plane give rise to higher order terms, II and thus are 
not important in calculating the radiation field. Due to axial symmetry, the radiation field of the disk resonator has only Eo 
component, where Eo = - EJ sine is given by 

E(O) _ ~ a 1. (a ) k 2 cose JI(ka sine) [1 _ R TM(e)] e
ikr 

. (30b) 
o 'L. 1m 0 1m ( /)2 k 2 . 2e .uu€ aIm a - Sin r 

From (30b), we can find the radiation pattern and the time average power radiated by the cavity. 
In order to make use of(23), we need to relate the radiated power to the energy stored in the cavity. We make use of the 

energy stored in the unperturbed model which is the magnetic wall model. It can be shown that with the current given by 
(28a), the field inside the unperturbed model is 

E lz = ~(alm)JO(alm~)' p<a. 
lUJ€r a a 

(31) 

The total time average energy stored by the cavity can be found and is 

1 l L2lT La 2 IA 12 2 2 (WT ) = - €I IElz I pdp d¢J dz = -1Talm dJ oa lm )· 
2 -dO 0 2UJ€1 

(32) 

The frequency shift due to radiation loss is 

(P ) . LlT
/2 I k 2 cose J (ka sine) 12 LiUJ = -i r = ~ de sine I 2 I 2' 2 [1_RTM(e)] ,where7J=(,u/E)1/2. 

r 2(WT ) 47J€ld 0 (aIm/a) - k sm e 
(33) 

Similarly, the real frequency shift due to reactive power leakage can be estimated from (20) by 

LiUJx = Im~. f1T ld (E1XH!)L~u adZdifJ) 4(Wr )· (34) 

We choose to have Ei in the above formula because it is known and is given by (31). We can obtain a zero-order estimate ofH! 
as follows. If the zeroth order field in the upper-region is given by (29), by matching boundary conditions, the zeroth order E 
field in region 1 is given by 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 
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As such ..1wx is given by 

w (lOO k n(kpa) tank lz d TM ) ..1w = - -Re . (1 +R )dk 
x 2d 0 p [(a lm la)2 - k ~] k lz P • 

(38) 

The above can be integrated numerically to give..1wx • 

VI. A NOTE ON NUMERICAL COMPUTATION 

In computing (1Ia) and (16a) numerically, we have to define the path of integration for the integral. In searching for the 
zero's of the eigenequations, the resonant frequencies can be complex and have a small negative imaginary part. The function 
G TM(kp) as given by (9) has branch points at kp = k and poles between k < kp < k I' When the time harmonic frequency is 
complex, these singularities are slightly below the real axis. Thus the path of integration has to be deformed slightly below the 
real axis so that the migration paths of these singularities do not cross the integration path (when they do so, the integrals are 
undefined and diverge). The path of integration on the kp plane is shown in Fig. 5. 

For small d, there is only one pole in the aforementioned region, corresponding to the lowest guided TM mode in the 
dielectric substrate and can be located easily using the Newton-Raphson method. The Newton-Raphson method converges 
quickly if a good initial guess for the location of the pole is given. For small d and Er =1= 1, the pole location kg is approximately 
given by 

kg"-'k + (k 3d 2/2)[(Er -1)1 Er]2, 

which serves as a good initial guess to the pole location. 
To reduce the number of complex arithmatics, it is advisable to deform the path of integration to the real axis deforming 

around the branch point and pole as shown in Fig. 5. Also, the proximity of the pole location to the integration path is 
detrimental to the efficient numerical evaluations of the integrals. As such, it is advantageous to subtract out the pole 
singularity and integrate it analytically. The remaining integrand is a smooth function and can be integrated out efficiently 
using Gaussian quadrature. 

For example, in (1Ia), noting that G™(kp) is an even function, we can rewrite 

iErG™(kp) iEr [ 1 ( H(kp) H(kg) ) H(kg) ] 

2d (k i - k~) = 2d (k ~ - k;) ki - k ~ - k i - k; + (k ~ - k ;)(k i - k;) . 

When the above is substituted in (11a), the last term in (39) gives rise to 

I 
_ AiErH(kg) lao kpa (kp J I(k la)J2(kpa) - kl Jz(kla)JI(kpa») 

1- - J (k p)dk g 2d(k 2 _k 2) k2_k2 k 2 _k 2 I P p' 
I gO P g pi 

When p < a, the above can be integrated exactly using contour integration (Ref. 14, p. 15) giving 

I AErH(kg) [ 1T (a [ k (I) (I)] )] gl = 2d (k i _ k;) (k; _ k D 2 kg J 1( la)H 2 (kga) - kl J2(k la)H I (kga) JI(kg p) - JI(k l p) . 

Similarly, the pole contribution in (16a) can be integrated out giving 

I - 4 J. ( )J. ( )H(k) (Dmp 1Ti JI(kga)H~I)(kga) ) 
g2- aa

lm
a lp oa 1m oalp g 2a2 ( 2 _k2) + 2(k2 2_ 2)(k2 2_ 2 • 

Ip alp g ga alp ga aim) 

In (38), the path of integration is well defined if we assume an infinitesimal loss for the media. However, it is still 
advantageous to subtract out the pole location. We can write 

tank d 
__ I_z _ [1 + R TM(kp)] 

k 1z 

The pole contribution is thus 

I ~ = ..!:!.... Re ( - 1Ti T(k ) JI(kga)H~I)(kga»). 
g. 2d 2 g k;-(a lm la)2 

For the program that searches the roots of the eigenequation Muller's method was used since it does not involve 
differentiation of a complicated expression. 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In Figs. 6-10, we show some plots of the resonant wave 
number times the radius (wale l ) as a function of the ratio of 
the substrate thickness to disk radius. Figures 6-8 show the 
variations of wale I as a function of d I a for the lowest axial-

symmetric TM resonant mode while Figs. 9 and 10 show the 
plots for the next lowest axial-symmetric TM resonant 
mode. 
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In Figs. 6 and 7, results for Galerkin's method using one 
and two basis functions are shown. It is seen that Im(wale I) 
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using one or two basis functions are essentially the same 
while Re(UJalc) shows some discrepancies which increase 
for increasing d la. As we have seen from the perturbation 
formula, Im(UJa!cl) shift is due to radiation loss in the far 
field while Re(UJalc) variation is due to reactive power loss 
in the near field. Therefore, we can conclude that the addi
tion of more basis functions in our computation improves 
the near field (fringing field) but affects the far field very 
little. As we increase our number of basis functions, the re
sulting current distribution in (13) approaches the actual 
current distribution which we know has singular derivatives 
at the edge (V·K) = iUJ(Js' , where (J" the charge distribution 
is singular at the edge). This charge singlarity at the edge 
determines the singular behavior of the near field. 

In Fig. 8, we show the computation using the iterative 
approach as in (Ila). We see large discrepancy in Re(UJalc 1) 

as d la increases, and Im(UJalc 1) agrees well with results ob
tained by Galerkin's method. The ill convergence of the iter
ative process in solving dual integration equations is dis
cussed by Leppington and Levine, 15 This is because the 
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second term on the right-hand side of(11a) is not small when 
d is fixed and kp ---+ 00. As the integration is from kp = 0 to 
+ 00, the validity of neglecting the second term in calculat

ing the zeroth order solution when d is fixed is clearly violat
ed for the large kp contribution of the integraL The large kp 
contribution of the integral corresponds to the singular part 
of the current or near field. Thus the iterative approach gives 
crude approximation to Re(UJalc l ) whose variation is inti
mately related to the near field while it approximate 
Im(UJalc 1) fairly well which is associated with the far field. 

In Figs. 6-10, the use of the perturbation approach is 
shown alongside with other plots. We see that the validity of 
the perturbation approach is valid over a larger range of d I a 
for larger t r • The perturbation approach is valid when the 
field inside the original magnetic-wall model is not drastical
ly changed when the magnetic wall is removed. For large Cr' 

most of the energy is trapped inside the disk resonator and 
thus the field resembles that of the magnetic-wall model 
when d la is small, say, compared to Cr near one. This ex
plains our aforementioned observation. 

In general, we find that the frequency shift due to radi
ation loss increases monotonically for increasing d I a and 
this shift decreases for increasing t r' The real frequency 
shift, which is proportional to 

f f r.o [JL I ill 2 
- t(r) I E 12) d V, 

might increase or decrease for increasing Cr depending on 
the near field configuration of the resonant mode on the 
outside. 

We have presented three methods of computing reso
nant frequency shift. The methods agree within their do
mains of validity. Both the Galerkin's method and iterative 
methods involve the search for complex zeros on the com
plex plane and numerical integration. Thus they are time 
consuming, especially for the iterative method, which in
volves the numerical integration of a function which decays 
as Ilk:' over an infinite range. Therefore, the iterative meth
od is unsuitable for numerical computation both for its time 
consuming factor and poor approximation to Re(UJa!c,). 
Galerkin's method is a variational method and thus the ap-

z 

kIO=3.831 

n = a 
£1 = 2.56 Eo 

d = 0.080 

Eq,= a 

FIG. 11. Radiation pattern due to the lowest axial symmetric TM mode. 
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proximate results do not depart drastically from the actual 
result if judicious choice of basis function is made. It is also a 
method which can provide a result to high precision depend
ing on the amount of computation. On the other hand, the 
perturbation approach gives a good approximaton to the 
correct result for €r sufficiently large and d la small. For 
example, for €r>2.65, it provides good results for d la<;O.1. 
Since the computation time associated with the perturbation 
approach is considerably less compared with the other meth
ods, it is a superior approach within its range of validity, 
which in general is valid for microstrip disk resonators. It is 
also a much better approximation compared with the quasi
static approximation shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig. 11, we 
also show the radiation pattern due to the lowest axial-sym
metric mode. 
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Dynamic polarizability of the double-quadratic kinka) 

s. E. Trullinger 
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(Received 12 December 1978) 

We discuss a simple model of ferroelectric domain walls in terms of solitary-wave (kink) solutions 
of the equation of motion for the double-quadratic (DQ) chain. The response of the DQ kink to an 
external field is calculated and a very simple expression is obtained for the dynamic polarizability 
of the DQ kink. The simplicity of this model makes it more attractive than the usual 4>4 model for 
studying the interaction offerroelectric domain walls with external electric fields. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Solitary wave or "kink" solutions of nonlinear wave 
equations have been rapidly gaining popularity in condensed 
matter physics. I Their remarkable stability and other parti
clelike properties have prompted their use as models for a 
wide variety of nonlinear structures. lOne type of solitary 
wave in particular, the so-called' "rp 4 kink," had received a 
great deal of attention recently'-' as a model for domain walls 
in displacive ferroelectrics. The behavior of this kink in con
densed matter contexts has been well studied. For example, 
statistical mechanics investigations2-4.6.9 have shown that rp 4 

kinks behave as elementary excitations at finite (but low) 
temperature, and phenomenologies which treat them as an 
"ideal gas" of "particles" have been developed. '.3.9 In addi
tion, perturbation theories have been developeds-,.Io.ll to 
study the influence of various types of perturbing forces. 

A topic of particular importance in the context of do
main walls in ferroelectrics is the manner in which kinks 
respond to an applied electric field (either static or oscilla
tory). The response of the rp 4 kink to an oscillating field has 
been studied recently by Theodorakopoulos and co-work
ers,' using an expansion technique proposed by Fogel, et 
al.,lo.11 which makes use of the completeness property of 
small oscillations about the kink waveform. Lee and Trul
linger' have recently studied the generalized susceptibility of 
kink solutions of the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation, and 
applied their general formalism to the sine-Gordonlo and rp 4 

kinks as examples. Even for the special case of homogeneous 
applied fields, however, the expressions for the long-wave
length susceptibility (termed the dynamic polarizability) of 
the rp 4 kink are extremely cumbersome to evaluate and re
quire the performance of infinite summations. This feature 
detracts a great deal from the usefulness of the rp 4 kink as a 
model for studying the polarizability of domain walls. 

In this paper, we investigate an alternate model for do
main walls in ferroelectrics which leads to a much simpler 
expression for the dynamic polarizability and therefore 
lends itself quite easily to further study of the interaction of 
domain walls with applied electric fields. The model arises 
by replacing the double-well rp 4 potential by another poten-

"'Research supported by the National Science Foundation under grant No. 
DMR-77-08445. 

tial which also has double-well character but a different ana
lytic form, namely the double-quadratic (DQ) potential. 12 
This potential consists of two displaced parabolas (see Fig. 1) 
and gives rise to solitary wave solutions of the unperturbed 
equation of motion. The forms of the kink solution and ac
companying small oscillations are simple enough to allow 
the entire calculation described below to be carried out ana
lytically. The final result for the dynamic polarizability of 
the DQ kink is quite simple and should allow researchers in 
the field to proceed quite far in further investigations. 

In Sec. II below, we describe the system of double-qua
dratic oscillators in detail. We present the kink solution to 
the equation of motion which obtains in the displacive limit 
and characterize the small oscillations about the kink wave
form. The completeness property of these small oscillations 
(phonons) is then used in Sec. III in applying the general 
formalism of Ref. 8 to obtain the dynamic polarizability of 
the DQ kink. In addition to the simple expression for the 
polarizability, plots are presented for its real and imaginary 
parts as a function of frequency, and we show that the 
Kramers-Kronig relations are satisfied. In Sec. IV we give a 
brief summary. 

II. THE DOUBLE-QUADRATIC KINK 

In this section we describe an alternate model to the ¢J 4 

model proposed by Krumhansl and Schrieffer' for a one
dimensional ferroelectric. The kink solution (domain wall) 
obtained for this new model has the virtue that its dynamic 
polarizability can be expressed in simple closed form, as op
posed to the cumbersome series form found' for the rp 4 kink. 
In addition to describing the DQ kink solution, we also ex
amine the nature of small oscillations of the displacement 
field in the presence of a kink, since these playa fundamental 
role in obtaining the dynamic polarizability in Sec. III. The 
analysis presented in this section closely follows that used by 
Trullinger and DeLeonardis l1 in their examination of the 
statistical mechanics of the double-quadratic chain. 

The system under consideration consists of a one-di
mensional chain of harmonically coupled oscillators gov
erned by the following Hamiltonian: 

H IA",,(1' 2 lC~ 2 2 ) = '7 2rp, + 2J2(rpi+ I -rp,) +(LloV(¢J,) ,(2.1) 

where rp i is the dimensionless displacement coordinate of the 
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FIG. I. The double-quadratic (DQ) potential. 

ith oscillator, I is the equilibrium spacing between nearest 
neighbors, and V (¢ ) is an "on-site" potential having the form 
of a double-quadratic (DQ) well 12 (as shown in Fig. 1): 

V(¢) = HI¢ 1- 1)2. (2.2) 

The first term in Eq. (2.1) represents the kinetic energy car
ried by the displacement field (a dot denotes a time deriva
tive) and the second term represents harmonic coupling 
(strain energy) between displacements at neighboring lattice 
sites. The constant Co is the characteristic velocity in the 
system and represents the limiting velocity of the kink (see 
below). The constant Wo is the characteristic frequency of 
oscillation and represents the limiting frequency of long
wavelength phonons. The overall constant A sets the energy 
scale and has dimensions of (energy) X (length) - 1 

X (time) 2. 

We restrict ourselves to the displacive limif when the 
coupling between sites is strong enough to ensure that vari
ations of ¢ from site to site are quite small, at least at low 
temperatures. In this limit we may replace the site index i by 
a continuous position variable x so that ¢ becomes a continu
ous function of x and t, ¢ = ¢ (x,t ). The relevant length scale 
then becomes d = Co /wo (d~l) and it is in this limit that 
nonlinear kinks become well-definedI4

•
15 elementary excita

tions with long lifetimes and as such behave10 very much like 
extended particles. 

In the continuum (displacive) limit the Hamiltonian 
(2.1) is replaced by 

H=A J dx{H¢(x,t)]2 + !c6l¢ix,t)]2 +W6V(¢)} ,(2.3) 

where ¢x(x,t )-(alax)¢ (x,t) replaces the finite difference 
(¢i +1 - ¢;)II. The excitations we are concerned with arise 
as solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion fol
lowing from Eq. (2.3): 

¢ - c6 ¢xx + w6( I ¢ I - l)sgn¢ = O. (2.4) 

The linear "phonon" solutions ofEq. (2.4) have the 
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form 

(2.5) 

where the magnitude of ¢o must be less than 1 (I ¢o I < 1) but 
is not required to be infinitesimally small, since the individ
ual potential wells are perfectly harmonic for I ¢o I < 1. The 
dispersion relation for these solutions is given by 

w~ = w6 + C6k 2, (2.6) 

which is the continuum limit of the discrete lattice dispersion 
relation, 

(2.7) 

The solitary-wave (kink) solutions of Eq. (2.4) evolve 
the displacement field from one minimum of the DQ well to 
the other minimum and thus represent the domain walls in 
the system. Because of the covariance ofEq. (2.4) we may 
solve first for the static kink waveform and then "boost" the 
solution to any frame moving with velocity v (I v I < co). The 
static kink solutions can be obtained quite easily by consider
ing the regions x> 0 and x < 0 separately. For the kink solu
tion we impose the conditions ¢ ( + 00) = 1, ¢ (0) = 0, 
¢ ( - 00) = - 1, while for the antikink solution the sign of ¢ 
is reversed. We find the following static kink waveform: 

¢~) = ± (sgnx)[ 1 - exp( - Ix I /d)], (2.8) 

where + ( - ) is appropriate to the kink (antikink) solution. 
The traveling kink solutions are obtained by boosting to ve
locity v: 

¢ ~) = + sgn [ x - vt ] 
- (1 - v2/c6)112 

X [1 _ exp( _ I x - vt I )] 
d(1- v2/c6)1!2 . 

(2.9) 

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the waveform of the kink in its rest 
frame. 

The energy required to create a kink (or antikink) can 
be obtained by substituting the static kink solution (2.8) into 
Eq. (2.3) and performing the integration over x. The kink 
rest energy is thus found to be 

E~) = Awoco = M t;C6, (2.10) 

and the energy of a kink moving with velocity v is simply 

--.L------...I 
-S.D -3.0 :;.Cl 

d (1-

FIG. 2. The waveform of the traveling kink, J ~'>, viewed in its rest frame. 
The antikink waveform is obtained by reflection through the horizontal 
axis. 
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(2.11) 

The "rest mass" of the kink is 
MK=A/d. (2.12) 
We now turn our attention to an examination of small 

oscillations in the presence of a kink. We suppose that a kink 
is at rest at the origin (x = 0). The subsequent analysis can be 
made applicable to a moving kink as well by simply trans
forming to the kink rest frame. We write 

¢J (x,t) = ¢J ~)(x) + ¢(x,t), (2.13) 

where ¢J ~)(x) is the static kink waveform (2.8) and ¢(x,t) is 
assumed to be a small deviation. Using the fact that ¢J~) 
satisfies Eq. (2.4), we find that ¢(x,t ) is governed by 

¢(x,t) - c6¢xx(X,t) + W6V"(¢J~)(x»¢(x,t) = o. (2.14) 

Assuming a solution of the form 

¢(x,t) = f(x)e - ;Q)', 

and making use of the relation, 

V"(¢J ~)(x» = 1 - 2d8(x), 

(2.1S) 

(2.16) 

where {j (x) is the Dirac delta function, Eq. (2.14) reduces to 

- c6!xx(x) - 2dw6tJ(x}f(x) = (w 2 
- w6}f(x). (2.17) 

This equation has the form of Schrodinger's equation for a 
"particle" in the presence of a delta function potential well. 
There exists exactly one "bound state" with eigenvalue, 

w~ = 0, (2.18) 

and corresponding normalized eigenfunction, 

ibex) = d -\12 exp( - lxi/d). (2.19) 

We note that this bound state solution for small oscillations 
about the kink simply corresponds to the "translation 
mode"8-11.16-19 of the kink and its presence is required by 
Goldstone's theorem, i.e., the translation mode is the Gold
stone mode which restores translation invariance upon in
troduction of the kink to the system. 

Since the delta function potential is even in x, we may 
classify the remaining "continuum" states by their parity 
under reflection through x = O. Both classes of eigenfunc
tions must satisfy the continuity condition 

lim f(x) = lim f(x) f(O), (2.20) 
x .()' x~o 

and the relation 

df I - df I = 2.f(O), 
dx x = 0 dx x = 0 ' d 

(2.21) 

which is obtained by integrating Eq. (2.17) over an infinites
imal neighborhood of x = O. The continuum states of odd 
parity are unaffected by the presence of the delta function 
potential sincef(x) vanishes at x = 0 iff(X) is odd. Thus, 

fk,- (x) = Sk sinkx, (2.22) 

where the minus sign ( - ) denotes odd parity and Sk is a 
normalization constant. The states of even parity are found 
to have the form 

(2.23) 
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where Ck is a normalization constant. The eigenvalue W k for 
the even state labeled by k is the same as the eigenvalue for 
the odd state labeled by k and is given by the dispersion 
relation (2.6), i.e., the frequencies of the small oscillations 
are unaffected by the presence of a kink. Note that for both 
the even and odd states, k and - k do not label distinct 
states. Thus, we make the arbitrary choice that odd states be 
labeled by negative k values and even states by positive k 
values. 

For convenience in what follows, we now employ the 
dimensionless quantities 

z=x/d, r=wot, K=kd. w,,=wk/WO ' (2.24) 

In terms of these quantities, we have 

ib(Z) = exp( - Izl), (2.25a) 

fK, - (z) = \/rr sillKz (K < 0), (2,25b) 

f",+(z)= y' 1 [KCOSKZ- sillKlzll (K>O). 
1T (1 + K2)\/2 

(2.25c) 

The normalization constants have been chosen so that the 
eigenfunctions satisfy the orthonormality conditions, 

f
+ co 

_ 00 dzfb(Z)fb(Z) = 1, 

f
+ 00 

_ 00 dz/., + (z)f"" + (z) = ~{j(K - K') 

f
+ 00 

_ = dzfK, _ (z)/"" + (z) = 0, 

f_+",OO dzfb(Z)fK, ± (z) = 0, 

and the completeness condition, 

fb(z}fb(Z') + [oc dK/., - (Z)fK, _ (z') 

(K,K' >0). 

+ 100 

dKfK, + (Z)fK, + (z') = 8(z - Z'). 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

(2,26c) 

(2.26d) 

(2,26e) 

(2.27) 

Since the set off unctions lfb ,fK, _ ,f,<,+ I is complete, 
we may use them to expand 10 deviations of the kink wave
form in the presence of external perturbations. In particular. 
we shall use them in this manner in the next section where we 
give a discussion of the kink response to an external field in 
the presence of linear damping. 

III. DYNAMIC POLARIZABILITY OF THE DQ KINK 

In this section we use the general formalism of Lee and 
Trullinger8 to calculate the dynamic polarizability of the 
double-quadratic (DQ) kink described in the previous sec
tion. We obtain a very simple closed-form expression for the 
polarizability and present plots of its real and imaginary 
parts for representative values of the damping constant. 

We consider the effect of an external electric field, 
E (z,1'), together with linear damping on the kink solution 
¢J ~)(z). Since the dimensionless electric field E couples lin-
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early to the displacement field ¢ (i.e., to the displacement of 
charged ions), the equation of motion (2.4) now assumes the 
dimensionless form 

a
2

¢ _ a
2

¢ + V'(¢) + r a¢ = E (z,r), (3. i) 
a? az2 ar 

where r is a dimensionless damping constant and V'(¢) is 
given by 

V'(¢) = (I ¢ 1 - l)sgn¢. (3.2) 

The form of E (z, r) is left arbitrary for the present. We spe
cialize later to the case where E may be taken to be spatially 
uniform (at least over a distance large compared with the 
domain wall width). 

We seek a solution of Eq. (3.1) of the form 

¢ (z,r) = ¢ lJP(z) + J.¢ (z,r), (3.3) 

i.e., we assume that a response J.¢ to the disturbance is 
superimposed on the initially static solitary wave. We as
sume that IJ.¢ 1 is sma1l20 if E (z,r) is small in magnitude. 
Substitution of (3. 3) into (3.1) then yields the following 
equation for J.¢: 

a
2
J.¢ _ a

2
J.¢ + V" (¢ <jJ)(z»)J.¢ + r aJ.¢ = E(z,r), 

a? az2 ar 
(3.4) 

where 

V"(¢<jJ)(Z» = 1 -28(z). (3.5) 

The solution of the linear equation (3.4) can be ex
pressed formally in terms of a linear integral operator whose 
kernel we denote by K (z, z';r - r'): 

J.¢(z,r) = f~oc dr'{+: dz'K(z,z';r-r')E(z',r'). (3.6) 

The upper limit of the r' integration in (3.6) is bounded by r 
due to causality. It is convenient to define 

K(z,z';r) 0 (r<O), 

and rewrite Eq. (3.6) as 

(3.7) 

J.¢ (z,r) = L+ ","" dr' f: cO dz' K (z,z';r')E (z',r - r'). 

(3.8) 

We now introduce Fourier time transforms of J.¢, E and K: 

f
+ 00 

J.¢ (z.fl) = _ oc dr e - iflrJ.¢ (z,r), (3.9a) 

J
+OO 

E (z,fl) = _ 00 dre - iflTE (z,r), (3.9b) 

f
+ 00 

a(z,z';fl) =_ oc dr e - 1fl7K (z,z';r). (3.9c) 

It then follows from Eq. (3.8) that 

f
+ x 

J.¢(z,fl) = _ 00 dz' a(z,z';fl)E(z',fl). (3.10) 

In order to express a(z,z';fl ) in terms of the complete set 
of eigenfunctions, !Ib' IK. + ,h. _ l, discussed in Sec. II, we 
first expand E (z, r) and .J. ¢ (z, r) in terms of this complete set: 

E(z,r) = - dfl eiflTE(z,fl) 1 f+ 00 

21T - 00 

(3.lla) 
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= _1_ f + oc dfl eiflT i Em (fl )Im(z), 
21T -- 00 m 

(3.11b) 

and 

J.¢(z,r) = _1_J+OO dfleifJrJ.¢(z,fl) (3.12a) 
21T - 00 

= _1_ J + 00 dfl eiflT ( J.¢m (fl )Im (z), (3.12b) 
21T - 00 Jm 

where the generalized summation symbol S m denotes the 
following when applied to any functiongm subscripted by m: 

( gm gb+2[ dKgK._ +2 (00 dKgK .+, (3.13) 
Jm -00 Jo 
i.e., it indicates the addition of a "bound state" portion (b ) to 
ordinary integrations of continuum portions (K, + and 
K, - ). The functions Em(fl), for example, represent the co
e!llcients Eh(fl), EK. + (fl), EK, _ (fl) in the expansion of 
E (z,fl) in terms of the complete set !Ib (Z),JK, + (Z),JK. _ (z) l, 

Substituting Eqs. (3.11 b) and (3.12b) into Eq. (3.4) and 
using Eq. (2.4) (in its dimensionless form) we obtain 

J+OC dfl' eiJ}'T ( J.¢m(fl')[ril~ -fl'2+irfl'lfm (z) 
- 00 21T Jm 

= J+ "" dfl' eiIJ'T ( Em(fl')[ m(z). (3.14) 
- oc 21T Jm 

Multiplying both sides ofEq. (3.14) by e- iflT Ij(z) and inte
grating over z and r, we obtain 

J.¢ /fl) = Ej(fl )/[rilJ - fl 2 + irfl ], (3.15) 

where we have used Eqs. (2.26). Substitution of Eq. (3.15) 
into Eq. (3.12b) yields 

J.¢(z,r) = J+ 00 dfl eifJri -2 E/fl2V;(~) 
- 00 21T j Wj - fl + Irfl 

= J + 00 dfl eiflT i J + "" dz' 
- oc 21T J - oc 

E (z',fl )[j(z'V;(z) 
X , (3.16) 

ril2 _fl2 +irfl 
J 

where this last equality is obtained using the inverse trans
form ofEq. (3. lIb), 

J
+ oc 

Ej(fl) = _ 00 dz' E (z',fl )[lz'), (3.17) 

and Eqs. (2.26) and (3.13). The Fourier transform of Eq. 
(3.16) with respect to r then gives 

J.¢ (z,fl) 

= J+ 00 dz'{J _2Ij(z~j(z? }E(Z',fl). (3.18) 
- oc j Wj - fl + Irfl 

By comparing Eq. (3.18) with Eq. (3.10), we obtain an ex
pression for a (z,z' ;fl ) in terms of !/j l : 

( ,.n) _- J I/z)[j(z') a z,z ,J~ • 

j ril2 
- fl2 + irfl 

J 

(3.19) 

In this paper we wish to consider only that portion of 
the response corresponding to the deformation of the kink 
waveform. For this purpose we drop the term with} = b 
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from the j sum in Eq. (3.19), since this term presents the 
contribution of the translation mode without deformation. 
We denote this modified response function by a'(z,z';fl ), i.e., 

a'(z,z"fl) = f' Ij (z}fj (z') (3.20) 
, j (;? - fl 2 + iFfl ' 

J 

where the prime on the generalized summation symbol indi
cates that the term withj = b is to be excluded. From Eq. 
(3.13), we obtain then 

a'(zz"fl)=2 ro dK IK,_(Z}fK,_(Z') 
, , J - 00 K2 + 1 - fl 2 + iFfl 

+ 2 (- 00 dK IK, + (Z}fK, + (z') . (3.21) 
Jo K2 + 1 - fl 2 + iFfl 

Upon making use ofEqs. (2,25b) and (2,25c) and performing 
the K integrations, this becomes 

a(z,z';fl) = _ _ 1_' eiQlz+z'l + _1_' eiQlz-z'l 
2Q 2Q 

+ _1_' Q + i eiQ(lzl + Iz'l) + _1_' eiQ Ilzl - Iz'll 

2Q Q - i 2Q 

+ 2 e - (Izl + Iz'l) (3.22) 
1 + Q2 ' 

where Q denotes the branch of (fl2 - 1 - iFfl )1/2 having a 
positive imaginary part. 

In general,JK, ± (z) is non vanishing in the limit as 
Izl-oo. Therefore, a'(z,z';fl) contains a portion which mea
sures the response of the displacement field far from the cen
ter (z = 0) of the kink. This can be seen from Eq. (3.22) by 
setting z' = z and letting Izl tend to infinity; there remains a 
portion due to the second and fourth terms, namely, 

lim a'(z,z;fl) = i/Q. (3.23) 
Izl '00 

In order to obtain the intrinsic response of the kink, we must 
substract the response, a(O)(z,z';fl), of the system in the ab
sence of a kink: 

[ 
1(0) (z}f(O) (z') 

a(O)(z z'·fl) = 2 dK h, - K,-
, , -- 00 K2 + 1 - fl 2 + iFfl 

+ 2 dK K, + K, + , L
OO PO) (z}f(O) (z') 

o K2 + 1 - fl 2 + iFfl 
(3,24) 

where the kink-free functions/S~)± are simply 

IS~)- (z) = VI
7T sillKz (K < 0) (3.25a) 

and 

1 
I~~)+ (z) = V 7T COSKZ (K)O). (3.25b) 

The K integrations in Eq. (3.24) are readily performed to 
yield 

a(O)(z,z';fl) = (i/Q)eiQlz-z'l. 

The kink response is then given by 

ii(z,z';fl) = a'(z,z';fl) - a(O)(z,z';fl) 

__ 1_' eiQlz+z'l _ _ 1_' eiQlz-z'l 
2Q 2Q 
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(3.26) 

+ _i_ Q + i eiQ(lzl + Iz'l) 

2Q Q-i 

+ _1_' eiQ Ilzl - Iz'll + 2 e - (Izl + Iz'I). (3.27) 
2Q 1 + Q2 

Setting z' = z and taking the limit as Iz 1_ 00 , we see that now 
the second and fourth terms cancel to give 

lim ii(z,z;fl) = 0, (3.28) 
Izi '00 

as required for the response of the kink alone. 
It is often convenient to deal with the Fourier transform 

of the response function, i.e., the generalized susceptibility8 

given by 

a(p,q;fl )- f_+ 00

00 

dz L+ 00

00 

dz' e - ipz e - iqZ'ii(z,z';fl). (3.29) 

From Eq. (3.18), we see that a(p,q;fl ) gives the pth Fourier 
component of the kink response to the qth component of the 
applied electric field. Substitution ofEq. (3,27) into Eq. 
(3.29) yields the simple result, 

a(p . fl ) _ 4Q (i + Q) 
,q, - (1 + Q 2)(Q 2 _ q2)(Q 2 _ p2) 

+ 8 (3.30) 
(1 + Q 2)(1 + q2)(1 + p2) 

Equation (3.30) may be written explicitly in terms of fl by 
recalling the definition of Q 

Q=(fl2_1_iFfl)1!2, ImQ>O. (3.31) 

Thus, 

a(p,q;fl ) 

4 [i(fl 2 - 1 - iFfl)l!2 + fl2 - 1- iFfl] 

fl (fl - iF )(fl 2 - w~ - iFfl )(fl 2 - w; - iFfl ) 

8 + , (3.32) 
fl (fl - ir)w~ w; 

where we have recalled that 1 + q2 = w~ and 1 + p2 = w;. 
In the special case where E (Z,7) is uniform in space (at 

least over a distance large compared to the kink width) we 
may focus on a(p,O;fl). In addition, we may be concerned 
only with the integrated deviation of the kink waveform, 

J.;j(fl) = f+ 00 dZ[J.rf(z,fl) - lim J.~(z,fl)], 
- 00 Izl-oo 

(3.33) 

since this corresponds to the total induced "dipole moment" 
of the kink (domain wall). In this situation, we have 

J.;j (fl ) = a(fl )E (fl ), (3.34) 

where a(fl ) = a (p = O,q = O;fl ) is termed the dynamic po
larizability of the kink. Equation (3.30) then reduces to the 
very simple form 

a(fl) = 4(i + Q + 2Q3)/Q\1 + Q2), 

or explicitly in terms of fl to 

+ i(fl2 - 1 - iFfl) - 3/2], 
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FIG. 3. Dynamic polarizability of the DQ kink vs. frequency. The real and 
imaginary parts of - a(.o) are shown as solid and dashed curves, respec
tively, for three example values (0.5,1.0,2.0) of the damping constant r. 

where it is to be remembered that the branch chosen for the 
square root must have a positive imaginary part. In Fig. 3 we 
have plotted the real and imaginary parts of - a(fl ) for 
three representative values of the damping constant r. These 
curves are very similar to those for a harmonic oscillator in 
the underdamped (F = 0.5), critically damped (F = 1.0), 
and overdamped (F = 2.0) regimes, respectively. 

The analytic properties of a(fl ) in the complex fl plane 
may be easily investigated with the use ofEq. (3.35). Values 
of fl which give Q = 0 are the poles (and branch points) of 
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Im.a Im.a 

(0. I) (0,1) 

Re.a Re.a 

(O<r<2) (r::2) 

Im.a 

(0,1) 

Re.a 

(r>2 ) 

FIG. 4. Pole structure of the dynamic polarizability in the complex .0-
plane. The location of poles (which are also branch points) of a(.o) are 
indicated schematically by crosses for the three regions of r. Also indicated 
are branch cuts which avoid the lower half-plane. 

a(fl). Denoting these points by flo we have 

fl 6 - iFflo - 1 = 0, 

which has the solutions 

flo = i, F=2, 

i( ~ ) ± [(F /2)2 -1 ] 1/2, F> 2. 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

Although it may appear to be so at first glance from Eq. 
(3.35), the points with Q = i are not poles of a(fl), since the 
numerator also vanishes at Q = i. 

In Fig. 4 we show the poles of a(fl ) in the complex fl 
plane. Possible branch cuts are also indicated. We see that 
for all positive values ofF, the dynamic polarizability a(fl ) is 
regular in the lower half of the fl plane, and vanishes as 
fl-+oo. Thus, the Kramers-Kronig relations21 are satisfied: 

Re[a(fl») = ~pf+oo Im!~(fl'») dfl' (3.39a) 
1T -00 fl-fl 

Im!a(fl») = - ~pf+oo Re!~(fl')l dfl'. (3.39b) 
1T -00 fl-fl 

IV. SUMMARY 

In this paper we have discussed a simple alternate (DQ) 
to the <p 4 model for domain walls in ferroelectrics. The kink 
solutions of the continuumized equation of motion were dis
cussed and the small oscillations about the kink were used in 
obtaining a closed-form expression for the generalized sus
ceptibility ofthe kink and its long-wavelength limit, the dy
namic polarizability a(fl ). This quantity provides a measure 
ofthe induced dipole moment of the DQ kink in the presence 
of a uniform oscillating electric field. The particularly simple 
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form for a(!1 ) makes the DQ kink a much more attractive 
model than the <p 4 kink for studying the interaction offerro
electric domain walls with external electric fields. It is hoped 
that the results presented here will prove useful to specialists 
in the field. 
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ERRATA 

Erratum: Linearized analysis of inhomogeneous plasma equilibria: General 
theory [J. Math. Phys. 20, 413 (1979)] 

H. Ralph Lewis 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, P. O. Box 1663, M. S 642, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 

Keith R. Symon 
Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

(Received 12 June 1979; accepted for publication 22 June 1979) 

1) The sentence beginning in the fourth line after Eq. (II.21) 
should read "See the note added in proof, Ref. 12." 

5) In the sixth line following Eq. (V.6), "amplitude and 
phases" should read "amplitudes and phase." 

2) Equation (lV.23) should read 

J':rn' = f dQdPr(C)/s(Q,P,Pk)o(Hs -EJ 

xz~,(Q)usr(Q,P) Ip, =p~ • (IV.23) 

3) Equation (lV.24) should read 

(IV.24) 

4) Equation (lV.25) should read 

J"n = H;rn' (IV.25) 

6) In the third line before Eq. (AI), ifJ (r) should read ifJ (r). 
7) The equation following Eq. (AI2) should read 

8) In Ref. 2, "D.C. RD. C. Robinson" should read "D.C. 
Robinson. " 

9)In Ref. 8, "23, 892 (1973)." should read "B 23, 892 
(1973)." 
lO)In Ref. 10, "K.R." should read "K.R. Symon." 
11)In the seventh line of the right-hand column ofp. 423, 
"indeces" should read "indices." 
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